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142, a confidence score is determined for areas within the location center service area. More particularly,

if a firnction, “f”, is a function of the confidence(s) of location hypotheses, and f is a monotonic function

in its parameters and f(cfi, cfz, cf3, , cf") = CSA for confidences cf; of location hypotheses H;

i=1,2,...,N, with CSA contained in the area' estimate for H3, then “f” is denoted a confidence score function.

[ ]Accordingly, there are many embodiments for a confidence score function fthat may be utilized in

computing confidence scores with the present invention; e.g.,

(a) flcfi, cfz. , cfn) = [3]; cf; = CSA;

(b) f(cf., cfz, , cf") = [5]; cf,“ = csA, n = 1, 3, 5,

(c) f(cfl, cfz, , cf") = [S]; (K.- " cfi) = CSA , wherein K,, i = 1, 2, are positive system (tunable)

constants (possibly dependent on environmental characteristics such as topography, time, date, traffic,

weather, and/or the type of base station(s) 1.22 from which location signatures with the target MS 140 are
being generated, etc.).

The paragraph beginning on page 43, line 27 and ending on page 44, line 23 has been replaced with

the following paragraph:

In one embodiment of a method and system for determining such (transmission) area type

approximations, a partition (denoted hereinafier as P0) is imposed upon the radio coverage area 120 for
partitioning for radio coverage area into subareas, wherein each subarea is an estimate of an area having

included MS 140 locations that are likely to have is at least a minimal amount of similarity in their

wireless signaling characteristics. To obtain the partition P0 of the radio coverage area 120, the following
steps are performed:

(23.8.4.1) Partition the radio coverage area .120 into subareas, wherein in each subarea is:

(a) connected, (b) variations in the lengths of chords sectioning the subarea

through the centroid of the subarea are below a predetermined threshold, (c)

the subarea has an area below a predetermined value, and (d) for most locations

(e.g., within a first or second standard deviation) within the subarea whose

wireless signaling characteristics have been verified, it is likely (e.g., within a

first or second stande deviation ) that an MS 140 at one of these locations

will detect (forward transmission path) and/or will be detected (reverse

transmission path) by a same collection of base stations 122. For example, in a

CDMA context, a first such collection may be (for the forward transmission
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path) the active set of base stations 122, or, the union of the active and

candidate sets, or, the union of the active, candidate and/or remaining sets of

base stations 122 detected by “most” M55 140 in the subarea. Additionally (or

alternatively), a second such collection may be the base stations 122 that are

expected to detect M35 140 at locations within the subarea. Of course, the

union or intersection of the first and second collections is also within the scope

of the present invention for partitioning the radio coverage area 120 according

to (d) above. It is worth noting that it is believed that base station 122 power

, levels will be substantially constant. However, even if this is not the case, one

or more collections for (d) above may be determined empirically and/or by

computationally simulating the power output of each base station 122 at a

predeterrnined level. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning that this step is

relatively straightforward to implement using the data stored in the location

signature data base 1320 (i.e., the verified location signature clusters discussed

in detail hereinbelow). Denote the resulting partition here as P].

(23.8.4.2) Partition the radio coverage area 120 into subareas, wherein each subarea

appears to have substantially homogeneous‘terrain characteristics. Note, this

may be performed periodically substantially automatically by scanning radio

coverage area images obtained from aerial or satellite imaging. For example,

EarthWatch Inc. of Longmont, CO can provide geographic with 3 meter

resolution from satellite imaging data.- Denote the resulting partition here as
P2.

(23.8.4.3) Overlay both of the above partitions of the radio coverage area 120 to obtain

new subareas that are intersections of the subareas from each of the above

partitions. This new partition is Po (i.e., P0 = P1 intersect P2), and the subareas

of it are denoted as “Po subareas”.

The paragraph beginning on page 47, line 4 and ending on page 47, line 22 has been replaced with

the following paragraph: ’

There are four fundamental entity types (or object classes in an object oriented programming

paradigm) utilized in the location signature data base 1320. Briefly, these data entities are described in the

items (24. I) through (24.4) that follow:

RI anOQ
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(24.1) (verified) location signatures: Each such (verified) location signature describes the wireless signal

characteristic measurements between a given base station (e.g., BS 122 or LBS 152) and an MS 140 at a

(verified or known) location associated with the (verified) location signature. _'I'hat is, a verified location

signature con'esponds to a location whose coordinates such as latitude-longitude coordinates are known,

while simply a location signature may have a known or unknown location corresponding with it. Note that

the term (verified) location signature is also denoted by the abbreviation, “(verified) loc Sig” hereinbelow;

(24.2) (verified) location signature clusters: Each such (verified) location signature cluster includes a

collection of(verified) location signatures corresponding to all the location signatures between a target MS

140 at a (possibly verified) presumed substantially stationary location and each BS (e.g., 122 or 152) from

which the'target MS 140 can detect the BS’s pilot channel [gardlesslregardless of the classification of the BS

in the target MS (i.e., for CDMA, regardless of whether a BS is in the MS’s active, candidate or remaining

base station sets, as one skilled in the art will understand). Note that for simplicity here, it is presumed that

each location signature cluster has a single fixed primary base station to which the target MS 140

synchronizes or obtains its timing;

(24.3) “composite location objects (or entities)”: Each such entity is a more general entity than the verified

location signature cluster. An object of this type is a collection of (verified) location signatures that are '

associated with the same MS 140 at substantially the same location at the same time and each such loc sig is

associated with a different base station. However, [ lthere is'no requirement that a loc sig from each BS 122

for which the MS 140 can detect the 88’s pilot channel is included in the “composite location ‘object (or

entity)”; and

(24.4) MS location estimation data that includes MS location estimates output by one or more MS location

estimating fust order models 1224, such MS location estimate data is described in detail hereinbelow.

The paragraph beginning on page 47, line 30 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

In particular, for each (verified) loc sig includes the following:

(25.1) MS_type: the make and model of the target MS 140 associated with a location signature

instantiation; note that the type of MS 140 can also be derived from this entry; e.g., whether

MS 140 is a handset MS, car-set MS, or an MS for location only. Note as an aside, for at least

CDMA, the type ofMS 140 provides information as to the number of fingers that may be

measured by the MS[.], as one skilled in the will appreciate.

The paragraph beginning on page 48, line 24 has been replaced with the following paragraph:
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(25.7) signal topography characteristics: In one embodiment, the signal topography characteristics

retained can be represented as characteristics of at lem a two-dimensional generated surface.

That is, such a surface is generated by the signal processing subsystem 1220 from signal
characteristics accumulated over (a relatively short) time interval. For example, in the two-

dimensional surface case, the dimensions for the generated surface may be, for example, signal

strength and time delay. That is, the accumulations over a brief time interval of signal

_ characteristic measurements between the BS 122 and the MS 140 (associated with the loc sig)

may be classified according to the two signal characteristic dimensions (e.g., signal strength and

corresponding time delay). That is, by sampling the signal characteristics and classifying the

samples according to a mesh of discrete cells or bins, wherein each cell [correspondi

]con'esponds to a different range of signal strengths and time delays a tally of the number of

samples falling in the range of each cell can be maintained. Accordingly, for each cell, its .

corresponding tally may be interpreted as height of the cell, so that when the heights ofall cells

are considered, an undulating or mountainous surface is provided; In particular, for a cell mesh

ofappropriate fineness, the “mountainous surface”, is believed to, under most circumstances,

provide a contour that is substantially unique tothe location of the target MS 140. Note that in

one embodiment, the signal samples are typically obtained, throughout a predetermined signal

sampling time interval of 2-5 seconds [ ]as is discussed elsewhere in this specification. In

particular, the signal topography characteristics retained for a loc sig include certain

itopographical characteristics of such a generated mountainous surface. For example, each be

sigmay include: for each local maximum (of the loc sig surface) above a predetermined noise

ceiling threshold, the (signal strength, time delay) coordinates of the cell of the local maximum

and the corresponding height of the local maximum. Additionally, certain gradients may also be

included for characterizing the “steepness” of the surface mountains. Moreover, note that in

some embodiments, a frequency may also be associated with each local maximum. Thus, the

data retained for each selected local maximum can include a quadruple of signal strength, time

delay, height and frequency. Further note that the data types here may [ Ivary. However; for

simplicity, in parts of the description of loc sig processing related to the signal characteristics

here, it is assumed that the signal characteristic topography data structure here is a vector;

The paragraph beginning on page 49, line 19 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

in nrmo.
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(25.13) repeatable: TRUE iffthe loc sig is “repeatable" (as described hereinafter), FALSE otherwise.

Note that each verified loc sig is designated as either “repeatable” or “random”. A loc sig is

repeatable if the (verified/known) location associated with the loc sig is such that signal

characteristic measurements between the associated BS 122 and this MS can be either replaced

at periodic time intervals, or updated substantially on demand by most recent signal

characteristic measurements between the associated base station and the associated MS 140 (or

a comparable MS) at the verified/known location. Repeatable loc sigs may be, for example,

provided by stationary or fixed location M85 140 (e.g., fixed location transceivers) distributed

within certain areas of a geographical region serviced by the location center 142 for providing

MS location estimates. That is, it is an aspect of the present invention that each such stationary

MS 140 can be contacted by the location center 142 (via the base stations of the wireless _

infrastructure) at substantially any time for providing a new collection (i.e., cluster) ofwireless

signal characteristics to be associated with the verified location for the transceiver.

Alternatively, repeatable loc sigs may be obtained by, for example, obtaining location signal

measurements manually from workers who regularly traverse a predetermined route through

some portion of the radio coverage area; i.e., postal workers[ (as will be described in more

detail hereinbelow)]. '

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 50, line 17 with the following paragraph:

(26.1) A “normalization” method for normalizing 10c sig data according to the associated MS 140

I and/or BS 12 signal processing and generating characteristics. That is, the signal processing

subsystem 1220, one embodiment being described in the PCT patent application

PCT/U597/ 1 5933 titled, “Wireless Location Using A Plurality of Commercial Network

lnfi‘astmct'ures,” by F. W. LeBlanc and the present inventors, filed September 8, 1992 (which

has a U.S.“national filing that is now us. Patent No. 6,236,365, filed July 8, 1999, note, both

PCT/US97/15933 and US. Patent No. 6,236,365 are incommted firlly byvreference herein)

provides (methods for Ice sig objects) for “normalizing" each loc sig so that variations in

 

signal characteristics resulting from variations in (for example) MS signal processing and

generating characteristics of different types of MS’s may be reduced. In particular, since

wireless network designers are typically designing networks for effective use of hand set

MS’s 140 having a substantially common minimum set of performance characteristics, the

normalization methods provided here transform the loc sig data so that it appears as though
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the loc sig was provided by a common hand set MS 140. However, other methods may also

be provided to “normalize” a loc sig so that it may be compared with Ice sigs obtained from

other types of MS’s as well. Note that such normalimtion techniques include, for example,

interpolating and extrapolating according to power levels so that loc sigs may be normalized

to the same power level for, e.g., comparison purposes.

Normalization for the BS 122 associated with a loc sig is similar to the normalization for MS

signal processing and generating characteristics. Just as with the MS normalization, the signal

processing subsystem 1220 provides a loc sig method for “normalizing” loc sigs according to

base station signal processing and generating characteristics.

The paragraph beginning on page 52, line 10 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

A first functional group of location engine 139 modules is for performing signal processing and

filtering of MS location signal data received from a conventional wireless (e.g., CDMA) infrastructure, as

discussed in the steps (23.1) and (23.2) above.- This group is denoted the signal processing subsystem 1220

herein. One embodiment of such a subsystem is described in the PCT patent application titled, “Wireless

Location Using A Plurality of Commercial Network infrastructures,” by F. W. LeBlanc and the present

inventor§_.[(s). .]

The paragraph beginning on page 52, line 15 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

A second functional group of location engine 139 modules is for generating various target MS 140

location initial estimates, as described in step (23.3 ). Accordingly, the modules here use input provided by

the signal processing subsystem 1220. This second functional group includes one or more signal analysis

modules or models, each hereinafter denoted as a first order model 1224 (FOM), for generating location

hypotheses for a target MS 140 to be located. Note that it is intended that each such FOM 1224 use a

different technique for determining a location area estimate for the target MS 140. A brief description of

some types of first order models is provided immediately below. Note that [Fig.]flg; 8 illustrates another,

more [detainm view ofthe location system for the present invention. In particular, this figure illustrates

some of the FOMs 1224 contemplated by the present invention, and additionally illustrates the primary

communications with other modules of the location system for the present invention. However, it is

important to note that the present invention is not limited to the FOMs 1224 shown and discussed herein.

That is, it is a primary aspect of the present invention to easily incorporate FOMs using other signal

processing and/or computational location estimating techniques than those presented herein. Further, note
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that each FOM type may have a plurality of its models incorporated into an embodiment of the present
invention.

The following paragraph as been inserted immediately before the paragraph beginning on page 53,
line 10: ' '

In one embodiment, such a distance model may p_erform the following steps:

(a) Determines a minimum distance between the tagget MS and each BS using TOA,
TDOA, signal strengt_h on both forward and reverse paths;

(b) Generates an estimated error,

e Ou uts a location h thesis for estimatin a location of a MS: each such

hyp_othesis having: (i) one or more (nested) location area estimates for the MS, each

location estimate having a confidence value (e.g., provided using the estimated
error) indicating a perceived accuracy, and (ii) a reason for both the location

estimate (e.g., substantial multipath, etc) and the confidence.

The paragraph beginning on page 53, line 10 has been replaced withthe following paragraph:

Another type ofF0M 1224 is a statistically based first order model 1224, wherein a statistical

technique, such as regression techniques (e.g., least squares, partial least squares, principle decomposition), or

e.g., Bollenger Bands (e.g., for computing minimum and maximum base station offsets). In general, models

of this type output location hypothesesmdetermined by performing one or more statistical techniques

or comparisons between the verified location signatures in location signature data base 1320, and the wireless

..u-‘In'nsignal measurements from a target MS. Models of this type are also referred to hereinafter as [ ]a “stochastic
signal (first order) model" or a “stochastic FOM” or a “statistical model."

The following paragraph has been inserted immediately before the paragraph beginning on page
53, line 16: "

In one embodimentI such a stochastic sigpal model may output location hypotheses determined by

one or more statistical comparisons with loc sigs in the Location Sigpature database I320 (e.g., comparing

MS location signals with verified signal characteristics for predetermined geographical areas).
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The following paragraph has been inserted immediatelv before the paragraph beginning on page
53, line 24:

In one embodiment, an adaptive learning model such as a model based on an artificial neural network

may determine an MS 140 location estimate using base station IDs, data on signal-tomoise, other signal data

e. . anumber of si al characteristics includin e. . all CDMA fin ers. Moreover the ou ut from

such a model may include: a latitude and longitude for a center ofa circle having radius R (R may be an

input to such an artificial neural network), and is in the output format of the distance model(s).

The paragraph beginning on page 53, line 24 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Yet another type ofFOM 1224 can be based on a collection ofdispersed low power, low cost fixed

location wireless transceivers (also denoted “location base stations 152” hereinabove) that are provided for

detecting a target MS 140 in areas where, e.g., there is insufiicient base station 122 infrastructure coverage

for providing a desired level of MS 140 location accuracy. For example, it may uneconomical to provide

high traffic wireless voice coverage ofa typical wireless base station 122 in a nature preserve or at a fair

ground that is only populated a few days out of the year. However, if such low cost location base stations

152 can be directed to activate and deactivate via the direction ofa FOM 1224 of the present type, then these

location base stations can be used to both [locationflofl a target MS 140 and also provide indications of

where the target MS is not. For example, if there are location base stations 152 populating an area where the

target MS 140 is presumed to be, then by activating these location base stations 152, evidence may be

obtained as to whether or net the target MS is actually in the area; e.g., if the target MS 140 is detected by a
location base station 152, then a conesponding locationhypothesis having a location estimate corresponding
to the coverage area ofthe location base station may have a very high confidence value. Alternatively, ifthe

target MS 140 is not detected by a location base station 152, then a corresponding location hypothesis having
a location estimate conesponding to the coverage area of the location base station may have a very low

confidence value. Models ofthis type are referred to hereinafier as “location base station models.”

The following paragraph has been inserted immediately before the paragraph beginning on page
54, line 3: '

In one embodiment, such a location base station model may perform the following steps:
a If an in ut is received then the tar et MS 140 is detected b a

location base station 152 (i.e.I 3 LBS being a unit having a reduced
power BS and a MS ).
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([2) If an input is obtained, then the output is a hypothesis data
structure having a small area of the highest confidence.

(c) If no input is received from a LBS then a hypothesis having an
area with highest negative confidence is output.

The paragraph beginning on page 54, line 3 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Yet another type of FOM 1224 can be based on input from a mobile base station 148, wherein

location hypotheses may be generated from target MS 140 location data received from the mobile base station

148. In one embodiment, such a mobile base station model may provide ouQut similar to the distance FOM
1224 described hereinabove.

The paragraph beginning on page 54, line 8 and ending on page 54, line 23 has been replaced with

the following paragraphs. Note the commencement of two new paragraphs inserted at—

Additionally, FOMS 1224— , and at —Moreover, other FOMs—.

Note that the FOM types mentioned here as well as other FOM types are discussed in detail

hereinbelow. Moreover, it is [ ]important to keep in mind that a novel aspect of the present invention is the

simultaneous use or activation ofa potentially large number of such first order models 1224, wherein such

FOMs are not limited to those described herein. Thus, the present invention provides a framework for

incorporating MS location estimators to be subsequently provided as new FOMs in a straightforward manner.

For example, a FOM 1224 based on wireless signal time delay measurements from a distributed antenna

system 168 for wireless communication may be incorporated into the present invention for locating a target

MS 140 in an enclosed area serviced by the distributed antenna system (such a FOM is more fully described

in the US. Patent 6,236,365 filed July 8, 1999 which is incogporated fiilly by reference herein). Accordingly, '

by using such adistributed antenna FOM 1224 (Eig. 8( 1 ii, the present invention may determine the floor ofa
multi-story building from which a target MS is transmitting. Thus, M55 140 can be located in three

dimensions using such a distributed antenna FOM 1224.

In one embodiment, such a distributed antenna model may perform the following steps:

(a) Receives input only from a distributed antenna system.

(b) If an input is received, then the output includes a lat-long and height of highest
confidence.

 

Additionally, FOMs 1224 for detecting certain registration changes within, for example, a public

switched telephone network LZAcan also be used for locating a target MS 140. For example, for some M85

140 there may be an associated or dedicated device for each such MS that allows the MS to fimction as a
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cordless phone to a line based telephone network when the device detects that the MS is within signaling

range. In one use of such a device (also denoted herein as a “home base station”), the device registers with a

home location register of the public switched telephone network mwhen there is a status change such as

from not detecting the corresponding MS to detecting the MS, or visa versa, as one skilled in the art will

understand. Accordingly, by providing a FOM 1224 denoted the “Home Base Station First Order Model” in

Fig. 81 1 j) that accesses the MS status in the home location register, the location engine 139 can determine

whether the MS is within signaling range of the home base station or not, and generate location hypotheses

accordingly. I

' In one embodiment, such a home base station model may perform the following steps:

(a) Receives an input only fiom the Public Telephone Switching Network.

(b) If an input is received then the target MS 140 is detected by a home base station V

associated with the target MS.

to) If an input is obtained, then the output is a hypothesis data structure having a

small area of the highest confidence.

(d) If no input and there is a home base station then a hypothesis having a negative

area is of highest confidence is output.

Moreover, other F0M5 based on, for example, chaos theory and/or fractal theory are also within the

scope of the present invention.

The paragraph beginning on page 54, line 24 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

It is important to note the following aspects of the present invention relating to FOMS 1224:

(28.1) Each such first order model 1224 may be relatively easily incorporated into and/or removed from the

present invention. For example, assuming that the signal processing subsystem 1220 provides uniform input

interface to the FOMs, and there is a uniform FOM output interface, it is believed that a large majority (if not

substantially all) viable MS location estimation strategies may be accommodated. Thus, it is straightforward
to add or delete such FOMS 1224.

The paragraph beginning on page 56, line 1 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

(30.2) it enhances the accuracy of an initial location hypothesis generated by [an IgFOM by using the

initial location hypothesis as, essentially, a query or index into the location signature data base 1320 for

obtaining a corresponding enhanced location hypothesis, wherein the enhanced location hypothesis has
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both an adjusted target MS location area estimate and an adjusted confidence based on past performance

of the FOM in the location service surrounding the target MS location estimate of the initial location

hypothesis;

The paragraph beginning on page 61,‘ line 8 and ending‘on page 61, line 24 has been replaced with

the following paragraph: '

A fourth functional group of location engine 139 modules is the control and output gating modules

which includes the location center control subsystem 1350, and the output gateway 1356. The location

' control subsystem 1350 provides the highest level ofcontrol and monitoring of the data processing performed

by the location center 142. In particular, this subsystem performs the following functions:

(a) controls and monitors location estimating processing for each target MS 140. Note that this

includes high level exception or error handling functions;

(b) receives and routes external information as necessary. For instance, this subsystem may

receive (via, e.g., the public telephone switching network 12_4and Internet [1362]5_6_8) such

environmental information as increased signal noise in a particular service [aflm due to

increase traffic, a change in weather conditions, a base station 122 (or other infi'astructure

provisioning), change in operation status (e.g., operational to inactive);

g (:2) receives and directs location processing requests from other location centers 142 (via, e.g., ~
the InternetAg);

(d) performs accounting and billing procedures;

(e)interacts with location center operators by, for example, receiving operator commands and

providing output indicative of processing resources being utilized and malfunctions;

(t) provides access to‘output requirements for various applications requesting location

estimates. For example, an Internet fllocation request fi-om a tnrcking company in Los

Angeles to a locationcenter 142 in Denver may only want to know if a particular truck or

driver is within the Denver area. Alternatively, a local medical rescue unit is likely to

request a precise a location estimate as possible.

The paragraph beginning on page 61, line 25 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Note that in Fig. 6, (a) - (d) above are, at least at a high level, performed by utilizing the operator

interface 1374[ 1.
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The paragraph beginning on page 61, line 26 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Referring now to the output gateway 1356, this module routes target MS I40 location estimates to

the appropriate location application(s). For instance, upon receiving a location estimate from the most

likelihood estimator 1344, the output gateway 1356 may determine that the location estimate is for an

automobile being tracked by the police and therefore must be provided [must be provided ]according to [the];
particular protocol.

The paragraph-beginning on page .63, line 8 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Taking a_CDMA or TDMA base station network as an example, each base station (BS) 122 is

required to emit a constant signal-strength pilot channel pseudo-noise (PN) sequence on the forward link

channel identified uniquely in the network by a pilot sequence offset and frequency assignment. It is

possible to use the pilot channels of the active, candidate, neighboring and remaining sets, maintained in

the target MS, for obtaining signal characteristic measurements (e.g. TOA and/or TDOA measurements)
between the target MS 140 and the base stations in one or more of these sets.

The paragraph beginning on page 63, line 26 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Accordingly, some embodiments of distance FOMs may attempt to mitigate such ambiguity or

inaccuracies by, e.g., identifying discrepancies (or consistencies) between arrival time measurements and

other measurements (e.g., signal strength), these discrepancies (or consistencies) may be used to filter out

at least those signal measurements and/or generated location estimates that appear less accurate. In

particular, such identifying [may]J filtering can be performed by, for example, an expert system residing
in the distance FOM.

The paragraph beginning on page 65, line 1 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

[One][n_om embodiment, a coverage area model utilizes both the detection and-non-detection of

base stations 122 by the target MS 1401(conversely, of the MS by one or more base stations l22) to define

an area where the target MS 140 may likely be. A relatively straightforward application of this technique
is to:

(a) find all areas of intersection for base station RF coverage area representations, wherein:

(i) the corresponding base stations are on-line for communicating with M85 140; (ii)
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the RF coverage area representations are deemed reliable for the power levels of the

on-line base stations; (iii) the on~line base stations having reliable coverage area

representations can be detected by the target MS; and (iv) each intersection must

include a predetermined number of the reliable RF coverage area representations (e.g.,

2 or 3); and

(b) obtain new location estimates by subtracting from each of the areas of intersection any of

the reliable RF coverage area representations for base stations 122 that can not be

detected by the target MS.

The paragraph beginning on page 66, line 2 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

The stochastic first order models may use statistical prediction techniques such as [ ]principle

decomposition, [ ]partial least squares, [partial least squares, ]or other regression techniques for predicting,
for example, expected minimum and maximum distances of the target MS from one or more base stations

122, e.g., Bollenger Bands. Additionally, some embodiments may use Markov processes and Random

Walks (predicted incremental MS movement) for determining an expected area within which the target

MS 140 is likely to be. .That is, such aprocess measures the incremental time differences of each pilot as

the MS moves for predicting a size of a location area estimate using past MS estimates such as the

verified location signatures in the location signature data base 1320.

The paragraph beginning on page 66, line 15 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Regarding FOMs 1224 using pattern recognition or associativity techniques, there are many such

techniques available. For example, there are statistically based systems such as “CART” (an_acronym for

Classification and Regression Trees) by ANGOSS Software International Limited of Toronto, Canada

that may be used for automatically [for ]detecting or recognizing patterns in data that were unprovided

(and likely previously unknown). Accordingly, by imposing a relatively fine mesh or grid of cells [oflo_n
the radio coverage area, wherein each cell is entirely within a particular area type categorization such as

the transmission area types (discussed in the section, “Coverage Area: Area Types And Their

Determination" above), the verified location signature clusters within the cells of each area type may be

analyzed for signal characteristic patterns. If such patterns are found, then they can be used to identify at

least a likely area type in which a target MS is likely to be located. That is, one or more location

hypotheses may be generated having target MS 140 location estimates that cover an area having the likely

area type wherein the target MS 140 is located. [ ]Funher note that such statistically based pattern

920nm ‘
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recognition systems as “CART” include software code generators for generating expert system software

embodiments for recognizing the patterns detected within a training set (e.g., the verified location

signature clusters).

The paragraph beginning on page 67, line 1 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

A similar statistically based FOM 1224 to the one above may be provided wherein the radio

coverage area is decomposed substantially as above, but iiaddition to using the signal characteristics for

detecting useful signal patterns, the specific identifications of the base station 122 providing the signal

characteristics may also be used. Thus, assuming there is a sufficient density of verified location

signature clusters in some of the mesh cells so that the statistical pattern recognizer can detect patterns in

the signal characteristic measurements, an expert system may be generated that outputs a target MS 140

location estimate that may provide both a reliable and accurate location estimate of a target MS 140.

The paragraph beginning on page 69, line 10 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

It is worthwhile to discuss the data representations for the inputs and outputs of a ANN used for

generating MS location estimates. Regarding ANN input representations, recall that the signal processing

subsystem 1220 may provide various RF signal measurements as input to an ANN (such as the RF signal

measurements derived from verified location signatures in the location signature data base 1320). For

example, a representation of a histogam [ lof the frequency of occurrence of CDMA fingers in a time

delay [valfls signal strength 2-dimensional domain may be provided as input to such an ANN. In

particular, a 2—dimensional gid of signal strength versus time delay bins may be provided so that received

signal measurements are slotted into an appropriate bin ofthe gid. In one embodiment, such a gid is a

six by six array of bins such as illustrated in the lefi portion of Fig. 14. That is, each of the signal strength
and time delay [axiseslflLs are partitioned into six ranges so that both' the signal strength and the time

delay of RF signal measurements can be slotted into an appropriate range, thus determining the bin.

The paragraph beginning on page 70, line 10 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Accordingly, the technique described herein limits the number of input neurons in each ANN

constructed and generates a larger number of these smaller ANNs. That is, each ANN is trained on

location signature data (or, more precisely, portions of location signature clusters) in an area AW

(hereinafler also denoted the “net area”), wherein each input neuron receives a unique input from

[eitherlone of:

01 nt‘lflO
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(A 1) location signature data (e.g., signal strength/time delay bin tallies) corresponding to transmissions

between an MS 140 and a relatively small number of base stations 122 in the area Am, For instance,

location signature data obtained from, for example, a collection B of four base stations 122 (or antenna

sectors) in the area Am“ Note, each location signature data cluster includes fields describing the

wireless communication devices used; e.g., (i) the make and model of the target MS; (ii) the current and

maximum transmission power; (iii) the MS battery power (instantaneous or current); (iv) the base station

(sector) current power level; (v) the base station make and model and revision level; (vi) the air interface

type and revision level (of, e.g., CDMA, TDMA or AMPS).

The paragraph beginning on page 71, line 7 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Moreover, I ]for each of the smaller ANNs, it is likely that the number of input neurons is'on the

i order of 330; (Le, [ 170 inputs per each of four location. signatures ( i.e., 35 inputs for the forward

wireless communications and 35 for the reverse wireless communications), plus 40 additional discrete

inputs for an appropriate area surrounding Am, plus 10 inputs relatedHtype ofMS, power levels,

etc). However, it is important to note that the number of base stations (or antenna sectors 130) having

conesponding location signature data to be provided to such an ANN may vary. Thus, in some subareas

of the coverage area 120, location signature data from five or more base stations (antenna sectors) may be

used, whereas in other subareas three (or less) may be used.[ , 1

The paragraph beginning on page 72, line 26 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

In one traditional artificial neural network training process, a relatively tedious'set of trial and

error steps may be performed for configuring an ANN so that training produces effective learning. In

particular, an ANN may require configuring parameters related to, for example, input data scaling,

test/training set classification, detecting and removing unnecessary input variable selection. However, the

present invention reduces this tedium. That is, the present invention uses mechanisms such as genetic

algorithms or other mechanisms for avoiding non-optimal but locally appealing (i.e., local minimum) ‘

solutions, and locating near-optimal solutions instead. In particular, such mechanism may be used to

adjust the matrix of weights for the ANNs so that very good, near optimal ANN configurations may be

found efficiently. | ]Funhennore, since the signal processing system 1220 uses various types of signal

processing filters for filtering the RF measurements received from transmissions between an MS 140 and

one or more base stations (antenna sectors 130), such mechanisms for finding near-optimal solutions may

be applied to selecting appropriate filters as well. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the present
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invention, such filters are paired with particular ANNs so that the location signature data supplied to each

ANN is filtered according to a conesponding “filter description” for the ANN, wherein the filter

description specifies the filters to be used on location signature data prior to inputting this data to the

ANN. In particular, the filter description can define a pipeline of filters having a sequence of filters

wherein for each two consecutive filters, f1 and f; (f. preceding f;), in a filter description, the output of f.
flows as input to f1. Accordingly, by encoding such a filter description together with its corresponding

ANN so that the encoding can be provided to a near optimal solution finding mechanism such as a genetic

algorithm, it is believed that enhanced ANN locating performance can be'obtained. That is, the combined p

genetic codes of the filter description and the ANN are manipulated by the genetic algorithm in a search

'for a satisfactory solution (i.e., location error estimates within a desired range). This process and system
provides a mechanism for optimizing not only the artificial neural network architecture, but also

identifying a near optimal match between the ANN and one or more signal processing filters.

Accordingly, the following filters may be used in a filter pipeline of a filter description: Sobel, median,

mean, histogram normalization, input cropping, neighbor, [Gaussion]Gaussian Weiner filters.
 

The paragraph beginning on page 79, line 9 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the only change herein is the removal of the underlining of the phrase ‘there is a “error__rec” here

for each loc sig in “loc_sig_bag”.'

error_rec_set: A set of error records (objects), denoted “error_recs”, providing

information as to how much each loc'sig in “loc_sig_bag” disagrees with

comparable loc sigs in the location signature data base. That is, there is a

“error_rec”here for each loc sig in,“loc_sig_bag”.

The paragraph beginning on page 79, line 22 and ending on page 80, line 9 has been replaced with
i the following paragraph: I i

DB_Loc_Sig_Error_Fit(hypothesis, measured_loc_sig_bag, search_criteria)

/* This fiJnction determines how well the collection of Ice sigs in “measured_loc_sig_bag” fit with

the loc sigs in the location signature data base 1320 wherein the data base loc sigs must satisfy the

criteria of the input parameter “search_criteria” and are relatively close to the MS location estimate of the

location hypothesis, “hypothesis”.

lnput: hypothesis: MS location hypothesis;
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measured_loc_sig_bag: A collection of measured location signatures (“Ioc sigs” for short)

obtained from the MS (the data structure here is an aggregation such as an array or

list). Note, it is assumed that there is at most one loc sig here per Base Station in this

collection. Additionally, note that the input data structure here may be a location

signature cluster such as the “loc_sig_cluster” field of a location hypothesis (cf. Figs.

9A and 93). Note that variations in input data structures may be accepted here by

utilization of flag or tag bits as one skilled in the art will appreciate;

search_criteria: The criteria for searching the verified location signature data base for

various categories of Ice sigs. The only limitation on the types of categories that may

be provided here is that, to be useful, each category should have meaningful number

. of Ice sigs in the location signature data base. The following categories included here

are illustrative, but others are contemplated:

(a) “USE ALL LOC SIGS IN DB” (the default),

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LOC SIGS”,

(c) “USE ONLY LOC SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAY”.

The paragraph beginning on page 80, line 19 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

The following program compares: (a1) loc sigs that are contained in (or derived from) the loc sigs

in “target.loc_sig_bag" with (bl) loc sigs computed from verified loc sigs in the location signature data

base 1320. That is, each loc sig fnom (a1) is compared with a corresponding loc sig from (bl) to obtain a

measurement of the discrepancy between the two Ioc sigs. In particular, msuming each of the loc sigs for

“target_loc_sig_bag” correspond to the same target MS location, wherein this location is “target_loc",

this program determines how well the loc sigs in “target_loc_sig_bag” fit with a computed or estimated

Ioc sig for the location, “target_loc” that is derived from the verified Ioc sigs in the location signature data

base 1320. Thus, this program may be used: (a2) for determining how well the loc sigs in the location

signature cluster for a target MS (“target__loc_sig_'bag”) compares with Ioc sigs derived from verified

location signatures in the location signature data base, and (b2) tor determining how consistent a given
collection of Ice sigs (“target_loc_sig_bag”) from the location signature data base is with other Ioc sigs in

the location signature data base. Note that in (b2) each of the one or more Ioc sigs in

“target_loc_sig_bag” have an error computed here that can be used in determining if the loc sig is

becoming inapplicable for predicting target MS locations.
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The paragraph beginning on page 85, line 5 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

This function creates a new list of location hypotheses from the input list, “loc_hyp__list”, wherein

the location hypotheses on the new list are modified versions of those on the input list. For each location

hypothesis on the input list, one or more corresponding location hypotheses will be on the output list.

Such corresponding output location hypotheses will differ from their associated input location hypothesis

by one or more of the following: (a) the “image_area” field (see F igs. 9A and 9B) may be assigned an

area indicative of where the target MS is estimated to be, (b) if “image_area” is assigned, then the

“confidence” field will be the confidence that the target MS is located in the area for “image_area”, (c) if

there are not sufficient “nearby” verified location signature clusters in the location signature data base

I320 to entirely rely on a computed confidence using such verified location signature clusters, then two

location hypotheses (having reduced confidences) will be returned, one having a reduced computed

confidence (for “image_a.rea”) using the verified clusters in the Location Signature data base, and one

being substantially the same as the associated input location hypothesis except that the confidence (for the

field “area_est”) is reduced to reflect the confidence in its paired location hypothesis having a computed

confidence for “image_area”. Note also, in some cases, the location hypotheses on the input list, may

have no change to its confidence or the area to which the confidence applies.

Get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for(loc_hyp)

The paragraph beginning on page 85, line 30 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

[ ]The function, “get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for,” and fiinctions called by this function

presuppose a framework or paradigm that requires some discussion as well as the defining of some terms.

Note that some of the terms defined hereinbelow are illustrated in Fig. [243]fi.

The paragraph beginning on page 86, line 6 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the only change here is the removal of the underlining of the word ‘verified.’

Define the term “image cluster set” (for a given First Order Model identified by

“loc_hyp.FOM_ID”) to mean the set of verified location signature clusters whose MS location point
estimates are in “the cluster set”.

The paragraph beginning on page 86, line 25 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the removal of the underlining in the phrase ‘per unit of area.’
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Define the term[ I “mapped cluster density” to be the number of the verified location signature

clusters in an “image cluster set” per unit of area in the “image cluster set area”.

The paragraph beginning on page 89, line 18 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

(35.5) A location extrapolator module 1432 for use in updating previous location estimates for a target MS

when a more recent location hypothesis is provided to the location hypothesis analyzer 1332. That is,

assume that the control module 1400 receives a new location hypothesis for a target MS for which

there are also one or more previous location hypotheses that either have been recently processed (i.e.,

they reside in the MS status repository 1338, as shown best in Fig. 6), or are currently being processed

(i.e., they reside in the run-time location hypothesis storage area 1410). Accordingly, if the

active_timestamp (see Figs. 9A and 9B regarding location hypothesis data fields) of the newly

received location hypothesis is sufficiently more recent than the active_timestamp of one of these

previous location hypotheses, then an extrapolation may be performed by the location extrapolator

module 1432 on such previous location hypotheses so that all target MS location hypotheses being

concurrently analyzed are presumed to include target MS location estimates for substantially the same

point in time. Thus, initial location estimates generated by the FOMs using different wireless signal

measurements, fi'om difi‘erent signal transmission time intervals, may have their corresponding

dependent location hypotheses utilized simultaneously for determining a most likely target MS

location estimate. Note that this module may also be daemon or expert system rule base.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 100, line 30 through page 101, line 2 with

the following paragraph:

Accordingly, if a new currently active location hypothesis (e.g., supplied by the context adjuster)

is received by the blackboard, then the target MS location estimate of the new location hypothesis

may be compared with the predicted location. Consequently, a confidence adjustment value can be“'17

determined according to how well [if] the new location hypothesis 1 fits with the predicted location.

That is, this confidence adjustment value will be larger as the new MS estimate and the predicted

estimate become closer together.

The paragraph beginning on page 102, line 3 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Any collection of mobile electronics (denoted mobile location unit) that is able to both estimate a

location of a target MS 140 and communicate with the base station network may be utilized by the present
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invention to more accurately locate the target MS. Such mobile location units may provide greater target

MSVlocation accuracy by, for example, homing in on the target MS and by transmitting additional MS

location information to the location center 142. There are a number of embodiments for such a mobile

location unit contemplated by the present invention. For example, in a minimal version, such the

electronics of the mobile location unit may be little more than an onboard MS 140, a sectored/directional

antenna and a controller for communicating between them. Thus, the onboard MS is used to

communicate with the location center 142 and possibly the target MS 140, while the antenna monitors

signals for homing in on the target MS 140. In an enhanced version ofthe mobile location unit, a GPS

receiver may also be incorporated so that the location of the mobile location unit may be determined and

consequently an estimate of the location of the target MS may also be determined. However, such a

mobile location unit is unlikely to be able to‘determine substantially more than a direction of the target

MS 140 via the sectored/directional antenna without further base station infrastructure cooperation in, for

example, determining the transmission power level of the target MS or varying this power level. Thus, if

the target MS or the mobile location unit leaves the coverage area 120 or resides in a poor communication

area, it may be difficult to accurately determine where the target MS is located. None-the—less, such

mobile location units may be sufiicient for many situations, and in fact the present invention contemplates

their use. However, in cases where direct communication with the target MS is desired without constant

contact with the base station infrastructure, the present invention includes a mobile location unit that is

also a scaled down version ofa base station 122. Thus, given that such a mobile base station or MBS 148

includes at least an onboard MS 140, a sectored/directional antenna, a GPS receiver, a scaled down base

station 122 and sufficient components (including a controller) for integrating the capabilities of these

devices, an enhanced autonomous MS mobile location system can be provided that can be effectively

used in, for example, emergency vehicles, [air planes]ai[planes and boats. Accordingly, the description

that follows below describes an embodiment of an MES [48 having the above mentioned components

and capabilities for use in a vehicle.

The paragraph beginning on page 104, line 23 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Thus, while in the ready state 1708, as the MBS 148 moves, it has its location repeatedly (re)-

estimated via, for example, GPS signals, location center [142$]L4_2 location estimates from the base

stations 122 (and 152), and an on-board deadreckdning subsystem 1527 having an M88 location

estimator according to the programs described hereinbelow. However, note that the accuracy of the base
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station time synchronization (via the ribidium oscillator 1520) and the accuracy of the MBS 148 location

may need to both be periodically recalibrated according to (la) and (lb) above.

The paragraph beginning on page 106, line 20 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

In one embodiment, the MBS 148 (Fig 11) includes an MBS controller 1533 for controlling the

location capabilities of the MBS 148. In particular, the MBS controller 1533 initiates and controls the

MBS state changes as described in Fig. 12 above. Additionally, the MBS controller 1533 also

communicates with the location controller 1535, wherein this latter controller controls MBS activities

related to MBS location and target MS location; e.g., this performs the program,

“mobile_base_station_controller” described in APPENDIX A hereinbelow. The location controller 1535

receives data input from an event generator 1537 for generating event records to be provided to the

location controller 1535. For example, [ ]records may be generated from data input received from: (a) the

vehicle movement detector 1539 indicating that the MBS 148 has moved at least a predetermined amount

and/or has changed direction by at least a predetermined angle, or (b) the MBS signal processing

subsystem 1541 indicating that the additional signal measurement data has been received fi'om either the

location center 142 or the target MS 140. Note that the MBS signal processing subsystem 1541, in one

embodiment, is similar to the signal processing subsystem 1220 of the location center 142. [may have

]Moreover, also note that there may be multiple command schedulers. In particular, a scheduler 1528 for

commands related to communicating with the location center 142, a scheduler 1530 for commands related

to GPS communication (via GPS receiver 1531), a [ ]scheduler 1529 for commands related to the

frequency and granularity of the reporting of MBS changes in direction and/or position via the MBS

[dead reckoning ]deadreckoning subsystem 1527 (note that this scheduler is potentially optional and that

such commands may be provided directly to the deadreckoning estimator 1544), and a scheduler 1532 for

communicating with the target MS(s) 140 being located. Further, it is assumed that there is sufficient

hardware and/or software [to appear ]to perform commands in different schedulers substantially
concurrently.

The paragraph beginning on page 109, line 32 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

It is assumed that the error with [dead reckoning ]deadreckoning increases with deadreckoning

distance. Accordingly, it is an aspect of the embodiment of the MBS location subsystem 1508 that when

incrementally updating the location of the MBS 148 using deadreckoning and applying deadreckoning

location change estimates to a “most likely area” in which the MBS 148 is believed to be, this area is
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incrementally enlarged as well as shifted. The enlargement of the area is used to account for the

inaccuracy in the deadreckoning capability. Note, however, that the deadreckoning [ IMBS location

estimator is periodically reset so that the error accumulation in its outputs can be decreased. In particular,

such resetting occurs when there is a high probability that the location of the MBS is known. For

example, the deadreckoning MBS location estimator may be reset when an MBS operator manually enters

an MBS location or verifies an MBS location, or a computed MBS location has sufficiently high

confidence.

. The paragraph beginning on page 110, line 32 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

Further, the MBS 148 may constrain any location estimates to streets on a street map using the

MBS location snap to street module 1562. For example, an estimated MBS location not on a street may

be “snapped to" a nearest street location. Note that a nearest street location determiner may use “normal”

orientations of vehicles en streets as a constraint on the nearest street locationdgl. P]articu1ar1y, if an

MBS 148 is moving at typical rates of speed and acceleration, and without abrupt changes iLdirection.

For example, if the deadreckoning MBS location estimator 1544 indicates that the MBS 148 is moving in

a northerly direction, then the street snapped to should be a north-south running street. Moreover, the
MBS location snap to street module 1562 may also be used to enhance target MS location estimates

when, for example, it is known or suspected that the target MS 140 is in a vehicle and the vehicle is

moving at typical rates of speed. Furthermore, the snap to street location module 1562 may also be used

in enhancing the location of a target MS 140 by either the MBS 148 or by the location engine 139. In

partiCular, the location estimator 1344 or an additional module between the location estimator 1344 and

the output gateway 1356 may utilize an embodiment of the snap to street location module 1562 to

enhance the accuracy of target MS 140 location estimates that are known to be in vehicles. Note that this

may be especially usefirl in locating stolen vehicles that have embedded wireless location transceivers

(M35 140), wherein appropriate wireless signal measurements can be provided to the location center 142.

The paragraph beginning on page 111, line 29 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

There is an MBS location track for storing MBS location entries obtained from MBS location

estimation information from each of the MBS baseline location estimators described above (i.e., a GPS

location track 1750 for storing MBS location estimations obtained from the GPS location estimator 1540,

a location center location track 1754 for storing MBS location estimations obtained from the location

estimator 1540 deriving its MBS location estimates from the location center 142, an LBS location track
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1758 for storing MBS location estimations obtained from the location estimator 1540 deriving its MBS

location estimates from base stations 122 and/or 152, and a manual location track 1762 for MBS operator

entered MBS locations). Additionally, there is one further location track, denoted the “current location

tIack” 1766 whose location track entries may be derived from the entries in the other location tracks

(described further hereinbelow). Further, for each location track, there is a location track head that is the

head of the queue for the location track. The location track head is the most recent (and presumably the

most accurate) MBS location estimate residing in the location track. Thus, [for ]the GPS location track

1750 has location track head 1770; the location center location track 1754 has location track head 1774;

the LBS location'h'ack 1758 has location track head 1778; the manual location track 1762 has location

track head 1782; and the current location track 1766 has location track head 1786. Additionally, for

notational convenience, for each location track, the time series of previous MBS location estimations (i.e.,

location track entries) in the location track will herein be denoted the “path for the location track.” Such

paths are typically the length of the location track queue containing the path. Note that the length of each

such queue may be determined using at least the following considerations:

The paragraph beginning on page 115, line 15 and ending on page 115, line 18 has been replaced

with the following paragraph: '

MBS_new_est <- get_new_WS_localion_using_esn‘mate(event);

/* Note, whenever a new MBS location estimate is entered as a baseline estimate

into wt;the location tracks, the other location tracks must be immediately

updated with any deadreckoning location change estimates so that all location

tracks are substantially updated'at the same time. ‘I

The paragraph beginning on page 120, line 19 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

/* This information includes error or reliability estimates that may be used in subsequent attempts

to determine an [MB81fl location estimate when there is no communication with the LC and no

exact (GPS) location can be obtained. That is, if the reliability of the target MS’s location is

deemed highly reliable, then subsequent less reliable location estimates should be used only to the

degree that more highly reliable estimates become less relevant due to the [MBS]_M_S moving to
other locations. ‘I
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The paragraph beginning on page 122, line 28 has been replaced with the following paragraph.

Note the only change here is the insertion of -)—-immediately after “events.”

M_B_S_new_est <—— get_new_mS_location;est_fi-om_operator(event); /" 'lhe estimate may be
obtained, for example, using a light pen on a displayed map ‘I

The paragraph beginning on page 124, line 1 and ending on page 124, line 12 has been replaced

with the following paragraph:

The confidence value for each MBS location estimate is a measurement of the likelihood of the

MBS location estimate being correct. More precisely, a confidence value for a new MBS location

estimate is a measurement that is adjusted according to the. following criteria:

(a) the confidence value increases with the perceived accuracy of the new MBS location estimate

(independent ofany current MBS location estimate used by the MBS),

(b) the confidence value decreases as the location discrepancy with the current MBS location

increases,

(c) the confidence value for the current MBS location increases when the new location estimate is

contained in the current location estimate,

(d) the confidence value for the current MBS location [decrease]decreases when the new location

estimate is not contained in the current location estimate, and

Therefore, the confidence value is an MBS location likelihood measurement which takes into account the

history of previous MBS location estimates.

The paragraph beginning on page 132, line 27 and ending on page 132, line 31 has been replaced

with the following paragraph. Note inserted text has been italicized, since there is underlining as

part of the text.

Input: MBS_new_est The newest MBS location estimate record.

adjusted_curr__est The version of “MBS_curr_est” adjusted by the deadreckoning

location change estimate paired with “MBS_new_est”. .

MBS_curr_est The location track entry that is the head of the “current”

location track. Note that “MBS_new_est.confidence” >

“MBS_curr_[est.cofidence]es!. confidence”.
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I The paragraph beginning on page 143, line 14 and ending on page 143, line 19 has been replaced
with the following paragraph:

measured_loc_sig_bag: A collection of measured location signatures (“10c sigs” for

short) obtained from the MS (the data structure here is an aggregation such as an

array or list). Note, it is assumed that there is at most one loc sig here per Base

Station in this collection. Additionally, note that the input data structure here may

be a location signature cluster such as the “loc_sig_cluster” field of a location

hypothesis (cf. Figs. 9A and 93). Note that variations in input data structures may

be accepted here by utilization of flag or tag bits as one skilled in the art‘will
appreciate;

The paragraph beginning on page 147, line 28 has been replaced with the following paragraph.

Note the only change herein is the removal of the underlining of the phrase ‘there is an “error_rec”

herefor each loc sig in “Ioc_sig_bag”. ’. Note the change is in bold rather than underlined.

error_rec_set: The set of “error_recs” providing information as to how much each loe

sig in “loe_sig_bag” disagrees with comparable loc sigs in the DB.

That is, there is an “error rec” here or each Inc 51' in “Ice si ba ”._ _ g _ g_ g

The paragraph beginning on page 161, line 9 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the only change is the replacement of “Fig. 9” with —Figs. 9A and 9B—.

This function creates a new list of location hypotheses from the input list, “loc_hyp_list”, wherein

the location hypotheses on the new list are modified versions of those on the input list. For each location

hypothesis on the input list, one or more corresponding location hypotheses will be on the output list.

Such corresponding output location hypotheses will differ from their associated input location hypothesis

by one or more of the following: (a) the “image_area” field (see Figs. 9A and 93) may be assigned an

area indicative of where the target MS is estimated to be, (b) if “image_area” is assigned, then the

“confidence” field will be the confidence that the target MS is located in the area for “image_area;', (c) if

there are not sufficient “nearby" verified location signature clusters in the location signature data base to

entirely rely on a computed confidence using such verified location signature clusters, then two location

hypotheses (having reduced confidences) will be returned, one having a reduced computed confidence

(for “image_area”) using the verified clusters in the Location Signature DB, and one being substantially
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the same as the associated input location hypothesis except that the confidence (for the field “area_est”) is

reduced to reflect the confidence in its paired location hypothesis having a computed confidence for

“image_area”. Note also, in some cases, the location hypotheses on the input list, may have no change to

its confidence or the area to which the confidence applies. Note that the steps herein are also provided in

flowchart form in Figs. 25a and 25b.

The paragraph beginning on page 161, line 29 and ending on page 162, line 6 has been replaced

with the following paragraph. Note the only change is the replacement of “Mobil” with —Mobile—.

if (NOT loc__hyp[i].adjust) then I“ no adjustments will be made to the “area_est” or the

“confidence" fields since the “adjust” field indicates that there is assurance that

these other fields are correct; note that such designations indicating that no

adjustment are presently contemplated are only for the location hypotheses

generated by the Home Base Station First Order Model, the Location Base

Station First Order Model and the Mobile Base Station First Order Model. In

particular, location hypotheses from the Home Base Station model will have

confidences of l .0 indicating with highest confidence that the target MS is

within the area estimate for the location hypothesis. Alternatively, in the

Location-Base Station model, generated location hypotheses may have

confidences of (substantially) +1.0 (indicating that the target MS is absolutely

in the area for “area_est”), or, -1 .0 (indicating that the target MS is NOT in the

area estimate for the generated location hypothesis)."/

The paragraph beginning on page 162, line 10 has beenreplaced with the following paragraph.

Note the only change here is the replacement of “FIG. 9” with —Figs. 9A and 98—.

else /* the location hypothesis can (and will) be modified; in particular, an “.image_area”

may be assigned, the “confidence” changed to reflect a confidence in the target
MS being in the “image_area”. Additionally, in some cases, more than one

location hypothesis may be generated from “Ioc__hyp[i]”. See the comments on

[FIG. 9|Figs. 9A and 9B and the comments for “get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for”

for a description of the terms here. */
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The paragraph beginning on page 163, line 8 has been replaced with the following paragraph.

Please note that the only change is the removal of underlining of text of the word —verified-.

Define the term “image cluster set" (for a given First Order Model identified by

“loc_hyp.FOM_ID”) to mean the set of verified location signature clusters whose MS location point
estimates are in “the cluster set”.

The paragraph beginning on page 164, line 1 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the only change herein is the removal of the underlining in the phrase ‘identifier may also be

dependent on the area type.’ This phrase is identified in bold hereinbelow.

pt__max_area <-— get_max_area‘surrounding;pz(loc_hyp, mesh); /* Get the maximum area

about “pt_est” that is deemed worthwhile for examining the behavior of the

“loc_hyp.FOM_ID” First Order Model (FOM) about “pt_est”. Note that in at least one

embodiment, this value of this identifier may also be dependent on the area type

within which “loc_hyp.pt_est” resides. Further, this function may provide values

according to an algorithm allowing periodic tuning or adjusting of the values output, via,

e.g., a Monte Carlo simulation (more generally, a statistical simulation or regression) or a

Genetic Algorithm. In some embodiments of the present invention, the value determined

here may be a relatively large proportion of the entire radio coverage area region.

However, the tuning process may be used to shrink this value for (for example) various

area types as location signature clusters for verified MS location estimates are

accumulated in the location signature data base. */

The paragraph beginning on page 164, line 10 has been replaced with the following paragraph.

Note the removal of the underlining in the phrase ‘vary according to area type and/or area size (of

“area”)’. This phrase is identified by bold rather than underlining below.

min__clusters <— get_min_nbr_of_clusters(|oc_hyp.FOM_lD, area); /" For the area, “area”, get

the minimum number (“min_clusters”) of archived MS estimates, L, desired in

generating a new target MS location estimate and a related confidence, wherein this

minimum number is likely to provide a high probability that this new target MS

location estimate and a related confidence are meaningful enough to use in

subsequent Location Center processing for outputting a target MS location estimate.
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More precisely, this minimum number, “min_clusters,” is an estimate of the archived

MS location estimates, L, required to provide the above mentioned high probability

wherein each L satisfies the following conditions: (a) L is in the area for “area”; (b) L

is archived in the location signature data base; (c) L has a corresponding verified

location signature cluster in the location signature data base; and (d) L is generated

by the FOM identified by “loc_hyp.FOM_ID”). In one embodiment, “min_clusters”

may be a constant; however, in another it may vary according to area type and/or

area size (of “area”), in some it may also vary according to the FOM indicated by

“loc_hyp.FOM_ID”. ‘/

The paragraph beginning on page 168, line 15 has been replaced with the following paragraph.

Note the only change is the removal of underlining from —per unit of area—.

Define the term “mapped cluster density” to be the number of the verified location

signature clusters in an “image cluster set” per unit ofarea in the “image cluster set area”.

The paragraph beginning on page 170, line 1 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

the only change herein is the removal of the underlining in the phrase ‘positive confidence.’ This

phrase is identified by bold rather than underlining below.

/‘ Given the above two values, a positive confidence value for the area, i‘image_area”, can be calculated

based on empirical data.

The paragraph beginning on page 171, line 3 has been replaced with the following paragraph. Note

there are square brackets that do not denote deletions herein. Square brackets denoting deletions

are in 16 point font and in bold.

Note that the product of [CALI] and [CAI .2] provide the above desired characteristics for

calculating the confidence. However, there is no guarantee that the range of resulting values from such

products is consistent with the interpretation that has been placed on (positive) confidence values;.e.g.,

that a confidence of near 1.0 has a very high likelihood that the target MS is in the corresponding area.

For example, it can be that this product rarely is greater than 0.8, even in the areas of highest confidence.

Accordingly, a “tuning” function is contemplated which provides an additional factor for adjusting of the

confidence. This factor is, for example, a function of the area types and the size of each area type in
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“image_area”[ ] Moreover, such a tuning function may be dependent on a “tuning coefficient” per area

type. Thus, one. such tuning function may be:

number of area types

min([S]; [tq * sizeof(area type; in “image_area”) / sizeof(“image_area”)], 1.0)

i=1

where to; is a tuning coefficient (determined in background or off-line processing; e.g., by a GeneticLL",

Algorithm or Monte Carlo simulation or regression) for the area type indexed by I .
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FIELD OFTHE INVENTION

The present invention is directed generally to a system and method for locating-people or objects, and in particular. to a

system and method for locating a wireless mobile station using a plurality of simultaneously activated mobile station location
estimators.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Introduction

Wireless communications systems are becoming increasingly important worldwide. Wireless cellular telecommunications

systems are rapidly replacing conventional wire-based telecommunications systems in many applications. Cellular radio telephone

networks (“CRT"), and specialized mobile radio and mobile data radio networks are examples. The general principles of wireless

cellular telephony have been described variously, for example in U. S. Patent 5,295.l80 to Vendetti, et al. which is incorporated herein

by reference

There is great interest in using existing infrastructures for wireless communication systems for locating people and/or

objects in a cost effective manner. Suds a capability would be invaluable in a variety of situations, especially in emergency or crime

situations. Due to the substantial benefits of such a location systemI several attempts have been made to design and implement such

a system.

Systems have been proposed that rely upon signal strength and trilateralization techniques to permit location include those

disclosed in US. Patents 4,818,998 and 4.908.629 to hpsell et al. (“the Apsell patents") and 4,89l.650 to Sheffer (“the Sheffer

patent”). However, these systems have drawbacks that include high expense in that special purpose electronics are required.

furthermore. the systems are generally only effective in line-of-sight conditions, such as rural settings. Radio wave surface

reflections. refractions and ground clutter cause significant distortion, in determining the location of a signal source in most

geographical areas that are more than sparsely populated. Moreover, these drawbacks are particularly exacerbated in dense urban

canyon (city) areas. where errors and/or conflicts in location measurements can result in substantial inaccuracies.

Another example of a location system using time of arrival and triangulation for location are satellite—based systems. such

as the military and commercial versions of the Global Positioning Satellite system (“GPS”). 685 can provide accurate position '

determination (i.e.. about |00 meters error for the commercial version of GPS) from a time-based signal received simultaneously

from at least three satellites. A ground-based GPS receiver at or near the object to be located determines the difference between the

time at which each satellite transmits a time signal and the time at which the signal is received and, based on the time differentials,

determines the object's location. However, the GPS is impractical in many applications. The signal power levels from the satellites
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are low and the GPS receiver requires a dear, lineal-sight path to at least three satellites above a horizon of about 60 degrees for

effective operation. Accordingly, inclement weather conditions. such as clouds. terrain features. such as hills and trees, and buildings

restrict the ahflity of the GPS receiver to determine its position. Furthermore. the initial GPS signal detection process for a GPS

receiver is relatively long (Le, several minutes) for determining the receiver’s position. Such delays are unacceptable in many

applications such as, for example, emergency response and vehicle tradting.

Differential GPS, or DGPS systems offer correction sdlemes to account for time synchronilation drift. Sudt correction

schemes indude the transmission of correction signals over a two-way radio linlt or broadcast via PM radio station subcarriers. These

systems have been found to be awkward and have met with limited success.

Additionally. GPS-based location systems have been attempted in which the received GPS signals are transmitted to a
central data center for performing location calculations. Such systems have also met with limited success. In brief. each of the

various GPS embodiments have the same fundamental problems of limited reception of the satellite signals and added expense and

complexity of the electronics required for an inexpensive location mobile station or handset for detecting and receiving the GPS

signals from the satellites.

Radio Propagation Background

The behavior of a mobile radio signal in the general environment is unique and complicated. Efforts to perform

correlations between radio signals and distance between a base station and a mobile station are similarly complex. Repeated attempts

to solve this problem in the past have been met with only marginal success. Factors include terrain undulations. fixed and variable

clutter, atmospheric conditions, internal radio characteristics of cellular and PCS systems, such as frequencies. antenna .

configurations, modulation schemes, diversity methods, and the physical geometries of direct, refracted and reflected waves between

the base stations and the mobile. Noise. suds as man-made externally sources (e.g.. auto ignitions) and radio system co-channel and

adjacent channel interference also affect radio reception and related performance measurements, such as the analog carrier-to-

interference ratio (C/l)‘,'or digital energy-per-bitllloise density ratio (EU...) and are particular to various points in time and space

domains

RF Propagation in Free Space

Before discussing real world correlations between signals and distance, it is useful to review the theoretical premise, that of

radio energy path loss across a pure isotropic vacuum propagation channel, and its dependencies within and among various

communications channel types. Fig. l illustrates a definition of channel types arising in communications:

Overthe last forty years various mathematical expressions have been developed to assist the radio mobile cell designerin establishing

the proper balance between base station capital investment and the quality of the radio link, typically using radio energy field-

strength. usually measured in microvolts/meter. or decibels.

first consider Hata's single ray model. A simplified radio channel can be described as:
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G,=l,+l‘+l.,+L+l,-G,+G, (Equationl)

where G, = system gain in decibels

L,= free space path loss in dB,

f = lade margin in dB.

1, = transmission line loss lrorn coaxials used to connect radio to antenna, in dB,

la: miscellaneous losses such as minor antenna misalignment, coaxial corrosion, increase in the receiver noise figure due

to aging, in dB,

L,= branching loss due to filter and circulator used to combine or split transmitter and receiver signals in a single
antenna

G,= gain ol transmitting antenna

6,: gain ol receiving antenna

free space path loss' L, as discussed in Mobile Communications Design Fundamentals, Mlliam c. 1. Lee, 2nd, Ed acmss the propagation channel

is a lunction ol distance d, frequency

l (lor l values < | GHz. such as the 890-950 mHz cellular band):

  

 

Par _ 1 .

P, (4721'fc)2 (equation 2)

. where l,or = received powerin lree space

Pt = transmitting power

c = speed of light,

’The dillerence between two received signal powers in free space,

Par: _ d1 .
An =(10)lo P —(20)lo d— (dB) (equatrorr3)orl Z '
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indicates that the free propagation path loss is 20 dB per decade. frequencies between I GHz and ZGHz experience increased values in

the exponent. ranging iroml to 4, or 20 to 40 dB/decade, which would be predicted for the new PCS |.8 - L9 GHI band.

5 This suggests that the free propagation path loss is 20 dB per decade. However, lrequendes between I GHz and 2 GHz experience

increased values in the exponent, ranging from 2 to 4, or 20 to 40 dB/decade, which would be predicted for the new PCS Ll! - L9 GHz

band. One consequence lrom a location perspective is that'the eilective range of values for higher exponents is an increased at higher

frequencies. thus providing improved granularity ol ranging correlation.

Environmental Clutter and RF Propagation Eilects

to Actual data collected in real-world environments uncovered huge variations with respect to the free space path loss

equation. giving rise to the creation of many empirical formulas for radio signal coverage prediction. Clutter, either fixed or

stationary in geometric relation to the propagation of the radio signals. causes a shadow eilect of blocking that perturbs the free

space loss eilect. Perhaps the best known model set that characterizes the average path loss is Hata's. “Empirical formula for

Propagation Loss in land Mobile Radio", H. Hata, IEEE Transactions VT-29, pp. TIT-325, August I980, three pathloss models, based

15 on Okumura's measurements in and around TolcyoI “field Strength and its Variability in VHF and UHF land Mobile Service". Y.

0ltumura, et al, Review of the Electrical Communications laboratory, Vol l6. pp 825-373. Sept. - Oct. I‘m.

The typical urban Hata model for L, was defined as L, = l“:

20

L", = 6955 + 26.1610g(f)—- 13.82 10g(hss) - a(hm )+ ((44.9- 65510g(HBS) log(d)[dB])

I (Equation 4)

where l-Hu = path loss, Hata urban

25 hBS = basestation antenna height

hHS= mobile station antenna height
d = distance BS-HS in km

30

a(hml is a correction factor for small and medium sized cities, lound to be:
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11°ng — 0'7)hm ~156log(f- 0.3) = c101,”)

(Equation 5)

for large cities the correction factor was found to be:

a (th) = 3.2 [log 11.75th]2 —4.97

(Equation 6)

assuming f is equal to or greaterthan 400 mill.

The typical suburban model correction was found to be:

f 2L,,___ = LN" — 2[log[-2-§) ]— 5.4[dB] (Equation 7)

The typical rural model modified the urban formula differently, as seen below:

LHM, = LE“ — 4.78 (log 02 + 18.33log r- 40.94 [dB]

(Equation 8)

Although the Hata model was found to be useful for generalized RF wave prediction in frequencies under I GHz in certain

suburban and rural settings. as either the frequency and/or clutter increased, predictability decreased. In current practice, however,

field technicians often have to make a guess for dense urban an suburban areas. (applying whatever model seems best), then

installing a base stations and begin taking manual measurements. Coverage problems can take up to a year to resolve.

Relating Received Signal Strength to Location

Having previously established a relationship between d and P," reference equation 2 above: d represents the distance
between the mobile station (HS) and the base station (BS); P. represents the received power in free space) for a given set of .

unchanging environmental conditions. it may be possible to dynamically measure P, and then determine d.

In l99l, U.S. Patent 5,055.8“ to Shelfer taught that if three or more relationships have been established in a triangular

space of three or more base stations (BSs) with a location database constructed having data related to possible mobile station (HS)

locations. then arculation calculations maybe performed, whidt use three distinct P. measurements to determine an X.Y. two
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dimensional location. which can then be projected onto an area map. The triangulation calculation is based on the fact that the

approximate distance of the mobile station (MS) from any base station (BS) cell can be calculated based on the received signal

strength. Sheffer acknowledges that terrain variations affect accuracy. although as noted above, Shelfer's disclosure does not account

for a sufficient number of variables, such as fixed and variable location shadow fading, whidt are typical in dense urban areas with

moving traffic.

Most field research before about I988 has focused on diaracterizing (with the objective of Rf coverage prediction) the Rf

propagation channel (i.e.. electromagnetic radio waves) using a single-ray model, although standard fit errors in regressions proved

dismal (e.g., 40-80 dB). Later, multi-ray models were proposed, and much later, certain behaviors were studied with radio and

digital channels. In I98 I, Vogler proposed that radio waves at higher frequencies could be modeled using optics principles. In l988

Walfisch and Bertoni applied optical methods to develop a two-ray model. which when compared to certain highly specific, controlled

field data, provided extremely good regression fit standard errors of within l2 d8.

In the Bertoni two ray model it was assumed that most cities would consist of a core of high~rise buildings surrounded by a

mud! larger area having buildings of uniform height spread over regions comprising many square blocks, with street grids organiling

buildings into rows that are nearly parallel. hays penetrating buildings then emanating outside a building were neglected. fig.2

provides a basis for the variables.

After a lengthy analysis it was concluded that path loss was a function of three factors: (I) the path loss between antennas

in free space; (2) the reduction of rooftop wave fields due to settling; and (3) the effect of diffraction of the rooftop fields down to

ground level. The last two factors were summarily termed L“, given by:

 
2

L” = 57.] + A +ilog(f)+ R —((1810g(H))-18log[l— l1,:H](Equation9)

The influence of building geometry is contained in A:

2 —

A = Slog[ ‘23 ]_9logd+20log{tan [2(h—HMS)] 1}

(Equation l0)

However, a substantial difficulty with the two-ray model in practice is that it requires a substantial amount of data

regarding building dimensions, geometries, street widths, antenna gain characteristics for every possible ray path, etc. Additionally.

it requires an inordinate amount of computational resources and such a model is not easily updated or maintained.

Unfortunately, in practice dutter geometries and building heights are random. Moreover, data of sufficient detail has been

extremely difficult to acquire, and regression standard fit errors are poor;i.e., in the general case, these errors were found to be 40-

60 dB. Thus the two-ray model approach. although sometimes providing an improvement over single ray techniques, still did not

predict Rf signal characteristics in the general case to level of accuracy desired (< l0d8).
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Wat‘s by Greenstein has since developed from the perspective of measurement-based regression models, as opposed to the

previous approach of predicting-first. then performing measurement comparisons. Apparently yielding to the fact that low-power.

low antenna (e.g., l2e25 feet above ground) height PCS mitrocell coverage was insufficient in urban buildings, Greenstein, et al,

authored “Performance Evaluations for Urban Line-of-sight Hiaocells Using a Hulti-ray Propagation Model”, in IEEE Globecom

Proceedings, IMI. This paper proposed the idea of formulating regressions based on field measurements using small PCS microcells

in a lineal microcell geometry (ie, geometries in which there is always a |ine~of-sight (LOS) path between a subscriber's mobile and

its current microsite).

Additionally, Greenstein studied the communication channels variable Bit~ErTor—Rate (BER) in a spatial domain. which was

a departure from previous research that limited field measurements to the lll propagation channel signal strength alone. However,

Greenstein based his finding on two suspicious assumptions: I) he assumed that distance correlation estimates were identical for

uplink and downlink transmission paths; and 2) modulation techniques would be transparent in terms of improved distance .

correlation conclusions. Although some data held very conelations. other data and environments produced poor results. Accordingly,

his results appear unreliable for use in general location context;

In l993 Greenstein. et al, authored “A Measurement-Based Model for Predicting [average Areas of Urban Microcells". in

the lEEE journal 0n Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. II, No. 7, 9/93. Greenstein reported a generic measurement-based model

of RP attenuation in terms of constant-value contours surrounding a given low-power, low antenna microcell environment in a dense,

rectilinear neighborhood, such as New York [ity. However, these contours were for the cellular frequency band. In this case, [OS and

non-L05 clutter were considered for a given microcell site. A result of this analysis was that ill propagation losses (or attenuations),

when cell antenna heights were relatively low, provided attenuation contours resembling a spline plane curve depicted as an asteroid,

aligned with major street grid patterns. further. Greenstein found that convex diamond-shaped Rf propagation loss contours were a

common occurrence in field measurements in a rectilinear urban area. She special plane curve asteroid is represented by the formula

x“ + y” = r“. However, these results alone have not been sufficiently robust and general to accurately locate an MS, due to the

variable nature of urban clutter spatial arrangements. I

At Telesis Technology in I994 Howard Xia. et al, authored “Hicrocellular Propagation (haracteristics for Personal

Communications in Urban and Suburban Environments", in IEEE Transactions of Vehicular Technology, Vol. 43, Ho. 3, 8/94, which

performed measurements specifically in the PCS Hi to |.9 GHz frequency band. Xia found corresponding but more variable outcome

results in San francisco, Oakland (urban) and the Sunset and Mission Districts (suburban).

' Summary of factors Affecting llf Propagation

The physical radio propagation channel perturbs signal strength, frequency (causing rate changes, phase delay, signal to

noise ratios (e.g.,.(/i for the analog case, or E“, . HF energy per biL-over average noise density ratio for the digital case) and

Doppler-shift- Signal strength is usually characterised by:

- free S pace Path loss (Lg)
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- Slow fading loss or margin (Lb)

- Fast fading loss or margin (Lu)

Loss due to slow fading includes shadowing due to clutter blockage (sometimes included in Lp). Fast fading is composed of

multipath reflections whidr cause: I) delay spread; 2) random phase shift or Rayleigh fading; and 3) random frequency modulation

due to different Doppler shifts on different paths.

Summing the path loss and the two fading margin loss components from the above yields a total path loss of:

l...='»+la..+laa

Referring to fig. 3, the figure illustrates key components of a typical cellular and PG power budget design process. The cell designer

increases the transmitted power P" by the shadow fading margin Lhwhich is usually chosen to be within the l-Z percentile of the

slow fading probability density function (PDF) to minimize the probability of unsatisfactorily low received power level Pu at the

receiver. The P“ level must have enough signal to noise energy level (e.ga l0 dB) to overcome the receiver's internal noise level (ega

-l l8dBm in the case of cellular 0.9 6H1), for a minimum voice quality standard. Thus in the example l’Ill must never be below -l08

dam, in order to maintain the quality standard.

Additionally the short term last signal fading due to multipath propagation is taken into account by deploying fast facfing

margin l“, which is typially also chosen to be a few percentiles of the fast fading distribution. The l to 2 percentiles compliment

other network blockage guidelineL‘For example the cell base station traffic loading capacity and network transport facilities are

usually designed for a l-Z percentile blockage factor as well. However, in the wont-case scenario both fading margins are

simultaneously exceeded, thus causing a fading margin overload.

ln Roy . Steele's, text. Mobile Radio Communications. IEEE Press,vl992. estimates fora GSH system operating in the LB

GH1 band with a transmitter antenna height of 6.4m and an MS receiver antenna height of 2m, and assumptions regarding total

path loss, transmitter power would be calculated as follows:
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Table l: 65” Power Budget Example

—--
  
  

   
Min. RX pwr required “

 lXpwr = 27 dBm
 

Steele's sample size in a specific urban London area of 80,000 LOS measurements and data reduction found a slow fading variance of

c = 7dB

assuming lognormal slow fading PDF and allowing fora |.4% slow fading margin overload. thus

L = 20' = 14dBslow

The fast fading margin was determined to be:

Lf'atst = 7dB

In contrast. Xia's measurements in urban and suburban California at |.8 GHz uncovered flat-land shadow fades

on the order of 25-30 dB when the mobile station (HS) receiver was traveling from [OS to non-L05 geometries. In hilly terrain fades

of +5 to -50 dB were experienced. lhus it is evident that attempts to correlate signal strength with MS ranging distance suggest that

error ranges could not be expected to improve below l4 dB, with a high side of 25 to 50 dB. Based on 20 to 40 dB per decade,

Corresponding error ranges for the distance variable would then be on the order of 900 feet to several thousand feet, depending upon

the particular environmental topology and the transmitter and receiver geometries.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

OBJECTS Of THE INVENTION

lt is an objective of the present invention to provide a system and method for to wireless telecommunication systems for

accurately locating people and/or objects in a cost effective manner. Additionally, it is an objective ol the present invention to provide

such location capabilities using the measurements lmm wireless signals communicated between mobile stations and a network of base

stations, wherein the same communication standard or protocol is utililed for location as is used by the network of base stations lor

providing wireless communications with mobile stations lor other purposes such as voice communication and/or visual

- communication (such as text paging, graphical or video communications). Related objectives for the present invention include

providing a system and method that:

(H) can be readily incorporated into existing commercial wireless telephony systems with few, if any, modifications of a typical

telephony wireless infrastructure;

- p (II) can use the native electronics ol typical commercially available telephony wireless mobile stations (e.g., handsets) as

location devices;

(l3) can be used for elfectively locating people and/or objects wherein there are few Gf any) line-ol-sight wireless receivers for

receiving location signals from a mobile station (herein also denoted HS);

(L4) i an be used not only for decreasing location determining dilliculties due to multipath phenomena but in lact uses such

multipath for providing more accurate location estimates;

(l5) can be used for integrating a wide variety of location techniques in a straight-forward manner; and

(L6) can substantially automatically adapt and/or (re)train and/or (re)calibrate itsell according to changes in the environment

and/or terrain of a geographical area where the present invention is utililed.

Yet another objective is to provide a low cost location system and method, adaptable to wireless telephony systems, for

using simultaneously a plurality of location techniques for synergistically increasing HS location accuracy and consistency. ln
particular, at least some of the lollowing HS location techniques tan be utilized by various embodiments of the present invention:

(2.l) time—oT-arrival wireless signal processing techniques; i

(22) time-diflerence-of-arrival wireless signal processing techniques;

(23) adaptive wireless signal processing techniques having. for example. learning capabilities and including. lor instance.

artificial neural net and genetic algorithm processing:

(2.4) signal processing techniques for matching HS location signals with wireless signal characteristics of known areas;

(2.5) conflict resolution techniques for resolving conflicts in hypotheses for MS location estimates;

(2.6) enhancement ol HS location estimates through the use ol both heuristics and historical data associating HS wireless signal

characteristics with known locations and/or environmental conditions.

l0
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Yet another objective is to provide location estimates in terms of time vectors, which can be used to establish motion.

speed. and an extrapolated next location in cases where the HS signal subsequently becomes unavailable.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions are provided for convenience. In general, the definitions here are also defined elsewhere in this

document as well.

(3.|) The term “wireless" herein is. in general, an abbreviation for “digital wireless”, and in particular, “wireless" refers to

digital radio signaling using one of standard digital protocols such as (DNA, NAHPS, AMPS, TDHA and GSII, as one skilled in the art

will understand. i

(3.2) As used herein. the term “mobile station" (equivalently, HS) refers to a wireless device that is at least a transmitting

device, and in most cases is also a wireless receiving device, such as a portable radio telephony handset. Note that in some contexts

herein instead or in addition to MS, the following terms are also used: “personal station" (PS). and “location unit" (LU). In general,

these terms may be considered synonymous. However, the later two terms maybe used when referring to reduced functionality

communication devices in comparison to a typical digital wireless mobile telephone.

(3.3) The term. “infrastructure", denotes the network of telephony communication services, and more particularly, that portion

of such a network that receives and processes wireless communications with wireless mobile stations. In particular, this infrastructure

includes telephony wireless base stations (BS) such as those for radio mobile communication systems based on (DNA, AMPS, NAMPS.

TDHA, and GSH wherein the base stations provide a network of cooperative communication channels with an air interface with the

HS, and a conventional telecommunications interface with a Mobile Switch (enter (NSC). Thus. an MS user within an area serviced by

the base stations may be provided with wireless communication throughout the area by user transparent communication transfers ’

(i.e.. “handoffs") between the user's MS and these base stations in order to maintain effective telephony service. The mobile switch

center (HS() provides communications and control connectivity among base stations and the public telephone network.

(3.4) The phrase, “composite wireless signal characteristic values” denotes the result of aggregating and filtering a collection of

measurements of wireless signal samples. wherein these samples are obtained from the wireless communication between an MS to be

located and the base station infrastructure (e.g.. a plurality of networked base stations). However. other phrases are also used herein

to denote this collection of derived characteristic values depending on the context and the likely orientation of the reader. for

example, when viewing these values from a wireless signal processing perspective of radio engineering. as in the descriptions of the

subsequent Detailed Description sections concerned with the aspects of the present invention for receiving HS signal measurements

from the base station infrastructure, the phrase typically used is: “RF signal measurements". Alternatively, from a data processing

perspective, the phrases: “loation signature cluster" and “location signal data" are used to describe signal characteristic values

between the HS and the plurality of infrastructure base stations substantially simultaneously detecting HS transmissions. Moreover,

since the location communications between an HS and the base station infrastmcture typically include simultaneous communications

with more than one base station, a related useful notion is that of a “location signature" which is the composite wireless signal
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characteristic values for signal samples between an MS to be located and a single base station. Also, in some contexts. the phrases:

“signal characteristic values" or “signal characteristic data" are used when either or both a location signature(s) and/or a location

signature cluster(s) are intended.

SUMMARY DISCUSSION

The present invention relates to a wireless mobile station location system. In particular, such a wireless mobile station

location system may be decomposed into: (i) a first low level wireless signal processing subsystem lor receiving, organizing and

conditioning low level wireless signal measurements from a network of base stations cooperatively linked for providing wireless

communications with mobile stations (MSs); and (ii) a second high level signal processing subsystem for performing high level data

processing for providing most likelihood location estimates for mobile stations.

More precisely. the present invention is a novel signal processor that includes at least the functionality for the high signal

processing subsystem mentioned hereinabove. Accordingly, assuming an appropriate ensemble of wireless signal measurements

characterizing the wireless signal communications between a particular HS and a networked wireless base station infrastructure have

been received and appropriately filtered of noise and transitory values (such as by an embodiment of the low level signal processing

subsystem disclosed in a copending PCT patent application titled. “Wireless location Using A Plurality of Commercial Network.

Infrastructures." by F. W. Leblanc. and the present applicant(s); this copending patent application being herein incorporated by

reference). the present invention uses the output from such a low level signal processing system for determining a most likely location

estimate of an MS.

That is, once the lollowing steps are appropriately performed (e.g.. by the LeBlanc copending application):

(4.l) receiving signal data measurements corresponding to wireless communications between an MS to be located

(herein also denoted the “target HS”) and a wireless telephony infrastructure:

(4.2) organizing and processing the signal data measurements received from a given target HS and surrounding BSs so

that composite wireless signal characteristic values may be obtained from which target HS location estimates may

be subsequently derived. In particular. the signal data measurements are ensembles of samples from the wireless

signals received from the target HS by the base station infrastructure, wherein these samples are subsequently

filtered using analog and digital spectral filtering.

the present invention accomplishes the objectives mentioned above by the following steps:

(4.3) providing the composite signal diaracteristic values to one or more HS location hypothesizing computational

models (also denoted herein as “first order models” and also “location estimating models"), wherein each such

model subsequently determines one or more initial estimates of the location of the target HS based on, for

example, the signal processing techniques 2.| through 23 above. Moreover, each of the models output HS location

estimates having substantially identical data structures (each such data structure denoted a “location

hypothesis"). Additionally, each location hypothesis may also includes a confidence value indicating the likelihood

|2
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or probability that the target HS whose location is desired resides in a corresponding location estimate for the

target HS;

(4.4) adjusting or modifying location hypotheses output by the models according to, for example, 2.4 through 2.6 above

so that the adjusted location hypotheses pmvide better target HS location estimates. In particular, such

adjustments are performed on both the target HS location estimates of the location hypotheses as well as their

corresponding confidences; and

(4.4) subsequently computing a “most likely” target HS location estimate for outputting to a location requesting

application such as 9“ emergency. the fire or police departments, taxi services. etc. Note that in computing the

most likely target HS location estimate a plurality of location hypotheses may be taken into account In fact, it is

an important aspect of the present invention that the most likely HS location estimate is determined by

computationally forming a composite HS location estimate utililing such a plurality of location hypotheses so that.

for example, location estimate similarities between location hypotheses can be effectively utilized.

Referring now to (43) above, the filtered and aggregated wireless signal diaracteristic values are provided to a number of

location hypothesizing models (denoted first Order Hodels. or fOHs). each of whidt yields a location estimate or location hypothesis

related to the location of the target HS. In particular, there are location hypotheses for both providing estimates of where the target

HS likely to be and where the target HS is not likely to be. Horeover, it is an aspect of the present invention that confidence values of

the location hypotheses are provided as a continuous range'of real numbers from, e.g., -l to I, wherein the most unlikely areas for

locating the target HS are given a confidence value of -|. and the most likely areas for locating the target HS are given a confidence

value of I. That is, confidence values that are larger indicate a higher likelihood that the target HS is in the corresponding HS

estimated area, wherein l indicates that the target MS is absolutely NOT in the estimated area, 0 indicates a substantially neutral or

unknown likelihood of the target HS being in the corresponding estimated area, and l indicates that the target MS is absolutely

within the corresponding estimated area.

Referring to (4.4) above, it is an aspect of the present invention to provide location hypothesis enhancing and evaluation

techniques that can adjust target HS location estimates according to historical HS location data and/or adjust the confidence values

of location hypotheses according to how consistent the corresponding target HS location estimate is: (a) with historical HS signal

characteristic values. (b) with various physical constraints. and (c) with various heuristics In particular, the following capabilities

are provided by the present invention:

(5.|) a capability for enhancing the accuracy of an initial location hypothesis. H. generated by a first order model, EON“,

by using H as, essentially, a query or index into an historical data base (denoted herein as the location signature

data base), wherein this data base includes: (a) a plurality of previously obtained location signature clusters (i.e.,

composite wireless signal characteristic values) such that for each such duster there is an associated actual or

verified HS locations where an HS communicated with the base station infrastructure for locating the HS. and (b)

l3
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previous HS location hypothesis estimates from f0llll derived from each of the location signature clusters stored

according to (a);

(52) a capability for analyzing composite signal characteristic values of wireless communications between the target HS

and the base station infrastructure, wherein suds values are compared with composite signal characteristics values

of known HS locations (these latter values being archived in the location signature data base). In one instance. the

composite signal characteristic values used to generate various location hypotheses for the target HS are compared

against wireless signal data of known HS locations stored in the location signature data base for determining the

reliability of the location hypothesizing models for particular geographic areas and/or environmental conditions;

(53) a capability for reasoning about the Iikeliness of a location hypothesis wherein this reasoning capability uses

heuristics and constraints based on physics and physical properties of the location geography;

(5.4) an hypothesis generating capability for generating new location hypotheses from previous hypotheses.

As also mentioned above in (2.3), the present invention utilizes adaptive signal processing techniques. One particularly

important utilization of such techniques includes the automatic tuning of the present invention so that. e.g._ such tuning can be

applied to adjusting the values of location processing system parameters that affect the processing performed by the present

invention. for example, suds system parameters as those used for determining the size of a geographical area to be specified when

retrieving location signal data of known HS locations from the historical (location signature) data base can substantially affect the

location processing. In particular, a system parameter specifying a minimum size for such a geographical area'may, if too large.

cause unnecessary inaccuracies in locating an MS. Accordingly. to accomplish a tuning of such system parameters. an adaptation

engine is included in the present invention for automatically adjusting or tuning parameters used by the present invention. Note that

in one embodiment, the adaptation engine is based on genetic algorithm techniques.

A novel aspect of the present invention relies on the disoovery that in many areas where l‘lS location services are desired,

the wireless signal measurements obtained from communications between the target HS and the base station infrastructure are

extensive enough to provide sufficiently unique or peculiar values so that the pattern of Values alone may identify the location of the

target HS. Further. assuming a sufficient amount of such location identifying pattern information is captured in the composite

wireless signal characteristic values for a target HS, and that there is a technique for matching such wireless signal patterns to

geographical locations, then a FOH based on this technique may generate a reasonably accurate target MS location estimate.

Moreover, if the present invention (e.g., the location signature data base) has captured sufficient wireless signal data from location

communications between MSs and the base station infrastructure wherein the locations of the HSs are also verified and captured. then

this captured data (e.g.. location signatures) can be used to train or calibrate suds models to associate the location of a target MS

with the distinctive signal characteristics between the target MS and one or more base stations. Accordingly, the present invention

includes one or more FOHs that may be generally denoted as classification models wherein such FOHs are trained or calibrated to

associate particular composite wireless signal characteristic values with a geographical location where a target HS could likely

generate the wireless signal samples from which the composite wireless signal characteristic values are derived. further. the present

invention includes the capability for training (calibrating) and retraining (recalibrating) suds classification Hills to automatically

l4
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maintain the accuracy of these models even though substantial changes to the radio coverage area may occur, such as the

construction of a new high rise building or seasonal variations (due to, for example. foliage variations).

Note that such classification FONs that are trained or calibrated to identify target NS locations by the wireless signal

patterns produced constitute a particularly novel aspect of the present invention. It is well known in the wireless telephony art that

the phenomenon of signal multipath and shadow fading renders most analytical loution computational techniques such as time-of-

arrival (T0A) or time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) substantially useless in urban areas and particularly in dense urban areas.

However. this same multipath phenomenon also may produce substantially distinct or peculiar signal measurement patterns, wherein

such a pattern coincides with a relatively small geographical area. Thus, the present invention utilizes multipath as an advantage for

increasing accuracy where for previous location systems multipath has been a source of substantial inaccuracies. Moreover, it is

worthwhile to note that the utilization of classification FONs in high multipath environments is especially advantageous in that high

multipath environments are typically densely populated. Thus, since such environments are also capable of yielding a greater density

of NS location signal data from NSs whose actual locations can be obtained. there can be a substantial amount of training or

calibration data captured by the present invention for training or calibrating such classification FONs and for progressively improving

the NS location accuracy of such models. Moreover, since it is also a related aspect of the present invention to include a plurality I

stationary. low cost, low power “location detection base stations” (LBS). each having both restricted range NS detection capabilities

and a built-in NS. a grid of such LBSs can be utilized for providing location signal data (from the built-in NS) for (re)training or

(re)calibrating such classification fONs.

In one embodiment of the present invention, one or more classification FONS may each include a learning module such as

an artificial neural network (ANN) for associating target NS location signal data with a target NS location estimate. Additionally,

one or more classification f0Ns may be statistical prediction models based on such statistical tediniques as, for example, principle

decomposition, partial least squares, or other regression techniques.

It is a further aspect of the present invention that the personal communication system (PCS) infrastructures currently

being developed by telecommunication providers offer an appropriate localized infrastructure base upon which to build various

personal location systems (PLS) employing the present invention and/or utilizing the techniques disclosed herein. In particular, the

present invention is especially suitable for the location of people and/or objects using code division multiple access ((DNA) wireless

infrastructures. although other wireless infrastructures, such as, time division multiple access (T DNA) infrastructures and GSN are

also contemplated. Note that (DNA personal communications systems are described in the Telephone Industries Association standard

lS-95, for frequencies below I GHz. and in the Wideband Spread- Spectnrm Digital (ellular System Dual-Node Nobile Station-Base

Station Compatibility Standard, for frequencies in the l.B-|.9 GHz frequency bands. both of which are incorporated herein by

reference. Furthermore, (DNA general prindples have also been described. for example. in U. S. Patent 5.l09,390, to Gilhausen; et al,

and (DNA Network Engineering Handbook by Qualcomm, Inc, each of whidi is also incorporated herein by reference.

Notwithstanding the above mentioned (DNA references, a brief introduction of (DNA is given here. Briefly. (DNA is an

electromagnetic signal modulation and multiple access scheme based on spread spectrum communication. Each (DNA signal

corresponds to an unambiguous pseudorandom binary sequence for modulating the carrier signal throughout a predetermined

IS
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spectrum of bandwidth frequencies. Transmissions of individual [Dl‘lA signals are selected by correlation processing of a pseudonoise

wavefoan In panicular, the (DNA signals are separately detected in a receiver by using a correlator, which accepts only signal

energy from the selected binary sequence and despreads its spectrum. Thus, when a first [DNA signal is transmitted. the

transmissions of unrelated (DNA signals correspond to pseudorandom sequences that do not match the first signal. Therelore, these

other signals contribute only to the noise and represent a self-interference generated by the personal communications system.

As mentioned in (LT) and in the discussion of classification mm above, the present invention can substantially

automatically retrain and/or recalibrate itself to compensate for variations in wireless signal characteristic (e.g., multipath) due to

environmental and/or topographic changes to a geographic area serviced by the present invention. for example, in one embodiment,

the present invention optionally includes low cost, low power base stations, denoted location base stations (LBS) above, providing, for

example, (DNA pilot channels to a very limited area about each such LBS. The location base stations may provide limited voice traliic

capabilities, but each is capable of gathering sufficient wireless signal characteristics from an MS within the location base station's

range to lacilitate locating the HS. Thus, by positioning the location base stations at known locations in a geographic region such as,

for instance, on street lamp poles and road signs, additional HS location accuracy can be obtained. That is, due to the low power

signal output by such location base stations, for there to be signaling control communication (e.g., pilot signaling and other control

signals) between a location base station and a target MS. the HS must be relatively near the location base station. Additionally, for

each location base station not in communication with the target HS, it is likely that the MS is not near to this location base station.

Thus, by utilizing information received from both location base stations in communication with the target HS and those that are not

in communication with the target HS, the present invention can substantially narrow the possible geographic areas within which the

target MS is likely to be. further. by providing each location base station (LBS) with a co-Iocated stationary wireless transceiver

(denoted a built-in HS above) having similar lunctionality to an HS. the following advantages are provided:

(6.l) assuming that the co—located base station capabilities and the stationary transceiver ol an LBS are such that the base

station capabilities and the stationary transceiver communicate with one another, the stationary transceiver can be signaled by

another component(s) oi the present invention to activate or deactivate its associated base station capability, thereby conserving

power for the LBS that operate on a restricted pov‘ver such as solar electrical power:

(6.2) the stationary transceiver ol an LBS can be used for transferring target MS location inlonnation obtained by the LBS to a

conventional telephony base station;

(6.3) since the location of each LBS is known and can be used in location processing, the present invention is able to (re)train

and/or (re)calibrate itsell in geographical areas having such LBSs. That is. by activating each LBS stationary transceiver so that there

is signal communication between the stationary transceiver and surrounding base stations within range. wireless signal characteristic

values for the location of the stationary transceiver are obtained for each such base station. Accordingly, such characteristic values

an then be associated with the known location of the stationary transceiver for training and/or calibrating various of the location

processing modules of the present invention such as the classification FDHs discussed above. In particular, such training and/or

calibrating may_include: i
(i) (re)training and/or (re)talibrating FOMs;

l6
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fii) adjusting the confidence value initially assigned to a location hypothesis according to how accurate

the generating iOH is in estimating the location ol the stationary transceiver using data obtained from wireless signal characteristics

of signals between the stationary transceiver and base stations with which the stationary transceiver is capable of communicating:

Gii) automatically updating the previously mentioned historical data base (i.e.. the location signature

data base), wherein the stored signal dtaracteristic data for each stationary transceiver can be used for detecting environmental

and/or topographical changes (e.g., a newly built high rise or other structures capable of altering the multipath characteristics of a

given geographical area); and

(iv) tuning of the location system parameters, wherein the steps of: (a) modifying various system

parameters and (b) testing the perlonnance of the modified location system on verified mobile station location data (including the

stationary transceiver signal characteristic data), these steps being interleaved and repeatedly performed for obtaining better system

location accuracy within useful time constraints

It is also an aspect of the present invention to automatically (re)calibrate as in (6.3) above with signal characteristics from

other known or verified locations. In one embodiment of the present invention, portable location verifying electronics are provided so

that when sudl electronics are sulfidently near a located target HS, the electronic: (I) detect the proximity of the target HS; (ii)

determine a highly reliable measurement of the location of the target HS; (iiD provide this measurement to other location

determining components of the present invention so that the location measurement can be associated and archived with related

signal diaracteristic data received from the target HS at the location where the location measurement is performed. Thus, the use of

such portable location verilying electronics allows the present invention to capture and utilize signal characteristic data from verified,

substantially random locations for location system alibration as in (63) above. Horeover, it is important to note that such location

verifying electronics can verify locations‘automatically wherein it is unnecessary for manual activation of a location verilying process.

One embodiment of the present invention includes the location verifying electronics as a “mobile (location) base station"

(NBS) that can be, for example, incorporated into a vehide, such as an ambulance. police car. or taxi. Such a vehicle can travel to

sites having a transmitting target HS, wherein such sites may be randomly located and the signal diaracteristic data from the

transmitting target HS at such a location can consequently be archived with a verified location measurement performed at the site by

the mobile location base station. Moreover, it is important to note that such a mobile location base station as its name implies also

includes base station electronics for communicating with mobile stations, though not necessarily in the manner of a conventional

infrastructure base station. In particular, a mobile location base station may only monitor signal characteristics, such as MS signal

strength, from a target HS without transmitting signals to the target HS. Alternatively, a mobile loation base station can

periodically be in bi-directional communication with a target H5 [or determining a signal time-ol-arrival (or time-difference-ol-

arrival) measurement between the mobile location base station and the target HS. Additionally, each such mobile location base
station includes components for estimating the location of the mobile location base station. such mobile location base station location

estimates being important when the mobile location base station is used for locating a target HS via, for example, time-of-arrival or

time-difference-of-arrival measurements as one skilled in the art will appreciate. In particular, a mobile loation base station can

include:

I?
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(H) a mobile station (NS) for both communicating with other components of the present invention (sudr as a location

processing center included in the present invention);

(7.2) a GPS receiver for determining a location of the mobile location base station;

(73) a gyroscope and other dead reckoning devices: and

(7.4) devices for operator manual entry of a mobile location base station location.

' Furthermore, a mobile location base station indudes modules for integrating or reconciling distinct mobile location base

station loution estimates that, for example, can be obtained using the components and devices of (U) through (7.4) above. That is,

location estimates for the mobile location base station may be obtained from: GPS satellite data, mobile location base station data

provided by the location processing center, dead reckoning data obtained from the mobile location base station vehicle dead

reckoning devices, and location data manually input by an operator of the mobile location base station.

The location estimating system of the present invention offers many advantages over existing location systems.

The system of the present invention, for example, is readily adaptable to existing wireless communication systems and can accurately

locate people and/or objects in a cost elfective manner. In particular, the present invention requires few, if any, modifications to

commercial wireless communication systems for implementation. Thus. existing personal communication system infrastructure base

stations and other components of, for example, commercial (DMA infrastructures are readily adapted to the present invention. The

present invention can be used to locate people and/or objects that are not in the line-ol-sight of a wireless receiver or transmitter,

can reduce the detrimental effects of multipath on the accuracy of the location estimate. an potentially locate people and/or objects

located indoors as well as outdoors, and uses a number of wireless stationary transceivers for location. The present invention employs

a number of distinctly different location computational models for location which provides a greater degree of accuracy. robustness

' and versatility than is possible with existing systems. for instance, the location models provided include not only the radius-

radius/TOA and TDOA techniques but also adaptive artificial neural net techniques. further, the present invention is able to adapt to

the topography of an area in which location service is desired. The present invention is also able to adapt to environmental changes

substantially as frequently as desired. Thus. the present invention is able to take into account changes in the location topography

over time without extensive manual data manipulation. Moreover, the present invention can be utilized with varying amounts of

signal measurement inputs. Thus, if a location estimate is desired in a very short time interval (e.g., less than approximately one to

two seconds). then the present location estimating system an be used with only as much signal measurement data as is possible to

acquire during an initial portion of this time interval. Subsequently, alter a greater amount of signal measurement data has been

acquired, additional more accurate location estimates may be obtained. Note that this capability can be useful in the context of 9"

emergency response in that a first quick course wireless mobile station location estimate can be used to route a 9” call from the

mobile station to a 9“ emergency response center that has responsibility for the area containing the mobile station and the 9H.

caller. Subsequently, once the 9” call has been routed according to this first quick loation estimate, by continuing to receive

additional wireless signal measurements, more reliable and accurate location estimates of the mobile station can be obtained.

Moreover, there are numerous additional advantages of the system of the present invention when applied in [DNA

communication systems. The location system of the present invention readily benefits from the distinct advantages of the [DNA
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spread spectrum scheme, namely, these advantages include the exploitation of radio frequency spectral efficiency and isolation by (a)

monitoring voice activity, (b) management of two-way power control, (c) provisioning of advanced variable-rate modemsand error

correcting signal encoding, (d) inherent resistance to fading, (e) enhanced privacy, and (0 multiple "rake" digital data receivers and

searcher receivers for correlation of signal multipaths

At a more general level, it is an aspect of the present invention to demonstrate the utilization of various novel

computational paradigms such as:

(8.l) providing a multiple hypothesis computational architecture (as illustrated best in Fig. 8) wherein the hypotheses arezv

(8.l.|) generated by modular independent hypothesizing computational models;

(8J1) the models are embedded in the computational ardtitecture in a manner wherein the architecture allows for

substantial amounts of application specific processing common or generic to a plurality of the models to be straightlorwardly

incorporated into the computational architecture; _

(8J3) the computational architecture enhances the hypotheses generated by the models both according to past

perlonnance of the models and according to application specific constraints and heuristics without requiring feedback loops for

adjusting the models;

(8.l.4) the models are relatively easily integrated intoI modified and extracted from the computational architecture;

(8.2) providing a computational paradigm for enhancing an initial estimated solution to a problem by using this initial

estimated solution as. effectively. a query or index into an historical data base of previous solution estimates and corresponding

actual solutions for deriving an enhanced solution estimate based on past performance of the module that generated the initial
estimated solution.

liote that the multiple hypothesis architecture provided herein is useful in implementing solutions in a wide range of
applications. For example. the following additional applications are within the scope of the present invention:

(9.|) document scanning applications for transforming physical documents in to electronic forms of the documents. llote that in

many cases the scanning of certain documents (books. publications. etc.) may have a 20% character recognition error rate. Thus,

the novel computation architecture of the present invention can be utilized by (I) providing a plurality of document scanning models

as the first order models, (ii) building a diaracter recognition data base for archiving a correspondence between characteristics of

actual printed character variations and the intended characters (according to, for example, font types). and additionally archiving a

correspondence of perlonnance of each of the models on previously encountered actual printedcharacter variations (note, this is

analogous to the Signature Data Base of the HS location application described herein), and (iii) determining any generic constraints

and/or heuristics that are desirable to be satisfied by a plurality of the models. Accordingly. by comparing outputs from the first

order document scanning models, a determination can be made as to whether further processing is desirable due to. for example.

discrepancies between the output ol the models. If further processing is desirable. then an embodiment of the multiple hypothesis

architecture provided herein may be utilited to correct such discrepancies. Note that in comparing outputs from the first order

document scanning models, these outputs may be compared at various granularities; e.g.. character, sentence, paragraph or page:

l9
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(91) diagnosis and monitoring applications such as medical diagnosis/monitoring, communication network

diagnosis/monitoring;

(9.3) robotics applications such as scene and/or object recognition;

(9.4) seismic and/or geologic signal processing applications such as for locating oil and gas deposits;

(9.5) Additionally, note that this architecture need not have all modules co-located. In particular, it is an additional aspect of

the present invention that various modules can be remotely located from one another and communicate with one another via

telecommunication transmissions such as telephony technologies and/or the Internet. Accordingly, the present invention is

particularly adaptable to such distributed computing environments. for example. some number of the first order models may reside

in remote locations and communicate their generated hypotheses via the Internet. -

for instance. in weather prediction applications it is not uncommon for computational models to require large amounts of

computational resources. Thus, such models running at various remote computational lacilities can transfer weather prediction

hypotheses (e.g., the likely path of a hurricane) to a site that performs hypothesis adjustments according to: 0) past performance of

the each model; (ii) particular constraints and/or heuristics, and subsequently outputs a most likely estimate for a particular weather

condition.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention. the processing following the generation of location hypotheses

(each having an initial location estimate) by the first order models may be such that this processing can be provided on Internet user

nodes and the first order models may reside at Internet server sites. In this configuration. an Internet user may request hypotheses

from such remote first order models and perform the remaining processing at his/her node.

In other embodiments of the present invention, a fast, abeit less accurate location estimate may be initially performed for

very time critical location applications where approximate location information may be required. For example. less than I second

response for a mobile station location embodiment of the present invention may be desired for 9” emergency response location

requests. Subsequently, once a relatively course location estimate has been provided. a more accurate most likely location estimate

can be performed by repeating the location estimation processing a second time with, e.g., additional with measurements ol wireless

signals transmitted between a mobile station to be located and a network of base stations with which the mobile station is

communicating, thus providing a second, more accurate location estimate of the mobile station.

Additionally. note that it is within the scope of the present invention to provide one or more central lomtion development

sites that may be networked to, for example. geographically dispersed location centers providing location services according to the

present inventionI wherein the FOMs may be accessed. substituted, enhanced or removed dynamically via network connections (via,

e.g., the Internet) with a central location development site. Thus. a small but rapidly growing municipality in substantially flat low

density area might initially be provided with access to. forexample, two or three IOMs for generating location hypotheses in the

municipality's relatively uncluttered radio signaling environment. However, as the population density increases and the radio

signaling environment becomes cluttered by, for example, thermal noise and multipath, additional or alternative F0l1s may be

transferred via the network to the location center for the municipality.

20
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Note that in some embodiments of the present invention. since there a lack of sequencing between the link and '

subsequent processing of location hypotheses, the f0lls can be incorporated into an expert system, if desired. for example, each FOH

maybe activated from an antecedent of an expert system rule. Thus. the antecedent for such a rule can evaluate to TRUE if the FOH

outputs a location hypothesis, and the consequent portion of such a rule may put the output location hypothesis on a list of location

hypotheses occurring in a particular time window for subsequent processing by the location center. Alternatively, activation of the

FOMs may be in the consequents of such expert system rules. That is. the antecedent of such an expert system rule may determine if

the conditions are appropriate for invoking the f0H(s) in the rule's consequent.

Of course, other software architectures may also to used in implementing the processing of the location center without

departing from scope of the present invention. In particular. object-oriented architectures are also within the scope of the present

invention. For example, the f0l1s may be object methods on an MS location estimator object. wherein the estimator object receives

substantially all target HS location signal data output by the signal filtering subsystem. Alternatively. software bus architectures are

contemplated by the present invention. as-one skilled in the art will understand. wherein the software architecture may be modular

and facilitate parallel processing. Further features and advantages of the present invention are provided by the figures and detailed

description accompanying this invention summary.

2|
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. I illustrates various perspectives of radio propagation opportunities which may be considered in addressing correlation

with mobile to base station ranging.

fig. 2 shows aspects olthe two-ray radio propagation model and the effects of urban clutter.

Fig. 3 provides a typical example of how the statistical power budget is calculated in design of a [ommercial Mobile Radio

Service Provider network.

fig. 4 illustrates an overall view of a wireless radio location network architecture, based on AIN principles.

fig. 5 is a high level block diagram of an embodiment of the present invention for locating a mobile station (HS) within a

radio coverage area for the present invention. .

Fig. 6 is a high level block diagram of the location center I42.

Fig.7 is a high level block diagram of the hypothesis evaluator for the location center.

Fig. 8 is a substantially comprehensive high level block diagram illustrating data and control flows between the

mmponents of the location center, as well the functionality of the components.

Fig. 9 is a high level data structure diagram describing the fields of a location hypothesis object generated by the first
order models l224 ol the location center.

Fig. [0 is a graphical illustration of the computation performed by the most likelihood estimator I344 of the hypothesis
evaluator.

Fig. II is a high level block diagram of the mobile base station (NBS).

Fig. [2 is a high level state transition diagram describing computational states the Mobile Base station enters during

operation. I

fig. I3 is a high level diagram illustrating the data structural organization of the Mobile Base station capability for

autonomously determining a most likely HBS location from a plurality of potentially conflicting NBS location estimating sources ‘

Fig. l4 shows one method of modeling (DNA delay spread measurement ensembles and interfacing such signals to a typical
anificial neural network based FDI‘I.

Fig. l5 illustrates the nature of RF “Dead Zones" . notch area. and the importance of including location data signatures

from the backside of radiating elements.

Figs. l6a through I6c present a table providing a brief description of the attributes of the location signature data type

stored in the location signature data base |320.

Figs. l7a through We present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function, ‘UPDATE_L0(_SIG_DB,' for

updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320; note. this flowchan corresponds to the description of this
function in APPENDIX C.

22
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figs I8a through |8b present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function, “REDUEE_BAD_DB_LOE_SIGS,”

for updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320; note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this

function in APPENDIX C.

figs. l9a through l9b present a high level flowdtart of the steps performed by function,

g “INEREASE_CONleENCE_0f_GOOD_DB_LOE_SIGS.' for updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320;

note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX C.

figs. 20a through 20d present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function,

“DETERMINE_LOCATION_SIGNATUllE_flT_Ellll0llS," for updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320;

note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX C I

fig. 2| presents a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function, "ESTIMATE_LOE_S|G_fllOH_DB,' for updating

location signatures in the location signature data base I320; note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in
APPENDIX E.

figs. 223 through 22b present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function, “GET_AREA_T0_SEAREH," for

updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320; note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this

function in APPENDIX E.

Figs. 23a through 23b present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function,

“GET__D|ffEliENEE_MEASUliEllENT," for updating location signatures in the location signature data base I320; note, this flowchart

corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX C.

fig. 24 is a high level illustration of context adjuster data structures and their relationship to the radio coverage area for

the present invention; .

figs. 25a through 25b present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by the function. “(ONTEXLADJUSTEN used

in the context adjuster 1326 for adjusting mobile station estimates provided by the first order models |224; this flowchart

corresponds to the descriptionof this function in APPENDIX D.

figs. 26a through 26c present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by the function.

“GET_ADJUSTED_I.0[_HYP_UST_EOR." used in the context adjuster |326 foradjusting mobile station estimates provided by the
first order models l224; this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX D.

figs. 27a through 27b present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by the function. “[0NleENEE_ADJUSTER.'

used in the context adjuster l326 for adjusting mobile station estimates provided by the first order models l224; this flowchart

corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX D. '

fig. 28a and 20b presents a high fuel flowchart of the steps performed by the function.

“GET_CDHPO$ITE_PREDICTION_HAPPED_CLUSTER_DENSITY,' used in the context adjuster I326 for adjusting mobile station

estimates provided by the first order models IZN; this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX D.
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figs. 29a through 29h present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by the function,

"GET_PRED|CT|0N_HAPPED_(LUSTER_DENSITY_FDR," used in the context adjuster l326 for adjusting mobile station estimates

provided by the first order models l224; this flowdtan corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX D.

Fig. 30 illustrates the primary components of the signal processing subsystem.

fig. 3| illustrates how automatic provisioning of mobile station information from multiple (HRS occurs.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Detailed Description Introduction

Various digital wireless communication standards have been introduced sudt as Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS), Narrowband

Advanced Mobile Phone Service (NAMPS), code division multiple access (CDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) (e.g..

Global Systems Mobile (GSM). These standards provide numerous enhancements for advancing the quality and communication

capacity for wireless applications Referring to CDMA, this standard is described in the Telephone Industries Association standard IS-

95. forlrequencies below i Gill, and in J-STD-OOB, the Wideband Spread-Spectrum Digital Cellular System Dual-Mode Mobile

Station-Base station Compatibility Standard. for frequencies in the LB - L9 GHz frequency bands. Additionally. CDMA general

principles have been described. for example. in M. Patent 5,l09,390, Diversity Receiver in a CDMA Cellular Telephone System by

Gilhousen. There are numerous advantages of such digital wireless technologies such as CDMA radio technology. for example, the

CDMA spread spectrum scheme exploits radio frequency spectral efficiency and isolation by monitoring voice activity, managing two-

way power control, provision of advanced variable-rate modems and error correcting signal design. and includes inherent resistance

to fading, enhanced privacy, and provides for multiple "rake" digital data receivers and searcher receivers for correlation of multiple .

physical propagation paths, resembling maximum likelihood detection. as well as support for multiple base station communication

with a mobile station, i.e., soft or softer hand-off capability. When coupled with a location center as described herein. substantial

improvements in radio location can be achieved. For example, the CDMA spread spectrum scheme exploits radio frequency spectral

efficiency and isolation by monitoring voice activity, managing two-way power control, provision of advanced variable-rate modems

and error correcting signal design, and includes inherent resistance to fading, enhanced privacy, and provides for multiple ”rake"

digital data receivers and searcher receivers for correlation of multiple physical propagation paths. resembling maximum likelihood

detection, as well as support for multiple base station communication with a mobile station, i.e., soft hand-off capability. Moreover,

this same advanced radio communication infrastructure can also be used for enhanced radio location. As a further example. the

capabilities of IS-4l and AIM already provide a broadfgranularity of wireless location, as is necessary to, for example, properly direct
a terminating call to an MS. Such information, originally intended for call processing usage, can be re-used in conjunction with the

location center described herein to provide wireless location in the large (i.e., to determine which country, state and city a particular

MS is located) and wireless location in the small (i.e., which location, plus or minus a few hundred feet within one or more base

stations a given MS is located).

Fig. 4 is a high level diagram of a wireless digital radiolocation intelligent network architecture for the present invention.

Accordingly, this figure illustrates the interconnections between the components, for example, of a typical PCS network configuration

and various components that are specific to the present invention. In particular, as one skilled in the art will understand, a typiml
wireless (PCS) network includes:

(a) a (large) plurality of conventional wireless mobile stations (MSs) I40 for at least one of voice related communication,

visual (e.g., text) related communication. and according to present invention, location related communication;

(b) a mobile switching center (MSC) ”2;
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(c) a plurality of wireless cell sites in a radio coverage area I20. wherein each cell site indudes an infrastructure base

station such as those labeled ID (or variations thereof such as IZZA - l22D). |n panicular. the base stations In

denote the standard high traffic. fixed location base stations used for voice and data communication with a plurality

of HS: I40, and. according to the present invention. also used for communication of information related to locating

such MSs I40. Additionally, note that the base stations labeled I52 are more directly related to wireless location

enablement. For example. as described in greater detail hereinbelow. the base stations |52 may be low cost, low

functionality transponders that are used primarily in communicating HS location related information to the location

center I42 (via base stations I22 and the HS[ “2). Note that unless stated otherwise. the base stations l52 will be

referred to hereinafter as “location base station(s) I52" or simply “LBS(s) I52");

(d) a public switched telephone network (PSTN) |24 (which may include signaling system links |06 having network

control components such as: a service control point (SCP) |04 . one or more signaling transfer points (STPs) “0.

Added to this wireless network. the present invention provides the following additional components:

(l0.|) a location center I42 which is required for determininga location of a target HS I40 using signal characteristic values for

this target IIS;

(I01) one or more mobile base stations I40 (HBS) which are optional, for physically traveling toward the target HS I40 or

tracking the target HS;

(I03) a plurality of location base stations I52 (LBS) which are optional, distributed within the radio coverage areas IZO, each

LBS I52 having a relatively small MS I40 detection area l54;

Since location base stations can be located on potentially eadr floor of a multi-story building. the wireless location

technology described herein can be used-to perform location in terms of height as well as by latitude and longitude.

In operation. the HS I40 may utilile one of the wireless technologies, (DHA. TDHA. AMPS, NAHPS or GSH techniques for

radio communication with: (a) one or more infrastructure base stations I22. (b) mobile base station(s) I48 , (c) an LIIS |52.

Referring to fig.4 again. additional detail is provided of typical base station coverage areas. sectorization. and high level

components within a radio coverage area |20, including the NSC II). Although base stations may be placed in any configuration. a

typical deployment configuration is approximately in a cellular honeycomb pattern, although many practical tradeoffs exist. such as

site availability. versus the requirement for maximal terrain coverage area. To illustrate, three such exemplary base stations (85s)

are |22A. l228 and I22(. each of whidt radiate referencing signals within their area of coverage I69 to facilitate mobile station (HS)

I40 radio frequency connectivity, and various timing and synchronization functions. Note that some base stations may contain no

sectors I30 (e.g. l22E), thus radiating and receiving signals in a 360 degree omnidirectional coverage area pattern. or the base I

station may contain "smart antennas” which have specialized coverage area patterns. However, the generally most frequent base

stations In have three sector I30 coverage area patterns. For example. base station I22A includes sectors ISO. additionally labeled

a, b and c. Accordingly. each of the sectors I30 radiate and receive signals in an approximate no degree arc. from an overhead view.

As one skilled in the art will understand. actual base station coverage areas I69 (stylistically represented by hexagons about the base
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stations l22) generally are designed to overlap to some extent, thus ensuring seamless coverage in a geographical area. Control

electronic within each base station l22 are used to communicate with a mobile stations l40. Inlonnation regarding the coverage

area for each sector I30, such as its range, area, and “holes' or areas of no coverage (within the radio coverage area IZO), may be

known and used by the location center I42 to facilitate location determination. further. during communication with a mobile station

I40, the identification of each base station In communicating with the NS I40 as well, as any sector identification inlonnation, may

be known and provided to the location center I42.

In the case of the base station types In. I48, and l52 communication of location information, a base station or mobility

controller |74 (BSC) controls, processes and provides an interface between originating and terminating telephone calls from/to

mobile station (NS) I40, and the mobile switch center (NSC) Ill. The NSC l22, on-the—other—hand, performs various administration

functions such as mobile station I40 registration, authentication and the relaying of various system parameters, as one skilled in the

art will understand.

The base stations I22 may be coupled by various transport facilities In such as leased lines, frame relay, T-Carrier links. optical

fiber links or by microwave communication links.

When a mobile station I40 (such as a CDNA, AMPS, NANI’S mobile telephone) is powered on and in the idle state, it constantly

monitors the pilot signal transmissions from each of the base stations In located at nearby cell sites. Since base station/sector

coverage areas may often overlap, such overlapping enables mobile stations I40 to detect, and. in the case of certain wireless

technologies, communicate simultaneously along both the forward and reverse paths, with multiple base stations In and/or sectors

I30. In fig. 4 the constantly radiating pilot signals from base station sectors I30, such as sectors a, b and c of BS IZZA, are detectable

by mobile stations I40 within the coverage area I69 for BS IZZA. That is, the mobile stations I40 scan for pilot channels,

corresponding to a given base station/sector identifiers (IDs) , for determining which coverage area I69 (i.e., cell) it is contained.

This is performed by comparing signals strengths of pilot signals transmitted from these panicular cell-sites.

The mobile station I40 then initiates a registration request with the NSC ”2, via the base station controller l74. The NSC “2

determines whether or not the mobile station I40 is allowed to proceed with the registration process (except in the case of a 9” call,

wherein no registration process is required). At this point calls may be originated from the mobile station I40 or calls or short

message service messages can be received from the network. The NSC ll2 communicates as appropriate, with a class 4/5 wireline

telephony circuit switch or other central offices, connected to the PSTN l24 network. Such central offices connect to wireline

terminals, such as telephones, or any communication device compatible with the line. The PSTN l24 may also provide connections to

long distance networks and other networks.

The NSC "2 may also utilize IS/4l data cirutits or trunks connecting to signal transfer point IIO, which in turn connects

to a service control point l04, via Signaling System #7 (SST) signaling links (e.g., trunks) for intelligent call processing, as one.

skilled in the art will understand. In the case of wireless Alll services such links are used for call routing instructions of calls

interacting with the NSC ”2 or any switch capable of providing service switching point functions, and the public switched telephone

network (PSTN) [24, with possible termination back to the wireless network.

2'!
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Referring to fig.4 again, the location center (LC) I42 interfaces with the NSC “2 either via dedicited transport facilities

l78, using for example. any number of LAN/WAN technologies. such as Ethernet, fast Ethernet, frame relay, virtual private networks,

etc, or via the PSTN l24. The LC I42 receives autonomous (age unsolicited) command/response messages regarding, for example:

(a) the state of the wireless network of each service provider, (b) NS I40 and BS I22 radio frequency (Rf) measurements, (c) any

NBSs I48, (d) location applications requesting NS locations using the location center. Conversely, the LE I42 provides data and

control information to each of the above components in (a) - (d). Additionally, the LC I42 may provide location information to an

NS I40, via a BS 122. Noreover,in the case of the use of a mobile base station (NBS) I40. several communications paths may exist
with the LC I42.

The NBS I48 acts as a low cost, partially-functional, moving base station, and is, in one embodiment, situated in a vehicle

where an operator may engage in NS I40 seardting and tracking activities In providing these activities using (DNA, the NBS I48

provides a forward link pilot channel for a target NS I40, and subsequently receives unique BS pilot strength measurements from the

NS I40. The NBS I48 also includes a mobile station for data communication with the LC I42, via a BS In. In particular, such data

communication includes telemetering the geographic position of the NBS I40 as well as various RF measurements related to signals

received from the target NS I40. In some embodiments, the NBS I48 may also utilize multiple-beam fixed antenna array elements

and/or a moveable narrow beam antenna , such as a microwave dish I82. The antennas for such embodiments may have a known

orientation in order to funher deduce a radio location of the target NS I40 with respect to an estimated current location of the NBS

I43. As will be described in more detail herein below, the NBS I48 may funher contain a global positioning system (GPS), distance

sensors, dead-reckoning electronics, as well as an on-board computing system and display devices for locating both the NBS [48 of

itself as well as tracking and locating the target NS I40. The computing and display provides a means for communicating the

position of the target NS I40 on a map display to an operator of the NBS I48.

Each location base station (LBS) l52 is a low cost location device. Eadt such LBS l52 communicates with one or more of

the infrastructure base stations I22 using one or more wireless technology interface standards. In some embodiments, to provide

such LBS's cost effectively, each LBS l52 only partially or minimally supports the air-interface standards-of the one or more wireless

technologies used in communicating with both the BSs ID and the NSs I40. Eadt LBS'I52, when put in service, is placed at a fixed

location, such as at a trafficsignal, lamp post, etc, and wherein the location of the LBS may be determined as accurately as, for

example, the accuracy of the locations of the infrastructure BS: [22. Assuming the wireless technology (DNA is used, eadt BS I22
uses a time offset of the pilot Pll sequence to identify a forward (DNA pilot channel. In one embodiment, each LBS l52 emits a

' unique, time—offset pilot Pfl sequence channel in accordance with the (DNA standard in the RT spectrum designated for BSs I22, such

that the dtannel does not interfere with neighboring BSs I22 cell site channels, nor would it interfere with neighboring LBSs ISL

However, as one skilled in the art will understand, time offsets, in (DNA dlip sizes, may be re-used within a PG system, thus I

providing efficient use of pilot time offset chips, thereby achieving spectrum efficiency. Each LBS l52 may also contain multiple

wireless receivers in order to monitor transmissions from a target NS I40. Additionally, each LBS |52 contains mobile station I40

electronics, thereby allowing the LES to both be controlled by the LC I42, and to transmit information to the LC I42, via at least one

neighboring BS 122.
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As mentioned above, when the location of a particular target HS I40 is desired. the It I42 can request location

information about the target HS I40 from. for instance, one or more activated LBSs l52 in a geographical area of interest.

Accordingly, whenever the target HS I40 is in such an area. or is suspected of being in the area, either upon command from the II '

I42, or in a substantially continuous fashion, the LBS's pilot channel appears to the target HS I40 as a potential neighboring base

station channel, and consequently, is placed, for example, in the (DHA neighboring set, or the (DHA remaining set, of the target HS

I40 (as one familiar with the (DHA standards will understand).

During the normal (DNA pilot search sequence of the mobile station initialization state (in the target HS), the target HS

I40 will, if within range of such an activated LBS I52, detect the LBS pilot presence during the (DHA pilot channel acquisition

substate. Consequently, the target HS I40 performs RF measurements on the signal from each detected LBS l52. Similarly, an

activated LBS I52 can perform Rf measurements on the wireless signals from the target HS I40. Accordingly, each LBS l52 detecting

the target HS I40 may subsequently telemeter baclt to the LC I42 measurement results related to signals from/to the target HS I40.

Horeover, upon command, the target HS I40 will telemeter back to the LC I42 its own measurements of the detected LBSs I52, and

consequently. this new location information, in conjunction with location related information received from the BSs l22. can be used

to locate the target HS I40.

It should be noted that an LBS ISZ will normally deny hand-off requests, since typically the LBS does not require the added

complexity of handling voice or traffic bearer channels, although economic and pealt traffic load conditions would dictate preference

here. GPS timing information, needed by any (DNA base station, is either achieved via a the inclusion of a local GPS receiver or via a

telemetry process from a neighboring conventional BS In, which contains a GPS receiver and timing information. Since energy

requirements are minimal in such an LBS l52, (rechargeable) batteries or solar cells may be used to power the LBS. No expensive

terrestrial transpon link is typically required since two-way communication is provided by the included HS I40 (or an electronic

variation thereof). Thus, LBSs ISI may-be placed in numerous locations, sudt as:

(a) in dense urban canyon areas (e.g.. where signal reception may be poor and/or very noisy);

(b) in remote areas (e.g., hiking. camping and skiing areas);

(c) along highways (e.g., for emergency as well as monitoring traffic flow). and their rest stations; or

(d) in general, wherever more location predsion is required than is obtainable using other wireless infrastruction network

components.

Location [enter- Network Elements API Desaiption

A location application programming interface I36 (fig. 4), or L-AI’I, is required between the location center I42 (LC) and

the mobile switch center (HSC) network element type, in order to send and receive various control. signals and data messages. The L

API should be implemented using a preferably high—capacity physical layer communications interface, sudt as IEEE standard 002.3

(I0 baseT Ethernet), although other physical layer interfaces could be used. sudt as fiber optic ATH, frame relay, etc. Two forms of

API implementation are possible. In the first case the signals control and data messages are realiled using the HSC ll2 vendor’s
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native operations messages inherent in the product offering, without any special modifications. In the second case the LAN includes

a full suite of commands and messaging content specifically optimized for wireless location purposes, whidt may require some,

although minor development on the part of the HSC vendor.

Signal Processor Description

Referring to Fig. 30. the signal processing subsystem receives control messages and signal measurements and transmits

appropriate control messages to the wireless networlt via the location applications programming interface referenced earlier. for

wireless lacation purposes. The signal processing subsystem additionally provides various signal idintification. conditioning and pre‘

processing functions, including buffering, signal type classification, signal filtering, message control and routing functions to the
location estimate modules.

There can be several combinations of Delay Spread/Signal Strength sets of measurements made available to the signal

processing subsystem 20. In some uses the mobile station I40 (fig. I) may be able to detect up to three or four Pilot Channels

representing three to four Base Stations, or as few as one Pilot Channel, depending upon the environment. Similarly, possibly more

than one BS |22 can detect a mobile station l40 transmitter signal, as evidenced by the provision of cell diversity or soft hand-off in

the (DNA standards. and the fact that multiple CllllS' base station equipment commonly will overlap coverage areas. For each mobile

station I40 or BS I22 transmitted signal detected by a receiver group at a station, multiple delayed signals, or “fingers" maybe

detected and tracked resulting from multipath radio propagation conditions, from a given transmitter.

In typical spread spectrum diversity CDHA receiver design, the “first" finger represents the most direct, or least delayed

multipath signal. Second or possibly third or fourth lingers may also be detected and tracked. assuming the mobile station contains a

sufficient number of data receivers. Although traditional TOA and TDOA methods would discard subsequent fingers related to the

same transmitted finger, collection and use of these additional values can prove useful to reduce location ambiguity, and are thus
collected by the Signal Processing subsystem in the Location Center l42.

From the mobile receiver's perspective. a number of combinations of measurements could be made available to the

location Center. Due to the disperse and near-random nature of (DNA radio signals and propagation characteristics, traditional

TDA/TDOA location methods have failed in the past, because the number of_signals received in different loations area different. In a

particularly small urban area, say less than 500 square feet, the number of RF signals and there multipath components may vary by

over IOD percent.

Due to the large capital outlay costs associated with providing three or more overlapping base station coverage signals in

every possible location, most practical digital PCS deployments result in fewer than three base station pilot channels being reportable

in the majority of loution areas, thus resulting in a larger, more amorphous location estimate. This consequence requires a family of

location estimate location modules, each firing whenever suitable data has been presented to a model. thus providing a location

estimate to a backend subsystem which resolves ambiguities.

In one embodiment of this invention using baclrend hypothesis resolution. by utililing existing knowledge concerning base

station coverage area boundaries (such as via the compilation a Rf coverage database — either via RF coverage area simulations or
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field tests), the location enor space is decreased. Negative logic Venn diagrams can be generated which deductively rule out certain

location estimate hypotheses

Although the forward link mobile station's received relative signal strength (“US“) of detected nearby base station

transmitter signals can be used directly by the location estimate modules, the (DNA base station's reverse link received relative signal

strength (RRSSM) of the detected mobile station transmitter signal must be modified prior to location estimate model use, since the

mobile station transmitter power level dtanges nearly continuously. and would thus render relative signal strength useless for

location purposes.

One adjustment variable and one factor value are required by the signal processing subsystem in the [DNA air interface

case: I.) instantaneous relative power level in dBm (lRPL) of the mobile station transmitter, and 2.) the mobile station Power (lass.

By adding the IRPL to the RRSSN, a synthetic relative signal strength (SliSSm) ol the mobile station I40 signal detected at the BS III

is derived, which can be used by location estimate model analysis, as shown below:

SKSSM = liliSSm + lRl’L (in dBm)

SliSS"L a corrected indication of the effective path loss in the reverse direction (mobile station to BS). is now comparable with lillSSIs

and can be used to provide a correlation with either distance or shadow fading because it now accounts for the change of the mobile

station transmitter's power level. The two signals liliSSu and SRSSH, an now be processed in a variety of ways to adiieve a more

robust correlation with distance or shadow fading.

Although Rayleigh fading appears as a generally random noise generator,- essentially destroying the correlation value of

either RRSS“ or SRSS,“ measurements with distance individually, several mathematical operations or signal processing functions can

be performed on each measurement to derive a more robust relative signal strength value, overcoming the adverse Rayleigh fading

effects. Examples include averaging, taking the strongest value and weighting the strongest value with a greater coefficient than the

weaker value, then averaging the results. This signal processing technique takes advantage of the fact that although a Rayleigh fade

may often exist in either the forward or reverse path, it is much less probable that a Rayleigh fade also exists in the reverse or

forward path, respectively. A shadow fade however, similiarly affects the signal strength in both paths.

At this point a (DNA radio signal direction-independent ”net relative signal strength measurement” is derived which is

used to establish a correlation with either distance or shadow fading, or both Although the ambiguity of either shadow fading or

distance cannot be determined, other means can be used in conjunction. sudrlas the fingers of the [DNA delay spread measurement,

and any other TOA/TDOA calculations from other geographical points. In the case of a mobile station with a certain amount of

shadow fading between its BS In (Fig. 2). the first finger of a (DNA delay spread signal is most likely to be a relatively shorter‘

duration than the case where the mobile station I40 and BS III are separated by a greater distance. since shadow fading does not

materially affect the arrival time delay of the radio signal.

By performing a small modification in the control electronics of the [DNA base station and mobile station receiver

circuitry, it is possible to provide the signal processing subsystem 20 (reference Fig. 30) within the Location scenter |42 (Fig. l) with
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urgency of the time required to render a location estimate. fewer or more signal measurement samples tan be talten and stored in the

input queue(s)T accordingly.

The signal processing subsystem supports a variety of wireless networlt signaling measurement capabilities by detecting the

capabilities of the mobile and base station through messaging structures provided bt the location application programming interface.

Detection is accomplished in the signal-classifier? (Fig. 30) by referencing a mobile station database table within the signal processor

database 26, which provides, given a mobile station identification number, mobile station revision code. other mobile station

charactersitiu. Similiarly, a mobile switch center table 3| provides NSC characteristics and identifications to the signal classifier/filter

9. The signal classifier/filter adds additional message header information that further classifies the measurement data which allows

the digital signal processor and image filter components to select the proper internal processing subcomponents to perform

operations on the signal measurement data, for use by the location estimate modules.

Regarding service control point messages autonomously received from the input queue 7, the signal dassifier/filter 9

detemines viaa signal processing database 26 query that the message is to be associated with a home base station module. Thus

appropriate header information is added to the message. thus enabling the message to pass through the digital signal processor |7

unaffected to the output queu 2|. and then to the router/distributor 23. The router/distributor 23 then routes the message to theHBS

first order model. Those skilled in the an will understand that associating location requests from Home Base Station configurations

require substantially less data: the mobile identifiation number and the associated wireline telephone number transmission from the

home location register are on the order of less than 32 bytes. (onsequentially the home base station message type could be routed

I without any digital signal processing.

Output queue(s) 2| are required for similar reasons as input queues 7: relatively large amounts of data must be held in a specific

lonnat for further location processing by the location estimate modules.

The router and distributor component 23 is responsible to directing specific signal measurement data types and structures

to their appropriate modules. for example, the H88 FOH has no use for digital filtering structures, whereas the TDOA module would

not be able to process an HBS response message

The controller IS is responsible lor staging the movement of data among the signal processing subsystem 20 components input queue

7, digital signal processor I7, router/distributor 23 and the output queue ll. and to initiate signal measurments within the wireless

network. in response from an intemet I68 location request message in fig. I, via the location application programming interface.

In addition the controller l5 receives autonomous messages from the NSC , via the location applications programming

interlace (Fig. I) or l-APl and the input queue 1, whenever a 9-H wireless call is originated. The mobile switch center provides this

autonomous notification to the location system as follows: By specifiying the appropriate mobile switch center operations and ‘

maintenance commands to surveil calls based on certain digits dialed such as 9-l-l. the location applications programming interface.

in communications with the MSCs. receives an autonomous notification whenever a mobile station user dials 9-l-l. Specifically, a bi-

directional authorized communications port is configured, usually at the operations and maintenance subsystem of the MB, or with

their associated network element manager system(s), with a data circuit, such as a OH, with the location applications programming
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interface in fig. I. Next, the "call trace" capability of the mobile switd'r center is activated for the respective communications port.

The exact implementation of the vendor-specific man-machine or Open Systems Interface (OS I) commands(s) and their associated

data structures generally vary among HSE vendors. however the trace function is generally available in various fomss, and is required

in order to comply with Federal Bureau of Investigation authorities for wire tap purposes. After the appropriate surveillance

commands are established on the HSC. such 9-H all notifirations messages containing the mobile station identification number

(MIN) and. in phase I E9-I-I implementations, a pseudo-automatic number identication (aka. pANI) which provides an association

with the primary base station in whidt the 9-H caller is in communicaiton. In uses where the pAIII is known from the onset. the

signal processing subsystem avoids querying the ME in question to determine the primary base station identifiration associated with

the 9-H mobile station caller. '

After the signal processing controller I5 receives the first message type, the autonomous notification message from the

mobile switch center “I to the location system 42. containing the mobile identification number and optionally the primary base

station identification. the controller I5 queries the base station table I] in the signaliprocessor database 26 to determine the status

and availability of any neighboring base stations. including those base stations of other (HRS in the area. The definition of

neighboring base stations include not only those within a provisionable “hop" based on the cell design reuse factor. but also includes._ _

in the iase of (DNA. results from remaining set information autonomously queried to mobile stations, with results stored in the base

station table. Remaining set information indicates that mobile stations can detect other base station (sector) pilot channels which

may exceed the “hop” distance. yet are nevertheless candidate base stations (or sectors) for wireless location purposes. Although

cellular and digital cell design may vary, “hop" distance is usually one or two cell coverage areas away fmm the primary base

station's cell coverage area

Having determined a likely set of base stations which may both detect the mobile station's transmitter signal. as well as to

determine the set of likely pilot channels (i.e.. base stations and their associated physical antenna sectors) detectable by the mobile

station in the area surrounding the primary base station (sector), the controller l5 initiates messages to both the mobile station and

appropriate base stations (sectors) to perform signal measurements and to return the results of such measurements to the signal

processing system regarding the mobile station to be located. This step may be' accomplished via several interface means. In a first

use the controller I5 utilizes, for a given NSC. predetermined storage inIormation in the NSC table 3| to determine which type of

commands. such as man-madiine or OSI commands are needed to request such signal measrurements for a given NSC The controller

’ generates the mobile and base station signal measurement commands appropriate ior the NSC and passes the commands via the

input queue? and the locations application programming interface in figJ. to the appropriate HSC, using the authorized

communitations port mentioned earlier. In a second case the controller l5 communicates directly with base stations within having to

interface directly with the HSC for signal measurement extraction.

Upon receipt of the signal measurements. the signal classifier 9 in fig. 30 examines loution application programming

interface-provided message header information from the source of the location measurement (for example. from a fixed BS III. a
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mobile station I40. a distributed antenna system I68 in Fig. l or message lomtion data related to a home base station), provided by

the location applications programming interface (l-Al‘l) via the input queue? in Fig. 30 and determines whether or not device filters

I7 or image filters I? are needed, and assesses a relative priority in processing, such as an emergency versus a background location

task, in terms of grouping like data assodated with a given location request. In the case where multiple signal measurement requests

‘ are outstanding for various base stations, some of which may be assodated with a different (MRS network, and additional signal

classifier function includes sorting and assodating the appropriate incoming signal measurements together such that the digital

signal processor l7 processes related measurements in order to build ensemble data sets. Such ensembles allow for a variety of

functions such as averaging. outlier removal over a timeperiod, and related filtering functions, and further prevent association errors

from occuring in location estimate processing. -

Another function of the signal classifier/low pass filter component 9 is to filter inlomiation that is not useable, or

information that could introduce noise or the effect of noise in the location estimate modules. [onsequently low pass matching filters

are used to match the in-common signal processing components to the characteristics of the incoming signals. Low pass filters match:

Mobile Station, base station, (MRS and NSC characteristics, as wall as to classify Home Base Station messages.

The signal processing subsystemcontains a base station database table l3 (Fig. 30) which captures the maximum number

of (DHA delay spread fingers for a given base station.

The base station identification code, or [LU or common language level identification code is useful in identifying or

relating a human-labeled name descriptor to the Base Station. latitude, Longitude and elevation values are used by other subsystems

in the location system for alibration and estimation purposes. As base stations and/or receiver characteristics are added, deleted, or

changed with respect to the network used for location purposes, this database table must be modified to reflect the current network

configuration.

just as an upgraded base station may detect additional [DNA delay spread signals, newer or modified mobile stations may

detect additional pilot channels or [DNA delay spread fingers. Additionally different makes and models of mobile stations may

acquire improved receiver sensitivities, suggesting a greater coverage capability. lhe table below establishes the relationships among
various mobile station equipment suppliers and certain technical data relevant to this loution invention.

Although not strictly necessary. The lllll can be populated in this table from the PCS Service Provider’s [ustomer (are

system during subscriber activation and fulfillment, and could be changed at deactivation. or anytime the end-user changes mobile

stations. Alternatively, since the Hlll. manufacturer, model number, and software revision level information is available during a

telephone all, this information could extracted during the call, and the remaining fields populated dynamically. based on

manufacturer’s' specifications infomIation previously stored in the signal processing subsystem 20. Default values are used in cases

where the MIN is not found, or where certain information must be estimated. I

A low pass mobile station filter. contained within the signal classifier/low pass filter 9 of the signal processing subsystem

20, uses the above table data to perform the following functions: I) act as a low pass filter to adjust the nominal assumptions related

to the maximum number of (DNA fingers, pilots detectable; and 2) to determine the transmit power class and the receiver thermal

noise floor. Given the detected reverse path signal strength. the required value of SRSS"; a corrected indication of the effective path
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loss in the reverse direction (mobile station to BS), can be calculated based data contained within the mobile station table II. stored

in the signal processing database 26.

The eiiects oi the maximum Number of [DHA fingers allowed and the maximum number of pilot channels allowed

essentially form a low pass filter eflect. wherein the least common denominator of characteristics are used to filter the incoming RF

signal measurements such that a one let one matching occurs. The elfect ol the transmit power class and receiver thermal noise floor

values is to normalize the characteristics of the incoming RF signals with respect to those RF signals used.

The signal classifier/filter 20 is in communication with both the input queue 7 and the signal processing database 26. In

the early stage of a location request the signal processing subsystem ldl in fig. 4, will receive the initiating location request from

either an autonomous 9-l-l notification message from a given HSC. or from a location application (for example. see Fig. 36). for

which mobile station characteristics about the target mobile station I40 (Fig. I) is required. Referring to fig. 30, a query is made

from the signal processing controller l5 to the signal processning database 26, specifically the mobile station table ll, to determine if

the mobile station characteristics associated with the MIN to be located is available in table II. if the data exists then there is no need

for the controller IE to query the wireless network in order to determine the mobile station characteristics. thus avoiding additional

real-time processing which would otherwise be required across the air interface, in order to determine the mobile station HlN

characteristics. The resulting mobile station inlormation my be provided either via the signal processing database 26 or alternatively

a query may be performed directly from the signal processing subsystem 20 to the ”SC in order to determine the mobile station
characteristics.

Referring now to Fig. 3|. a location application programming interface, L-APl-CCS I39 to the appropriate (MRS customer

care system provides the mechanism to populate and update the mobile station table II within the database 26. The l-APHCS I39

contains its own set of separate input and output queues or similar implementations and security controls to ensure that provisioning

data is not sent to the incorrect (HRS. arid that a given (HRS cannot access any other CMRS’ data. The interface ll55a to the

customer care system‘for [HRS-A |l$0a provides an autonomous or periodic notification and response application layer protocol

type, consisting ol add; delete, change and verify message functions in order to update the mobile station table ll within the signal

processing database 26, via the controller IS. A similar interface llSSb is used to enable provisioning updates to be received lrom

(MRS-B customer care system ”5%.

Although the l-Al’l-CIS application message set may be any protocol type which supports the autonomous notification

message with positive acknowledgment type, the TIMI.5 group within the American National Standards Institute has defined a good

starting point in which the L—APl-CCS could be implemented, using the robust OSI TMN X-interlace at the service management layer.

The object model defined in Standards proposal number TiMl.5/96-22ll9, Operations Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning

(0AH&P) - Model for Interface Across Jurisdictional Boundaries to Support Electronic Access Service Ordering: Inquiry Function, can

be extended to suppon the L-APl-(CS inlormation elements as required and further discussed below. Other choices in which the L-

APl-C(S application message set may be implemented include ASEII, binary, or any encrypted message set encoding using the lntemet

protocols, such as TEP/IP, simple network management protocol, http. https, and email protocols.
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Referring to the digital signal processor (DSP) Ii, in communication with the signal classifier/[P filter 9, the OS? I?

provides a time series expansion method to convert non-HBS data from a lonnat of an signal measure data ensemble of time-series

based radio frequency data measurements. collected as discrete time-slice samples. to a three dimensional matrix location data value

image representation. Othertechniques further filter the resultant image in order to furnish a less noisy training and actual data

sample to the location estimate modules.

After IZB samples (in one embodiment) of data are collected of the delay spread-relative signal strength Rf data

measurement sample: mobile station RX for SH and grouped into a quantization matrix, where rows constitute relative signal

strength intervals and columns define delay intervals. As each measurement row. column pair (which could be represented as a

complex number or (artesian point pair) is added to their respective values to generate a 1 direction of frequency of recurring

measurement value pairs or a density recurrence function By next applying a grid function to each x. y, and 2 value, a three-
dimensional surface gridIs generated which represents a location data value or unique print of that l28--sample measurement.

In the general case where a mobile station is locatedIn an environment with varied clutter patterns, such as terrain

undulations, unique man-made structure geometries (thus creating varied multipath signal behaviors), such as a city or suburb,

although the first CDHA delay spread finger may be the same value for a fixed distance between the mobile station and BS antennas,

as the mobile station moves across such an arc. different finger-data are measured. In the right image for the defined BS antenna

sector, location classes, or squares numbered one through seven, are shown across a particular range of line of position (LOP).

A traditional TOA/lDOA ranging method between a given BS and mobile station only provides a range along the arc. thus

introducing ambiguity error. However a unique three dimensional image can be used in this method to specifically identify, with

rearrring probability, a particular unique location dass along the same Line Of Position, as long as the multipath is unique by

position but generally repeatable, thus establishing a method of not only ranging, but also of complete latitude. longitude location

estimation in a Cartesian space. In other words, the unique shape of the "mountain image" enables a correspondence to a given
unique location class along a line of position, thereby eliminating traditional ambiguity error.

Although man-made external sources of interference, Rayleigh fades, adjacent and co-channel interierence, and variable

clutter, such as moving traffic introduce unpredictability (thus no “mountain image” would ever be exactly alike). three basic types

of filtering methods can be used to reduce matching/comparison error from a training case to a location request use: I.) select only

the strongest signals from the forward path (BS to mobile station) and reverse path (mobile station to BS). 2.) Convolute the forward

path In sample image with the reverse path l28 sample image. and 3.) process all image samples through various digital image

filters to discard noise components.

In one embodiment. convolution of forward and reverse images is performed to drive out noise. This is one embodiment

that essentially nulls noise completely, even if strong and‘recurring, as long as that same noise characteristic does not occur in the

opposite path.

The third embodiment or technique of processing (DNA delay spread profile images through various digital image filters.

provides a resultant "image enhancement" in the sense of providing a more stable pattern recognition paradigm to the neural net
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location estimate model. For example, image histogram equalization can be used to rearrange the images’ intensity values, or density

recurrence values, so that the image's cumulative histogram is approximately linear.

Other methods which can be used to compensate lor a concentrated histogram include: I) Input Cropping, 2) Output

Cropping and 3) Gamma (orrection. Equalization and input cropping can provide particularly striking benefits to a (DNA delay

spread profile image. Input cropping removes a large percentage of random signal characteristics that are non-recurring.

Other filters and/or filter combinations can be used to help distinguish between stationary and variable clutter affecting '

multipath signals. for example, it is desirable to reject multipath fingers associated with variable clutter. since over a period of a few

minutes such fingers would not likely recur. Further filtering can be used to remove recurring (at least during the sample period). and

possibly strong but narrow “pencils” of RF energy. A narrow pencil image component could be represented by a near perfect reflective

surface, such as a nearby metal panel truck stopped at a traffic light.

On the other hand, stationary clutter objects, such as concrete and glass building surfaces. adsorb some radiation before

continuing with a reflected ray at some delay. Such stationary clutter-affected (DNA fingers are more likely to pass a 4X4 neighbor

Median filter as well as a 40 to 50 percent lnput Crop filter, and are thus more suited to neural net pattern recognition” However

when subjected to a 4X4 neighbor Hedian filter and 40 percent dipping. pencil-shaped fingers are deleted. Other combinations

include. for example, a 50 percent cropping and 4X4 neighbor median filtering. Other filtering methods include custom linear

filtering, adaptive (Weiner) filtering. and custom nonlinear filtering.

The DSP l7 may provide data emsemble results. such as extracting the shortest time delay with a detectable relative signal

strength. to the router/distributor 23. or alternatively results may be processed via one or more image filters l9, with subsequent

transmission to the router/distributor 23. The router/distributor 23 examines the processed message data from the USP [7 and stores

routing and distribution information in the message header. The router/distributor 23 then forwards the data messages to the output

queue 2l, for subsequent queuing then transmission to the appropriate location estimator fOHs.

LOCATION (ENTER HIGH LEVEL FUNCTlONALlTY

At a very high level the location center l42 computes location estimates for a wireless Mobile Station I40 (denoted the

“target MS" or “HS”) by performing the following steps; '

(23.l) receiving signal transmission characteristics of communications communicated between the target MS I40 and one or

more wireless infrastructure base stations I22;

(23.2) filtering the received signal transmission characteristics (by a signal processing subsystem I220 illustrated in Fig. 5) as

needed so that target HS location data an be generated that is uniform and consistent with location data generated from other

target l‘lSs I40. In particular. such uniformity and consistency is both in terms of data structures and interpretation of signal

diaracteristic values provided by the HS location data;
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(23.3) inputting the generated target HS location data to one or more HS loation estimating models (denoted first order models

or FOlls, and labeled collectively as l224 in Fig. 5), so that each sud! model may use the input target HS loation data forgenerating
a “location hypothesis' providing an estimate of the location of the target HS I40;

(23.4) providing the generated location hypotheses to an hypothesis evaluation module (denoted the hypothesis evaluator [228 in
Fig. 5):

(a) for adjusting at least one ol the target HS location estimates of the generated location hypotheses and related
confidence values indicating the confidence given to each loation estimate, wherein such adjusting uses ardiival inlormation related
to the accuracy of previously generated location hypotheses.

(b) lor evaluating the loation hypotheses according to various heuristics related to, for example. the radio coverage
area l20 terrain, the laws ol physics. characteristics of likely movement of the target MS I40; and

(c) for determining a most likely location area lor the target HS I40, wherein the measurement of confidence

associated with eadi input HS location area estimate is used for deterinining'a "most likely location area"; and

(23,5) outputting a most likely target HS location estimate to one or more applications l232 (Fig. 2.0) requesting an estimate of
the location of the target HS I40.

Location Hypothesis Data Representation

In order to describe how the steps (23.l) through (23.5) are performed in the sections below, some introductory remarks

related to the data denoted above as location hypotheses will be helplul. Additionally, it will also be helpful to provide introductory
remarks related to historial location data and the data base management programs associated therewith.

For each target MS location estimate generated and utilized by the present invention, the locttion estimate is provided in a

data structure (or object class) denoted as a "location hypothesis'I (illustrated in Table LH-l). Although brief descriptions of the data

fields for a location hypothesis is provided in the Table LH-l, many fields require additional explanation. Accordingly, location
hypothesis data fields are lurther described as noted below.

. Table lH-l

 First order model ll) (providing this Location Hypothesis); note. since it is possible lor location

  
 

hypotheses to be generated by other than the FOMs l224, in general. this field identifies the  
 

module that generated this location hypothesis

_The identification olthe target MS I40 to this location hypothesis applies. -
_The most likely location point estimate of the target HS I40.

Boolean indicating the validity of “pt_est". 
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 Location Area Estimate of the target HS I40 provided by the IOII. This area estimate will be

   

 
 

used whenever “image_area" below is NULL  

 
 

image_area

 Boolean indicating the validity of “area_est" (one of "pt_est" and "area_est" must be

valid).
 

 
 
 Boolean (true if adjustments to the fields of this location hypothesis are to be performed in .

the Context adjuster Module).
 

  
 

Relerence to a substantially minimal area (e.g.. mesh cell) covering of “pt_est". Note. since

this HS I40 maybe substantially on a cell boundary, this covering may, in some cases. indude

  
 

more than one cell.

 Reference to a substantially minimal area (e.g., mesh cell) covering oI "pt_covering" (see
 

detailed description of the function. “confidence_adiuster"). Note that if this field is not

  NULL then this is the target HS location estimate used by the location center I42 instead of  
 “area_est". 

  extrapolation_area Reference to GI non-NULL) an extrapolated HS target estimate area provided by the location  
 extrapolatorsubmodule I432 of the hypothesis analyzer I332. That is, this field, if non-NULL  
 is an extrapolation of the “image_area' field H it exists, otherwise this field is an  
 extrapolation ol the 'area_est" field. Ilote other extrapolation fields may also be provided  
 depending on the embodiment of the present invention. such as an extrapolation oI the  
 “pt_covering".
 

 confidence A real value in the range [-I.0, + |.0] indicating'a likelihood that the target MS I40 is in (or 
 

 

out) oI a particular area. If positive: if “image_area" exists. then this is a measure of the  

 likelihood that the target HS I40 is within the area represented by “image_area". or ii

  “image_area" has not been computed (e.g., “adjust" is FALSE), then “area_est" must be  

 valid and this is a measure of the likelihood that the target HS I40 is within the area  

 represented by “area_est". If negative, then “area_est" must be valid and this is a measure  
 oi the likelihood that the target HS I40 is NO[ in the area represented by “area__est". II it is  
 zero (near zero), then the likelihood is unknown.
 
 
 

Driginal_TImestamp Date and time that the location signature duster (defined hereinbelow) (or this location 
 
 

hypothesis was received by the signal processing subsystem l220. 

  Active_l'imestamp Run-time field providing the time to which this location hypothesis has had its HS location   .I\ , 0. II‘ .n 0 .~ . u. u.“ 1.. n .u - u as“
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estimate(s) extrapolated (in the location extrapolator I432 ol the hypothesis analyzer l332).

Note that this field is initialized with the value lrom the "0riginal_Timestamp" field.

For indicating particular types of environmental classifications not readily determined by the 
 

Processing Tags and environmental

categorizations “Original_Timestamp" field (e.g., weather. traffic), and restrictions on location hypothesis  

 
processing.
 

 Provides access to the collection of location signature signal characteristic derived from loc_sig_cluster  
 communications between the target MS I40 and the base station(s) detected by this IlS  
 (discussed in detail hereinbelow); in particular, the location data accessed here is provided to  

 
the first order models by the signal processing subsystem l220; i.e.. access to-the “loc sigs”

 
 

(received at "timestamp' regarding the location ol the target HS)

 descriptor Original descriptor (from the first order model indicating why/how the Loation Area Estimate

  and Confidence Value were determined). 
 

As can be seen in the Table LII-l, each location hypothesis data structure includes at least one measurement, denoted

hereinafter as a confidence value (or simply confidence), that is a measurement of the perceived likelihood that an MS location

estimate in the location hypothesis is an accurate location estimate of the target HS I40. Since such confidence values are an

important aspect of the present invention. much of the description and use of such confidence values are described below; however, a

brief description is provided here. Each such confidence value is in the range ~I.0 to l.0, wherein the larger the value, the greater the

perceived likelihood that the target HS I40 is in (or at) a corresponding HS location estimate of the location hypothesis to which the

confidence value applies As an aside, note that a location hypothesis may have more than one HS location estimate (as will be

discussed in detail below) and the confidence value will typically only correspond or apply to one of the HS location estimates in the

location hypothesis. Further, values for the confidence value field may be interpreted as: (a) -l.0 may be interpreted to mean that

the target HS I40 is NOT in such a corresponding l‘lS area estimate of the loation hypothesis area, (b) 0 may be interpreted to mean

that it is unknown as to the likelihood ol whether the MS I40 in the corresponding HS area estimate, and (c) + l.0 maybe

interpreted to mean that the HS I40 is perceived to positively be in the corresponding HS area estimate.

Additionally, note that it is within the scope of the present invention that the location hypothesis data structure may also
include other related “perception" measurements related to a likelihood of the target MS I40 being in a particular MS loation area

. estimate. for example, it is within the scope of the present invention to also utilize measurements such as. (a) "sufficiency factors"

for indicating the likelihood that an MS location estimate of a location hypothesis is sufficient for locating the target MS I40; (b)

“necessity factors” for indicating the necessity that the target HS be in an particular area estimate. However. to more easily describe

the present invention, a single confidence field is used having the interpretation given above.
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Additionally, in utililing location hypotheses in. for example. the location evaluator IZIB as in (23.4) above, it is important

to keep in mind that each location hypothesis confidence value is a relative measurement. That is. for confidences, cfl and cf,, if cfl

< = cf,, then for a location hypotheses HI and H2 having cf. and cl,, respectively, the target HS I40 is expected to more likely reside

in a target HS estimate of H2 than a target HS estimate of H.. Moreover, if an area, A, is suds that it is included in a plurality of

location hypothesis target HS estimates. then a confidence score, (S), can be assigned to A, wherein the confidence score for suds an

area is a function of the confidences (both positive and negative) for all the location hypotheses whose (most pertinent) target HS
location estimates contain A. That is. in order to determine a most likely target HS location area estimate for outputting from the ‘

location center I42. a confidence score is determined for areas within the location oenter service area More particularly, if a function,

“f”, is a function of the confidence(s) of [nation hypotheses, and f is a monotonic function in its parameters and f(cf,, cf,, cf,, ...,

cf.) = (S. for confidences cfi of loation hypotheses "a i= LINN, with (S,l contained in the area estimate for H,, then “f" is

denoted a confidence score function. Accordingly, there are many embodiments for a confidence score function fthat may be utilized

in computing confidence scores with the present invention; e.g.,

(a) f(cf., cf” _. , cf.) = Scfi = (S):

(b) f(cf.. cf,, ... , cf.) = S cf," = (8,, n = I. 3, S,

(c) l(cf,, cl,, ..., cf.) = S (K ’ cl) = (5,, wherein Kai = I, 2. .. are positive system (tunable) constants (possibly _

dependent on environmental characteristics such as topography, time, date, traffic, weather, and/or the type of base station(s) In

from which location signatures with the target HS I40 are being generated, etc).

For the present description of the invention, the function f as defined in (c) immediately above is utilized. However, for

obtaining a general understanding of the present invention, the simpler confidence score function of (a) may be more useful. It is

important to note. though, that it is within the scope of the present invention to use other functions for the confidence score function.

Coverage Area: Area Types And Their Determination

The notion of “area type” as related to wireless signal transmission characteristics has been used in many investigations of

radio signal transmission characteristic. Some investigators, when investigating such signal characteristics of areas have used

somewhat naive area classifications such as urban. suburban, rural, etc. However, it is desirable for the purposes of the present

invention to have a more operational definition of area types that is more closely associated with wireless signal transmission
behaviors.

To describe embodiments of the an area type scheme used in the present invention. some introductory remarks are first
provided. Note that the wireless signal transmission behavior for an area depends on at least the following criteria:

(23.8.l) substantially invariant terrain characteristics (both natural and man-made) ol the area; e.g., mountains,

buildings, lakes, highways, bridges. building density;

(23.82) time varying environmental characteristics (both natural and man-made) of the area; e.g., foliage, traffic,

weather, special events such as baseball games:
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(23.8.3) wireless communication components or infrastructure in the area; e.g., the arrangement and signal

communication diaracteristics of the base stations In in the area. further. the antenna characteristics at the base

stations |22 may be important criteria.

Accordingly. a description of wireless signal characteristic for determining area types could potentially include a

characterization of wireless signaling attributes as they relate to eadt of the above criteria. Thus, an area type might be: hilly, treed,

suburban, having no buildings above 50 feet, with base stations spaced apart by two miles However, a categorization of area types

is desired that is both more closely tied to the wireless signaling characteristics of the area, and is tapable of being computed

substantially automatically and repeatedly over time. Moreover, for a wireless location system, the primary wireless signaling

characteristic for categorizing areas into at least minimally similar area types are: thermal noise and, more importantly. multipath

characteristics (e.g., multipath fade and time delay).

Focusing for the moment on the multipath dtaracteristics, it is believed that (23.8.l) and (23.8.3) immediately above are,

in general, more important criteria for accurately locating an MS I40 than (23.8.2). That is. regarding (23.8.l), multipath tends to

increase as the density of nearby vertical area dianges increases. for example, multipath is particularly problematic where there is a

high density of high rise buildings and/or where there are closely spaced geographic undulations In both cases. the amount of

change in vertical area per unit of area in a horizontal plane (for some horizontal reference plane) may be high. Regarding (23.8.3),

the greater the density of base stations l22, the less problematic multipath may become in locating an MS I40. Moreover, the

amngement of the base stations In in the radio coverage area no in fig. 4 may affect the amount and severity of multipath.

Accordingly, it would be desirable to have a method and system for straightforwardly determining area type classifications

related to multipath, and in particular. multipath due to (23.8.l) and (23.8.3). The present invention provides such a

determination by utilizing a novel notion of area type, hereinafter denoted “transmission area type” (or, '(transmission) area type"

when both a generic area type classification scheme and the transmission area type discussed hereinafter are intended) for classifying
“similar” areas. wherein each transmission area type class or category is intended to describe an area having at least minimally

similar wireless signal transmission characteristics That is. the novel transmission area type scheme of the present invention is based

on: (a) the terrain area classifications; e.g., the terrain of an area surrounding a target HS Ml], (b) the configuration of base stations

ID in the radio coverage area HO, and (c) characterizations of the wireless signal transmission paths between a target HS I40
location and the base stations l22. '

In one embodiment of a method and system for determining such (transmission) area type approximations. a partition

(denoted hereinafter as P.) is imposed upon the radio coverage area l20‘for partitioning for radio coverage area into subareas,

wherein each subarea is an estimate of an area having included MS I40 locations that are likely to have is at least a minimal amount

of similarity in their wireless signaling characteristics. To obtain the partition PD of the radio coverage area IN, the following steps
are performed:

(23.8.4.|) Partition the radio coverage area l20 into subareas, wherein in each subarea is: (a) connected, (b) variations in

the lengths of chords sectioning the subarea through the centroid of the subarea are below a predetermined

threshold, (c) the subarea has an area below a predetermined value, and (d) for most locations (e.g.. within a first
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or second deviation) within the subarea whose wireless signaling characteristics have been verified, it is likely (e.g.,

within a first or second deviation ) that an HS I40 at one of these locations will detect (forward transmission path)

and/or will be detected (reverse transmission path) by a same collection of base stations ID. for example, in a

(DNA context, a first such collection may be (for the forward transmission path) the active set of base stations ,

In, or, the union of the active and candidate sets. or, the union of the active, candidate and/or remaining sets of

base stations In detected by “most'l His I40 irI . Additionally (or alternatively), a second such collection may be

the base stations In that are expected to detect HSs I40 at locations within the subarea. Of course, the union or

intersection of the first and second collections is also within the scope of the present invention for partitioning the

radio coverage area l20 according to (d) above. It is wonh noting that it is believed thatlbase station In power

levels will be substantially constant. However, even if this is not the use, one or more collections for (d) above

may be determined empirically and/or by computationally simulating the power output of each base station In at

a predetermined level. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning that this step is relatively straightforward to

implement using the data stored in the location signature data base |320 (i.e., the verified location signature

clusters discussed in detail hereinbelow). Denote the resulting panition here as P,.

(23.8.4.2) Partition the radio coverage area I20 into subareas, wherein each subarea appears to have substantially

homogeneous terrain characteristics. Note. this may be performed periodically substantially automatically by

scanning radio coverage area images obtained from aerial or satellite imaging. For example, EarthWatch Inc. of

Longmont, (0 can provide geographic with 3 meter resolution from satellite imaging data. Denote the resulting

panition here as P,

(23.8.4.3) Overlay both of the above partitions of the radio coverage area IN to obtain new subareas that are

intersections of the subareas from each of the above partitions. This new partition is l’o (i.e., l’° = PI intersect P1),
and the subareas ol it are denoted as "P, subareas'.

flow assuming Po has been obtained, the subareas ol Pa-a're provided with a first classification or categorization as follows:

(23.8.4.4) Determine an area type categorization scheme for the subareas of P,. For example, a subarea. A, of P,, may be

categorized or labeled according to the number of base stations [22 in each of the collections used in (23.8.4.l)(d)

above for determining subareas of P.. Thus, in one such categorization scheme, each category may correspond to

a single number x (such as 3), wherein for a subarea, A, of this category, there is a group of x (e.g.. three) base

stations ID that are expected to be detected by a most target His I40 in the area A Other embodiments are also

possible, such as a categorization scheme-wherein each category may correspond to a triple: of numbers such as

(5, 2, I), wherein for a subarea A of this category, there is a common group of 5 base stations ID with two-way

signal detection expected with most locations (cg, within a first or second deviation) within A, there are 2 base

stations that are expected to be detected by a target HS I40 in A but these base stations can not detect the target

HS, and there is one base station In that is expected to be able to detect a target HS in A but not be detected.
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(23.8.4.5) Determine an area type categorization scheme for the subareas of P1. Note that the subareas of P, maybe

categorized according to their similarities. In one embodiment, such rategories may be somewhat similar to the

naive area types mentioned above (e.g. dense urban, urban, suburban, rural, mountain, etc). However. it is also

an aspect of the present invention that more precise categorization: may be used, such as a category for all areas

having between 20,000 and 30,000 square feet of vertical area dtange per ”.000 square feet of horizontal area

and also having a high traffic volume (suds a category likely corresponding to a “moderately dense urban" area

tips)-

(23.8.4.6) Categorize subareas of P. with a categorization scheme denoted the "P0 categorization," wherein for each Po

subarea. A, of P, a ”P, area type" is determined for A according to the following substep(s):

(a) [ategorize A by the two categories from (23.8.4.4) and (23.8.5) with which it is identified. Thus, A is

categorized (in a corresponding Po area type) both according to its terrain and the base'station

infrastructure configuration in the radio coverage area |20.

(23.8.4.7) for each P. subarea, A, of P. perform the following step(s):

(a) Determine a centroid. C(A). for A;

(b) Determine an approximation to a wireless transmission path between ((A) and each base station ID

of a predetermined group of base stations expected to be in (one and/or two-way) signal

communication with most target HS l40 locations in A for example, one such approximation is a

straight line between ((A) and each of the base stations III in the group. However, other suds

approximations are within the scope of the present invention, such as, a generally triangular shaped

area as the transmission path, wherein a first vertex of this area is at the corresponding base station

for the transmission path. and the sides of the generally triangular shaped defining the first venex
have a smallest angle between them that allows A to be completely between these sides

(c) For each base station In. 85-, in the group mentioned in (b) above, create an empty list, DSi-Iist. and

put on this list at least the P.I area types for the "significant” P, subareas crossed by the transmission

path between [(A) and 88;. Note that “significant" P, subareas maybe defined as. lor example, the

P‘I subareas through which at least a minimal length of the transmission path traverses.

Alternatively, such "significant“ l’o subareas may be defined as those Posubareas that additionally

are know or expected to generate substantial multipath.

(d) Assign as the transmission area type for A as the collection of BSi-lists. Thus, any other P. subarea

having the same (or substantially similar) collection of lists of P, area types will be viewed as having
approximately the same radio transmission dtaracten'stics.

Note that other transmission signal characteristics may be incorporated into the transmission area types. for example,

thermal noise characteristics may be included by providing a third radio coverage area Ill) partition, P3, in addition to the partitions

of PI and PI generated in (23.8.4.|) and (23.8.4.2) respectively. Moreover. the time varying characteristic: of (23.8.2) maybe
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incorporated in the transmission area type frame work by generating multiple versions of the transmission area types such that the

transmission area type for a given subarea of P, may change depending on the combination of time varying environmental

diaracteristira to be considered in the transmission area types for instance. to account for seasonality, four versions of the partitions

P. and P, may be generated. one for each of the seasons, and subsequently generate a (potentially) different partition P. for each

season. Further. the type and/or characteristics of base station I22 antennas may also be included in an embodiment of the

transmission area type.

Accordingly. in one embodiment of the present invention, whenever the term “area type" is used hereinbelow.

transmission area types as described hereinabove are intended.

location Infomation Data Bases And Data

Location Data Bases Introduction

It is an aspect of the preterit invention that MS location processing performed by the location center I42 should become inaeasingly

better at locating a target HS I40 both by (a) building an increasingly more detailed model of the signal diaracteristics of loations in the

service area for the present invention. and also (b) by providing capabilities for the location center processing to adapt to environmental

dlanges.

One way these aspects of the present invention are reafized is by providing one or more data base management systems and data
bases for.

(a) storing and associating wireless HS signal diaracteristits with known locations of Ms I40 used in providing the signal

diaracteristics. Such stored associations may not only provide an increasingly better model of the signal characteristic of the geography of the

service area. but also provide an increasingly better model of more dtangeable signal diaracteristic affecting environmental factors suds as
weather, seasons, and/or traffic patterns;

(b) adaptively updating the signal diaracteristic data stored so that it reflects dianges in the environment of the service

area sudi as, for example, a new high rise building or a new highway.

Ilefening again to fig. 5 of the collective representation of these databases is the location infomtation data bases |232 lnduded

among these data bases is a data base for providing training and/or calibration data to one or more trainable/alibratable FDHs I224, as well

as an ardtival data base lorardtiving historical HS location information related to the periortnance of the FOHs. These data bases will be

discussed as necessary hereinbelow. However, a further brief introduction to the ard'rival data base is provided here. Accordingly. the term.

“location signature data base" is used hereinafter to denote the archival data base and/or data base management system depending on the

context of the discussion The location signature data base (shown in, for example, fig. 6 and labeled l320) is a repository for wireless signal
diaracteristic data derived from wireless signal communiations between an MS I40 and one or more base stations l22, wherein the

corresponding location of 'the HS I40 is known and also stored in the location signature data base I320. More particularly. the location

signature data base |320 assodatl eadi suds known HS location with the wireless signal diaracteristic data derived from wireless signal

communications between the MS I40 and one or more base stations In at this HS Ioetion. Accordingly, it is an aspect of the present invention
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to utilize suds historical I‘IS signal location data for enhancing the correctness and/or confidence of certain location hypotheses as will be
described in detafl in other sections below.

Data Representations forthe Location Signature Data Base

Ibere are four fundamental entity types (or object classes in an object oriented programming paradigm) utilized in the location

signature data base I320. Briefly. these data entities are described in the items (24.I) through (24.4) that follow:

(24.l) (verified) location signatures: Eadi sudi (verified) location signature describes the wireless signal characteristic measurements

between a given base station (eg., BS I22 or LBS I52) and an MS I40 at a (verified or known) location associated with the (verified) location

signature. Ihat is, a verified location signature corresponds to a location whose coordinates suds as latitude-longitude coordinates are known,

while simply a location signature may have a known or unknown location corresponding with it. Note that the term (verified) location

signature is also denoted by the abbreviation, “(verified) Ioc sig" hereinbelow;

(242) (verified) location signature duster: Each such (verified) location signature duster includes a collection of (verified) location

signatures correspontfing to all the location signatures between a target HS I40 at a (possibly verified) presumed substantially stationary

location and each BS (eg, ID or I52) fmm whidi the target MS I40 can detect the BS's pilot channel gardless of the classification of the BS in

the target HS (Le, for (DNA. regardless of whether a BS is in the HS's active. candidate or remaining base station sets, as one skilled in the art

will understand). Note that for simplidty here, it is presumed that eadi location signature cluster has a single fixed primary base station to

which the target HS I40 syndtronizes or obtains its timing;

(243) “composite location objeas (or entities)": Eadi suds entity is a more general entity than the verified location signature duster. An

object of this type is a collection of (verified) location signatures that are associated with the same I‘IS I40 at substantially the same location at

the same time and eadt such Ioc sig is associated with a different base station. However, there is no requirement that a Ioc sig from eadr BS

III for whidt the HS I40 can detect the BS's pilot channel is included in the “composite location object (or entity)"; and

(24.4) IIS location estimation data that indudes IIS location estimates output by one or more HS location estimating first order models
[224. such HS location estimate data is described in detail hereinbelow.

It is impomnr to note that a lot sig is. in one embodiment an instance of the data structure containing the signal characteristic measurements

output by the signal filtering and normalizing subsystem also denoted as the signal processing subsystem IZZD describing the signals between: (i) a specific

base station |22 (BS) and (ii) a mobile station I 40 (HS). wherein the BS's location is known and the HS’s location is assumed to be substantially constant

(during a 2-5 second interval in one embodiment ol the present invention), during communication with the HS I40 for obtaining a single instance of Ioc sig

data, although the HS location may or may not be known. Further. Ior notational purposes. the BS In and the HS I40 for a Ioc sig hereinafter will be denoted

the “BS associated with the loc sig', and the "IIS associated with the Ioc sig' respectively. Moreover. the location of the HS I40 at the time the loc sig data

is obtained will be denoted the 'location associated with the loc sig' (this location possibly being unknown).

In particular. for eadt (verified) Ioc sig indudes the following.

(25.|) HS_type: the make and model of the target HS I40 associated with a location signature instantiation; note that the type of HS

I40 can also be derived from this enuy; eg. whether HS I40 is a handset HS. car-set MS. or an MS for location only. Note as an aside,

for at least (DNA. the type of HS I40 provides information as to the number of fingers that may be measured by the MS, as one skilled

in the will appreciate.
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(25.2) BS_id: an identifiation of the base station III (or, location base station l52) communicating with the target NS;

(25.3) HS_loc a representation of a geographic location (eg1 latitude-longitude) or area representing a verified/known HS location where

signal draracteristirs between the associated (location) base station and HS I40 were received. That is. if the “verified_flag"

attribute (discussed below) is TRUE. then this attribute includes an estimated location of the target HS. If verified_flag is

5 FALSE, then this attribute has a value indicating “location unknown".

llote “HS_loc" may include the following two subfields: an area within which the target H5 is presumed to be, and a

point location (e.g.. a latitude and longitude pair) where the target MS is presumed to be (in one embodiment this is the

centroid of the area);

(25.4) verified_flag: a flag for determining whether the loc sig has been verified; i.e., the value here is TRUE‘iff a location of HS_loc

10 has been verified, FALSE otherwise. Note. if this field is TRUE (i.e.. the loc sig is verified), then the base station identified by

BS_id is the current primary base station for the target HS;

(25.5) confidence: a value indicating how consistent this locsig is with other locsigs in the loation signature data base IJZO; the

value for this entry is in the range [0, l) with 0 corresponding to the lowest (i.e.. no) confidence and I corresponding to the

highest confidence. That is. the confidence factor is used for determining how consistent the loc sig is with other “similar" verified

15 loc sigs in the location signature data base I320, wherein the greater the confidence value. the better the consistency with other loc

sigs in the data base. Note that similarity in this context maybe operationalized by at least designating a geographic proximity of a

loc sig in whidr to determine if it is sinular to other loc sigs in this designated geographic proximity and/or area type (e.g.

transmission area type as elsewhere herein). Thus. environmental diaracteristics may also be used in determining similarities sudr as-

similar time of occurrence (egw of day. and/or of month), simflar weather (e.g. snowing. raining. etc). Note. these latter

20 draracteristics are different from the notion of geographic proximity since pmximity may be only a distance measurement about a

location. Note also that a loc sig having a confidence factor value bdow a predetermined threshold may not be used in evaluating HS

location hypotheses generated by the Hills l224.

(15.6) timestamp: the time and date the loc sig was received by the associated base station of BS_id;

(25.7) signal topography d'taracteristits: In one embodiment. the signal topography dtaracteristict retained can be represented as

25 diaracteristics of at least a two-dimensional generated surface. That is. sudr a surface is generated by the signal processing

subsystem l220 from signal characteristics accumulated over (a relatively short) time interval. For example. in the two-dimensional

surface case. the dimensions for the generated surface may be, for example, signal strength and time delay. That is. the

accumulations over a brief u'me interval of signal draracteristic measurements between the 85 Ill and the HS I40 (associated with

the loc sig) may be classified according to the two signal draracteristic tfimensions (cg, signal strength and corresponding time

30 delay). That is. by sampling the signal diaracteristiu and classifying the samples according to a mesh of discrete cells or bins, .

wherein eadr cell corresponrfi to a different range of signal strengths and time delays a tally of the number of samples falling in the

range of eadr cell can be maintained. Accordingly, for eadr cell. its conesponding tally may be interpreted as height of the cell. so

that when the heights of all cells are considered. an undulating or mountainous surface is provided. In particular. for a cell mesh of

appropriate fineness. the "mountainous surface". is believed to. under most circumstances. provide a contour that is substantially
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unique to the location of the target HS I40. Note that in one embodiment. the signal samples are typically obtained throughout a

predetermined signal sampling time interval of 2-5 seconds as is discussed elsewhere in this spedfiration. In particular. the signal

topography draracteristiu retained for a Ioc sig include certain topographical d'raracteristits of such a generated mountainous

surface. For example. each lot sig may include: for eadr local maximum (of the locsig surface) above a predetermined noise ceiling

threshold. the (signal strength. time delay) coordinates of the cell of the local maximum and the corresponding height of the local

maximum Additionally, certain grarfients may also be included for characterizing the “steepness" of the surface mountains.

Moreover. note that in some embocfiments, a frequency may also be associated with each local maximum II'rus, the data retained for

each selected local maximum can include a quadruple of signal strength, time delay, height and frequency. further note that the data

types here may vary. However. for simplicity, in parts of the description of Ioc sig processing related to the signal characteristics
here. it is assumed that the signal draracteristit topography data structure here is a vector,

(25.8) quafity_obj: signal quality (or error) measurements, e.g.. Eb/No values. as one skilled in the art will understand;

(25.9) noise_ceiling noise ceiling values used in the initial filtering of noise from the signal topography characteristic as provided by the signal

processing subsystem I220;

(ZSJO) power_|evel: power levels of the base station (eg, ID or l52) and HS I40 for the signal measurements;

(ZSJ l) timing_error: an estimated (or maximum) timing error between the present (associated) BS (e.g.. an infrastructure base station I22 or

a location base station ISZ) deteaing the target HS I40 and the current primary BS ID for the target HS I40. Note that if the BS

l22 associated with the. Ioc sig is the primary base station. then the value here will be zero;

(25H) duster_ptr: a pointer to the location signature composite entity to whidr this Ioc sig belongs.

(ZSJB) repeatable: TRUE iii the Ioc sig is “repeatable" (as described hereinafter). FALSE otherwise. Note that eadr verified Ioc sig is designated

as either “repeatable" or “random". A Ioc sig is repeatable ilthe (verified/known) loartion assodated with the loc sig is sudr that

signal characteristic measurements between the associated BS ID and this HS can be either replaced at periodic time intervals. or

updated substantially on demand by most recent signal dramcteristic measurements between the associated base station and the

associated HS I40 (ora mmparable HS) at the verified/known location. Repeatable Ioc sigs may be, for example, provided by

stationary or fixed location HSs I40 (e.g.. fixed location transceivers) distributed within certain areas of a geographical region

serviced by the location center I42 for providing HS location estimates. Ihat is, it is an aspect of the present invention drat each sudr

stationary HS I40 can be contacted by the location center I42 (via the base stations of the wireless infrastructure) at substantially

any time for providing anew collection fie, cluster) of wireless signal draracteristics to be associated with the verified location for

the transceiver. Alternatively, repeatable lot sigs may be obtained by, for'example, obtaining loetion signal measurements manually

from workers who regularly traverse a predetermined route through some portion of the radio coverage area; i.e., postal workers (as

willbedescribed in more detail hereinbelow). " '

A Ioc sig is random if the Ioc sig is not repeatable. Random Ioc sigs are obtained, for example, from verifyng a previously unknown

target HS location once the HS I40 has been located. Sudt verifications may be accomplished by. for example. a vehicle having one or

more location verifying devices sudr as a GPS receiver and/or a manual location input capability becoming sufficiently close to the

located target HS I40 so that the location of the vehicle may be associated with the wireless signal draracteristics of the HS I40.
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Vehides having sudr location detection devices may include: (a) vehicles that travel to locations that are primarily for another

purpose than to verify loc sigs. eg. police cars, ambulances, fire trudcs. rescue units, courier services and taxis; and/or (b) vehicles

whose primary purpose is to verify loc sigs; eg, loation signal calfioration vehides. Additionally, vehides having both wireless

transceivers and location verifying devices may provide the location center |42 with random loc sigs. Note. a repeatable loc sig may

become a random loc sig if an MS I40 at the location associated with the Ioc sig becomes undetectable sudt as, for example, when the

HS I40 is removed from its verified location and therefore the Iocsig for the location can not be readily updated.

Adrfitionally, note that at least in one embodiment of the signal topography characteristic: (25.7) above, sudt a first surface may be

generated for the (forward) signals from the base station I22 to the target HS I40 and a second sud't surface may be generated for (or

alternatively. the first surface may be enhanced by increasing its dimensionality with) the signals from the HS I40 to the base station |22

(denoted the reverse signals). .

Additionally, in some embodiments the location hypothesis may include an estimated error as a measurement of perceived accuracy

in addition to or as a substitute for the confidence field discussed hereinabove. Moreover, location hypotheses may also include a text field for

providing a reason for the values of one or more of the location hypothesis fields For example. this text field may provide a reason as to why

the confidence value is low, or provide an indication that the wireless signal measurements used had a low signal to noise ratio.

Loc sigs have the following functions or object methods associated therewitlu _

(26]) A “normalization" method for nomtalizing loc sig data according to the associated HS I40 and/or BS IZZ signal processing and

generating draracteristio. That is. the signal processing subsystem |220, one embodiment being described in the PU patent

application titled. “Vfireless location Using A Plurality of Commercial Network Infrastructures," by i. W. LeBlanc and the present

inventor(s), provides (methods for lot sig objects) for “normalizing” each loc sig so that variations in signal characteristics resulting

from variations in (for example) HS signal processing and generating dtaracteristics of different types of l‘lS's maybe reduced. In

particular, sinoe wireless network designers are typically designing networks for effective use of hand set MS's I40 having a

substantially common minimum set of performance dtaracteristics, the naturalization methods provided here transform the loc sig

data so that it appears as though the lot sig was provided by a common hand set HS I40. However, other methods may also be

provided to “normalize" a lot sig so that it may be compared with lot sigs obtained from other types of HS's as welL Note that such

normalization tedtniques indude. for example. interpolating and extrapolating according to power levels so that lot sigs may be

normalized to the same power level for, e.g, comparison purposes _

Normalization for the BS I22 assodated with a lot sig is similar to the nomtalization for MS signal processing and generating

dtaracteristics. Just as with the HS normalization. the signal processing subsystem l220 provides a lot sig method for “normalizing"

loc sigs according to base station signal processing and generating dtaracteristics. -
Note. however, loc sigs stored in the location signature data base I320 are NOT “nomtalized” according to either HS or

BS signal processing and generating diaracteristics That is “raw" values of the wireless signal draracteristica are stored with each

lot sig in the location signature data base |320.
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(262) A method for determining the “area type" oonesponding to the signal transmission diaracteristics of the area(s) between the associated

BS ID and the associated HS I40 location for the loc sig. Note, sudr an area type may be designated by, for example. the tedrniques

for determining transmission area types as described hereinabove.

(263) Other methods are contemplated for determining additional environmental draracteristits of the geographical area between the

assodated BS ID and the associated HS I40 location for the loc sig: eg. a noise value intfiating the amount of noise liltely in sudr an
area

Referring now to the composite location objects and verified location signature dusters ol (243) and (241) respectively, the

following information is contained in these aggregation objects: -

(21”) an identification of the BS ID designated as the primary base station for communiating with the target HS I40;

(2M2) a reference to eadr loc sig in the loation signature data base l320 that is for the same MS loation at substantially the same time with

the primary BS as idenn'fied in (2H);

(27.l3) an identifiation of each base station (e.g. l2} and [52) that can be detected by the HS I40 at the time the location signal

measurements are obtained N ote that in one embodiment, each composite location object indudes a bit string having a

conesponding bit for eadt base station, wherein a “l” for sudr a bit indicates that the corresponding base station was identified by

the HS, and a “0" indiates that the base station was not identified In an alternative embodiment, additional location signal

measurements may also be induded from other non-primary base stations. For example, the target HS I40 may communicate with

other base stations than its primary base station. However, since the timing for the HS I40 is typirally derived from it's primary

base station and since timing syndtronization between base stations is not exaa (eg. in the case of (DNA. timing variations may be

plus or minus l micmsecond)at least some of the location signal measurements may be less reliable that the measurements from the

primary base station, unless a forced hand-oil technique is used to eliminate system timing enors among relevant base stations;

(27.|.4) a completeness designation that indicates whether any loc sigs for the composite loation object have been removed from (or

invalidated in) the location signature data base |320.

Note. a verified composite location object is designated as "incomplete" if a loc sig initially referenad by the verified composite

location object is deleted from the loation signature data base l320 (eg. because of a confidence that is too low). Further note that if all loc

sigs [or a composite location object are deleted, then the composite object is also deleted from the location signature data base BIO. Also note

that common fields between loc sigs relerenced by the same composite location object may be pmvided in the composite location object only

(eg. timestamp, etc).

Accordingly. a composite location object that is complete (ie, not incomplete) is a verified location signature cluster as described in

(24.2).

Location Center Architecture
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Overview of location (enter Functional Components

Fig. 5 presents a high level diagram of the location center I42 and the location engine I39 in the context of the infrastructure for the

entire location system of the present invention.

It is important to note that the architecture for the location center I42 and the loation engine I39 provided by the present

invention is designed for extensibility and flexibility so that MS I40 location acurracy and reliability may be enhanced as funher location data

become available and as enhanced MS location tedtniques become available. In addressing the design goals of extensibility and flexibility, the

high level ardiiteuure for generating and processing HS location estimates may be considered as divided into the following high level functional

groups described hereinbelow.

Low Level Wireless Signal Processing Subsystem for Receiving and Conditioning Wireless Signal Measurements

A first functional group of location engine I39 modules is for performing signal processing and filtering of HS location signal data

received from a conventional wireless (e.g. (Dl‘lA) infrastructure, as discussed in the steps (23.|) and (231) above. This group is denoted the

signal processing subsystem |22II herein. One embodiment of sudt a subsystem is described in the PCT patent applitation titled, “Wireless

Location Using A Plurality of Commercial Network Infrastructures." by l. W. Leblanc and the present inventor(s). .

Initial Location Estimators: first Order Models

A second functional group of location engine B9 modules is for generating various target HS I40 location initial estimates. as

desaibed in step (233). Accordingly, the modules here use input provided by the signal processing subsystem l220. This second functional

group includes one or more signal analysis modules or models, eadt hereinafter denoted as a first order model l224 (FOH), for generating

loation hypotheses for a target HS I40 to be located. Note that it is intended that eadt sudt FOH l224 use a different tedtnique Ior

determining a location area estimate for the target HS I40. A brief description of some types of first order models is provided immediately

below. Note that Fig. 8 illustrates another,more detail view of the location system for the present invention. in particular, this figure illustrates

some of the Hills l224 contemplated by the present invention. and additionally illustrates the primary communications with other modules of

the location system for the present invention. However. it is important to note that the present invention is not limited to the Hills l224 shown

and discussed herein. That is, it is a primary aspect of the present invention to easily incorporate i0l1s using other signal processing and/or

computational location estimating techniques than those presented herein. further, note that eadt FOII type may have a plurality of its models

incorporated into an embodiment of the present invention.

For example. (as will be described in further detail below), one sudt type of model or F0” l224 (hereinafter models of this type are

referred to as “distance models") may be based on a range or distance computation and/oron a base station signal reception angle .
determination between the target MS I40 from eadt of one or more base stations. Basially. sudt distance models l224 determine a loation

estimate of the target MS I40 by determining a distance offset from eadt of one or more base stations |22. possibly in a particular direction

from eadt (some of) the base stations. so that an intersection of nth area lows defined by the base station offsets may provide an estimate of

the location of the target HS. Distance model i0l‘ls I224 may compute sudt oflsets based on:
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(a) signal timing measurements between the target mobile station I40 and one or more base stations ID; eg., timing

measurements suds as time difference of arrival (TDOA). or time of arrival (T0A). Note that both forward and reverse signal

path timing measurements may be utilized;

(b) signal strength measurements (eg. relative to power control settings of the HS I40 and/or one or more BS ID); and/or

(c) signal angle of arrival measurements, or ranges thereof, atone or more base stations Ill (suds angles and/or angular ranges

provided by, e_g., base station antenna sectors having angular ranges of IZD" or 60', or, so called “SMART antennas” with

variable angular transmission ranges of 2° to |20°).

Accordingly, a distance model may utilize triangulation or trilateration to compute a location hypothesis having either an area location or a

point location for an estimate of the target HS I40. Mtfitionally, in some embodiments location hypothesis may indude an estimated error

Another type of FOH |224 is a statistically based first order model 1224, wherein a statistical tedtnique, such as regression

techniques (eg, least squares, partial least squares, principle decomposition), or e.g.. Bollenger Bands (e.g.. for computing minimum and

maximum base station offsets). In general, models of this type output location hypotheses determined by performing one or more statistical

tedtniques or comparisons between the verified location signatures in location signature data base I320. and the wireless signal measurements

from a target HS. Models of this type are also referred to hereinafter as a “stodtastic signal (first order) model" or a “stochastic POM" or a

“statistical modeL'

Still another type of FOM l224 is an adaptive learning model, sudi as an artificial neural net or a genetic algorithm, wherein the EON

may be trained to recognize or assodate ends of a plurality of locations with a corresponding set of signal characteristics for communications

between the target HS I40 (at the location) and the base stations In. Moreover, typically sudt a POM is expected to accurately

interpolate/extrapolate target HS I40 location estimates from a set of signal diaracteristic from an unknown target HS I40 location. Models

of this type are also referred to hereinafter variously as “artificial neural net models'I or “neural net models" or “trainable models" or

“learning models.” Note that a related type of FOH l224 is based on pattern recognition These fOHs can recognize patterns in the signal

characteristics of communications between the target HS I40 (at the location) and the base stations Ill and thereby estimate a location area

of the target HS. However. such [Offs may not be trainable.

Yet another type of POM |224 an be based on a collection of dispersed low power, low cost fixed location wireless transceivers (also

denoted “location base stations l52" hereinabove) that are provided for detecting a target HS I40 in areas where. eg, there is insufficient base

station IZ'Z inlnstructure coverage for providing a desired level of HS I40 location accuracy. For example, it may uneconontical to provide high

traffic wireless voice coverage of a typical wireless base station ID in anature present or at a fair ground that is only populated a few days out

of the year. however. if such low cost loation base stations |52 can be directed to activate and deactivate via the direction of a POM l224 of

the present type, then these location base stations can be used toboth location a target HS I40 and also provide indications of where the target

MS is not. for example. if there are location base stations |52 populating an area where the target HS 140 is presumed to be, then by activating

these loation base stations [52, evidence maybe obtained as to whether or not the target MS is actually in the area; e.g, if the target HS I40 is

detected by a location base station ISZ. then a corresponding location hypothesis having a location estimate corresponding to the covenge area

of the location base station may have a very high confidence value Alternatively, if the target HS I40 is not detected by a location base station
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I52. then a asrresponding location hypothesis having a location estimate corresponding to the coverage area of the location base station may

have a very low confidence value Hodels of this type are referred to hereinafter as “Iotation base station models”

Yet another type of F0” |224 can be based on input from a mobfie base station I48, wherein location hypotheses may be generated

from target I‘IS I40 location data received from the mobile base station I48.

Still other types of HIM |224 can be based on various tedrniques for recognizing wireless signal measurement patterns and

assodating particular patterns with locations in the coverage area III). For example, artificial neural networks or other learning models can

used as the basis for serious POMs

Note that the FOM types mentioned here as well as other fOM types are discussed in detail hereinbelow. Moreover, it is important to

keep in mind that a novel aspect of the present invention is the simultaneous use or activation of a potentially large number of sudr first order

models I224, wherein sudr F0": are not limited to those described herein. Thus, the present invention provides a framework for incorporating

HS location utimators to be subsequently provided as new film in a straightforward manner. for example, a FOH |224 based on wireless

signal time delay measurements from a distributed antenna system for wireless communication may be incorporated into the present invention

for locating a target MS I40 in an endosed area serviced by the distributed antenna system. Accordingly, by rising sudr a distributed antenna

POM. the present invention may determine the floor of a multi-story building from whidt a target MS is transmitting. Thus, HSs I40 can be

located in three dimensions using sudr a distributed antenna POM. Additionally, FOI‘Is for detecting certain registration changes within. for

example, a public switched telephone network can also be used for Ioating a target HS I40. for example, for some HSs I40 there may be an

associated ordeditated device for each sudr MS that allows the MS to function as a cordless phone to a line based telephone network when the

device detects that the MS is within signaling range In one use of sudr a device (also denoted herein as a “home base station"), the device

registers with a home location register of the public switdied telephone network when there is a status drange sudr as from not detecting the

mnesponding MS to detecting the MS, or visa versa, as one skilled in the art will understand. Accordingiy, by providing a POM that assesses the

HS status in the home location register, the Ioation engine l39 can determine whether the MS is within signaling range of the home base

station or not, and generate location hypothues accordingly. Moreover, other FOIIs based on, for example. dtaos theory and/or fractal theory

are also within the scope of the present invention

It is important to note the following aspects of the present invention relating to FOHs |224:

(28.I) Eadr such first order model I224 may be relatively easily inmrporated into and/or removed from the present invention. forexample,

assuming that the signal processing subsystem I220 provides uniform input to the Hills, and there is a uniform FOII output interface, it is

believed that a large majority 0f not substantially all) viable MS location estimation strategiu'may be accommodated. Thus, it is

straightforward to add or delete such F0l‘ls'l224.

(28.2) Eadr sudr first order model l224 may be relatively simple and stfll provide significant HS I40 locating functionality and predictability.

For example,‘much of what is believed to be common or generic HS location processing has been coalesced into, for example: a location

hypothesis evaluation subsystem, denoted the hypotheses evaluator I228 and described immediately below. Thus. the present invention is

modularand extensible sudr that. for example. (and importantly) different first order models I224 may be utilized depending on the

signal transmission characteristics of the geographic region serviced by an embodiment of the present invention. Thus, a simple

configuration of the present invention may have a small number of f0Ils I224 fora simple wireless signal environment (e.g, flat terrain,
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no urban canyons and low population density). Alternatively, for complex wireless signal environments such as in cities lilte San francisco.

Tokyo or New York, a large number of falls l224 may be simultaneously utifized for generating HS location hypotheses.

An Introduction to an Evaluator for Location Hypotheses: Hypothesis Evaluator

A third functional group of location engine I}? modules evaluates location hypotheses output by the first order models IDA and

thereby provides a “most likely" target MS location estimate. The modules for this functional group are mlleaively denoted the hypothesis
evaluator IZZB.

Hypothesis Evaluator Introduction

A primary purpose of the hypothesis evaluator ml! is to mitigate conflicts and ambiguities related to location hypotheses output by

the first order models |224 and thereby output a “most likely" estimate of an NS for whidi there is a request for it to be located. In providing

this capability, there are various related embodiments of the hypothesis evaluator that are within the scope of the present invention. Since eadi

location hypothesis indudes both an MS location area estimate and a corresponding confidence value indicating a perceived confidence or

likelihood of the target HS being within the conesponding location area estimate, there is a monotonic relationship between HS location area

estimates and confidence values. That is, by inc-easing an MS location area estimate, the corresponding confidence value may also be inaeased

fin an extreme use, the location area estimate could be the entire coverage area Ill) and thus the confidence value may likely correspond to the

highest level of certainty, i.e., + LO). Accortfingly. given atarget HS loation area estimate (of a location hypothesis), an adjustrnetrt to its

accuracy may be performed by adjusting the HS location areaestimate and/or the corresponding confidence value. Thus, if the confidence

value is, for example, excessively low then the area estimate may be increased as a tedtnique for increasing the confidence value. Altematively,

if the estimated area is excessively large, and there is flexibility in the corresponding confidence value, then the estimated area may be

deceased and the confidence value also decreased. Thus, if at some point in the processing of a location hypothesis, if the location hypothesis is

judged to be more (less) accurate than initially determined, then G) the confidence value of the location hypothesis can be increased

(decreased), and/or (ii) the MS location area estimate can be decreased Gnu-eased).

In a first dass of embodiments, the hypothesis evaluator l228 evaluates location hypotheses and adjusts or modifies only their

confidence values for MS loation area estimates and subsequently uses these HS_ location estimates with the adjusted confidence values for

determining a “most likely" HS location estimate for outputting. Accordingly, the HS loation area estimates are not substantially modified.

Alternatively, in a second dass of embodiments for the hypothesis evaluator IHB, HS location area estimates can be adjusted whfle confidence

values remain substantially fixed. Ofcourse. hybrids between the first two embodiments can also be provided. Note that the present

embodiment provided herein adjusts both the areas and the confidence values.

More particularly, the hypothesis evaluator l228 may perform any or most of the following taslts:

(30.l) it utilizes environmental inlorrnation to improve and reconcile location hypotheses supplied by the first order models l224. A basic

premise in this context is that the acauacy of the individual first order models may be affected by various envimnmental factors such

as, for example, the season of the year. the time of day, the weather conditions. the presence of buildings. base station failures, etc;
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(30.2) it enhances the accuracy of an initial location hypothesis generated by an FUN by using the initial location hypothesis as,

essentially. a query or index into the location signature data base I320 for obtaining a corresponflng enhanced location

hypothesis, wherein the enhanced location hypothesis has both an adjusted target MS location area estimate and an

adjusted confidence based on past performance of the POM in the location service surrounding the target HS location

estimate of the initial location hypothesis;

(303) it determines how well tlse associated signal dsaraiieristics used for locating a target MS compare with particular verified loc sigs stored

in the location signature data base I320 (see the location signatsue data base section for further discussion regarding this aspect of the

invention). That is, lor a given location hypothesis. verified loc sigs (whids were previously obtained from one or more verified

locations of one or more HS's) are retrieved foran area corresponding to the location area estimate of the location hypothesis, and the

signal dsaracteristics of these verified loc sigs are compared with the signal dsaracteristiu used to generate the location hypothesis for

determining their similarities and subsequently an adjustment to the confidence of the location hypothesis (and/or the size of the

location area estimate);

(30.4) the hypothesis evaluator Ills determines if (or how well) suds location hypotheses are consistent with well known physical constraints

suds as the laws of physics. For example. if the cfifference between a previous (most likely) location estimate of a target HS and a

location estimate by a current location hypothesis requires the MS to:

(al) move at an unreasonably high rate of speed (eg, 200 mph), or

(bl) move at an unreasonably high rate of speed foran area (eg" 80 mph in a com patds). or

(cl) make unreasonably sharp velocity dsanges (eg, lmm 60 mph in one cfirection

to 60 mph in the opposite cfirection in4 sec), then the confidence in the current Location Hypothesis is Iflcely to be

reduced. _

Alternatively. iflor example, the difference between a previous location estimate of a target HS and a current location hypothesis

indicates that the MS is:

(a2) moving at an appropriate velocity for the area being traversed, or

(b2) moving along an established path (eg. a freeway),

then the confidence in the current location hypothesis may be increased

(305) the hypothesis evaluator lZZfl determines consistencies and inconsistencies between location hypotheses obtained lrom dilferent first

order models for example, it two suds location hypotheses. for substantially the same timestamp, have estimated location areas

where the target MS is likely to be and these areas substantially overlap, then the confidence in both suds location hypotheses may be

increased. Additionally. note that a velocity of an MS may be detenrsined (via deltas of successive location hypotheses from one or

more first order models) even when there is Iowcnnlidence in the loafion estimates for the HS. since suds deltas may, in some cases,

be more reliable than the actual target HS location estimates;

(30.6) the hypothesis evaluator l228 determines new (more accurate) location hypotheses from other location hypotheses. For example. this

module may generate new hypotheses lrom currently active ones by decomposing a location hypothesis having a target HS
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location estimate intersecting two radically dilferent area types Additionally, this module may generate location hypotheses

indicating areas of poor reception; and _

(30.7) the hypothesis evaluator |228 determines and outputs a most lfitefy location hypothesis for a target HS.

Note that the hypothesis mluator may acmmpfish the above tasks. (30.l) - (30.7). by employing various data processing tools induding, but

not limited to. fuzzy mathematits. genetic algorithms. neural networks. expert systems and/or bladcboard systems.

Note that. as can be seen in Figs 6 and 7. the hypothesis evaluator I228 indudes the following four high level modules for

processing output location hypotheses from the first order models |2242 a context adjuster I326. a hypothesis analyzer I332, an MS status

repository I]!!! and a most lfitelihood estimator I334. Ihese four modules are briefly described hereinbelow.

Context Adjuster Introduction.

Ihe context adjuster I326 module enhances both the comparability and predictability ol the location hypotheses output by the first

order models [224. In particular. this module modifies location hypotheses received fromthe FOMs I224 so that the' resulting location

hypotheses output by the context adjuster l326 may be further processed uniformly and substantially without concern as to differences in

acunacy between the first order models from which location hypotheses originate. In providing this capability. the context adjuster I326 may

adjust or modify various fields of the ihput location hypotheses In particular. fields giving target HS I40 location estimates and/or confidence

'values for such estimates may be modified by the context adjuster I326. Further, this module may determine those factors that are perceived to

impact the perceived accuracy (eg.. confidence) of the location hypotheses: (a) differently between FOMs, and/or (b) with substantial effect. i

for instance. environmental diaracteristics may be taken into account here. suds as time of day, season. month. weather, geographial area

tategorizations (e.g.. dense urban. urban. suburban, rural. mountain. etc). area subategorizations (e.g, heavfly treed. hilly, high traffic area.

etc). A detafied description of one embodiment of this module is provided in APPENDIX D hereinbelow. Note that. the embodiment described

herein is simplified for illustration purposes suds that only the geographical area categorizations are utilized in adjusting Ge. modifying)

location hypotheses But. it is an important aspect of the present invention that various categorization; sud”: as those mentioned immediately

above. may be used for adjusting the location hypotheses Ihat isqtegories such as, for example:

(a) urban. hilly, high traffic at 5pm. or , j

(b) rural. flat. heavy tree foliage density in summer may be mined as one skilled in the art will understand from the descriptions

contained hereinbelow. i

Accordingly. the present invention is not limited to the factors explicitly mentioned here. That is. it is an aspect of the present

invention to be extensible so that other environmental factors of the coverage area IZO affecting the accuracy of location hypotheses may also

be incorporated into the context adjuster I326.

It is also an important and novel aspect of the context adjuster |326 that the methods for adjusting location hypotheses provided in

this module may be generalized and thereby also utilized with multiple hypothesis computational architectures related to various applications

wherein a terrain, surface. volume or other “geometric" interpretation (e.g~ a metric space of statistical samples) may be placed on a large

body of stored application data for relating hypothesized data to verified data. Moreover. it is important to note that various tedtniques for

“visualizing data" may provide such a geometric interpretation. Thus. the methods herein may be utilized in applications such as:
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(a) sonar, radar, x-ray or infrared identifimtion of objects suds as occurs in robotic navigation, medical image analysis.

geological, and radar imaging.

More generally. the novel computational paradigm of the context adjuster I326 rrtay be utilized in a number of applimtions wherein

there is a large body of archived information providing verified or actual application process data related to the past performance of the

applitation process

It is worth mentioning that the computational paradigm used in the context adjuster I326 is a hybrid of a hypothesis adjuster and a

data base query mechanism For example, the context adjuster I326 uses an input (location) hypothesis both as an hypothesis and as a data

base query or index into the location signature data base I320 for constructing a related but more accurate locationhypothesis Accordingly,

substantial advantages are provided by this hybrid architecture, sudr as the following two advantages

As a first advantage, the context adjuster I326 reduces the lficelihood that a feedbadt medianism is necessary to the initial

hypothesis generators fie, foils IZZ4) for periodically adjusting default evaluations of the goodness or confidence in the hypotheses generated. i

That is, since eadt hypothesis generated is, in effect, an index into a data base or archive of verified application (e.g. location) data. the context

adjuster I326, in turn. generates new corresponding hypotheses based on the actual or verified data retrieved from an ardtival data base. Thus,

as a result, this ardtitecture tends to separate the computations of the initial hypothesis generators (eg. the f0lls IZ24 in the present HHS-

Iomtion applitation) fmm any further processing and thereby provide a more modular, maintairtable and flexible computational system.

As a second advantage, the context adjuster |326 tends to create hypotheses that are more accurate than the hypotheses generated

by the initial hypotheses generators. That is, for each hypothesis, H, provided by one of the initial hypothesis generators, 6 (age a PO” I 224),

a corresponding enhanced hypothesis,' provided by the context adjuster I326, is generated by mapping the past perfomtance of G into the

ardtived verified application data (as will be discussed in detail hereinbelow). In particular. the context adjuster hypothesis generation is based

on the ardtived verified (or known) performance applimtion data that is related to both 6 and H. for example, in the present wireless location

application. if a fOII |224, G, substantially consistently generates, in a particular geographial area, Iotation hypotheses that are biased

approximately IOOO feet north of the actual verified HS I40 Ioration, then the context adjuster I326 can generate corresponding hypotheses

without this bias. Thus. the context adjuster I326 tends to filter out inacurrades in the initially generated hypotheses.

Therefore in a multiple hypothesis ardtitecture where typically the generated hypotheses may be evaluated and/or combined for

providing a “most likely" result, it is believed that a plurality of relatively simple (and possfizly inexact) initial hypothesis generators may be

used in conjunction with the hybrid computational paratfigm represented by the context adjuster I326 for providing enhanced hypotheses with

substantially'greateracurracy. j

Additionally, note that this hybrid paradigm applies to other domains that are not geographically based. for instance, this hybrid

paradigm applies to many prediction and/or diagnosfic applications for which: ’ l V

(a) the appliufion data and the application are dependent on a number of parameters whose values characterize the range

of outputs for the appliation. That is. there is a set of parameters, p,, p,. pp .. , P: from whidr a parameter spate pI x p, x p,x ._ x pll is

derived whose points draracterize the actual and estimated (or predicted) outcomes. As examples. in the IIS location system. pl = latitude

and p, = longitude;
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(b) there is historical data lmm whidt points for the parameter space, p, x p, x p,x _ x pI an be obtained. wherein this data

relates to (or indicates) the performance of the application, and the points obtained fmm this data are relatively dense in the space (at least

around the likely future actual outcomes that the application is expected to pretfict or diagnose). For example, suds historical data may

associate the precficted outcomes of the apphcation with corresponding actual outcomes;

(c) there is a metric or distance-like evaluation function that can be applied to the parameter space for intficating relative

closeness or accuracy of points in the parameter space, wherein the evaluation function provides a measurement of doseness that is related to .

the actual performance of the application

Note that there are numerous applications for which the above criteria are applicable. For instance, computer aided

control of chemical processing plants are liltely to satisfy the above criteria. Certain robotic applications may also satisfy this criteria.

In fact, it is believed that a wide range of signal processing applications satisfy this criteria.

HS Status Repository Introduction

The MS status repository I338 is a run-time storage manager for storing location hypotheses from previous activations of the

location engine I39 (as well as for storing the output “most likely" target MS location estimate(s)) so that a target HS I40 may be traded

using target MS lomtion hypotheses from previous location engine I39 activations to determine. for example, a movement of the target MS MO

between evaluations of the target HS location

Loation Hypothesis Analyzer Introduction.

The location hypothesis analyzer I332. adjusts confidence values of the location hypotheses. according to:

(a) heuristic and/or statistical methods related to how well the signal characteristic for the generated target HS loation hypothesis
matches with previously obtained signal characteristic for verified HS locations.

(b) heuristic related to how consistent the location hypothesis is with physial laws, and/or highly probable reasonableness conditions

relating to the location of the target HS and its movement characteristic. for example, sudt heuristic may utilize knowledge of

the geographical terrain in whidt the MS is estimated to be. and/or. for instance, the HS velocity, acceleration or extrapolation of

an MS position, velodty, or acceleration. I

(c) generation of additional location hypotheses whose HS locations are consistent with, for example, previous estimated lotatiorts for

the target MS.

As shown in Figs 6 and 7, the hypothesis analyzer I332 module receives (potentially) modified loation hypotheses from the context

adjuster I326 and perfonns adtfitional location hypothesis processing that is lflcely to be common and generic in analyzing most location I

hypotheses. More specifically, the hypothesis analyzer B32 may adjust either or both of the target HS I40 estimated location and/or the,

confidence of a loation hypothesis. In brief. the hypothesis analyzer I332 receives target HS I40 loation hypotheses from the context analyter

I336. and depending on the time stamps of newly received location hypotheses and any previous Ge. older) target HS loation hypotheses that

may still be currently available to the hypothesis analyler I332. the hypothesis analyzer may:

(a) update some of the older hypotheses by an extrapolation module. V
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(b) utilize some of the old hypotheses as previous target HS estimates lor use in tradcing the target MS I40, and/or

(c) if sufficiently old, then delete the older location hypotheses.

Note that both the newly received location hypotheses and the previous location hypotheses that are updated (LL, extrapolated)

and still remain in the hypothesis analyzer I332 will be denoted as “current location hypotheses" or ”currently active location hypotheses".

The modules within the location hypothesis analyzer I332 use various types of appfication spedfic knowledge lfltely substantially

independent lrom the computations by the IOHs I224 when providing the corresponding original location hypotheses That is, since it is aspect

of at least one embodiment of the present invention that the [Otis l224 be relatively straightforward so that they may be easily to modified as

well as added or deleted. the processing for example. in the hypothesis analyter I332 (as with the context adjuster I326) is intended to

compensate, when necessary. for this suaightlorwardness by providing substantially generic HS loation processing capabilities that can require

a greater breadth of appfitation understanding related to wireless signal diaracteristics of the coverage area l20.

Accordingly. the hypothesis analyzer I332 may apply various heuristic that. for example.d1ange the confidence in a location

hypothesis depending on how well the location hypothesis (and/or a series of location hypotheses from e.g_. the same FOII l224): (a) asnfomts

with the laws of physics. (b) confon'ns with known diaracteristics of location signature clusters in an area ol the location hypothesis HS I40

estimate. and (c) conforms with highly fikely heuristic constraint knowledge. In partiallar, as illustrated best in Fig. 2, the location hypothesis

analyzer I332 may utilize at least one ol a bladtboard system and/oran expert system for applying various application specific heuristics to the

location hypotheses output by the context adjuster l326. More precisely. the location hypothesis analyzer I332 ind tides, in one embodiment, a

hladtboard manager Ior managing processes and data oI a bladtboard system Additionally, note that in a second embodiment, where an

expert system is utifized instead of a bladtboard system, dte location hypothesis analyzer provides an expert system inference engine forthe

expert system Note that additional detail on these aspects of the invention are provided hereinbelow.

Additionally, note that the hypothesis analyzer I332 may activate one or more extrapolation procedures to extrapolate target HS

I40 location hypotheses already processed Thus. when one or more new location hypotheses are supplied (by the context adjuster l224) having

a substantially more recent timestamp, the hypothesis analyzer may invoke an extrapolation module (LL, location extrapolator I432. Fig.1) for

adjusting any previous location hypotheses for the same target I15 I40 that are still being used by the location hypothesis analyzer so that all

target HS location hypothau (for the same target HS) being concurrently analyzed are presumed to be for substantially the same time.

Accordingly. suds a previous location hypothesis that is, for example. IS seconds older than a newly supplied location hypothesis (Irom perhaps

adilferent FOH |224) may have both: (a) an MS location estimate changed (eg, to account for a movement of the target HS), and (b) in

confidence dtanged (eg, to reflect a reduced confidence in the accuracy of the location hypothesis).

It is important to note that the ardtitecture of the present invention is suds that the hypothesis analyzer I332 has an extensible

architecture. That is, additional location hypothesis analysis modulu may be easily integrated into the hypothesis analyzer I332 as further

understanding regarding the behavior ol wireless signals within the service area I20 becomes available. Conversely. some analysis modules may

not be required in areas having relatively predictable signal patterns Thus, in such service areas. such unnecessary modules may be easily

removed or not even developed-

Host Likelihood Estimator Introduction
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The most likelihood estimator I344 is a module for determining a “most likely" location estimate for a target HS being located by

the location engine l39. The most likelihood estimator I344 receives a collection of active or relevant location hypotheses fmm the hypothesis

analyzer I332 and uses these location hypotheses to determine one or more ntost likely estimates for the target HS I40. Still referring to the

hypothesis evaluator I228, it is important to note that not all the above mentioned modules are required in all embodiments of the present

invention. In particular, for some coverage areas no, the hypothesis analyzer I332 may be unnecessary. Accordingly, in sudt an embodiment.

the enhanced lomtion hypothesis output by the context adjuster l326 are provided directly to the most likelihood estimator I344.

Control and Output Gating Modules

A fourth functional group of location engine I39 modules is the control and output gating modules whidt includes the location

center control subsystem I350. and the output gateway I356. The location control subsystem |350 provides the highest level of control and

monitoring of the data processing perfonned by the location center I47. In particular, this subsystem perfomts the following functions:

(a) mntrols and monitors location estimating processing for eadt target HS I40. Note that this includes high level exception or

error handling functions;

(b) receives and routes external information as necessary. for instance, this subsystem may receive (via. eg. the public telephone

switching network and Internet I362) such environmental information as increased signal noise in a particular service are due

to increase traffic. a drange in weather conditions, a base station I22 (or other infrastructure provisioning), change in

operation status (egw operational to inactive);

(c) receives and directs location processing requests from other location cemers I42 (via. eg. the Intemet);

(d) performs accounting and billing procedures;

(e) interacts with location center operators by, for example, receiving operator commands and providing output indicative of

processing resources being utilized and malfunctions;

(f) provides access to output requirements forvarious applications requesting location estimates for example, an Internet location

request from a trudting company in Los Angeles to a location center I42 in Denver may only want to know if a particular trudt

or driver is within the Denver area. Alternatively, a loml medial rescue unit is likely to request a precise a location estimate as
possible

Note that in fig. 6 (a) - (d) above are. at least at a high level. performed by utilizing the operator interface [374 .

Referring now to the output gateway I356. this module routes target MS I40 location estimates to the appropriate location

application(s). For instanceI upon receiving a location estimate from the most likelihood estimator l344. the output gateway |356 may

determine that the location estimate is for an automobile being tracked by the police and therefore must be provided must be provided .

according to the particular pmtoroL
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System Tuning and Adaptation: The Adaptation Engine

A fifth functional group of location engine l39 modules provides the abflity to enhance the HS lotating rehability and/or accrrracy of

the present invention by providing it with the capability to adapt to particular operating configurations, operating contfitions and wirefas

signaling environments without perfortning intensive manual analysis of the performance of various embodiments of the location engine |39.

That is, this functional group automatically enhances the performance of the location engine for locating HSs l 40 within a particular coverage

area l20 using at least one wireless network infrastructure therein. More precisely, this functional group allows the present invention to adapt

by tuning or optimizing certain system parameters according to location engine l39 location estimate accuracy and refiabflity.

There are a number location engine I39 system parameters whose values affect location estimation, and it is an aspect of the present

invention that the HS location processing performed should become increasingly better at locating a target HS I40 not only through building an

increasingly more detailed model of the signal characteristics of location in the coverage area l20 sudr as discussed above regarding the

loation signature data base I320, but also by providing automated capabilities for the loation center processing to adapt by adjusting or

“tuning” the values of sudr location center system parameters

Accordingly, the present invention includes a module, denoted herein as an “adaptation engine" l382, that perfonns an

optimization procedure on the location center I42 system parameters either periodically or concurrently with the operation of the location

center in estimating HS locations. That is, the adaptation engine l382 direas the modifications of the system pammeters so that the location ,

engine I39 increases in overall accuracy in locating target HSs I40. In one embodiment, the adaptation engine B82 includes an embodiment of

a genetic algorithm as the medianism for modifying the system parameters. Genetic algorithnrs are basically seardt algorithms based on the

ntedranioof natural genetics The genetic algorithm utilized herein is included in the form of pseudo code in APPENDIX 8. Note that to apply

this genetic algorithm in the context of the location engine B9 ardritecture only a "coding sdreme" and a I‘fitnesss function" are required as one

skilled in the art will appreciate. Moreover, it is also within the scope of the present invention to use modified or different adaptive and/or

tuning mechanisms for further information regarding sudr adaptive medianisms, the following references are incorporated herein by

reference: Goldberg, D. E ([989). Genetic algorithms for seardr, optimization, and madtine learning. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley

Publishing (ompanr, and Holland, J. H. (I975) Adaptation in natural and artificial systems Ann Arbor, MI: The University of Hidtigan Press

Implementations of first Order Models

Further descriptions of various first order models l224 are provided in this section.

Distance first Order Models (TOil/fDOA)

As discussed in the Location Center Architecture Overview section herein above, distance models determine a presumed

direction and/or distance that a target HS I40 is from one or more base stations l22. In some embodiments of distance models, the

target HS location estimate(s) generated are obtained using radio signal analysis tedtniques that are quite general and therefore are

not capable of taking into account the peculiarities of the topography of a particular radio coverage area. For example, substantially
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all radio signal analysis techniques using conventional procedures (or formulas) are based on “signal characteristic measurements”
such as:

(a) signal timing measurements (cg. TOA and TDOA),

(b) signal strength measurements, and/or

_‘ ~(c) signal angle of arrival measurements.

funhemtore, such signal analysis techniques are likely predicated on certain very general assumptions that can not fully account for

signal attenuation and multipath due to a particular radio coverage area topography.

Taking (DNA or TDHA base station network as an example. each base station (BS) ID is required to emit a constant

signal—strength pilot channel pseudo-noise (l’N) sequence on the forward link dtannel identified uniquely in the network by a pilot I

sequence offset and frequency assignment. It is possible to use the pilot channels of the active. candidate, neighboring and remaining

sets. maintained in the target NS, for obtaining signal characteristic measurements (e.g, TOA and/or TDOA measurements) between

the target MS MO and the base stations in one or more of these sets.

Based on such signal characteristic measurements and the speed of signal propagation. signal characteristic ranges or

range differences related to the location of the target MS I40 can be calculated. Using TOA and/or TDOA ranges as exemplary, these

ranges can then be input to either the radius-radius multilateration or the time difference multilateration algorithms along with the
known positions of the corresponding base stations In to thereby obtain one or more location estimates of the target MS I40. For

example. if there are, four base stations In in the active set, the target HS I40 may cooperate with each of the base stations in this

set to provide signal arrival time measurements. Accordingly. each of the resulting four sets of three of these base stations l22 may

be used to provide an estimate of the target MS I40 as one skilled in the art will understand. fhus, potentially (assuming the

measurements for each set of three base stations yields a feasible location solution) there are four estimates for the location of the

target MS I40. Further, since such measurements and BS l22 positions can be sent either to the network or the target l‘lS I40,

loation can be determined in either entity.

Since many of the signal measurements utilized by embodiments of distance models are subject to signal attenuation and

multipath due to a particular area topography. Many of the sets of base stations from which target MS loation estimates are desired

may result in either no location estimate. or an inaccurate location estimate.

Accordingly, some embodiments of distance f0Ms may attempt to mitigate such ambiguity or inaccuracies by, e.g..

identifying discrepancies (or consistencies) between arrival time measurements and other measurements (e.g., signal strength), these

discrepancies (or consistencies) may be used to filter out at least those signal measurements and/or generatedlocation estimates that

appear less accurate. In particular. such identifying may filtering can be performed by, for example. an expert system residing in the
I distance FOH.

A second approach for mitigating such ambiguity or conflicting HS location estimates is particularly novel in that each of

the target HS location estimates is used to generate a location hypothesis regardless of its apparent accuracy. Accordingly, these

- location hypotheses are input to an alternative embodiment of the context adjuster I326 that is substantially (but not identical to)

the context adjuster as described in detail in APPENDIX D so that each location hypothesis may be adjusted to enhance its accuracy.
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In contradistinction to the embodiment of the context adjuster l326 ol APPENDIX D, where eadt location hypothesis is adjusted

according to past performance of its generating WM [224 in an area of the initial location estimate of the location hypothesis (the

area, e.g, determined as a function of distance from this initial location estimate), this alternative embodiment adjusts each of the

location hypotheses generated by a distance first order model according to a past performance of the model as applied to signal

characteristic measurements lmm the same set of base stations [22 as were used in generating the location hypothesis. That is,

instead of only using only an identifiation of the distance model (Le, its f0l‘l_ID) to, for example, retrieve archived location

estimates generated by the model in an area of the loution hypothesis' estimate (when determining the model's past performance),

the retrieval retrieves only the archived location estimates that are. in addition. derived from the signal characteristics measurement

obtained from the same collection of base stations In as was used in generating the location hypothesis. Thus. the adjustment

performed by this embodiment of the context adjuster l326 adjusts according to the past perlonnance of the distance model and the

collection of base stations |22 used.

Coverage Area first Order Model

lladio coverage area of individual base stations l22 may be used to generate location estimates of the target MS MO.

Although a first order model l224 based on this notion may be less accurate than other techniques, if a reasonably accurate RF

coverage area is known for each (or most) of the base stations I22, then such a FDH (denoted hereinafter as a “coverage area first

order model" or simply “coverage area model") may be very reliable. To determine approximate maximum radio frequency (llf)

location coverage areas, with respect to 85s l22, antennas and/or sector coverage areas, for a given class (or classes) of (e.g_ (DNA

or TDHA) mobile station(s) I40. location coverage should be based on an HS's ability to adequately detect the pilot channel, as

opposed to adequate signal quality for purposes of carrying user-acceptable traffic in the voice channel. Note that more energy is

necessary for traffic channel activity (typially on the order of at least -94 to -|04 dBm received signal strength) to support voice,

than energy needed to simply detect a pilot channel's presence for location purposes (typically a maximum weakest signal strength

range of between -l04 to -||0 dBm), thus the “Location (average Area" will generally be a larger area than that of a typical “Voice

Coverage Area", although industry studies have found some occurrences of “no-coverage" areas within a larger covered area. An

example of a coverage area including both a “dead zone", i.e.. area of no coverage. and a “notch" (of also no coverage) is shown in

fig. IS.

The approximate maximum RF coverage area for a given sector of (more generally angular range about) a base station l22

may be represented as a set of points representing a polygonal area (potentially with, e.g., holes therein to account for dead zones ,

and/or notches). Note that if such polygonal llF coverage area representations can be reliably determined and maintained over time

(for one or more BS signal power level settings), then such representations can be used in providing a set theoretic or Venn diagram

approach to estimating the location of a target HS I40. Coverage area first order models utilize such an approadt.
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One embodiment, a coverage area model utililes both the detection and non-detection of base stations ID by the target

MS I40 (conversely, of the MS by one or more base stations ID) to define an area where the target MS I40 may likely be. A relatively

straightfonvard application of this technique is to:

(a) find all areas of intersection for base station RF coverage area representations, wherein: (i) the corresponding base

stations are on-Iine for communicating with MSs I40; 6i) the RF coverage area representations are deemed reliable

for the power levels of the on-Iine base stations; (III) the on-line base stations having reliable covemge area

representations can be detected by the target MS; and (iv) eadt intersection must include a predetermined number of

the reliable Rf coverage area representations (e.g., 2 or 3); and

(b) obtain new location estimates by subtlacting from each of the areas of intersection any of theireliable RF coverage area

representations for base stations In that can not be detected by the target MS.

Accordingly, the new areas may be used to generate location hypotheses.

Location Base Station first Order Model

In the location base station (LBS) model (POM l224). a database is accessed which contains electrical, radio propagation

and coverage area characteristics of each of the location base stations in the radio coverage area. The LBS model is an active model,

in that it an probe or excite one or more particular LBSs |52 in an area for which the target MS I40 to be located is suspected to be

placed. Accordingly. the LBS model may receive as input a most likely target MS I40 location estimate previously output by the

location engine I” of the present invention, and use this location estimate to determine which (if any) LBSs IE! to activate and/or

deactivate for enhancing a subsequent location estimate of the target MS. Moreover. the feedback from the activated LBSs I52 may

be provided to other FOMs l224. as appropriate. as well as to the LBS model. However. it is an important aspect of the LBS model

that when it receives such feedback, it may output location hypotheses having relatively small target MS I40 location area estimates

about the active LBSs l52 and each sudt location hypothesis also has a high confidence value indicative of the target MS I40

positively being in the corresponding location area estimate (eg., a confidence value of .9 to + l), or having a high confidence value

indicative of the target MS I40 not being in the corresponding location area estimate Ge, aconfidence value of -0.9 to -l). Note

that in some embodiments of the LBS model, these embodiments may have'functionality similar to that of the coverage area first

order model described above. Further note that for LBSs within a neighborhood of the target MS wherein there is a reasonable chance

thatwith movement of the target MS may be detected by these LBSs. such LBSs may be requested to periodically activate. (Note, that

it is not assumed that such LBSs have anion-line external power source; e.g._. some may be solar powered). Moreover, in the case

where an LBS I52 includes sufficient electronic to carry voice communication with the target MS I40 and is the primary BS for the

target MS (or alternatively, in the active or candidate set), then the LBS model will not deactivate this particular LBS during its

procedure of activating and deactivating various LBSs l52.
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Stodiastic first Order Model

The stochastic first order models may use statistical prediction techniques such as principle decomposition. partial least

squares, partial least squares, or other regression tediniques for predicting. for example. expected minimum and maximum distances of the

target MS from one or more base stations ID, eg. Bollenger Bands. Additionally. some embodiments may use Markov processes and

Random Walks (predicted incremental MS movement) for determining an expected area within which the target MS I40 is likely to be.

That is. such a process measures the incremental time differences of each pilot as the MS moves for predicting a size of a location area

estimate using past MS estimates sud: as the verified location signatures in the location signature data base ”20.

Pattern Recognition and Adaptive First Order Models

It is a particularly important aspect of the present invention to provide:

(a) one or more f0Ms IZZ4 that generate target MS 140 location estimates by using pattern recognition or associativity

techniques, and/or

(b) one or more f0Ms l224 that are adaptive or trainable so that sud: fOMs may generate increasingly more accurate

target MS location estimates from additional training.

Statistically Based Pattern Recognition first Order Models

Regarding fOMs I224 using pattern recognition or associativity techniques, there are many such techniques available. For

example, there are statistically based systems such as “CART” (anacronym for Classification and Regression Trees) by ANGOSS

Software International Limited of Toronto, Canada that may be used for automatially for detecting or recognizing patterns in data

that were unprovided (and likely previously unknown). Accordingly. by imposing a relatively fine mesh or grid of cells of the radio

coverage area. wherein each cell is entirely within a particular area type categorization such as the transmission area types (discussed

in the section, “(average Area: Area Types And Their Determination" above). the verified location signature clusters within the cells

of eadr area type may be analyzed for signal characteristic patterns. If suds patterns are found, then they can be used to identify at

least a likely area type in which a target MS is likely to be located. That is, one or more location hypotheses may be generated having

target MS I40 location estimates that cover an area having the likely area type wherein the target MS I40 islocated. further note

that such statistically based pattern recognition systems as “CART” include software code generators for generating expert system

software embodiments for recognizing the patterns detected within a training set (e.g., the verified location signature clusters).

Accordingly. although an embodiment of a fOM as described here may not be exceedingly accurate, it may be very reliable.

Thus. since a fundamental aspect of the present invention is to use a plurality MS location techniques for generating location '

estimates and to analyze the generated estimates (likely after being adjusted) to detect patterns of convergence or clustering among

the estimates, even large MS location area estimates are useful. for example. it an be the case that four different and relatively large

MS location estimates, each having very high reliability. have an area of intersection that is acceptably precise and inherits the very

high reliability from each of the large MS location estimates from which the intersection area was derived.
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A similar statistically based TOM |224 to the one above may be provided wherein the radio coverage area is decomposed

substantially as above, but addition to using the signal characteristics for detecting useful signal patterns, the specific identifications

of the base station In providing the signal characteristics may also be used. Thus, assuming there is a sufficient density of verified

location signature clusters in some of the mesh cells so that the statistical pattern recognizer can detect patterns in the signal

characteristic measurements. an expert system may be generated that outputs a target MS MO location estimate that may provide

both a reliable and accurate loution estimate of a target MS I40.

Adaptive/Trainable first Order Models

Adaptive/Trainable first Order Models

The term adaptive is used to describe a data processing component that can modify its data processing behavior in

response to certain inputs that are used to change how subsequent inputs are processed by the component. Accordingly, a data

processing component may be “explicitly adaptive" by modifying its behavior according to the input of explicit instructions or control

data that is input for changing the component's subsequent behavior in ways that are predictable and expected. That is. the input

encodes explicit instructions that are known by a user of the component. Alternatively, a data processing component may be

“implicitly adaptive” in that its behavior is modified by other than instructions or control data whose meaning is known by a user of

the component. For example, such implicitly adaptive data processors may learn by training on examples, by substantially unguided

exploration of a solution space, or other data driven adaptive strategies such as statistically generated decision trees. Accordingly, it

is an aspect of the present invention to utilile not only explicitly adaptive MS location estimators within TOMs l224, but also

implicitly adaptive MS location estimators. In particular, artificial neural networks (also denoted neural nets and ANNs herein) are

used in some embodiments as implicitly adaptive MS location estimators within FOMs. Thus, in the sections below, neural net

architectures and their application to locating an MS is described. '

Artificial Neural Networks For MS location

Artificial neural networks may be particularly useful in developing one or more first order models l224 for locating an MS

I40, since. for example, ANNs can be trained for classifying and/or associatively pattern matching of various RE signal measurements

such as the location signatures. That is, by training one or more artificial neural nets using Rf signal measurements from verified

locations so that lif signal transmissions characteristic indicative of particular locations are associated with their corresponding

locations, such trained artificial neural nets can be used to provide additional target MS I40 location hypotheses. Moreover, it is an

aspect of the present invention that the training of such artificial neural net based FOMs (ANN FOMs) is provided without manual

intervention as will be discussed hereinbelow.
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Artificial Neural Networks That Converge on Near Optimal Solutions

It is as an aspect of the present invention to use an adaptive neural network architecture which has the ability to explore

the parameter or matrix weight space corresponding to a ANN for determining new configurations of weights that reduce an objective

or error lunction indicating the error in the output of the ANN over some aggregate set of input data ensembles. Accordingly, in one

embodiment, a genetic algorithm is used to provide such an adaptation capability. However, it is also within the scope of the present

invention to use other adaptive techniques suds as, for example, simulated annealing, cascade correlation with multistarts. gradient

descentrwith multistarts, and truncated Newton's method with multistarts, as one skilled in the art of neural network computing will
understand.

Artificial Neural Networks as MS Location Estimators for first Order Models

Although there have been substantial advances in artificial neural net computing in both hardware and software, it can be

difficult to choose a particular ANN architecture and appropriate training data for yielding high quality results. In choosing 3 ANN

architecture at least the following three criteria are chosen (either implicitly or explicitly):

(a) a learning paradigm: i.e.. does the ANN require supervised training fie, being provided with indications of correct and

incorrect performance). unsupervised training, or a hybrid of both (sometimes referred to as reinforcement):

(b) a collection of learning rules for indicating how to update the ANN;

(c) a learning algorithm for using the learning rules for adjusting the ANN weights.

Furthermore, there are other implementation issues such as:

(d) how many layers a artificial neural net should have to effectively capture the patterns embedded within the training

data. For example, the benefits of using small ANN are many. less costly to implement, faster, and tend to generalize

better because they avoid overfitting weights to training patterns. That is, in general, more unknown parameters

(weights) induce more local and global minima in the error surface or space. However, the error surface of smaller

nets can be very rugged and have few good solutions. making it difficult for a local minimization algorithm to find a

good solution from a random starting point as one skilled in the art will understand;

(e) how many units or neurons to provide per layer.

(f) how large should the training set be presented to provide effective generalization to non-training data

(g) what type of transfer functions should he used.

However, the architecture of the present invention allows substantial flexibility in the implementation of ANN for FOl‘ls

l224. In particular, there is no need to choose only one artificial neural net ardlitecture and/or implementation in that a plurality of

ANNs maybe accommodated by the architecture of the location engine I”. furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that it may

not be necessary to train aANN for a FOH as rigorously as is done in typical ANN applications since the accuracy and reliability in

estimating the location of a target HS I40 with the present invention comes from synergistially utilizing a plurality of different HS

location estimators, eadi of which may be undesirable in terms of accuracy and/or reliability in some areas, but when their estimates
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are synergistically used as in the location engine I39, accurate and reliable location estimates can be attained. Accordingly, one

embodiment of the present invention may have a plurality of moderately well trained ANNs having different neural net architectures

such as: multilayer perceptrons, adaptive resonance theory models, and radial basis function networks

Additionally, many of the above mentioned ANN architecture and implementation decisions can be addressed substantially

automatically by various commerdal artifidal neural net development systems such as: “NEUROGENETIC OPTIMIZER" by BioComp

Systems, wherein genetic algorithms are used to optimize and configure ANNs. and artificial neural network hardware and software

products by Accurate Automation [orporation of Chattanooga. Tennessee, such as “ACCURATE AUTOMATION NEURAL NETWORK

TOOLS.

Artificial Neural Network Input and Output

It is worthwhile to discuss the data representations for the inputs and outputs of a ANN used for generating HS location

estimates. Regarding ANN input representations, recall that the signal processing subsystem l220 may provide various RF signal

measurements as input to an ANN (such as the Rf signal measurements derived from verified location signatures in the location

signature data base IIZO). for example. a representation of a histogram of the frequency of occurrence of (DNA fingers in a time

delay vs. signal strength 2-dimensional domain may be provided as input to such an ANN. In particular. a I‘dimensional grid of

signal strength versus time delay bins may be provided so that received signal measurements are slotted into an appropriate bin of

the grid. In one embodiment. such a grid is a six by six array of bins such as illustrated in the left portion of Fig. l4. That is. eadt of

the signal strength and time delay axises are panitioned into six ranges so that both the signal strength and the time delay of Rf

signal measurements can be slotted into an appropriate range, thus determining the bin.

Note that llf signal measurement data (i.e.. loatian signatures) slotted into a grid of bins provides a convenient

medlanism for classifying RF measurements received over time so that when each new RF measurement data is assigned to its bin, a

counter for the bin can be incremented. Thus in one embodiment. the RF measurements for each bin can be represented pictorially as

a histogram. In any case. once the Rf measurements have been slotted into a grid, various filters maybe applied for filtering outliers

and noise prior to inputting bin values to an ANN. Further, various amounts of data from such a grid may be provided to an ANN. In

one embodiment, the tally from each bin is provided to an ANN. Thus, as many as NO values could be input to the ANN (two values

defining each bin. and a tally for the bin). However. other representations are also possible. For instance, by ordering the bin tallies

linearly. only 36 need be provided as ANN input. Alternatively, only representations of bins having the highest tallies may be

provided as ANN input. Thus, for example, if the highest |0 bins and their tallies were provided as ANN input. then only 20 inputs

need be provided (i.e.. l0 input pairs. each having a single bin identifier and a corresponding tally).

In addition. note that the signal processing subsystem l220 may also obtain the identifications of other base stations l22

(I52) for which their pilot channels can be detected by the target l‘lS I40 (i.e.. the forward path). or for whidt the base stations can

detect a signal from the target MS (i.e.. the reverse path). Thus. in order to elfectively utilize substantially all pertinent location Rf

signal measurements (i.e.. from location signature data derived lrom communications between the target HS I40 and the base station
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infrastructure), a technique is provided wherein a plurality olANNs maybe activated using various portions of an ensemble of

location signature data obtained. However, before describing this technique, it is worthwhile to note that a naive strategy of

providing input to a single ANN for locating target HS: throughout an area having a large number of base stations (e.g., 300) is likely

to be undesirable. That is. given that each base station (antenna sector) nearby the target MS is potentially able to provide the ANN

5 with location signature data. the ANN would have to be extremely large and therefore may require inordinate training and

retraining. For example, since there may be approximately 30 to 60 ANN inputs per location signature, an ANN for an area having

even twenty base stations In can require at least 600 input neurons, and potentially as many as l.420 (Le, 20 base stations with 70

inputs per base station and one input for every one of possibly 20 additional surrounding base stations in the radio coverage area l20

that might be able to detect, or be detected by, a target HS I40 in the area corresponding to the ANN). ‘

10 Accordingly. the technique described herein limits the number of input neurons in each ANN constructed and generates a

larger number of these smaller ANNs. That is, eadt ANN is trained on location signature data (or, more precisely, portions of location ~

signature dusters) in an area Am (hereinafter also denoted the “net area"), wherein each input neuron receives a unique input from

eithen

(Al) location signature data (e.g., signal strength/time delay bin tallies) corresponding to transmissions between an MS MO and a

15 relatively small number of base stations In in the area A“; for instance. location signature data obtained from. for example,

four base stations In (or antenna sectors) in the area A“... Note, each location signature data cluster includes fields describing

the wireless communication devices used; e.g., (i) the make and model of the target HS; (ii) the current and maximum

transmission power; (iii) the HS battery power (instantaneous or current); (iv) the base station (sector) current power level; (v)

the base station make and model and revision level; (vi) the air interface type and revision level (of, e.g., (DNA, IDHA or

20 AMPS). V

(A2) a discrete input corresponding to each base station In (or antenna sector I30) in a larger area containing Am, wherein each

such input here indicates whether the corresponding base station (sector): A

(i) is on-line (i.e.. capable of wireless communication with Ms) and at least its pilot channel signal is detected by the target

HS I40, but the base station (sector) does not detect the target MS;

25 (ii) is on-line and the base station (sector) detects a wireless transmission from the target MS, but the target HS does not

detect the base station (sector) pilot channel signal;

(iii) is on-line and the base station (sector) detects the target MS and the base station (sector) is detected by the target MS;

(iv) is on-line and the base station (sector) does not detect the target HS, the base station is not detected by the target MS; or

(v) is off-line (i.e., incapable of wireless communication with one or more H55).

30 Note that (i)-(v) are hereinafter referred to as the "detection states.”

Thus, by generating an ANN for each of a plurality of net areas (potentially overlapping). a local environmental change in the wireless

signal characteristics of one net area is unlikely to affect more than a small number of adjacent or overlapping net areas.

Accordingly. such local environmental changes can be reflected in that only the ANNs having net areas affected by the local change

need to be retrained. Additionally, note that in cases where Rf measurements from a target HS I40 are reaived across multiple net
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areas, multiple ANNs may be activated, thus providing multiple NS lotation estimates Further, multiple ANNs may be activated when

a location signature cluster is received [or a target HS I40 and location signature cluster includes location signature data

corresponding to wireless transmissions between the MS and, e.g., more base stations (antenna sectors) than needed lor the collection

B described in the previous section. That is, if each collection B identifies four base stations |22 (antenna sectors), and a received

5 location signature cluster includes location signature data corresponding to live base stations (antenna sectors), then there may be

up to five ANNs activated to eadi generate a location estimate.

Moreover, for each of the smaller ANNs, it is liltely that the number of input neurons is on the order of 330; (Le, 70

inputs per each of lour location signatures ( Le. 35 inputs for the forward wireless communications and 35 for the reverse wireless

communications), plus 40 additional discrete inputs for an appropriate area surrounding Am, plus IO inputs related type of MS,

to power levels, etc. However, it is important to note that the number of base stations (or antenna sectors I30) having corresponding

location signature data to be provided to such an ANN may vary. Thus, in some subareas of the coverage area IZO, location signature

data from five or more base stations (antenna sectors) may be used, whereas in other subareas three (or less) may be used. ,

Regarding the output from ANNs used in generating HS location estimates, there are also numerous options. In one

embodiment, two values corresponding to the latitude and longitude of the target MS are estimated. Alternatively, by applying a

15 mesh to the coverage area l20, such ANN output may be in the form ol a row value and a column value of a particular mesh cell (and

its corresponding area) where the target NS is estimated to be. Note that the cell sizes of the mesh need not be of a particular shape

nor ol uniform size. However, simple non-oblong shapes are desirable. Moreover. such cells should be sized so that each cell has an

area approximately the size of the maximum degree of location precision desired. Thus, assuming square mesh cells, 250 to 350 feet

per cell side in an urban/suburban area, and 500 to 700 feet per cell side in a rural area may be desirable.

20 Artificial Neural Network Training

The following are steps provide one embodiment for training a location estimating ANN. according to the present invention.

_ (a) Determine a collection, C, of clusters of BF signal measurements (i.e., location signatures) such that each cluster is for RT

‘ transmissions between an MS MO and a common set, B, of base stations In (or antenna sectors I30) sudi the

measurements are as described in (Al) above. In one embodiment, the collection C is determined by interrogating the

25 location signature data base I320 for verified location signature clusters stored therein having such a common set B of

base stations (antenna sectors). Alternatively in another embodiment, note that the collection C maybe determined

from (i) the existing engineering and planning data from service providers who are planning wireless cell sites, or 6i)

service provider test data obtained using mobile test sets, access probes or other lll’ field measuring devices. Note that 4

such a collection B of base stations (antenna sectors) should only be created when the set E of verified location signature

30 clusters is of a sulficient size so that it is expected that the ANN can be effectively trained.

(b) Determine a collection of base stations (or antenna sectors |30)..B', from the common set B,wherein B' is small (e.g..

four or five).
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(c) Determine the area. A . to be associated with collection 8' of base stations (antenna sectors). In one embodiment. this

area is selected by determining an area containing the set Lol locations of all verified location signature clusters

determined in step (a) having location signature data from each of the base stations (antenna sectors) in the collection

B'. More precisely, the area. Am, may be determined by providing a covering of the locations of L such as. e.g., by cells

of a mesh of appropriately fine mesh size so that each cell is of a size not substantially larger than the maximum HS

location accuracy desired.

(d) Determine an additional collection, b. of base stations that have been previously detected (and/or are likely to be

detected) by at least one MS in the area A“...

(e) Train the ANN on input data related to: (i) signal characteristic measurements of signal transmissions between HSs I40 at

verified locations in A“... and the base stations (antenna sectors) in the collection 3'. and (ii) discrete inputs of

detection states fmm the base stations represented in the collection b. For example. train the ANN on input including:

(I) data from verified location signatures from eadt of the base stations (antenna sectors) in the collection 8‘. wherein

each location signature is pan of a cluster in the collection C; (ii) a collection of discrete values corresponding to other

base stations (antenna sectors) in the area b containing the area, A“...

Regarding (d) immediately above, it is important to note that it is believed that less accuracy is required in training a ANN

used for generating a location hypothesis (in a FOM |224) for the present invention than in most applications of ANNs (or other I

trainable/adaptive components) since, in most circumstances, when signal measurements are provided for locating a target MS I40.

the location engine l39 will activate a plurality location hypothesis generating modules (corresponding to one or more POMS l224)

for substantially simultaneously generating a plurality of different location estimates Ge, hypotheses). Thus, instead of training

each ANN so that it is expected to be. e.g.. 92% or higher in accuracy. it is believed that synergies with HS location estimates from

other location hypothesis generating components will effectively compensate for any reduced accuracy in such 3 ANN (or any other

location hypothesis generating component). Accordingly, it is believed that training time for such ANNs may be reduced without

substantially impacting the NS locating performance of the location engine I39.)

finding Near-Optimal Location Estimating Artificial Neural Networks

In one traditional artificial neural network training process, a relatively tedious set of trial and error steps may be

performed for configuring an ANN so that training produces effective learning. ln particular, an ANN may require configuring

parameters related to, for example, input data scaling, test/training set classification. detecting and removing unnecessary input

variable selection. However, the present invention reduces this tedium. That is. the present invention uses mechanisms such as

genetic algorithms or other mechanisms for avoiding non-optimal but locally appealing (i.e., local minimum) solutions. and locating

near-optimal solutions instead. In particular, such mechanism may be used to adjust the matrix of weights for the ANNs so that very

good, near optimal ANN configurations may be found efficiently. Furthermore, since the signal processing system l220 uses various
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types of signal processing filters for filtering the Rf measurements received from transmissions between an MS I40 and one or more

base stations (antenna sectors l30), such mechanisms for finding near-optimal solutions may be applied to selecting appropriate

filters as well. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the present invention, such filters are paired with particular ANNs so that the

location signature data supplied to each ANN is filtered according to a corresponding “filter description" for the ANN. wherein the

filter description specifies the filters to be used on location signature data prior to inputting this data to the ANN. in particular, the

filter description can define a pipeline of filters having a sequence of filters wherein for each two consecutive filters, fl and l1(f| \

preceding f,), in a filter description, the output of fI flows as input to it Accordingly, by encoding such a filter description together

with its corresponding ANN so that the encoding an be provided to a near optimal solution finding mechanism such as a genetic

algorithm, it is believed that enhanced ANN locating performance can be obtained. That is, the combined genetic codes ol the filter

description and the ANN are manipulated by the genetic algorithm in a search for a satisfactory solution (i.e., location error estimates

within a desired range). This process and system provides a mechanism for optimizing not only the artificial neural network

ardtitecture. but also identifying a near optimal match between the ANN and one or more signal processing filters Accordingly, the -

following filters maybe used in a filter pipeline of a filter description: Sobel. median, mean, histogramnormalization. input cropping,

neighbor, Gaussion, Weiner filters.

One embodiment for implementing the genetic evolving of filter description and ANN pairs is provided by the following

steps that may automatically performed without substantial manual effort:

l) Create an initial population of conatenated genotypes, or genetic representations for each pair of an artificial neural

networks and corresponding filter description pair. Also. provide seed parameters which guide the scope and

characterization of the artificial neural network architectures, filter selection and parameters, genetic parameters and

system control parameters

2) Prepare the input or training data, including, for example, any scaling and normalization of the data.

3) Build phenotypes, or artificial neural network/filter description combinations based on the genotypes.

4) Train and test the artificial neural network/filter description phenotype combinations to determine fitness; e.g.,

determine an aggregate location error .measurement for each network/filter description phenotype.

5) Compare the fitnesses and/or errors. and retain the best network/filter description phenotypes.

6) Select the best networks/filter descriptions in the phenotype population (i.e., the combinations with small errors).

7) Repopulate the population of genotypes for the artificial neural networks and the filter descriptions back to a

predetermined size using the selected phenotypes, _

8) Combine the artificial neural network genotypes and filter description genotypes thereby obtaining artificial neural

network/filter combination genotypes. ‘ i

9) Hate the combination genotypes by exchanging genes or characteristics/features of the network/ filter combinations.

Ill) ll system parameter stopping criteria is not satisfied, return to step 3.
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Note that artificial neural network genotypes may be formed by selecting various types of artificial neural network

architectures suited to function approximation. such as fast back propagation. as well as characterizing several varieties of candidate

transfer/activation functions. such as Tanh. logistic. linear, sigmoid and radial basis. Furthermore, ANNs having complex inputs may

be selected (as determined by a filter type in the signal processing subsystem l220) for the genotypes.

Examples of genetic parameters include: (a) maximum population size (typical default: 300). (b) generation limit (typical

default: 50), (c) selection criteria. such as a certain percentage to survive (typical default: 0.5) or roulette wheel, (d) population

refilling, such as random or cloning (default), (e) mating criteria. such as tail swapping (default) or two cut swapping, (f) rate for a

choice of mutation criterion. such as random exchange (default: 015) or section reversal, (g) population size of the concatenated

artificial neural network/ filter combinations, (h) use of statistical seeding on the initial population to bias the random initialization

toward stronger first order relating variables. and (i) neural node influence factors. e.g.. input nodes and hidden nodes Such

parameters can be used as weighting factors that influences the degree the system optimizes for accuracy versus network

compactness for example. an input node factor greater than 0 provides a means to reward artificial neural networks constructed

that use fewer input variables (nodes). A reasonable default value is 0.! for both input and hidden node factors.

Examples of neural net/filter description system control parameters include: (2) accuracy of modeling parameters, such as

relative accuracy, R—squared. mean squared error. root mean squared error or average absolute error (default). and (b) stopping

criteria parameters, sudr as generations run, elapsed time. best accuracy found and population convergence.

Locating a Mobile Station Using Anificial Neural Networks

When using an artificial neural network for estimating a location of an MS I40. it is important that the artificial neural

network be provided with as much accurate Rf signal measurement data regarding signal transmissions between the target HS I40

and the base station infrastructure as possible. In particular. assuming ANN inputs as described hereinabove, it is desirable to obtain

'the detection states of as many surrounding base stations as possible. Thus, whenever the location engine I” is requested to locate a

target NS I40 (and in particular in an emergency context such as an emergency 9” call). the location center I40 automatically

transmits a request to the wireless infrastructure to which the target MS is assigned for instructing the MS to raise its transmission

power to full power for a short period of time (e.g. l00 milliseconds in a base station infrastructure configuration an optimized for

such requests to 2 seconds in a non-optimized configuration). Note that the request for a change in the transmission power level of

the target MS has a funher advantage for location requests such as emergency 9” that are initiated from the HS itself in that a first

ensemble of Rf signal measurements can be provided to the location engine I” at the initial 9” calling power level and then a

second ensemble of Rf signal measurements can be provided at a second highertransmission power level. Thus. in one embodiment

of the present invention, an artificial neural network can be trained not only on the location signature cluster derived from either the

initial wireless 9” transmissions or the full power transmissions. but also on the differences between these two transmissions. In

particular. the difference in the detection states of the discrete ANN inputs between the two transmission power levels may provide

useful additional information for more accurately estimating a location of a target MS.
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It is important to note that when gathering Rf signal measurements from a wireless base station network for locating Ills.

the network should not be overburdened with location related traffic. Accordingly. note that network location data requestsfor data

particularly useful for ANN based Hills is generally confined to the requests to the base stations in the immediate area of a target HS

I40 whose loation is desired. For instance, both collections of base stations 3' and b discussed in the context of training an ANN are

also the same collections of base stations from which HS loation data would be requested. Thus. the wireless network MS location

data requests are data driven in that the base stations to queried for loation data (i.e.. the collections 3' and b) are determined by

previous RF signal measurement characteristics recorded. Accordingly, the selection of the collections 0' and bare adaptable to

changes in the wireless environmental characteristics of the coverage area IIO.

LOCATION SIGNATURE DATA BASE

Before proceeding with a desa'iption of other levels of the present invention as described in (MI) through (243) above. in this section

funher detail is provided regarding the location signature data base I320. Note that a brief description of the location signature data base was

provided above indicating that this data base stores MS location data from verified and/or known locations (optionally with additional known

environmental characteristic values) for use in enhanting current target MS location hypotheses and for comparing ardtived location data with

location signal data obtained from a current target HS. However, the data base management system functionality incorporated into the

location signature data base I320 is an important aspect of the present invention, and is therefore desa'ibed in this section. In particular, the

data base management functionality described herein addresses a number of diffiarlties encountered in maintaining a large archive of signal-

processing data sudr as MS signal lotation data Some of these dilfiarlties can be desa'ibed as follow:

(a) in many signal processing contexts, in order to effectively utilize arrhived signal processing data for enhanu'ng the performance

of a related signal processing application, there must be an large amount of signal related data in the archive, and this data

must be adequately maintained so that as archived signal data becomes less useful to the corresponding signal processing

application Ge. the data becomes “inappliable") its impact on the application should be correspondingly reduced.

Moreover. as ardrive data becomes substantially inappliable, it should be liltered from the archive altogether. However, the

size of the data in the andtive makes it prohibitive for such a process to be perlonned manually. and there may be no simple or

straightforward tedrniques for automating sudr impact reduction or filtering processes for inapplirable signal data;

(b) it is sometimes difficult to determine the ardtived data to use in comparing with newly obtained signal processing application
data; and

(c) it is sometimes difficult to determine a useful tedrnique for comparing ardtived data with newly obtained signal processing

application data

It is an aspect of the present invention that the data base management luncn'onality of the location signature data base l320 addresses

eadt of the difficulties mentioned immediately above. for example, regarding (a), the location signature data base is “self deaning" in that by

associating a confidence value with eadr loc sig in the data base and by reducing orintreasing the confidences of ardtived verified Ioc sigs

accortfing to how well their signal diaraaeristic data compares with newly received verified location signature data. the location signature data

base |320 maintains a consistency with newly verified loc sigs.
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The following data base management functional descriptions describe some of the more noteworthy functions of the location signature

data base l320. Note that there are various ways dtat tltese functions may be embocfied. So as to not overburden the reader here. the details

for one embodiment is provided in APPENDIX E. figs Ioa through I6c present a table providing a brief description of the attributes of the

location signature data type stored in the location signature data base I320.

LOCATION SIGNATURE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

The following program updates the random Ioc sigs in the location signature data base IIZD. In one embodiment, this program is

invoked primarily by the Signal Processing Subsystem

Update Location signature Database Program

Update_Loc_Sig_DB(new_|oc_obj, selection_criteria, loc_sig_pop) 7

/" This program updates Ioc sigs in the location signature data base l320. That is, this program updates. for example. at

least the location information for verified random loc sigs residing in this data base. The general strategy here is to use

information (i.e., “new_loc_obj") received from a newly verified location (that may not yet be entered into the location

signature data base) to assist in determining if the previously stored random verified loc sigs are still reasonably valid to

use for.

(29.l) estimating a location for a given collection (Le, “bag”) of wireless (e.g., (DNA) location related signal

characteristics received from an MS.

(29)) training (for example) adaptive location estimators (and location hypothesizing models), and

(29.3) comparing with wireless signal characteristics used in generating an MS location hypothesis by one of the MS

location hypothesizing models (denoted First Order Models. or. FOHs).

More precisely, since it is assumed that it is more likely that the newest location information obtained is more indicative of

the wireless (ED HA) signal characteristics within some area surrounding a newly verified location than the verified loc sigs

(location signatures) previously entered into the Location Signature data base, sudt verified loc sigs are compared for

signal characteristic consistency with the newly verified locationlnformation (object) input here for determining whether

some of these “older" data base verified loc sigs still appropriately characterize their associated location.

In particular, comparisons are iteratively made here between each (target) loc sig “near" 'new__loc_obi" and a

population of loc sigs in the location signature data base ISZD (such population typically including the loc sig for

“new_loc_obj) for:

(29.4) adjusting a confidence factor of the target Ioc sig. Note that each such confidence factor is in the range [0, I]

with 0 being the lowest and I being the highest. Further note that a confidence factor here can be raised as

well as lowered depending on how well the target loc sig matches or is consistent with the population of lot

sigs to which it is compared. Thus. the confidence in any particular verified loc sig, LS, can fluctuate with
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successive invocations of this program if the input to the successive invocations are with location information

geographically "near” LS.

(29.5) remove older verified Ioc sigs from use whose confidence value is below a predetermined threshold. Note. it is

intended that sudt predetermined thresholds be substantially automatically adjustable by periodically testing

various confidence factor thresholds in a specified geographic area to determine how well the eligible data

base foc sigs (for different thresholds) perform in agreeing with a number of verified loc sigs in a “lot sig

test-bed", wherein the test bed maybe composed of. for example, repeatable Ioc sigs and recent random

verified Ioc sigs.

Note that this program maybe invoked with a (verified/known) random and/or repeatable loc sig as input

furthermore, the target loc sigs to be updated maybe selected from a particular group of loc sigs such as the random Ioc

sigs or the repeatable Ioc sigs, sudt selection being determined according to the input parameter, "selection_criteria"

while the comparison population may be designated with the input parameter, "loc_sig_pop". for example. to update

confidence fatten of certain random loc sigs near “new_loc_obj", ”selection_criteria" may be given a value indicating,

“USE_RANDOM_lOE_SIGS', and “Ioc_sig_pop" maybe given a value indicating, “USE_REPEATABLE_I.0C_SIGS".

Thus. if in a given geographic area. the repeatable foc sigs (from, e.g., stationary transceivers) in the area have recently

been updated, then by successively providing "new_loc_obj" with a lot sig for each of these repeatable Ioc sigs, the

stored random loc sigs can have their confidenoes adiustedf

Alternatively, in one embodiment of the present invention, the present function may be used for determining

when it is desirable to update repeatable Ioc sigs in a panicular area (instead of automatically and periodially updating

such repeatable loc sigs). for example, by adjusting the confidence factors on repeatable Ioc sigs here provides a method

for determining when repeatable Ioc sigs for a given area should be updated. That is, for example, when the area's average

confidence factor for the repeatable Ioc sigs drops below a given (potentially high) threshold. then the HSs that provide the

repeatable loc sigs can be requested to respond with new Ioc sigs for updating the data base. Note, however. that the

approach presented in this function assumes that the repeatable loution information in the location signature data base

mo is maintained with high confidence by. for example, frequent data base updating. Thus. the random location

signature data base verified location information may be effectively compared against the repeatable Ioc sigs in an area.

INPUT:

new_loc_obi: a data representation at least including a Ioc sig for an associated location about which Location

Signature Ioc sigs are to have their confidences updated. '

selection_criten'a: a data representation designating the loc sigs to be selected to have their confidences updated

(may be defaulted). The following groups of locsigs may be selected: 'USE_RANDOH_l0[_SIGS' (this is the

default), USE_REPEATABLE_l0[_SlGS'. "USE_AU._|.0C_S|GS". Note that each of these selections has values

for the following values associated with it (although the values may be defaulted):
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(a) a confidence reduction factor for reducing Ioc sig confidences.

(b) a big error threshold fordetennining the errors above which are considered too big to ignore,

(c) a confidence increase factor for increasing Ioc sig confidences,

(d) a small error threshold for determining the errors below which are considered too small (i.e.. good) to

ignore.

(e) a recent time for specifying a time period for indicating the loc sigs here considered to be “recent”.

loc_sig_pop: a data representation of the type of Ioc sig population to which the lac sigs to be updated are

compared. The following values maybe provided:

(a) “USE ALL [Of 3165 III DB".

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABIE LOC SIGS" (this is the default).

(c) “USE ONLY l0C SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAY"

However, environmental characteristics such as: weather, traffic season are also contemplated.

Confidence Aging Program

The lollowing program reduces the confidence of verified Ioc sigs in the location signature data base I320 that are likely to

be no longer accurate (i.e., in agreement with comparable Ioc sigs in the data base). If the confidence is reduced low enough, then

such Ioc sigs are removed from the data base. Further. if for a location signature data base verified Ioation composite entity (i.e., a

collection of Ioc sigs for the same location and time), this entity no longer references any valid Ioc sigs. then it is also removed from

the data base. Note that this program is invoked by “Update_Loc_Sig_DB".

reduce_bad_DB_Ioc_sigs(loc_sig_bag , error_rec_set, big_error_threshold confidenceJeduction_factor,

recent_time)

Inputs:

Ioc_sig_bag: A collection or “bag" of Ioc sigs to be tested for determining if their confidencesshould be lowered

and/or any of these Ioc sigs removed.

error_rec_set: A set of error records (objects), denoted “error_recs", providing information as to how much each

Ioc sig in “Ioc_sig_bag' disagrees with comparable Ioc sigs in the data base. That is. there is a

“error rec" here for each Ioc sig in “Ioc sig bag".

big_error_threshold: The error threshold above which the errors are considered too big to ignore.

confidence_reduction_factor. The factor by which to reduce the confidence of Ioc sigs.

recent__time: Time period beyond which Ioc sigs are no longer considered recent. Note that “recent" Iocsigs Ge,

more recent than “recent_time") are not subject to the confidence reduction and filtering of this
actions oi this function.
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[onfidence Enhancement Program

The following program increases the confidence of verified Location Signature Ioc sigs that are (seemingly) of higher

accuracy (i.ew in agreement with comparable loc sigs in the location signature data base I320). Note that this program is invoked by

“Update_loc_Sig_DB". .

increase_‘confidence_ol_good_DB_loc_sigs(nearby__loc_sig_bag, error_rec_set, small_error_threshold,

confidence_increase_factor, recent_time); '

Inputs:

loc_sig_bag: A collection or “bag" of to be tested for determining if their confidences should be increased.

error_rec_set: A set of error records (objects), denoted ‘error_recs", providing information as to how much each

loc sig in ‘loc_sig_bag" disagrees with comparable loc sigs in the location signature data base. That

is. there is a “error rec" here for each lot sig in “loc sig bag".

small_error_threshold: The error threshold below which the errors are considered too small to ignore.

confidence_increase_facton The factor by which to increase the confidence of loc sigs

recent__time: Time period beyond whidt loc sigs are no longer considered recent. Note that “recent” loc sigs (i.e.,

more recent than “recent_time") are not subject to the confidence reduction and filtering of this

actions of this function.

Location Hypotheses Consistency Program

The following program determines the consistency of location hypotheses with verified location information in the location

signature data base I320. Note that in the one embodiment of the present invention, this program is invoked primarily by a module

denoted the historical location reasoner I424 described sections hereinbelow. Moreover, the detailed description for this program is

provided with the description of the historital location reasoner hereinbelow for completeness.

DB_loc_Sig_Error_Fit(hypothesis. measured_loc_sig_bag, search_criteria)

/* This function determines how well the collection of lo: sigs in “measured_loc_sig_bag" fit with the loc sigs in the location

signature data base I320 wherein the data base loc sigs must satisfy the criteria of the input parameter “search_criteria" and

are relatively close to the HS location estimate of the location hypothesis. “hypothesis”.

Input: hypothesis: HS location hypothesis;

measured_loc_sig_bag: A collection of measured location signatures (“loc sigs" for short) obtained from the HS

(the data structure here is an aggregation such as an array or list). Note, it is assumed that there is at most

one loc sig here per Base Station in this collection. Additionally, note that the input data structure here may

be a location signature cluster such as the “loc_sig_duster" field of a location hypothesis (cl. fig. 9). Note
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that variations in input data structures may be accepted here by utililation of flag or tag bits as one skilled

in the art will appreciate;

search_criteria: The criteria for searching the verified loation signature data base for various categories of loc

sigs. The only limitation on the types of ategories that may be provided here is that, to be useful, each

category should have meaningful number of Ioc sigs in the location signature data base. The following

categories included here are illustrative. but others are contemplated:

(a) “USE ALL LOC SIGS IN DB” (the default),

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LOC SIGS",

(c) “USE ONLY LOC SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAY)”.

Further categories of lot sigs close to the HS estimate of “hypothesis” contemplated are: all loc sigs for the

same season and same time of day, all Ioc sigs during a specific weather condition (e.g., snowing) and at the

same time of day, as well as other limitations for other environmental conditions such as traffic patterns.

Note, if this parameter is NIL then (a) is assumed.

Returns: An error object (data type: “error_object") having: (a) an “error" field with a measurement of the error in the fit

of the location signatures from the HS with verified location signatures in the location signature data base I320;

and (b) a “confidence” field with a value indicating the perceived confidence that is to be given to the "error"

value. '/

Location Signature Comparison Program

The following program compares: (al) Ioc sigs that are contained in (or derived from) the loc sigs in

“target_loc_sig_bag" with (bl) Ioc sigs computed from verified Ioc sigs in the location signature data base l320. That is, each lot

sig from (al) is compared with a corresponding Ioc sig from (b) to obtain a measurement of the discrepancy between the two loc sigs

In particular, assuming each of the lot sigs for “target_loc_sig_bag" correspond to the same target HS location, wherein this

location is “target_loc", this program determines how well the loc sigs in "target_loc_sig_bag" fit with a computed or estimated

loc sig forthe location. “target_loc" that is derived from the verified Ioc sigs in the location signature data base I320. Thus, this

program maybe used: (al) for determining how well the lac sigs in the location signature cluster for a target HS

(“target_loc_sig_bag") compares with Ioc sigs derived from verified location signatures in the location signature data base, and

(b2) for determining how consistent a given collection of loc sigs (“target_loc_sig_bag") from the location signature data base is

with other loc sigs in the location signature data base. Note that in (bl) each of the one or more loc sigs in “target_loc_sig-bag"

have an error computed here that can be used in determining if the loc sig is becoming inapplicable for predicting target HS locations.

Determine_Location_Signature_Fit_Errors(target_loc, target_loc_sig_bag, search_area, search_criteria,

output_criteria)

/' Input: target_loc An HS location or a location hypothesis for an MS. Note, this can be any of the following:
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(a) An MS location hypothesis, in which case, if the hypothesis is inaccurate, then the loc sigs

in "target_Ioc_sig_bag" are the location signature cluster from which this location

hypothesis was derived. Note that if this location is inaccurate, then

"target_loc_sig_bag' is unlikely to be similar to the comparable Ioc sigs derived from

the Ioc sigs of the location signature data base close “target_loc"; or

(b) A previously verified HS location, in which case, the Ioc sigs of “target_|oc_sig_bag"

were the Ioc sigs measurements at the time they were verified. However, these loc sigs

may or may not be accurate now. A

target_loc_sig_bag: Measured location signatures (“Iocsigs‘ for short) obtained from the HS (the data

structure here, bag, is an aggregation such as anay orlist). It is assumed that there is at least one loc sig

in the bag. Further, it is assumed that there is at most one Ioc sig per Base Station;

search_area: The representation of the geographic area surrounding “target_|oc". This parameter is used for

searching the Location Signature data base [or verified Ioc sigs that correspond geographically to the

location of an MS in “seardt_area;

search_criteria: The criteria used in searching the location signature data base. The criteria may include the

following:

(a) “USE ALL LOC SIGS III DB”,

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LOC SIGS",

(c) “USE OIILY LOC SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAY".

However, environmental characteristics such as: weather, traffic, season are also contemplated.

output_criteria: The criteria used in determining the error records to output in “error_rec_bag". The criteria

here may include one of:-

(a) "OUTPUT ALI. POSSIBLE ERROLREIIS";

(b) “OUTPUT ERROR_RECS FOR INPUT LOC SIGS ONLY".

Returns: error__reci_bag: A bag of error records or objects providing an indication of the similarity between each Ioc sig

in “target_loc_sig_bag" and an estimated loc sig computed for "target_loc" from stored loc sigs in a surrounding

area of “target_|oc". Thus, each error record/object in “error_rec_bag" provides a measurement of how well a loc

sig (i.e.. wireless signal characteristics) in "target_loc_sig_bag" (for an associated BS and the HS at "target_loc")

correlates with an estimated loc sig between this BS and HS. Note that the estimated loc sigs are determined using

verified location signatures in the Location Signature data base. Note, each error record in “error_rec_bag"
indudes: (a) a BS ID indicating the base station to which the error record corresponds; and (b) a error measurement

(> = 0), and (c) a confidence value (in [0, |]) indicating the confidence to be placed in the error measurement.
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[omputed location Signature Program

The following program receives a collection of locsigs and computes a loc sig that is representative of the loc sigs in the

collection. That is. given a collection-of loc sigs. “loc_sig_bag". wherein each loc sig is assodated with the same predetermined Base

Station. this program uses these loc sigs to compute a representative or estimated loc sig associated with the predetermined Base

5 Station and associated with a predetermined l‘lS location, "loc_for_estimation". Thus. if the loc sigs in “loc_sig_bag" are from the

verified loc sigs of the location signature data base such that eadt of these loc sigs also has its associated HS location relatively close

to “loc_for_estimation". then this program can compute and return a reasonable approximation of what a measured loc sig between

an MS at "loc_for_estimation" and the predetermined Base Station ought to be. This program is invoked by

"Detennine.Location_Signature_fit_Errors". »

to estimate_loc_sig_from_DB(loc_for_estimation,|oc_sig_bag)

Geographic Area Representation Program

The following program determines and returns a representation of a geographic area about a location, “loc”. wherein: (a)

the geographic area has associated HS locations for an acceptable number Ge, at least a determined minimal number) of verilied loc

_ sigs from the location signature data base, and (b) the geographical area is not too big. However, if there are not enough loc sigs in

15 even a largest acceptable search area about “lac". then this largest search area is returned. “DB_Loc_Sig_Error_Frt"

get_area__'to_search(loc)

Location signature Comparison Program

This program compares two lotation signatures, 'target_loc_sig" and "comparison_loc_sig'. both associated with the

same predetermined Base Station and the same predetermined l‘lS location (or hypothesired location). This program determines a

20 measure of the difference or error between the two loc sigs relative to the variability of the verified loation signatures in a collection

of Ioc sigs denoted the “comparison_|oc_sig_bag" obtained from the location signature data base. It is assumed that

“target_loc_sig", “comparison_loc_sig' and the loc sigs in 'comparison‘_loc_sig_bag” are all associated with the same base

- station. This program returns an error record (object). “error_rec". having an error or difference value and a confidence value for

the error value. Note. the signal characteristics of “target_loc_sig" and those of “comparison_loc_sig" are not assumed to be

25 similarly normalized (e.g.. via filters as per the filters of the Signal Processing Subsystem) prior to entering this function. It is

further assumed that typically the input loc sigs satisfy the 'search_raiteria". This program is invoked by: the program,

“Determine_Loation_Signature_fit_Errors", described above.

get_difference_measurement(target_loc_sig, comparison_loc_sig, comparison_loc_sig_bag, search_area,

search_criteria)

30 Input:
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target_loc_sig: The lot sig to which the "error_rec" determined here is to be associated.

,comparison_loc_sig. The lot sig to compare with the "target_loc_sig". Note. if ‘comparison_loc_sig" is NIL then this

parameter has a value that corresponds to a noise level of “target_loc_sig". l

oomparison_loc_sig_bag: The universe of lot sigs to use in determining an error measurement between “target_loc_sig" and

“comparison_loc_sig' . Note. the loc sigs in this aggregation indutle all loc sigs for the

associated BS that are in the ‘search_area".

search_area: A representation of the geographiul area surrounding the location for all input loc sigs. This input is used for

determining extra information about the search area in problematic circumstances.

search_criteria: The criteria used in searching the location signature data base. The criteria may include the following:

(a) “USE ALL [012 SIGS IN DB'.

(b) “USE ONLY IIEPEATABLE 10C SIGS".

(c) “USE ONLY 10E SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAT

However. environmental characteristics such as: weather, traffic. season are also contemplated.

Detailed Description of the Hypothesis Evaluator Modules

Context Adjuster Embodiments

The context adjuster l326 perfon'ns the first set of potentially many adjustments to at least the confidences of location hypotheses, and in

some important embodiments. both the confidences and the target HS location estimates provided by FOI‘ls 1224 may be adjusted according to

previous performances of the FOHs. More particularly. as mentioned above. the context adjuster adjusts confidences so that, assuming there is

a suffident density verified location signature clusters captured in the location signature data base 1320. the resulting loation hypotheses

output by the context adjuster 1316 may be further processed uniformly and substantially without concern as to differences in acusracy

between the first order models from whidr loation hypotheses originate. Accordingly. the context adjuster adjusn location hypotheses both
to environmental factors (eg. terrain. traffic. time of day. etc. as desa'ibed in 30.1 above), and to how predictableor consistent eadt first

order model (F011) has been at locating previous target 115's whose locations were subsequently verified

0f partiarlar imponance is the novel computational paradigm utilized herein. That is. if there is a suffia'ent density of previous verified

HS location data stored in the location signature data base 1320. then the TOM location hypotheses are used as an “index” into'this data base

(i.e., the location signature data base) for constructing new target HS 140 loation estimates A more detailed discussion of this aspect of the

V present invention is given hereinbelow. Accordingly. only a brief overview is pmvided here. Thus. since the location signature data base I320

stores previously captured HS location data induding:

(a) clusters of HS location signature signals (see the location signature data base section for a disasssion of these signals) and

(b) a corresponding verified HS lomtion. for each suds duster. from where the HS signals originated.

1!}
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the context adjuster l326 uses newly created target HS location hypotheses output by the FON’s as indexes or pointers into the location

signature data base for identifying other geographial areas where the target HS I40 is likely to be located based on the verified HS location

data in the location signature data base.

In partiarlar. at least the following two criteria are addressed bythe context adjuster |326z

(32.|) Confidence values for location hypotheses are to be comparable regardless of first order models from whidr the location

hypotheses originate That is. the context adjuster moderates or dampens confidence value assignment distinctions or

variations between first order models so that the higher the confidence of a location hypothesis. the more likely (or

unlikely, ifthe loation hypothesis indicates an area estimate where the target MS is NOT) the target MS is perceived to be

in the estimated areaol the loation hypothesis regardless of the first Order Model from whidt the location hypothesis was

output;

(32.2) Confidence values for location hypotheses may be adjusted to account for current environmental characteristics such as

month, day (weekday or weekend), time of day, area type (urban, rural, etc). traffic and/or weather when

comparing how accurate the first order models have previously been in determining an MS loation according to

such environmental characteristics. For example, in one embodiment of the present invention, such

environmental characteristics are accounted for by utilizing a transmission area type scheme (as discussed in

section 5.9 above) when adjusting confidence values of location hypotheses. Details regarding the use of area

types for adjusting the confidences of location hypotheses and provided hereinbelow, and in panicular, in

APPENDIX D.

Note that in satisfying the above two aiten'a, the context adjuster |326, at least in one embodiment, may use heuristic (fuzzy

logic) rules to adjust the confidence values of location hypotheses from the first order models. Additionally, the context adjuster

may also satisly the following criteria:

(33.I) The context adjuster may adjust location hypothesis confidences due to BS failure(s),

(33.2) Additionally in one embodiment, the context adjuster may have a calibration mode for at least one of:

(a) calibrating the confidence values assigned by first order models to their location hypotheses outputs;

(b) calibrating itself.

A first embodiment of the context adjuster is discussed immediately hereinbelow and in APPENDIX D. However, the

present invention also includes otherembodiments ol the context adjuster. A secondtembodiment is also described in Appendix D so

as to not overburden the reader and thereby chance losing perspective of the overall invention.

A description of the high level functions in an embodiment of the context adjuster I326 follows. Details regarding the

implementation of these lunctions are provided in APPENDIX D. Also, many ol the terms used hereinbelow are defined in APPENDIX

D. Accordingly, the program descriptions in this section provide the reader with an overview of this first embodiment of the context

adjuster I326.

(ontext_adjuster(Ioc_hyp_list)
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This function adjusts the location hypotheses on the list, "loc_hyp_|ist', so that the confidences of the location hypotheses

are determined more by empirical data than default values from the First Order Hodels |224. That is, for ads input location

hypothesis. its confidence (and an MS location area estimate) may be exclusively determined here if there are enough verified location

signatures available within and/or surrounding the location hypothesis estimate.

This function aeates a new list of location hypotheses from the input list. “loc_hyp_list", wherein the location hypotheses on

the new list are modified versions of those on the input list. For eadI location hypothesis on the input list. one or more corresponding

location hypotheses will be on the output list. Such corresponding output location hypotheses will differ from their associated input

location hypothesis by one or more of the following: (a) the “image_area' field (see fig. 9) maybe assigned an area indicative of

where the target MS is estimated to be, (h) if “image_area' is assigned, then the “confidence” field will be the confidence that the

target MS is located in the area for “image_area", (c) if there are not sufficient “nearby" verified location signature clusters in the

location signature data base l320 to entirely rely on a computed confidence using such verified location signature clusters, then two

location hypotheses (having reduced confidenoes) will be returned. one having a reduced computed confidence (for “image_area")

using the verified clusters in the Location Signature data base. and one being substantially the same as the associated input location

hypothesis except that the confidence (for the field “area_est") is reduced to reflect the confidence in its paired location hypothesis

having a computed confidence for “image_area". Note also. in some cases, the location hypotheses on the input list, may have no

change to its confidence or the area to which the confidence applies.

Get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for(loc_hyp)

This function returns a list (or more generally. an aggregation object) of one or more location hypotheses related to the

input location hypothesis. “loc_hyp". In particular, the returned location hypotheses on the list are “adjusted" versions of

“loc_hyp" in that both their target MS MO location estimates. and confidence placed in such estimates may be adjusted according to

archival HS location information in the location signature data base Illll. Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart

form in figs. 26a through 26c.

- RETURNS: loc_hyp_list This is a list of one or more location hypotheses related to the

input “loc_hyp". Each location hypothesis on “loc_hyp_list" will typically be

substantially the same as the input “loc_hyp" except that there may now be a new target

l‘lS estimate in the field. “image_area". and/or the confidence value may be changed to

reflect information of verified location signature clusters in the location signature data
base.

The function, “get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for.' and functions called by this function presuppose a framework

or paradigm that requires some discussion as well as the defining of some terms. Note that some of the terms defined hereinbelow

are illustrated in fig. 243.

Define the term the “the cluster set" to be the set of all MS location point estimates (e.g., the values of the “pt_est" field of the

location hypothesis data type). for the present TOM. such that:
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(a) these estimates are within a predetermined corresponding area (e.gw the “loc_hyp.pt_covering” being sudt a

predetermined corresponding area, or more generally, this Ipredetennined corresponding area is determined as a

function of the distance from an initial location estimate, e.g., “loc_hyp.pt_est", from the TOM). and

(b) these point estimates have verified location signature clusters in the loation signature data base.

Note that the predetermined corresponding area above will be denoted as the “cluster set area".

Define the term “image duster set” (for a given first Order Hodel identified by “loc_hyp.FOM_lD") to mean the set ofM

location signature clusters whose HS location point estimates are in “the cluster set".

Note that an area containing the “image cluster set” will be denoted as the “image cluster set area” or simply the “image area"

in some contexts. Further note that the “image cluster set area” will be a “small” area encompassing the “image cluster set". In one

embodiment. the image cluster set area will be the smallest covering of cells from the mesh for the present f'Oll that covers the

convex hull of the image cluster set. Note that preferably, each cell of each mesh for each TOM is substantially contained within a

single (transmission) area type.

Thus, the present TOM provides the correspondences or mapping between elements of the cluster set and elements of the image
cluster set.

confidence_adjuster(f-0M_ID. image_area. image_cluster__set)

This function returns a confidence value indicative of the target HS I40 being in the area for “image_area". Note that

the steps for this function are provided in flowchart form in figs. 27a and 27b.

RETURNS: - A confidence value. This is a value indicative of the target MS being located in the area represented by

“image_area” (when it is assumed that for the related “loc_hyp," the “cluster set area” is the “loc_hyp.pt_covering"

and “loc_hyp.FOll_lD" is “fOH_lD").

The function, “confidence_adjuster,” (and functions called by this function) presuppose a framework or paradigm that

requires some discussion as well as the defining of terms.

Define the term “mapped cluster density" to be the number of the verified location signature clusters in an “image cluster

set" per unit of area in the “image cluster set area”.

It is believed that the higher the “mapped cluster density”, the greater the confidence can be had that a target HS actually

resides in the “image cluster set area" when an estimate for the target HS (by the present TOM) is in the corresponding “the
cluster set".

Thus, the mapped cluster density becomes an important factor in determining a confidence value for an estimated area of a
target HS such as, for example, the area represented by “image_area”. However. the mapped cluster density value requires

modification before it can be utilized in the confidence calculation. In particular, confidence values must be in the range [-I, l]

and a mapped cluster density does not have this constraint. Thus, a “relativized mapped duster density'lfor an estimated HS

area is desired, wherein this relativized measurement is in the range [-I. + I], and in particular, for positive confidences in the
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range [0, I]. Accordingly, to alleviate this dilficulty. for the FOH define the term “prediction mapped cluster density" as a

mapped duster density value, MCD, lor the [OH and image cluster set area wherein:

(i) MED is sufficiently high so that it correlates (at least at a predetermined likelihood threshold level) with the actual target

HS location being in the “image duster set area" when a TON target MS location estimate is in the corresponding "cluster

5 set area";

That is, for a cluster set area (e.g., “Ioc_hyp.pt_covering") for the present TOM, if the image cluster set area: has a mapped

cluster density greater than the “prediction mapped clusterdensity", then there is a high likelihood ol the target HS being in the

image cluster set area.

It is believed that the prediction mapped cluster density will typically be dependent on one or more area types. In

to particular. it is assumed that for each area type, there is a likely range of prediction mapped cluster density values that is

substantially unilonn across the area type. Accordingly, as discussed in detail hereinbelow, to calculate a prediction mapped

cluster density for a particular area type, an estimate is made of the correlation between the mapped cluster densities of image

areas (from cluster set areas) and the likelihood that ii a verified HS location: (a) has a corresponding TON HS estimate in the

cluster set. and (b) is also in the particular area type. then the verified l‘lS location is also in the image area.

15 Thus, if an area is within a single area type, then such a “relativiled mapped cluster density” measurement for the area

may be obtained by dividing the mapped cluster density by the prediction mapped cluster density and taking the smaller of: the

resulting ratio and LO as the value for the relativized mapped duster density.

In some (perhaps most) cases, however, an area (e.g., an image cluster set area) may have portions in a number ol area

types. Accordingly. a “composite prediction mapped cluster density” may be computed, wherein. a weighted sum is computed ol

20 1 the prediction mapped cluster densities for the portions ol the area that is in each of the area types. That is, the weighting, for

each ol the single area type prediction mapped cluster densities. is the fraction of the total area that this area type is. Thus. a

“relativized composite mapped duster density" for the area here may also be computed by dividing the mapped cluster density

by the composite prediction mapped cluster density and taking the smaller of: the resulting ratio and LO as the value for the

relativized composite mapped 'duster density.

25 Accordingly, note that as such a relativiled (composite) mapped cluster density for an image cluster set area increases/decreases, it is

assumed that the confident: of the target MS being in the image cluster set area should increase/decrease,

respectively.

get_composite_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_for_high_certainty(F0ll_lD,image_area);

30 y The present lunction determines a composite prediction mapped cluster density by determining a composite prediction ‘

mapped cluster density for the area represented by “image_area" and for the First Order Model identified by “F0l‘l_lD".

OUTPUT: composite__mapped_density This is a record for the composite prediction

mapped cluster density. In particular. there are with two fields:
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(i) a “value” field giving an approximation to the prediction mapped cluster density for the first

Order Model having id. FOH_lD;

(ii) a “reliability” field giving an indication as to the reliability of the “value" field. The reliability

field is in the range [0, l] with 0 indicating that the ”value" field is worthless and the larger the

5 value the more assurance (an be put in "value" with maximal assurance indicated when "reliability"
is I.

get_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_for(f0lf_lD, area_type)

The present function determines an approximation to a prediction mapped cluster density, 0. for an area type such that if an

10 image cluster set area has a mapped cluster density > = 0, then there is a high expectation that the target HS I40 is in the

image cluster set area. Note that there are a number of embodiments that may be utilized for this function. The steps herein are

also provided in flowchart form in figs. 293 through 29h.

OUTPUT: prediction_mapped~duster_density This is a value giving an approximation to the prediction mapped

15 cluster density for the First Order Model having identity. “FOH_ID", and for the area type represented by

“area_type" '/

ft is important to note that the computation here forthe prediction mapped cluster density may be more intense than

some other computations but the cluster densities computed here need not be performed in real time target HS location

20 processing. That is. the steps of this function may be performed only periodically (e.gw once a week), for each FOH and each area

type thereby precomputing the output for this function. Accordingly, the values obtained here may be stored in a table that is

accessed during real time target HS location processing. However. for simplicity, only the periodically performed steps are

presented here. However. one sltilled in the art will understand that with sufficiently fast computational devices, some related

variations of this function may be performed in real-time In particular, instead of supplying area type as an input to this

25 function, a particular area, A, maybe provided such as the image areafor a cluster set area, or, the portion of such an image area

in a particular area type. Accordingly. wherever "area_type' is used in a statement of the embodiment of this function below.a

comparable statement with “A" an be provided.

Location Hypothesis Analyler Embodiment

Referring now to Fig. 7, an embodiment of the Hypothesis Analyzer is illustrated. The control component is denoted the control

30 module I400 . Thus, this control module manages or controls access to the run time loation hypothesis storage area f4f0. The control module

I400 and the run time location hypothesis storage area |4|0 may be implemented as a bladtboard system and/or an expert system. '

Accordingly, in the bladtboatd embodiment. , and the control module I400 determines when new location hypotheses may be entered onto the
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bladtboard from other processes sudt as the context adjuster I326 as well as when lotation hypotheses maybe output to the most likelihood
estimator I344.

The following is a brief description of eadt submodule included in the loation hypothesis analyzer I332.

(35]) A control module I400 for managing or controlling further processing of location hypotheses received from the context adjuster. This

5 " i' module controlsall location hypothesis processing within the location hypothesis analyzer as well as provitfing the input interface with
i the context adjuster. mm are numerous embodiments that may be utilized for this module, induchng, but not limited to. expert

systems and bladtboard managers. i

(35.2) A run-time location hypothesis storage area I4lll for retaining location hypotheses during their processing by the location hypotheses

analyzer. This an be. for example, an expert system fact base ora bladtboard. Note that in some of the (fisarssion here'inbelow, for

ID simplicity, this module is referred to as a "bladtboard". However. it is not intended that sudt notation be a limitation on the present

invention; ie, the term “bladtboand” hereinafter will denote a run-time data repository for a data processing paradigm wherein the

flow of conuol is substantially data-driven.

(353) An analytical reasoner module I4|6 for determining if (or how well) location hypotheses are consistent with well Itnown physical or

heuristic constraints as, eg.. mentioned in (30.4) above Note that this module maybe a daemon or expert system rule base.

15 (35.4) An historical location reasoner module I424 for adjusting location hypotheses' confidences according to how well the location signature

dtaracteristics (Le, Ioc sigs) associated with a location hypod'tesis compare with “nearby" loc sigs in the location signature data base

as indicated in (30.3) above. Note that this module may also be a daemon or expert system mle base.

(155) A location extrapolator module I432 for use in updating previous location estimates for a target HS when a more recent location

hypothesis is provided to the location hypothesis analyzer I332. That is. assume that the control module I400 receives a new location

20 hypothesis for a target I‘IS for which there are also one or more previous location hypotheses that either have been recently processed

(Le. they reside in the IIS status repository l338, as shown best in Fig. 6), or are arrrently being processed (LL they reside in the run-

time location hypothesis storage area I4l0). Accordingly. ifthe active_timestamp (see Fig. 9 regarding location hypothesis data

fields) of the newly received location hypothesis is sufficiently more recent than the active_timestamp of one of these previous location

hypotheses. then an exuapolation may be performed by the location extrapolator module I432 on sudt previous loation hypotheses so

25 that all target HS location hypotheses being concurrently analyzed are presumed to indude target HS location estimates for

substantially the same point in time Thus, initial location estimates generated by the Hills using different wireless signal

measurements. from different signal transmission time intervals, may have their conesponding dependent location hypotheses utilized

simultaneously for deterrrtining a most likely target HS location estimate. Note that this module may also be daemon or expert system
rule base.

30 (35.6) hypothesis generating module I428 for generating additional location hypotheses according to, for example. HS location information

not adequately utilized or modeled. Note. location hypotheses may also be decomposed here if. for example it is determined that a

location hypothesis includes an MS area estimate that has subareas with radically different diaracteristics sudt as an HS area estimate

that includes an uninhabited area and a densely populated area. Additionally. the hypothesis generating module I428 may generate

“poor reception" location hypotheses that spedfy HS location areas of known poor reception that are “near” or intersect currently
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active location hypotheses Note, that these poor reception location hypotheses may be specially tagged (eg. with a distinctive

f0H_|D value or spedfic tag field) so that regardless of substantially any other location hypothesis confidence value overlapping suds

a poor reception area. such an area will maintain a confidence value of "unknown'I 6e, zero). Note that substantially the only

exception to this constraint is location hypothles generated from mobile base stations I48. Note that this module may also be daemon

or expert system rule base.

In the bladtboard system embodiment of the loation hypothesis anaIerr. a bladtboard system is the mechanism bywhidt the last

adjustments are performed on location hypotheses and by whidt adtfitional location hypotheses may be generated. Briefly, a bIadtboard

system can be described as a particular class of software that typically includes at least three basic components That is:

(36.I) a data base called the “bladtboard,” whose stored infomtation is commonly available to a collection of programming

elements known as “daemons", wherein, in the present invention, the blackboard includes inlonnation concerning the

cunent status of the location hypotheses being evaluated to determine a "most likely" HS location estimate. Note that

this data base is provided by the run time location hypothesis storage area I4l0;

(361) one or more active (and typically opportunistic) knowledge sources, denoted conventionally as “daemons" that create

and modify the contents of the blackboard. The bladtboard system employed requires only that the daemons have

application knowledge specific to the HS location problem addressed by the present invention. As shown in Fig. 7, the

knowledge sources or daemons in the hypothesis analyzer include the analytital reasoner module I4I6, the hypothuis

generating module I420, and the historical location reasoner module I4I6;

(36.3) a control module that enables the realization of the behavior in a serial computing environment. The control element

ordtestrates the flow of control between the various daemons This control module is provided by the control module
I400.

Note that this blackboard system may be commercial, however, the knowledge sources, i.e., daemons, have been developed specifically for

the present invention. For further infomtation regarding sudl bladtboard systems, the following references are incorporated herein by

reference; (a) Jagannathan, V. Dodhiawala. IL 8: Baum, L S. (I989). Bladtboard architectures and applications Boston, MA: Harcourt Brace

jovanovich Publishers; (b) EngeImore, It, & I‘Iorgan, T. (I 988) Bladtboard systems. Reading, Mk Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.

Alternatively, the control module I400 and the run-time location hypothesis storage area |4l0 may be implemented as an expert system

or as a fuzzy rule inferencing system. wherein the control module I400 activates or I‘lires” rules related to the knowledge domain fin the

present case. rules relating to the accuracy of HS location hypothesis estimates), and wherein the rules provide a computational embodiment of.

for example, constraints and heuristic related to the 3&1!qu of HS location estimates Thus, the control module I400 for the present

embodiment is also used for orchestrating, coordinating and controlling the activity of the individual rule bases of the location hypothesis

analyzer (eg. as shown in fig. 7, the analytical reasoner module I4I6. the hypothesis generating module I418 , the historical location reasoner

module I424, and the location extrapolator module I432). for further information regarding such expert systems, the following reference is

incorporated herein by reference: Waterman, 0. A. (I970). A guide to expert systems. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.
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HS Status Repository Embodiment

The MS status repository BB is a run-time storage manager lorstoring location hypotheses lrom previous activations of the

location engine I39 (as well as the output target HS location estimate(s)) so that a target MS may be tracked using target HS

loation hypotheses from previous location engine I}? activations to determine, for example, a movement of the target HS between

evaluations of the target HS location. Thus, by retaining a moving window of previous location hypotheses used in evaluating

positions of a target HS, measurements of the target HS’s velocity, acceleration, and likely next position may be determined by the

location hypothesis analyaer I332. Further, by providing accessibility to recent HS location hypotheses, these hypotheses may be used

to resolve conflicts between hypotheses in a current activation for locating the target HS; e.g., HS paths may be stored here for use in

extrapolating a new location

l‘lost Likelihood Estimator Embodiment

The most lfltelihood estimator B44 is a module for determining a “most hkely" location estimate for a target MS I40 being located

(eg. as in (30]) above). In one embodiment. the most likelihood estimator performs an integration or summing of all location hypothesis

confidence values for any geographic region(s) of interest having at least one location hypothesis that has been provided to the most likelihood

estimator, and wherein the location hypothesis has a relatively (or sufficiently) high confidence. That is, the most likefihood estimator l344

determines the area(s) within eadt sudt region having high confidences (or mnfidences above a threshold) as the most likely target HS I40
location estimates.

In one embodiment ol the most lfltefihood estimator I344, this module uttthes an area mesh, M, over whidt to integrate, wherein the

mesh cells of H are preferably smaller than the greatest location accuracy desired. That is, eadt cell, c, of H is assigned a confidence value

indicating a likelihood that the target HS I40 is located in c. wherein the confidence value for c is determined by the confidence values of the

target HS location estimates provided to the most likelihood estimator I344. Thus, to obtain the most likely loation detemtination(s) the

following steps are performed:

(a) for eadt ol the active location hypotheses output by, e.g, the hypothesis analyzer I332 (alternatively, the context adjuster

|326),nd1 corresponding HS location area estimate, LAE, is provided with a smallest covering, (,5, of cells c from H.

(b) Subsequently, eadt of the cells ol Cu, have their confidence values. adjusted by adding to it the confidence value for LAE.

Accordingly, if the confidence of [Ell is positive, then the cells of (to have their confidences inaeased. Alternatively, if the

confidence of [EA is negative. then the cells of Em have theirvconfidences decreased.

(c) Gwen that the interval [-l.0, + |.0] represents the range in confidence values, and that this range has been partitioned into

intervals. Int. having lengths of, eg, 005, for eadt interval, Int, perform a cluster analysis function for dustering cells with

confident that are in Int. Thus, a topographical-type map may be constructed from the resulting cell dusters. wherein

higher confidence areas are analogous to representations olareas having higher elevations.

(d) Output a representation of the resulting clusters for eadt lnt to the output gateway I356 for determining the location

granularity and representation desired by eadt location application I46 requesting the location of the target HS I40.
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Of course. variations in the above algorithm also within the scope of the present invention. For example. some embotfiments of the

most lflselihood estimator B44 may:

(e) Perform special processing for areas designated as “poor reception” areas For example, the most likelihood estimator |344 may

be able to impose a confidence value of tern fie, meaning it is unknown as to whether the target MS is in the area) on each

suds poor reception area regardless of the loation estimate confidence values unless there is a loation hypothesis fmm a

reliable and unanticipated source That is. the mesh cells of a poor reception area may have their confidences set to zero

unless, e.g.. there is a location hypothesis derived lmm target HS loation data provided by a mobfle base station M8 that

(a) is near the poor reception area, (b) able to detect that the target MS MO is in the poor reception area. and (c) can relay

target HS location data to the location center 142. In suds a case. the confidence of the target HS location estimate lmm the

HHS location hypothesis may take precedence. I

(f) Additionally. in some embodiments of the most likelihood estimator I344. cells c of N that are “near" or adjacent to a covering

(to may also have their confidences adjusted according to how near the cells c are to the covering. That is. the assigning of

confidences to cell meshes maybe "fuuified' in the terms of furry logic so that the confidence value of each location

hypothesis utililed by the most lfitelihood estimator l344 is provided with a weighting factor depending on its pmxity to the

target HS loation estimate of the loation hypothesis. More precisely, it is believed that "neamess," in the present context.

should be monotonic with the “wideness' of the covering; ie, as the extent of the covering increases (decreases) in a

particular direction. the cells c affected beyond the covering also increases (decreases). furthermore. in some embodiments of

the moss likelihood estimator [344. the greater (lesser) the confidence in the LEA, the more (fewer) cells c beyond the covering

have their confidences affected. To describe this tedrnique in further detail. reference is made to Fig. l0. wherein an area A is

assumed to be a covering (u, having a confidence denoted “conf”. Accordingly, to determine a confidence adjustment to add

to a cell c not in A (and additionally. the centroid of A not being substantially identical with the centroid of c whidi could occur

if A were donut shaped), the following steps may be perfomsed:

(0 Determine the centroid of A, denoted Cent(A).

Gr) Determine the centroid of the cell c. denoted Q.

(iii) Determine the extent of A along the line between [ent(A) and Q. denoted L

(iv) For a given type of probability density function. P(x), such as a Gaussian function. letT be the beginning

portion of the function that lives on the x-axis interval [0. t]. wherein P(t) = ABS(conf) = the absolute

value of the confidence of (w.

(v) Stretdi T along the x-axis so that the snetdted function. denoted sT(x), has an x-aitis support of [0. [/(l + e‘

“”‘M'mfl. where a is in range of 3.0 to |0.0; eg, 5.0. Note that sT(x) is the function.

P(x ' (I +e'l“"““"l'"l)/l). on this stretdied extent. further note that for confidences of + |

and -|. the support of sT(x) is [0. L] and for mnfidences at (or near) zem this support. further, the term.

W +em” 'll)
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is monotonically increasing with land ABS(mnI).

(v1) Determine D = the minimum distance that Q is outside of A along the lure between (ent(A) and 0.

(vii) Determine the absolute value of the dtange in the confidence of (as sT(D).

(vfii) Provide the value sT(D) with the same sign as conl, and provide the potentially sign dtanged value sT(D) as

5 the confidence ol the cell c.

Additionally. in some embocfiments. the most likelihood estimator I344. upon receiving one or more location hypotheses from the

hypothesis analyzer I332, also pedorms some or all of the following tasks:

(37.|) filters out location hypotheses having confidence values near lero whenever such location hypotheses are deemed too

unreliable to be utilized in determining a target HS location estimate. For example. location hypotheses having confidence

to values in the range [-0.02. 0.02] may be filtered here;

(37.2) Determines the area of interest over whidt to perlonn the integration In one embodiment, this area is a convex hull

including each of the HS area estimates Imm the received location hypotheses (wherein sudt location hypotheses have not

been removed from consideration by the filtering process of (37.I));

(37.3) Determines. once the integration is performed, one or more collections 0! contiguous area mesh cells that maybe deemed a

15 ' “most flkely” HS location estimate. wherein each sudt collection includes one or more area mesh cells having a high

confidence value.

Detailed Description of the location Hypothesis Analyaer Submodules

Analytical Reasoner Module

The analytical reasoner applies constraint or "sanity" dredts to the target HS estirrtates ol the loation hypotheses residing in the Run-time

20 Location Hypothesis Storage Area for adjusting the assodated confidence values accordingly. In one embodiment. these sanity chedts involve

"path" inlomtation That is. this module determines if(or how well) location hypotheses are consistent with well known physiul constraints

sudt as the laws of physics, in an area in whidt the HS (assodated with the location hypothesis) is estimated to be located. Forexarnple, ifthe

difference between a previous (most likely) location estimate of a target HS and‘an estimate by a current location hypothesis requires the MS
to:

25 (a) move at an unreasonably high rate of speed (eg. 200 mph). or

(b) move at an unreasonably high rate of speed lor an area (eg, BO mph in a com patch), or

(c) make unreasonably sharp velocity dtanges (eg. from 60 mph in one direction to 60 mph in the opposite tfirettion in 4 sec).

then the confidence in the mrrent hypothesis is reduced. Sudt path infomtation may be derived for eadt time series of location hypotheses

resulting Irom the FOHs by maintaining a window of previous loation hypotheses in the HS status repository I338. Moreover, by additionally

30 retaining the “most likely" target HS location estimates (output by the most likelihood estimator I344). urrrent location hypotheses may be

compared against such most likely HS location estimates
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The following path sanity chedts are incorporated into the computations of this module. That is:

(I) do the pretficted HS paths generally follow a known transportation pathway (eg, in the case of a calculated speed of greater

than 50 miles per hour are the target HS loation estimates within. for example. .2 miles of a pathway where such speed maybe

sustained); if so (not), then increase (decrease) the confidence of the location hypotheses not satisfying this criterion;

(2) are the speeds. velodties and accelerations, determined from the arrrent and past target HS location estimates, reasonable for

the region (eg. speeds should be less than 60 miles per hour in a dense urban area at 9 am); if so (not), then increase

(decrease) the confidence of those that are (un)reasonable:

(3) are the locations, speeds, velocities and/or accelerations similar between target HS tradts produced by different fOHs simflar:

decrease the confidence of the crurently attive [oration hypotheses that are indicated as "outliers" by this criterion;

(4) are the currently aaive location hypothesis target HS estimates consistent with previous predictions olwhere the target MS is

predicted to be from a previous (most likely) target HS estimate; if not, then deaease the confidence of at least those location

hypothesis estimates that are substantially differem from the corresponding predictions Note. however, that in some uses this

may be over ruled for example. if the prediction is for an area for whidr there is Location Base Station coverage. and no

location Base Station covering the area subsequently reports communiating with the target HS, then the predictions are

incorrect and any current location hypothesis from the same FOM should not be deceased here if it is ouuide of this Location

Base Station coverage area

Notice from Fig.7 that the analytial reasoner can access location hypotheses currently posted on the Run-time location Hypothesis

Storage Area. hddicionally. it interacts with the Pathway Database whid'r contains information concerning the location of natural

transportation pathways in the region (highways, rivers. etc.) and the Area Characteristics Database whidl contains information concerning, for

example, reasonable velodties that can be expected in various regions (for instance. speeds of 80 mph would not be reasonably expected in

dense urban areas). Note that both speed and direction can be important constraints; eg, even though a speed might be appropriate foran

area. sudI as 20 mph in adense urban area. ifthe direaion indicated by a time series of related location hypotheses is directly through an

extensive building complex having no through traffic routes, then a reduction in the confidence of one or more of the location hypotheses may

be appropriate

One embodiment of the Analytical Reasoner illustrating how such constraints may be implemented is provided in the following section

Note, however, that this embodiment analyses only location hypotheses having a non-negative confidence value

Modules of an embodiment of the analytical reasoner module ‘I4I6 are provided hereinbelow.

Path Comparison Module

The path comparison module I454 irnplements'the following strategy. the confidence of a particular [oration hypothesis is be increased

(deceased) if it is (not) predicting a path that fies along a known transportation pathway (and the speed of the target MS is sufficiently high).

For instance, if a time series of target HS loation hypotheses fora given Hill is predicting a path of the target MS that lies along an interstate
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highway. the confidence of the currently active location hypothesis for tftis POM should. in general. be increased. Thus, at a high level the

following steps ntay be performed:

(a) for each FOH having a currently active location hypothesis in the Run-time Loafion Hypothesis Storage Area (also denoted

“bladcboard"). determine a recent “path" obtained from a time series of location hypotheses for the FOlL This computation for the

“path‘I is performed by stringing together successive “center of area" ((0A) or centroid values determined from the most pertinent

‘ target HS location estimate in eadt location hypothesis (recall that each location hypothesis may have a plurality of target HS area

estimates with one being the most pertinent). The information is stored in, for example. a matrix of values wherein one dimertsion

of the matrix identifies the FUN and the a second dimension of the matrix represents a series of (0A path values 0i course, some

entries in the matrix may be undefined. I i

(b) Compare each path obtained in (a) against known transportation pathways in an area containing the patft. A value. path_match(D.

representing to what extent the path rnatdtes arty lcnown transportation pathway is computed. Such values are used later in a

computation for adjusting the confidence of each corresponding currently active location hypothesis.

Velocity/Acceleration Calculation l'fodule

fhe velocity/acceleration calculation module I458 mmputes velodty and/or acceleration estimates for the target HS I40 using urn'ently

active location hypotheses and previous fomtion hypothesis estimates of the target HS. In one embodiment, for each fOH l224 having a

tummy active location hypothesis (with positive confidences) and a sufficient number of previous (reasonably recent) target HS location

hypotheses. a velocity and/or acceleration may be calculated. In an altentative embodiment. sudt a velocity and/or acceleration may be

calculated using the currently active location hypotheses and one or more recent "most likely“ locations of the target HS output by the loation

engine I39. If the estimated velocity and/or acceleration corresponding to a currently active location hypothesis is reasonable for the region,

then its confidence value may be incremented; if not, then its confidence may be decremented. The algorithm may be summarized as follow:

(a) Approximate speed and/oracceleration estimates forwrrently active target HS location hypotheses may be provided using path

information related to tfteatnentfy active location hypothesa and previous target HS location estimates in a manner similar to the

desaiption of the path comparison module I454. Accordingly. a single confidence adjustment value may be determined for each

currently active location hypothesis for indicating the extent to whidl its conesponding velocity and/or acceleration calculations are

reasonable for its particular target HS location estimate. This calculation is performed by retrieving infomtation from the area
characteristic data base I450 (eg, Figs 6 and_7). Since eadt location hypothesis indudes timestamp data initiating when the MS

loation signals were received from the target HS, the velocity and/oratxeleration associated with a path lor’a currently active

location hypothesis can be straightforwardly approximated. Accordingly. a confidence adjustment value. vel_olt(i). indicating a

likelihood that the velocity calculated for the I‘ currently active location hypothesis (having adequate corresponding patlt

irtfomtation) may be appropriate is calculated using for the environmental dtaracteristics of the location hypothesis' target HS

location estimate. for example, the area dtaracteristics data base I450 may include expected maximum veloa'ties and/or

accelerations for eadt area type and/or cell of a cell mesh of the covenge area [20. Thus. velocities and/or amelerations above such

maitimum valua may be indicative ofanomalies in the HS location estimating process. Accordingly, in one embocfiment. the most
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recent location hypotheses yielding such extreme velocities and/or accelerations may have their confidence values decreased for

example, if the target l'lS location estimate indudes a portion of an interstate highway. then an appropriate velocity might

conespond to aspeed of up to l00 miles per hour, whereas if the target HS location estimate includes only rural dirt roads and

tomato patdtes. then a lfltely speed might be no more than 30 nules per hour with an maximum speed of 60 miles per hour

5 (assuming favorable environmental dtaracteristit: such as weather). Note that a list of sudt environmental dtaracteristit: may

include such factors as: area type. time of day, season. further note that more unpredictable environmental diara‘neristics such as

traffic flow pattems. weather (cg. dear. raining. mowing. etc) may also be included, values for these latter dtaracteristit: coming

from the environmental data base I354 whidt receives and maintains information on sudt unpredictable diaracteristics (cg. figs.6

and 7). Also note that a simflar confidence adiustmentvalue acc_olt(t), may be provided for cunentlyactive location hypotheses. '

10 wherein the confidence adjustment is related to the appropriateness of the acceleration estimate of the target HS.

Attribute Comparison Hodule

The attribute comparison module I462 compares attribute values for location hypotheses generated from different POHs. and determines

if the confidence of certain of the crrrrently active location hypotheses should be inaeased due to a similarity in related values for the attribute.

15 That is, for an attributeA. an attribute value for A derived from a set 3%] of one or more location hypotheses generated by one FOH, F0ll[|],

is compared with another attribute value for A derived from a set Sm of one or more location hypotheses generated by a different POM,

f0l1[2] for determining if these attribute values duster (Le. are sufficiently close to one another) so that a cunently active location hypothesis

in SW] and a currently active location hypothesis in Smshould have their confidences increased. for example. the attribute my be a

“target HS path data” attribute, wherein a value for the attnbute is an estimated target HS path derived from location hypotheses generated

20 by a fixed fOll over some (recent) time period. Alternatively. the attnbute might be, for example. one of a velocity and/or acceleration,

. wherein a value for the attribute is a velocity and/or acceleration derived from location hypotheses generated by a fixed POM over some

(recent) time period. 7 i

In a general context. the attribute comparison module llbl operates according to the following premise: ‘

(l8.l) for eadt of two or more currently active location hypotheses (with, e.g., positive confidences) if:

25 (a) eadt of these currently active location hypotheses. H. was initially generated by a corresponding different fOHu; E

(b) for a given HS estimate attribute and eadt sudn currently active location hypothesis, H, there is a corresponding value for the a

attribute (e.g.. the attribute value might be an MS path estimate, or alternatively an MS estimated veloa'ty. or an MS estimated

acceleration). wherein the attribute value is derived without using a fOll different from FOHR, and;

(c) the derived attribute values duster sufficiently well,

30 then eadt of these cun'ently active location hypotheses. H, will have their corresponding confidences increased. That is, these mnfidences will be

increased by a confidence adjustment value or delta.

Note that the phrase "duster sufficiently well" above may have a number of technical embodiments. including performing various cluster

analysis technitu wherein any clusters (according to some statistic) must satisfy a system set threshold for the members of the cluster being
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close enough to one another. further. upon determining the (airy) location hypotheses satisfying (38.0. there are various techniques that my

be used in determining a change or delta in confidences to be applied. for example. in one embodiment, an initial default confidence delta that

maybe utilized i: if "d" denotes the confidence of such a currently active location hypothesis satisfying (381). then an increased mnfidence

that soil remains in the interval [0, [.0] may be: d + [(I - d)/(| + cf )]‘. or. d ' [|.0 + d'], n.= >2, or, cf ‘ [a‘constant having a

5 system tuned parameter as a farIor]. fhat is. the confidence deltas for these examples are: [(l - cf)/(l + cf )]1 (an additive delta), and, [LO

+ d'] (a multiplicative delta). and a constant Additionally. note that it is within the scope of the present invention to also provide sud)

confidence deltas (additive deltas or multiplicative deltas) with factors related to the number of such location hypotheses in the cluster.

Moreover, note that it is an aspect of the present invention to provide an adaptive medianism (i.e.. the adaptation engine I382 shown in

figs 5, 6 and 8) for automatically determining performance enhancing dtanges in confidence adjusunent values such as the confidence deltas

10 for the present module That is. sudr dranges are detennined by applying an adaptive mechanism. such as a genetic algorithm, to a collection

of “system parameters" Gnduding parameters specifying confidence adjustment values as well as system parameters of. for example, the

context adjuster I326) in order to enhance perforrnance'of the present invention. More particularly, such an adaptive medianism may

' repeatedly perform the following steps:

(a) modify sudr system parameters;

15 (b) consequently activate an instantiation of the location engine l39 (having the modified system parameters) to process, as input, a

series of HS signal location data that has been ardtived together with data corresponding to a verified MS location from whidr signal

locrtion data was transmitted (e.g, sudi data as is stored in the location signature data base BIG); and

(c) then determine if the motfifimtions to the system parameters enhanced location engine I” performance in comparison to previous

performances.

20 Assuming this module adjusts confidenoes of currently active location hypotheses according to one or more of the attributes: target HS

path data. target HS velodty, and target HS. acceleration, the computation for this module maybe summarized in the following steps:

‘ (a) Detenuine if any of the cunently active loation hypotheses satisfy the premise (38.l) for the attribute. Note that in making this

determination, avenge distances and average standard deviations for the paths (velodties and/or accelerations) corresponding to

currently active location hypotheses may be computed.

25 (b) For eadt currently active location hypothesis (wherein “i" uniquely identifies the location hypothesis) selected to have its confidence

increased, a confidence adjustment value. path_similar(0 (alternatively. velodty__similar(t) and/or acceleration_similar(0 ), is

computed indiating the extent to whidt the attribute value matdtes another attribute value being predicted by another POM.

Note that sudt confiderice adjustment values are used later in the calculation of an aggregate confidence adjustment to particular

currently active loation hypotheses

30 Analytical Reasoner Controller

Grven one or more currently active location hypotheses for the same target HS input to the analytical reasoner controller I466, this controller

activates. for ead'r sudr input location hypothesis. the other submodules of the analytical reasoner module |4|6 (denoted hereinafter as

“adjustment submodules") with this location hypothesis Subsequently. the analytical reasoner controller I466 receives an output confidence
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adjustmentvalue computed by each adjustment submodule [or adjusting the confidence of this location hypothesis. Note that each adjustment

submodule determine:

(a) whether the adjustment submodule may appropriately mmpute a confidence adjustment value for the location hypothesis

supplied by the controller. (For example. in somecasa there may not be a sufficient number of location hypotheses in a time

series from a fused FDH);

(b) if appropriate. then the adjustment submodule computes a non-zero confidence adjustment value that is returned to the

analytical reasoner controller.

Subsequently, the controller uses the output from the adjustment submodules to compute an aggregate confidence adjustment for the

corresponding location hypothesis. In one particular embodiment of the present invention. values for the eight types of confidence adjustment

values (described in sections above) are output to the present controller for computing an aggregate confidence adjustment value for

adjusting the confidence of the cunently active location hypothesis presently being analyzed by the analytical reasoner module l4l6. As an

example of how such confidence adjustment values may be utilized, assuming a cunently active location hypothesis is identified by “F', the

outputs from the above described adjustment submodules may be more fully described as:

path_rnatchG)

vel_olt6)

acc_olt(i)

similar_path(i)

‘ velocity_similar(0

I if there are sulfident previous (and recent) loution hypotheses for the same target MS as “i” that

have been generated by the same FOH that generated “i”. and. the target HS location estimates

provided by the location hypothesis “i" and the previous location hypotheses follow a known _

transportation pathway.

0 otherwise.

I if the velocity calculated for the i‘ cunently active location hypothesis (assuming adequate

corresponding path information) is typical for the area (and the omens environmental

dtaracteristics) of this location hypothesis’ target HS loation estimate;

0.2 if the velocity calculated for the i“ currently active location hypothlis is near a maximum for the

area (and the cunent environmental diameteristiu) of this location hypothesis' target HS location

estimate;

0 if the velocity calculated is above the maximum

I if the acceleration calculated for the r" cunently active location hypothesis (assuming adequate '

conesponding path inlonnation) is typical for the area (and the current environmental

dtaracteristic) of this loation hypothesis' target HS location estimate;

01 if the acceleration calculated [or the F currently active location hypothesis is near a maximum for the

area (and the current environmental diaracteristiu) of this location hypothesis' target HS location
estimate,

0 if the acceleration calmlated is above the maximum

I if the location hypothesis "i" satisfies (3H) for the target MS path data attribute; 0 otherwise. e

I if the location hypothesis “r‘ satisfies (3H) for the target HS velocity attribute; 0 otherwise
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acceleration_simrlar(i) I il the location hypothen's "i" satisfies (JBJ) for the target HS acceleration attribute: 0 otherwise.

extrapolation_dllt(i) I if the location hypothesis "i" is “near" a previously predicted HS location for the target HS; 0

otherwise.‘

5 Additionally, for eadt of the above confidence adjustments, there is a correspontfing location engine I39 system setable parameter whose

value may be determined by repeated activation of the adaptation engine I382. Accordingly, for eadt of the confidence adjustment types. T,

above, there is a corresponding system setahle parameter, “alpha_l", that is tunable by the adaptation engine I382. Accordingly, the

following high level program segment illustrates the aggregate confidenm adjustment value computed by the Analytical Reasoner Controller. '

10 ' target HS Ioc hyps < —— get all cunently active location hypothaes. H. identifying the present target;

for each currently active location hypothesis. hyp(i). from target_HS_loc_hyps do

{

for eadI of the confidence adjustment submodules, (A. do

activate CA with hyp(0 as input;

15 l‘ now compute the aggregate confidence adjustment using the output from the confidence adjustment submodules ‘/

aggregate_adjusu'nent(i) < —- alpha_path_matdl ’ path_match(i)

+ alpha_velocity ' vel_olt(0

+ alpha_path_similar‘ path_similar(0

+ alpha_velocity_simflar‘ velodty_similarfi)

20 + alpha_acceleration_similar' acceleration_similar(0

i + alpha_extrapolation ' extrapolation_dtltfi);

hypmconfidente <-- hypfi).confidence + agregate_adjustment(i);

25 4 Historical Location Ileasoner

The historical location reasoner module I424 may be, for example. a daemon or expert system nrle base. The module adjusts the

confidences of cunently active loation hypotheses by using (from location signature data base I320) historical signal data correlated

with: (a) verified HS loations (e.g. locations verified when emergency personnel co-Iocate with a target HS location). and (b) various g

environmental factors to evaluate how consistent the location signature cluster for an input location hypothesis agrees with such

30 historical signal data /

Ihis reasoner will increase/decrease the confidence of a currently active location hypothesis depending on how well its associated

loc sigs correlate with the loc sigs obtained from data in the Ioation signature data base.
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Note that the embodiment hereinbelow is but one of many embodiments that may adjust the confidence of currently active

location hypotheses appropriately. Accordingly, it is important to note other embodiments of the historical location reasoner

functionality are within the scope of the present invention as one skilled in the art will appreciate upon examining the techniques

utilited within this specification. For example, calculations of a confidence adjustment factor may he determined using Monte Carlo

5 tedtniques as in the context adjuster l326. Each sudi embodiment generates a measurement of at least one of the similarity and the

discrepancy between the signal characteristics of the verified location signature clusters in the location signature data base and the

location signature cluster for an input currently active location hypothesis. “loc_hyp".

The embodiment hereinbelow provides one example of the functionality that can be provided by the historical location reasoner

I424 (either by activating the following programs as a daemon or by transforming various program segments into the consequents of

to expert system rules). The present embodiment generates such a confidence adjustment by the following steps:

(a) comparing. for each cell in a mesh covering of the most relevant HS location estimate in “loc_hyp", the foation signature

cluster of the “Ioc_hyp" with the verified location signature clusters in the cell so that the following are computed: (i) a

discrepancy or error measurement is determined. and (i0 a corresponding measurement indicating a likelihood or

confidence of the discrepancy measurement being relatively accurate in comparison to other such error measurements;

15 (b) computing an aggregate measurement of both the errors and the confidences determined in (a); and

(c) using the computed aggregate measurement of (b) to adjust the confidence of “loc_hyp”.

The program illustrated in APPENDIX E provides a more detailed embodiment of the steps immediately above.

20 Location Extrapolalor

The location extrapolator I432 worlcs on the following premise: if for a currently active location hypothesis there is sufficient previous related

information regarding estimates of the target HS (egsfrom the same TOM or from using a “most lflcely" previous target HS estimate output by

the location engine B9). then an extrapolation may be performed for predicting future target HS locations that can be compared with new

location hypotheses provided to the blackboard. Note that interpolation routines (cg. conventional algorithms such as Lagrange or Newton

25 polynomials) may be used to determine an equation that approximates a target HS path corresponding to a currently active location

hypothesis.

Subsequently, such an extrapolation equation may be used to compute a future target HS location. For further information regarding

such interpolation sdtemes. the following reference is incorporated herein by reference: Mathews. I992, Numerical methods for mathematics. .

science. and engineering. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice HafL

30 Accordingly. if a new currently active location hypothesis (cg. supplied by the context adjuster) is received by the bladtboard. then the

target HS loation estimate of the new location hypothesis maybe compared with the predicted location Consequently, a confidence
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adjustment value tan be determined according to how well if the location hypothesis “i". That is. this mnfidente adjustment value will be

larger as the new HS estimate and the prerfiaed estimate become closer together.

Note that in one embodiment of the present invention, sudt predictions are based solely on previous target MS location estimates output

by [nation engine :39. Thus, in sudr an emborfiment. substantially every currently active location hypothesis can be provided with a

confidence adjustment value by this module once a sufficient number of previous target HS location estimates have been output. Acconfingly. a

value, extrapolation_dtkfi). that represents how accurately the new currently active Iotation hypothesis fidentified here by "r‘) matdtes the

precficted location is determined

Hypothesis Generating Module

The hypothesis generating module 1428 is used for generating additional location hypotheses accortfing to, for example, MS location

inlonnation not adequately utilized or modeled. Note, lotation hypotheses may also be decomposed here ii. for example it is determined that a

lotation hypothesis includes an MS area estimate that has subareas with radically different characteristics sudt as an area that induda an

uninhabited area and a densely populated area. Additionally, the hypothesis generating module I428 may generate “poor reception" |ot2tion

hypotheses that spediy HS location areas of known poor reception that are “near" or intersect mnently active location hypotheses Note, that

these poor reception lotation hypotheses may be specially tagged (eg. with a distinctive FOH_ID value or specific tag field) so that regardless

of substantially any other loation hypothesis confidence value overlapping sudt a poor reception area. sudt an area will maintain a confidence

value of “unknown" (i.e..1ero). Note that substantially the only exception to this constraint is location hypotheses generated from mobfle base

stations I48.
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Mobile Base Station Location Subsystem Description

Hobile Base Station Subsystem Introduction

Any collection of mobile electronics (denoted mobile location unit) that is able to both estimate a location of a target HS I40

and communicate with the base station network may be utilized by the present invention to more accurately locate the target l‘lS.

Such mobile location units may provide greater target HS location accuracy by, for example. homing in on the target HS and by

transmitting additional HS location information to the location center I42. There are a number of embodiments for such a mobile

location unit contemplated by the present invention. for example, in a minimal version. such the electronics of the mobile location

unit may be little more than an onboard HS I40, a sectored/directional antenna and a controller for communicating between them.

Thus, the onboard MS is used to communicate with the location center I42 and possibly the target HS I40, while the antenna

monitors signals for homing in on the target HS I40. In an enhanced version of the mobile location unit. a GPS receiver may also be

incorporated so that the location of the mobile location unit may be determined and consequently an estimate of the location of the

target MS may also be determined. However, such a mobile location unit is unlikely to be able to determine substantially more than a

direction of the target HS I40 via the sectored/directional antenna without further base station infrastructure cooperation in, for

example, determining the transmission power level of the target MS or varying this power level. Thus, if the target MS or the mobile

location unit leaves the coverage area I20 or resides in a poor communication area. it may be difficult to accurately determine where

the target MS is located. None-the-Iess. such mobile location units may be sufficient for many situations, and in fact the present

invention contemplates their use. However, in cases where direct communication with the target MS is desired without constant

contact with the base station infrastructure, the present invention includes a mobile location unit that is also a salad down version of

a base station In. Thus, given that such a mobile base station or NBS I48 includes at least an onboard HS I40, a

sectored/directional antenna, a GPS receiver, a scaled down base station In and sufficient components (including a controller) for

integrating the capabilities of these devices, an enhanced autonomous HS mobile location system can he provided that can be

effectively used in, for example; emergency vehicles, air planes and boats. Accordingly, the description that follows below describes
an embodiment of an HBS I48 having the above mentioned components and capabilities for use in a vehicle.

As a consequence of the NBS I40 being mobile, there are fundamental differences in the operation of an HBS in

comparison to other types of BS's l22 (I52). In particular, other types of base stations have fixed locations that are precisely

determined and known by the location center, whereas a location of an HBS I40 may be known only approximately and thus may

require repeated and frequent re-estimating. Secondly. other types of base stations have substantially fixed and stable .

communication with the location center (via possibly other BS's in the case of lBSs l52) and therefore although these BS's may be

more reliable in their in their ability to communicate information related to the location of a target MS with the location center,

accuracy can be problematic in poor reception areas. Thus, HBS's maybe used in areas (such as wilderness areas) where there may

be no other means for reliably and cost effectively locating a target HS I40 (i.e., there may be insufficient fixed location BS's

coverage in an area).
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fig. Il provides a high level block diagram architecture of one embodiment of the NBS location subsystem ISOB. ,

Accordingly, an NBS may include components for communicating with the fixed location BS network infrastructure and the location

center I42 via an on-board transceiver |5l2 that is effectively an MS I40 integrated into the location subsystem I503. Thus, if the

NBS I48 travels through an area having poor infrastructure signal coverage, then the NBS may not be able to communicate reliably

with the loution center I42 (e.g., in rural or mountainous areas having reduced wireless telephony coverage). So it is desirable that

the NBS I48 must be capable of functioning substantially autonomously from the location center. In one embodiment, this implies

that each NBS I48 must be capable of estimating both its own location as well as the loation of a target NS I40.

Additionally. many commercial wireless telephony technologies require all BS's in a network to be very accurately time

synchronized both for transmitting NS voice communication as well as for other services such as MS location. Accordingly, the NBS

I48 will also require such time synchronization. However, since an NBS I48 may not be in constant communication with the fixed

location BS network (and indeed may be off-line for substantial periods of time), on-board highly accurate timing device may be

necessary. In one embodiment. such a device maybe a commercially available ribidium oscillator |520 as shown in Fig. II.

Since the NBS I48 , includes a scaled down version of a BS |22 (denoted |522 in fig. II). it is capable of performing most typical

BS |22 tasks, albeit on a reduced sale. In particular, the base station portion of the NBS I48 an:

(a) raise/lower its pilot channel signal strength,

(b) be in a state of soft hand-off with an NS I40, and/or

(c) be the primary BS ID for an NS I40. and consequently be in voice communication with the target NS (via the NBS

operator telephony interface l524) if the NS supports voice communication.

funher. the NBS I48 can, if it becomes the primary base station communicating with the NS I40, request the NS to raise/lower its

power or, more generally, control the communication with the NS (via the base station components I522). However, since the NBS

I48 will likely have substantially reduced telephony traffic capacity in comparison to a standard infrastructure base station l22, note

that the pilot channel for the NBS is preferably a nonstandard pilot channel in that it should not be identified as a conventional

, telephony traffic'bearingBS l22 by‘NS's seeking normal telephony communication. Thus, a target NS I40 requesting to be located

may, depending on its capabilities, either automatically configure itself to scan for certain predetermined NBS pilot channels, or be

instructed via the fixed location base station network (equivalently BS infrastructure) to scan for a certain predetermined NBS pilot

channel.

Moreover, the NBS I48 has an additional advantage in that it can substantially increase the reliability of communication with a

target NS I40 in comparison to the base station infrastructure by being able to move toward or track the target NS I40 even if this

NS is in (or moves into) a reduced infrastructure base station network coverage area. Furthermore, an NBS I43 may preferably use a

directional or smart antenna |526 to more accurately locate a direction of signals from a target HS I40. Thus, the sweeping of such a

smart antenna |526 (physically or electronically) provides directional information regarding signals received from the target NS I40.

That is, such directional information is determined by the signal propagation delay of signals from the target NS I40 to the angular

sectors of one of more directional antennas ISZB on-board the NBS I48.
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Before proceeding to further details of the NBS Ioation subsystem ISOB, an example of the operation of an NBS I48 in the

context of responding to a 9” emergency call is given. In particular. this example describes the high level computational states

through which the NBS I48 transitions, these states also being illustrated in the state transition diagram of fig. I2. Note that this

figure illustrates the primary state transitions between these NBS I48 states, wherein the solid state transitions are indicative of a

typical “ideal" progression when locating or tracking a target NS I40, and the dashed state transitions are the primary state

reversions due, for example, to difficulties in locating the target NS I40.

Accordingly, initially the NBS I48 may be in an inactive state IIOD, wherein the NBS location subsystem I508 is effectively

available for voice or data communication with the fixed location base station network, but the NS I40 Ioating capabilities of the

NBS are not active. from the inactive state I700 the NBS (e.g.. a police or rescue vehicle) may enter an active state ”04 once an

NBS operator has logged onto the NBS location subsystem of the NBS, such logging being for authentication, verification and

joumaling of NBS I48 events. In the active state ”04, the NBS may be listed by a 9” emergency center and/or the location center

I42 as eligible for service in responding to a 9” request. from this state, the NBS I48 may transition to a ready state ”08 signifying

that the NBS is ready for use in locating and/or intercepting a target NS I40. That is, the NBS I48 may transition to the ready state

I708 by performing the following steps:

(Ia) Synchronizing the timing of the location subsystem I508 with that of the base station network infrastructure. In one

embodiment, when requesting such time synchronization from the base station infrastructure. the NBS I48 will be at a

predetermined or well known location so that the NBS time syndrronization may adjust for a known amount of signal

propagation delay in the synchronization signal.

(lb) Establishing the location of the NBS I48. In one embodiment. this may be accomplished by, for example, an NBS operator

identifying the predetermined or well known location at which the NBS I48 is located.

(Ic) [ommunicating with, for example, the 9” emergency center via the fixed location base station infrastructure to identify
the NBS I48 as in the ready state.

Thus,while in the ready state I708, as the NBS I48 moves. it has its location repeatedly (re)-estimated via, for example,

GPS signals, location center I42S location estimates from the base stations I22 (and I52), and an on-board deadreckoning subsystem

I527 having an NBS location estimator according to the programs described hereinbelow. However, note that the accuracy of the

base station time synchronization (via the ribidium oscillator ISZO) and the accuracy of the NBS I48 location may need to both be

periodically recalibrated according to (la) and (lb) above.

Assuming a 9” signal is transmitted by a target NS I40, this signal is transmitted, via the fixed location base station

infrastructure. to the 9“ emergency center and the location center I42, and assuming the NBS I48 is in the ready state ”08. if a

corresponding 9” emergency request is transmitted to the NBS (via the base station infrastructure) from the 9” emergency ceriter

or the location center, then the NBS may transition to a seek state l7|2 by performing the following steps:

(2a) Communicating with, for example. the 9” emergency response center via the fixed location base station network to receive

the I’ll code forthe target NS to be located (wherein this communication is performed using the NS~like transceiver ISI2

and/or the NBS operator telephony interface I524).
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(2b) Obtaining a most recent target NS location estimate from either the 9” emergency center or the location center I42.

(2:) Inputting by the NBS operator an acknowledgment of the target NS to be located, and transmitting this acknowledgment

to the 9” emergency response center via the transceiver ISIZ.

5 Subsequently, when the NBS I48 is in the seek state ITII. the NBS may commence toward the target NS location estimate

provided. Note that it is likely that the NBS is not initially in direct signal contact with the target NS. Accordingly. in the seekstate

III) the following steps may be, for example, performed: .

(32) The lomtion center I42 or the 9“ emergency response center may inlonn the target NS, via the fixed loation base station

network. to lower its threshold for soft handoff and at least periodically boost its location signal strength. Additionally,

to the target NS may be informed to scan for the pilot channel of the NBS I48. (Note the actions here are not, actions

performed by the NBS I48 in the "seek state"; however, these actions are given here for clarity and completeness.)

(3b) Repeatedly, as sufficient new NS location information is available, the location center I42 provides new NS loation

estimates to the NBS I48 via the fixed location base station network

(3c) The NBS repeatedly provides the NBS operator with new target NS location estimates provided substantially by the location

15 center via the fixed Ioation base station network.

(3d) The NBS I48 repeatedly attempts to detect a signal from the target NS using the PN code for the target NS.

(3e) The NBS I48 repeatedly estimates its own location (as in other states as well), and receives NBS location estimates fmm

the location center.

20 Assuming that the NBS I48 and target NS I40 detect one another (which typically occurs when the two units are within .25

to 3 miles of one another), the NBS enters a contact state |7|6 when the target NS I40 enters a soft hand-off state with the NBS.

Accordingly. in the contact state |7I6, the following steps are. for example. performed:

(4a) The NBS I48 repeatedly estimates its own location.

(4b) Repeatedly, the location center I42 provides new target NS I40 and NBS location estimates to the NBS I4B via the fixed

25 location base infrastructure network .

(4c) Since the NBS I48 is at least in soft hand-off with the target NS I40, the NBS can estimate the direction and distance of

the target NS itself using, for example, detected target NS signal strength and T04 as well as using any recent location

center target NS Ioation estimates. -

(4d) The NBS I48 repeatedly provides the NBS operator with new target NS location estimates provided using NS location

30 estimates provided by the NBS itself and by the location center via the fixed location base station network.

When the target NS I40 detects that the NBS pilot channel is sufficiently strong, the target NS may switch to using the

NBS I48 as its primary base station. When this occurs. the NBS enters a control state ITZO. wherein the following steps are, for

example. performed:
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(5a) The NBS |48 repeatedly estimates its own location.

(5b) Repeatedly. the location center I42 provides new target NS and NBS location estimates to the NBS I48 via the network of

base stations l22 (l52).

(5c) The NBS I48 estimates the direction and distance of the target NS I40 itself using, for example, detected target NS signal

strength and TOA as well as using any recent location center target NS location estimates.

(5d) The NBS I48 repeatedly provides the NBS operator with new target NS location estimates provided using NS location

estimates provided by the NBS itself and by the location center I42 via the fixed location base station network

(5e) The NBS I48 becomes the primary base station for the target NS I40 and therefore controls at least the signal strength

output by the target NS.

Note. there can be more than one NBS I48 tracking or locating an NS I40. There can also be more than one target NS I40 to be

tracked concurrently and each target NS being tracked may be stationary or moving.

NBS Subsystem Architecture

An NBS I48 uses NS signal characteristic data for locating the NS I40. The NBS I48 may use such signal characteristic data to

facilitate determining whether a given signal from the NS is a “direct shot” or an multipath signal. That is. in one embodiment, the

NBS I48 attempts to determine or detect whether an NS signal transmission is received directly, or whether the transmission has been

reflected or deflected. for example, the NBS may determine whether the expected signal strength, and TOA agree in distance

estimates for the NS signal transmissions. Note. other signal characteristics may also be used. if there are sufficient electronics and

processing available to the NBS I48; i.e.. determining signal phase and/or polarity as other indications of receiving a “direct shot"

from an NS I40.

In one embodiment, the NBS I48 (Fig. ll) includes an NBS controller l533 for controlling the location capabilities of the NBS

I48. In particular, the NBS controller l533 initiates and controls the NBS state changes as described in Fig. l2 above. Additionally,

the NBS controller [533 also communicates with the location controller IS35, wherein this latter controller controls NBS activities

:- related to NBS location and target NS location; e.g.. this performs the program. “mobile_base_station_controller" described in

APPENDIX A hereinbelow. The location controller ISIS receives data input from an event generator l5}? for generating event

records to be provided to the location controller l535. for example, records may be generated from data input received from: (a)

the vehicle movement detector [539 indicating that the NBS I48 has moved at least a predetermined amount and/or has changed

direction by at least a predetermined angle, or (b) the NBS signal processing subsystem |54l indicating that the additional signal

measurement data has been received from either the location center I42 or the target NS l4ll. Note that the NBS signal processing

subsystem I54l, in one embodiment, is similar to the signal processing subsystem I220 of the loation center I42. may have multiple

command schedulers. In particular. a scheduler l528 for commands related to communicating with the location center I42, a

scheduler ISJO for commands related to GPS communication (via GPS receiver IS3I). a scheduler l529 for commands related to the

frequency and granularity of the reporting of NBS changes in direction and/or position via the NBS dead reckoning subsystem [527
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(note that this scheduler is potentially optional and that such commands may be provided directly to the deadreckoning estimator

l544). and a scheduler l532 for communicating with the target NS(s) I40 being located. further, it is assumed that there is

sufficient hardware and/or software to appear to perform commands in different schedulers substantially concurrently.

In order to display an NBS computed location of a target NS I40, 3 faction of the NBS must be known ordetermined.

Accordingly, each NBS |4B has a plurality of NBS location estimators (or hereinafter also simply referred to as location estimators)

for determining the location of the NBS. Each such lotation estimator computes NBS location information sudt as NBS location

estimates, dianges to NBS location estimates, or, an NBS location estimator may be an interface for buffering and/or translating 3

previously computed NBS location estimate into an appropriate format. In panicular, the NBS location module l536, which

determines the location of the NBS. may include the following NBS loation estimators l540 (also denoted baseline location

estimators):

(a) a GPS location estimator |S40a (not individually shown) for computing an NBS location estimate using GPS signals.

(b) a location center location estimator |$40b (not individually shown) for buffering and/or translating an NBS estimate

received from the location center I42,

(c) an NBS operator location estimator l540c (not individually shown) for buffering and/or translating'manual NBS location

entries received from an NBS location operator, and

(d) in some NBS embodiments, an LBS location estimator l$40d (not individually shown) for the activating and deactivating

of lBS's l52. Note that, in high multipath areas and/or stationary base station marginal coverage areas, such low cost

location base stations l51 (LBS) maybe provided whose locations are fixed and alccurately predetermined and whose

signals are substantially only receivable within a relatively small range (e.g., 2000 feet), the range potentially being

variable. Thus, by communicating with the lBS's ISZ directly. the NBS I48 may be able to quickly use the location
information relating to the location base stations for determining its location by using signal characteristics obtained
from the LBSs l52.

Note that each of the NBS baseline location estimators l540. such as those above, provide an actual NBS location rather than, for

example, a change in an NBS location. further note that it is an aspect of the present invention that additional NBS baseline location
estimators l$40 may be easily integrated into the NBS location subsystem ISOB as such baseline location estimators become

available. for example, a baseline location estimator that receives NBS location estimates from reflective codes provided, for

example. on streets or street signs can be straightforwardly incorporated into the NBS location subsystem ISOB.

Additionally, note that a plurality of NBS location technologies and their corresponding NBS location estimators are utilized

due to the fact that there is currently no single location technology available that is both sufficiently fast, accurate and accessible in

substantially all terrains to meet the location needs of an NBS MB. for example, in many terrains GPS technologies may be '

sufficiently accurate; however, GPS technologies: (a) may require a relatively long time to provide an initial location estimate (e.g.,

greater thanl minutes); (b) when GPS communication is disturbed. it may require an equally long time to provide a new location

estimate; (c) clouds. buildings and/or mountains an prevent location estimates from being obtained; (d) in some cases signal

reflections can substantially skew a location estimate. As another example, an NBS I4B may be able to use triangulation or

W
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trilateralization tedlnologies to obtain a location estimate; however, this assumes that there is sufficient (fixed location)

infrastructure BS coverage in the area the NBS is located. funher, it is well known that the multipath phenomenon can substantially

distort such location estimates. Thus, for an NBS I48 to be highly effective in varied tenains, an NBS is provided with a plurality of

location technologies, each supplying an NBS location estimate.

In fact. much of the architecture of the location engine I39 could be incorporated into an NBS I43. for example. in some
embodiments of the NBS I48. the following FONs l224 may have similar location models incorporated into the NBS:

(a) a variation of the distance I‘ON |224 wherein TOA signals from communicating fixed location BS's are received (via

the NBS transceiver l5 II) by the NBS and used for providing a location estimate;

(b) a variation of the artificial neural net based TONs l224 (or more generally a location learning or a classification

model) maybe used to provide NBS location estimates via, for example, learned associations between fixed location

BS signal characteristics and geographic locations;

(c) an LBS location iON |224 for providing an NBS with the ability to activate and deactivate LBS's to provide (positive)

NBS location estimates as well as negative NBS location regions (i.e., regions where the NBS is unlikely to be since

one or more LBS's are not detected by the NBS transceiver);

(d) one or more NBS location reasoning agents and/or a location estimate heuristic agents for resolving NBS location

estimate conflicts and providing greater NBS location estimate accuracy. for example, modules similar to the

analytical reasoner module Mid and the historical location reasoner module I424.

However. for those NBS location models requiring communication with the base station infrastructure. an alternative

embodiment is to rely on the location center I42 to perform the computations for at least some of these NBS fON models. That is,

since each of the NBS location models mentioned immediately above require communication with the network of fixed location BS’s

l22 ( l52).' it may be advantageous to transmit NBS location estimating data to the location center I42 as if the NBS were another NS

I40 for the location center to locate, and thereby rely on the location estimation capabilities at the location center rather than

duplicate such models in the NBS I48. The advantages of this approach are that:

(a) an NBS is liltely to be able to use less expensive processing power and software than that of the location center;

(b) an NBS is likely to require substantially less memory, particularly for data bases, than that of the location center.

I As will be discussed further below, in one embodiment of the NBS I48. there are confidence values assigned to the locations

output by the various location estimators |540. Thus. the confidence for a manual entry of location data by an NBS operator may be

rated the highest and followed by the confidence for (any) GPS location data. followed by the confidence for (any) location center

location I42 estimates, followed by the confidence for (any) location estimates using signal diaracteristic data from lBSs. However.

sudt prioritization may vary depending on, for instance, the radio coverage area l20. In an one embodiment of the present I
invention, it is an aspect of the present invention that for NBS location data received from the GPS and location anter. their

confidences may vary according to the area in which the NBS I4B resides. That is. if it is known that for a given area. there is a

reasonable probability that a GPS signal may suffer multipath distortions and that the location center has in the past provided

reliable location estimates, then the confidences for these two location sources may be reversed.
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In one embodiment of the present invention. NBS operators may be requested to occasionally manually enter the location of the

NBS |48 when the NBS is stationary for determining and/or calibrating the accuracy of various NBS location estimators.

There is an additional important source of location information for the NBS I48 that is incorporated into an NBS vehicle

(such as a police vehicle) that has no comparable functionality in the network of fixed location BS’s. That is, the NBS l48 may use

deadreckoning inlonnation provided by a deadrecltoning NBS location estimator l544 whereby the NBS may obtain NBS

deadreckoning location change estimates. Accordingly. the deadrecltoning NBS location estimator |544 may use, for example. an on-

board gyroscope ISSO, a wheel rotation measurement device (e.g., odometer) [554, and optionally an accelerometer (not shown). I

Thus. such a deadreckoning NBS location estimator l544 periodically provides at least NBS distance and directional data related to

NBS movements from a most recent NBS location estimate. More precisely, in the absence of any other new NBS location

information. the deadreckoning NBS location estimator l544 outputs a series of measurements, wherein each such measurement is an

estimated change (or delta) in the position of the NBS I48 between a request input timestamp and a closest time prior to the

timestamp, wherein a previous deadreckoning terminated. Thus, each deadreckoning location change estimate includes the following

fields:

(a) an “earliest timestamp" field for designating the start time when the deadreckoning location change estimate

commences measuring a change in the location of the NBS;

(b) a “latest timestamp" field for designating the end time when the deadreckoning location change estimate stops

measuring a change in the location of the NBS; and

(c) an NBS location change vector.

That is. the “latest timestamp" is the timestamp input with a request for deadreckoning location data, and the “earliest timestamp"

is the timestamp of the closest time, T, prior to the latest timestamp, wherein a previous deadrerkoning output has its a timestamp

at a time equal to T.

Further. the frequency of such measurements provided by the deadredtoning subsystem l527 may be adaptively provided

depending on the velocity of the NBS I48 and/or'the elapsed time since the most recent NBS location update. Accordingly. the
architecture of at least some embodiments of the NBS location subsystem ISOB must be such that it can utilize such deadreckoning

inlonnation for estimating the location of the NBS I48.

In one embodiment of the NBS location subsystem l508 described in further detail hereinbelow, the outputs from the

deadreckoning NBS location estimator |544 are used to synchronize NBS location estimates from different NBS baseline location

estimators That is, since such a deadreckoning output may be requested for substantially any time lrom the deadreckoning NBS

location estimator, such an output can be requested‘for substantially the same point in time as the occurrence of the signals from
which a new NBS baseline location estimate is derived. Accordingly. such a deadreckoning output can be used to update other NBS

location estimates not using the new NBS baseline location estimate.

It is assumed that the error with dead reckoning increases with deadreckoning distance. Accordingly. it is an aspect ol the

embodiment of the NBS location subsystem l508 that when incrementally updating the location of the NBS I48 using deadreckoning

and applying deadreckoning location change estimates to a “most likely area" in which the NBS MB is believed to be. this area is
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incrementally enlarged as well as shifted. The enlargement of the area is used to account for the inaccuracy in the deadreclroning

capability. Note. however, that the deadrecltoning NBS location estimator is periodically reset so that the ermr accumulation in its

outputs can be decreased. In particular. suds resetting occurs when there is a high probability that the location of the NBS is known.

for example, the deadredtoning NBS location estimator may be reset when an NBS operator manually enters an NBS location or

verifies an NBS location, or a computed NBS location has sufficiently high confidence.

Thus, due to the NBS I48 having less accurate location information (both about itself and a target NS I40), and further that

deadrecltoning information must be utilized in maintaining NBS location estimates, a first embodiment of the NBS location subsystem

architecture is somewhat different from the location engine I39 architecture. That is, the architecture of this first embodiment is

simpler than that of the architecture ol the location engine B9. However. it important to note that, at a high level, the architecture

of the location engine l39 may also be applied for providing a second embodiment of the NBS location subsystem l503, as one skilled

in the art will appreciate after reflecting on the architectures and processing provided at an NBS I48. for example, an NBS location

subsystem l508 architecture may be provided that has one or more first order models |224 whose output is supplied to, for example,

a blackboard or expert system for resolving NBS location estimate conflicts, such an architecture being analogous to one

embodiment of the location engine |39 architecture.

Furthermore, it is also an important aspect of the present invention that, at a high level, the NBS location subsystem

ardiitecture may also be applied as an alternative architecture for the location engine l39. for example, in one embodiment of the

loation engine I39, each of the first order models |224 may provide its NS location hypothesis outputs to a corresponding “location

track," analogous to the NBS location tracks described hereinbelow, and subsequently, a most liltely NS current location estimate

maybe developed in a ”current location track" (also described hereinbelow) using the most recent location estimates in other

location tracks. .

further, note that the ideas and methods discussed here relating to NBS location estimators l540 and NBS location tracks. and,

the related programs hereinbelow are sufficiently general so that these ideas and methods may be applied in a number of contexts

related to determining the location of a device capable of movement and wherein the location of the device must be maintained in

real time. for example, the present ideas and methods may be used by a robot in a very cluttered environment (eg., a warehouse),

wherein the robot has access: (a) to a plurality of “robot location estimators” that may provide the robot with sporadic location

information, and (b) to a deadreckoning location estimator.

Each NBS l48, additionally, has a location display (denoted the NBS operator visual user interface l558 in fig. II) where area

maps that may be displayed together with location data. In particular, NS location data may be displayed on this display as a nested

collection of areas, each smaller nested area being the most liltely area within (any) encompassing area for locating a target NS I40.

Note that the NBS controller algorithm below may be adapted to receive location center I42 data fordisplaying the locations of'other

NBSs I48 as well as target NSs I40.

further, the NBS I48 may constrain any location estimates to streets on a street map using the NBS location map to street

module l562. for example, an estimated NBS location not on a street may be “snapped to" a nearest street location. Note that a

nearest street location determiner may use “normal" orientations of vehicles on streets as a constraint on the nearest street location.
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Particularly, if an HBS I48 is moving at typical rates of speed and acceleration, and without abrupt changes direction. for example,

if the deadreckoning HBS location estimator I544 indicates that the H85 I48 is moving in a northerly direction, then the street

snapped to should be a north-south running street. Moreover, the H85 location snap to street module [562 may also be'used to

enhance target HS location estimates when. for example, it is known orsuspected that the target HS I40 is in a vehicle and the l

vehicle is moving at typical rates of speed. lurthennore, the snap to street location module I562 may also be used in enhancing the

locationof a target H5 I40 by either the H85 I48 or by the location engine [39. In particular. the location estimator I344 or an

additional module between the location estimator I344 and the output gateway I356 may utilize an embodiment of the snap to street

location module |562 to enhance the accuracy of target HS I40 location estimates that are known to be in vehicles. Note that this

may be especially useful in locating stolen vehicles that have embedded wireless location transceivers (HSs I40), wherein appropriate

wireless signal measurements can be provided to the location center I42.

H85 Data Structure Remarks

Assuming the existence of at least some of the location estimators I540 that were mentioned above, the discussion here refers

substantially to the data structures and their organization as illustrated in Fig. I}.

The location estimates (or hypotheses) for an H85 I48 determining its own location each have an error or range estimate

associated with the H85 location estimate. That is. eadt such H85 location estimate includes a "most likely H85 point location"

within a “most likely area". The “most likely HBS point location” is assumed herein to be the centroid of the “most likely area.“ In

one embodiment of the H85 loation subsystem l508, a nested series of “most likely areas" maybe provided about a most likely

HBS point location. However. to simplify the discussion herein each H85 location estimate is assumed to have a single "most likely

area". One skilled in the art will understand how to provide sudr nested “most likely areas” from the description herein.

Additionally, it is assumed that such “most likely areas“ are not grossly oblong; i.e., area cross sectioning lines through the centroid

of the area do not have large dilferences in their lengths. for example. for any such “most likely area”, A, no two such cross

sectioning lines ol A may have lengths that vary by more than a factor of two.

Each H85 location estimate also has a confidence associated therewith providing a measurement ol the perceived accuracy of

the H85 being in the “most likely area" of the location estimate.

A (H85) “location track" is an data structure (or object) having a queue ol a predetermined length for maintaining a temporal

(timestamp) ordering of “location track entries" such as the location track entries ITTOa. l770b. ”74:, ”Mb. |778a. I778b, l782a,

I782b, and ”Ma (Fig. l3). wherein each such H85 location track entry is an estimate of the location of the H85 at a particular

corresponding time.

There is an H85 location track for storing H85 location entries obtained from H85 location estimation inlonnation from each of

the H85 baseline location estimators described above (i.ew a GPS location track [750 for storing HBS location estimations obtained

from the GPS location estimator I540. a location center location track I754 for storing H85 location estimations obtained from the

location estimator |540 deriving its H85 location estimates from the location center I42. an L85 location track ”58 for storing H85
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loation estimations obtained from the location estimator l54ll deriving its NBS location estimates from base stations l21 and/or

I52, and a manual location trad I762 lor NBS operator entered NBS locations). Additionally. there is one further location track,

denoted the “current location tradt" I766 whose location tradt entries may be derived lrom the entries in the other location tracks

(described further hereinbelow). Further, for each location tradt, there is a location track head that is the head ol the queue for tlte

location track. The location track head is the most recent (and presumany the most accurate) NBS location estimate residing in the

location track. Thus. lor the GPS location tradt I750 has location traclt head I770; the location center location track I754 has

location tradt head I774; the LBS location track I758 has location traclt head I778: the manual location track I762 has location track

head I782; and the current location track I766 has location track head I786. Additionally, lor notational convenience. lor each

location track. the time series of previous NBS location estimations (Le. location track entries) in the location track will herein be

denoted the “path for the location track.” Such paths are typically the length ol the location track queue containing the path. Note

that the length ol each such queue may be determined using at least the lollowing considerations:

(i) In certain circumstances (described hereinbelow), the location track entries are removed lrom the head of the

location track queues so that location adjustments may be made. In such a case, it may be advantageous lor the

length of such queues to be greater than the number of entries that are expected to be removed;

(ii) In determining an NBS location estimate, it may be desirable in some embodiments to provide new location

estimates based on paths associated with previous NBS location estimates provided in the corresponding location

track queue.

Also note that it is within the scope of the present invention that the location tradt queue lengths may be a length ol one.

Regarding location track entries. each location track entry includes:

(a) a “derived location estimate" for the NBS that is derived using at least one of:

(i) at least a most recent previous output from an NBS baseline location estimator |540 (i.e.. the output being an

NBS location estimate);

(ii) deadrecltoning output information from the deadreckoning subsystem l527.

Further note that each output from an NBS location estimator has a “type" field that is used for identifying the NBS

location estimator of the output.

(b) an “earliest timestamp” providing the time/date when the earliest NBS location information upon which the derived

location estimate for the NBS depends Note this will typically be the timestamp of the earliest NBS location

estimate (from an NBS baseline location estimator) that supplied NBS location information used in deriving the

derived location estimate for the NBS I48.

(c) a “latest timestamp" providing the time/date when the latest NBS location inlormation upon which the derived.

location estimate for the NBS depends. Note that earliest timestamp = latest timestamp only for so called

“baseline entries" as defined hereinbelow. Further note that this attribute is the one used for maintaining the

“temporal (timestamp) ordering" of location traclt entries.

IIZ
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(d) A "deadredtoning distance" indimting the total distance (e.g., wheel turns or odometer difference) since the most

recently previous baseline entry for the corresponding HBS location estimator lor the location track to which the

location traclt entry is assigned.

for each HBS location track, there are two ategories of H35 location track entries that may be inserted into a NBS location

track:

_ (a) ”baseline" entries, wherein each such baseline entry includes (depending on the location track) a location estimate

for the HBS I48 deriVed from: (i) a most recent previous output either from a corresponding HBS baseline location

estimator, or (ii) from the baseline entries ol other location tracks (this latter case being the for the “current"

location track); l

(b) “extrapolation" entries, wherein each such entry includes an NBS location estimate that has been extrapolated from

the (most recent) location track head for the location track (i.e., based on the track head whose “latest timestamp"

immediately precedes the latest timestamp of the extrapolation entry). Each such extrapolation entry is computed

by using data from a related deadreckoning location change estimate output from the deadreclconing HBS location

estimator l544. Each such deadredtoning location change estimate includes measurements related to changes or

deltas in the location of the NBS I48. More precisely, for each location track. each extrapolation entry is determined

using: (i) a baseline entry. and (ii) a set of one or more (i.e., all later occurring) deadreckoning loation change

estimates in increasing “latest timestamp" order. Note that for notational convenience this set of one or more

deadrecltoning location change estimates will be denoted the “deadrecltoning location change estimate set”

associated with the extrapolation entry resulting from this set.

(c) Note that for each location track head, it is either a baseline entry or an extrapolation entry. further, for each

extrapolation entry, there is a most recent baseline entry, ll, that is earlier than the extrapolation entry and it is this

B from whidt the extrapolation entry was extrapolated. This earlier baseline entry, 5. is hereinafter denoted the

“baseline entry associated with the extrapolation entry." More generally, for each location track entry, T, there is a

most recent previous baseline entry, B, associated with I, wherein if T is an extrapolation entry, then B is as defined

above, else if T is a baseline entry itself. then T= B. Accordingly. note that for each extrapolation entry that is the

head of a location track, there is a most recent baseline entry associated with the extrapolation entry.

further, there are two categories of location tracks:

(a) “baseline location tracks," each having baseline entries exclusively from a single predetermined HBS baseline

location estimator; and

(b) a “current" MBS location track having entries that are computed or determined as “most likely” HBS location '
estimates from entries in the other HBS location traclts.

”3
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NBS Location Estimating Strategy

In order to be able to properly compare the track heads to determine the most likely NBS location estimate it is an aspect of the

present invention that the track heads of all location tracks include l‘lBS location estimates that are for substantially the same

(latest) timestamp. However, the NBS location information from each NBS baseline location estimator is inherently substantially

unpredictable and unsynchronized. In fact. the only NBS location information that may be considered prediable and controllable is

the deadreckoning location change estimates from the deadreckoning NBS location estimator l544 in that these estimates may

reliably be obtained whenever there is a query from the lomtion controller ISIS for the most recent estimate in the change of the

location for the NBS I48. Consequently (referring to Fig. ll). synchronization records |790 (having at least a l790b portion, and in‘

some cases also having a ”Na portion) may be provided for updating eadt location track with a new NBS location estimate as a new

track head. In partiaslar, eadt synchronization record includes a deadreckoning location dtange estimate to be used in updating all

but at most one of the location track heads with a new NBS location estimate by using a deadreckoning location change estimate in

conjunction with eadt NBS location estimate from an NBS baseline location estimator, the location track heads may be synchronized

according to timestamp. More precisely, for each NBS location estimate. E, from an NBS baseline location estimator, the present '

invention also substantially simultaneously queries the deadreckoning NBS location estimator for a corresponding most recent change

in the location of the NBS I48. Accordingly. E and the retrieved NBS deadreckoning location change estimate, C, have substantially

the same “latest timestamp". Thus. the location estimate E may be used to create a new baseline tradt head for the location track

having the corresponding type for E. and C may be used to create a corresponding extrapolation entry as the head of each of the

other location tracks. Accordingly, since for each NBS location estimate, E, there is a NBS deadreckoning location change estimate, C,

having substantially the same “latest timestamp", E and I will be hereinafter referred as “paired.”

High level descriptions of an embodiment of the location functions performed by an NBS I48 are provided in APPENDIX A

hereinbelow.

“4
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APPENDIX A: MBS Function Embodiments

Mobile Base Station (antral/er Program

5 mobile_base_station_controllerO

{

n/Lfizc [apt/L o/_ Iirst_1mg Ioat1bn(event);/’ “event” isarecord (object) with HBS location data ‘/

WHILE (no HBS operator input to exit) D0

CASE 0? (event): P determine the type of “event" and process it. ’/
10 M55 lOCAT/ON DATA RECEIVED FROM 6P5:

M55 [001T/OIV DATA RECEIVED FROM [35:

MD! lDCAT/O/V DATA RECEIVED ERDMANY OTHER HIGflU’REUABlE MB! lDCAT/DIV

SOURCES (EXCEFTLDCATIDN CENTER):

ls HBS_new_est <—- get_new_l/RI_/aat1bn_us/hLm/inatdevent);

/’ Note. whenever a new HBS Iotation estimate is entered as a baseline estimate into the location tracks. the other

location tracks must he immediately updated with any deadreckoning location change estimates so that all

location tracks are substantially updated at the same time. '/

deadreck_est <--- get_ dead/eckafl/hL/aatlbn_clung; est/irratdevent);

20 HBS_curr_est < DETERl‘lI‘NE_MBS_LOCATION_ESTIMATE(HBS_new_est. deadrecls_est);

if (HB$_curr_est.confidence > a predetermined high confidence threshold) then

jeset_dead/eclon/hLl/RL/oat/bLathlete/(event);

/‘ deadrecltoning stans over from here. ‘I

25 I' Send MBS location information to the Location Center. ‘I

if ( NBS has not moved since the last HBS location estimate of this type and is not now moving) then

{

configure the NBS on-board transceiver (ego HBS-HS) to immediately transmit loation signals to the fixed

loation BS network as if the HBS were an ordinary location device (HS):

30

communicate with the Location Center via the fixed location BS infrastructure the lollowing:

(a) a “locate me' signal,

”5
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(b) MBS_curr_est.

(c) HBS_new_est and

(d) the timestamp for the present event.

Additionally. any location signal infomiation between the MRS and the present target HS maybe

transmitted to the Location Center so that this information may also be used by the Location Center to

provide better estimates of where the HHS is. further. if the HHS determines that it is immediately adjacent

to the target HS and also that its own location estimate is highly reliable (e.g., a GPS estimate). then the

H88 may also communicate this information to the Location (enter so that the Location [enter can: (a)

associate any target HS location signature cluster data with the fixed base stationinfrastructure with the

location provided by the NBS. and (b) insert this associated data into the location signature data base of the

Location Center as a verified cluster of “random loc sigs";

/" note. this transmission preferably continues (i.e., repeats) for at least a predetermined length of time of

sufficient length for the Signal Processing Subsystem to collect a sufficient signal characteristic sample size.

'/

}

else SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to transmit to the Location Center the following: (a) HBS_curr_est, and

(b) the GPS location of the MRS and the time of the GPS location estimate;

/‘ Now update HBS display with new MBS location; note, HBS operator must request HBS locations

on the l‘lBS display; if not requested, then the following call does not do an update. “‘/

update_ #3); opening dis/1b); m'r/r_fl5{_ esr(l‘lBS_curr_est);

}

SINCE MIT M85 LOCATION UPDATE

M55 HAS MOVED A THRESHOLD DIVA/“'51

deadreck_est <- ger_ dean’rerkan/irL Ivar/01Ldiam:arr'mrdevent);

/‘ Obtain from l‘lBS Dead Reckoning Location Estimatora new dead reckoning HBS location estimate

having an estimate as to the "BS location change from the location of the last HHS loation

provided to the NBS. '/

HBS_curr_est <---- DETERMINE_MBS_LOCATION_ESTIMATE(NULL deadreclt_est);

/' this new HBS estimate will be used in new target l‘lS estimates‘l

update;”5);11/th m'r/f_uprlarer/_ III); /oar1brr(HBS_curr_est);

SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to request new GPS location data for HBS;

”6
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SCHEDULE an event (ti none sdleduled) to request communication with Location Center (LC) related to new HBS

location data;

SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to request new LBS location communication between the HBS and any LBS's

that can detect the HHS;

/' Note, in some embodiments the processing of HRS location data from LBS’s may be performed

automatically by the Location Center. wherein the Location Center uses signal characteristic data from

the LBS's in determining an estimated location of the HBS. '/

SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to obtain new target HS signal characteristics from HS; l'. i.e., may get

a better target HS location estimate now. ’I i

}

TIME/I HAS EXPIRED SINCEMIT RELMBLE TARGETM5 £064TION INFORMATION

OBTAINED: {

SCHEDULE an event (il none scheduled) to request location communication with the target HS, the event is at a very

high priority;

RESET timer for target HS location communicationzl' Try to get target HS location communication again within a

predetermined time. Note, timer may dynamically determined according to the perceived velocity of the target

HS. '/

}

war/0N COMMUNICATION FROM TARGET M5 RECEIVED: {

HS_raw_signal_data < --- ger_ ILL {lg/12L charmer/mtg»; dadevent);

/' Note, “HS_raw_signal_data" is an object having substantially the unfiltered signal characteristic

values for communications between the HBS and the target HS as well as timestamp information. '/

Construct a message for sending to the Location Center. wherein the message includes at least

“HS_raw_signal_data" and ”HBS_curr_est" so that the Location Center can also compute an estimated

location for the target HS; _

SCHEDULE an event (ii none scheduled) to request communication with Loation Center (LC) lorsending the

constructed message;

/' Note, this data does not overwrite any previous data waiting to he sent to the LC. '/ I

HS_signai_data < ger_ fl!_ rig/12L Charade/7's”; dara(event);

/' Note, the HS signal data obtained above is. in one embodiment. “raw" signal data. However, in a

second embodiment. this data is filtered substantially as in the Location Center by the Signal

Ill
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Processing Subsystem For simplicity of discussion here. it is assumed that eadt HBS includes at least

a scaled down version ol the Signal Processing Subsystem (see FIG. ll). '/

HS_new_est <-- DH!RMIN€_MJ_M0IT_RECENT_EITIMTEHBSJurLest, HS_curr_est,

HS_signal_data);

f' Hay use lorward and reverse TOA. TDOA. signal power. signal strength. and signal quality,

indicators Note, “HS_curr_est" includes a timestamp ol when the target HS signals were received.

'/

if (HS_new_est.confidence > min_HS_confidence ) then

s ' .
mart/71; e:t__as_ tempura/)(HS_new_est);

/‘ Note, it is assumed that this HS location estimate is “temporary" in the sense that it will be

replaced by a corresponding HS location estimate received from the Location (enter that is based on

the same target HS raw signal data. That is, if the location Center responds with a corresponding

target HS location estimate, E, while "HS_new_est" is a value in a “moving window" of target HS

location estimates (as described hereinbelow), then E will replace the value of ‘HS_new_est". Note.

the moving window may dynamically vary in size according to, for example. a perceived velocity of

the target HS and/or the HBS. I'l

HS_moving_window <-- get/[mowing WIhdoMevent);

/" get moving window of location estimates lor this target HS. '/

ado: ML embrace; m_ ”J; loaf/om mhn’aKHS_new_est, HS_moving_window);

/‘ Since any given single collection of measurements related to locating the target HS may be

potentially misleading a “moving window" of location estimates are used to form a “composite

location estimate” of the target HS. This composite location estimate is based on some number of the

most recent location estimates determined, Such a composite location estimate may be. lor example.

analogous to a moving average or some other weighting of target HS location estimates. Thus. lor

example, let each location estimate Ge. at least one HS location area. a most likely single location,

and. a confidence estimate) a centroid type calculation may be performed to provide the composite

location estimate.'/

HS_curr_est <---- DflEM/IVLflLwaf/WL[II'I/MfflHLmovianindow);

/' DETERMINE new target HS location estimate. Note this may an average location or a weighted

average location. 'I

mmave_:cfier/ulen’_evenq"TARGET_HS_S[HEDULE".evenLHS__lD);
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/‘ REMOVE ANY OTHER EVENTS SCHEDULED FOR REQUESTING LOCATION COMMUNICATION EROM

TARGET MS ‘/

}

else I' target MS location data received but it is not deemed to be reliable (e.g., too much multipath and/or

inconsistent measurements. so SCHEDULE an event (il none scheduled) to request new location

communication with the target MS. the event is at a high priority'/

adr/_ ro_ midi/led; ewnr("TARGET_MS_S(HEDULE", evenLMS_lD);

update; [/5]; operatar_ (flip/a); wit/L I‘II_ est(MS_curr_est);

/' The MBS display may use various colors to represent nested location areas overlayed on an area map

wherein, for example,3 nested areas may be displayed on the ntap overlay: (a) a largest area having a

relatively high probability that the target MS is in the area (e.g., > 95%); (b) a smaller nested area having

a lower probability that the target MS is in this area (e.g., >80%); and (c) a smallest area having the

lowest probability that the target MS is in this area (e.g., >70%). Eunher. a relatively precise specific

location is provided in the smallest area as the most liltely single location ol the target MS. Note that in one

embodiment, the colors for each region may dynamically change to provide an indication as to how high .

their reliability is; e.g., no colored areas shown lor reliabilities below. say. 40%; 40-50% is purple: 50-60%

is blue; 60-70% is green; 70-80% is amber. 80-90% is white; and red denotes the most likely single

location al the target MS. further note the three nested areas may collapse into one or two as the MBS gets

closer to the target MS. Moreover, note that the collapsing of these dillerent areas may provide operators in

the MRS with additional visual reassurance that the location ol the target MS is being determined with better

accuracy”

I‘ Now RESET timer for target MS location communication to try to get target MS

location communication again within a predetermined time. ‘I .

reset_ [line/(“TARGET_MS_SCHEDULE", evenLMS_lD);

}

COMMUNICATION 0F 1004770” DATA T0 M85 FROM roar/01v CENTEIR' {

1“ Note. target MS location data may be received from the Location Center in the seek state. contact state and the

control state. Such data maybe received in response to the MBS sending target MS location signal data to the

Location Center (as may be the case in the contact and control states), or such data may be received from the

Location Center regardless ol any previously received target HS location sent by the MBS (as may be the case in

the seek. contact and control states). '/

”9
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il ( (the timestamp of the latest NBS location data sent to the Loation (enter) < = (the timestamp

returned by this Location Center communication identifying the NBS location data used by the Location Center

for generating the NBS location data of the present event) )

then /' use the LC location data since it is more recent than what is currently being used. ’/

{

NBS_new_est <-- gel_ [acacia/L ('e/rter_ ”BL esdevent):

deadredt_est <«- gel_ dean/redon/hL/oaab/L change; est/inatdevent);

NBS_curr__est < ----DETERMINE_M BS_L0 CATION_E$TI MATE(N BS_new_est. deadreclt_est);

il (NBS_curr_echonlidence > a predetermined high confidence threshold) then I

met_ t/PJI/Md’flflth ”BL/aatlim_ est/hiero/(event);

apt/arc; [ML ops/mi 4/1}pr wl'rll_ HAL esr(N BS_curr_est):

}

il ( (the timestamp of the latest target NS location data sent to the Location Center) < = (the

timestamp returned by this Location Center communication identilying the NS location data used by the

Location Center for generating the target NS location estimate of the present event))

then I’ use the NS location estimate from the LC since it is more recent than what is currently being used. ‘I

{

NS_new_est <-- ger_ [patio/L (err!er_ I‘LL esr(event);

/‘ This information includes error or reliability estimates that may be used in subsequent attempts to

detenninean NBS location estimate when there is no communication with the LL and no exact (GPS)

location can be obtained. That is. if the reliability of the target NS's loation is deemed highly reliable,

'then subsequent less reliable location estimates should be used only to the degree that more highly

reliable estimates become less relevant due to the NBS moving to other locations. ‘/

NS_moving_window <—- ger_ III_ 1710th wrhr/aMevent);

/‘ get moving window of location estimates for this target NS. '/

if ( (the Location Center target NS estimate utilized the NS location signature data supplied by the NBS) then

if (a corresponding target NS loation estimate marked as “temporary” is still in the moving

window)

then I’ It is assumed that this new target NS location data is still timely (note the targetNS

may be moving); so replace the temporary estimate with the Location Center estimate.

'/

replace the temporary target NS laario/r estimate in the moving window with

"NS_new_est";

IIO
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}

else l‘ there is no corresponding “temporary“ target HS location in the moving window; so

this HS estimate must be too old; so don't use it. '/

else I‘ the Location Center did not use the HS location data from the HBS even though the timestamp ol

the latest HS location data sent to the Location Center is older that the HS loation data used by

the Location Center to generate the present target HS location estimate. Use the new HS location

data anyway. Note there isn't a corresponding ”temporary” target HS location in the moving

window. '/

add_ NJ; est/bran; !a_ ”J;loam/L MhdotKHS_new_est);

}

else P the HS location estimate lrom the l.( is not more recent than the latest HS location data sent to the [C from

the HBS. '/

if (a corresponding target HS loution estimate marked as "temporary” is still in the moving window)

then /‘ It is assumed that this new target HS location data is still timely (note the target HS maybe

moving); so replace the temporary estimate with the Location Center estimate. '/

replace the temporary target HS local/on estimate in the moving window with “HS_new_est";

else I‘ there is no corresponding ‘temporaty' target HS location in the moving windovr, so this HS

estimate must be too old; so don't use it. '/

HS_curr_est <--- DUFM/l/Lf/LHUI/Ole;Hf/I‘IAI'RHS_moving_window);

update; I‘ll); opening drip/a); mitt”J; e.n(HS_curr_est);

me!_!imer(“l(_(0HHUNICATION", eventHS_lD);

N0 COMMUNICATION FROM lC:{

}

/' i.e.. too long a time has elapsed since last communication from [L '/

SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to request location data (HBS and/or target HS) lrom the Location Center.

the event is at a high priority“,

rare;time/(“LC_COHHUNICATION",evenLHS_lD);

REQUEST TO N0 lD/VGER CONTINUE[OUTING Tllf PRESENT TARGET/‘15: {

il (event not lrom operator) then

request HBS operator verification:

else {

REHOVE the current target HS from the list of HSs currently being located and/or tracked;

SCHEDULE an event (if none scheduled) to send communication to the Location Center that the current target HS

is no longer being traded;

|2l
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PURGE NBS of all data related to current target NS except any exact location data lor the target NS that has not

been sent to the Location (enter [or archival purposes;

}

REQUEITFIBOM LOCATION CENTER TO ADD ANOTHER TARGET M5 TO ”I! ll.” 0F MI:

BEING TMCKED: {

/‘ assuming the Location (enter sends NBS location data lor a new target MS to locate and/or track (e.g.. at

least a new NS ID and an initial NS location estimate), add this new target NS to the list of NSs to track. llote '

the NBS will typically be or transitioning to in the seelt state.‘/ i

if (event not lrom operator) then

request NBS operator verification;

else {

lNlTlALlZE NBS with data received lrom the location [enter related to the estimated location of the new target

NS; /' e.g.. initialize a new moving window for this new target NS; initialize NBS operator interface by

graphically indicating where the new target NS is estimated to be. '/

[ONFIGURE NBS to respond to any signals received from the new target NS by requesting location data from the

new target NS;

lNlTlAllZE timer for communication from l.(; /‘ A timer may be set per target NS on list. ’/

}

} .

REQUEST TO MAI/[Mu YENTEI? .4 mar/01v EST/MA TE F0]? M85 (FROMAll MB!

OPERATOR):{

l‘ Note. NBS could be moving or stationary. ll stationary. then the estimate for the location ol the NBS is given

high reliability and a small range (e.g., 20 leer). If the NBS is moving, then the estimate lor the location ol the

NBS is given high reliability but a wider range that may be dependent on the speed of the NBS. In both uses. if

the NBS operator indicates a low confidence in the estimate. then the range is widened, or the operator can

manually enter a range.'/

NS_new_est < -~ {at new; M9); lam/21L 51L/mm_ operato/(event; /‘ The estimate maybe obtained, for '

example. using alight pen on a displayed map ’/

il (operator supplies a confidence indication for the input NBS location estimate) then

NBS_new_est.confidence < ... {EL/131; opeIzroL confidence; o/_ err/maidevent);

else NBS_new_est.confidence <--- l; /‘ This is the highest value for a confidence. ‘/

deadreck_est < --- ger_ deadnckolr/irL loar/im_ change; uninsrdevent);
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NBS__curr_est < DETERMINE_MBS_LOCATION_ESTIMATE(NBS_new_est, deadreclt_est );

if (NBS_arrr_echonfidence > a predetermined high confidence threshold) then

useLdead/erton/hL#51;Iaar/bn_esr/marar(event);

”Mari/[EL 0p!!3!flf_dl:lfl/J)’_ m'r/I_I‘IBI_en(HBS_curr_est);

/‘ llote, one reason an NBS operator might provide a manual NBS input is that the NBS might be too inaccurate in

its location. Noreover, sud: inaccuracies in the NBS location estimates can cause the target NS to be estimated

inaccurately, since target NS signal characteristic values maybe utilized by the NBS to estimate the location of the

target NS as an olfset from where the NBS is. Thus, il there are target NS estimates in the moving window of

10 target NS location estimates that are relatively close to the location represented by “NBS_curr_est", then these

select few HS location estimates may be updated to reflect a more accurate NBS location estimate. ‘/

NS_moving__window <«- geLflLmar/rrL m'm/aKevent);

if (NBS has not moved much since the receipt ol some previous target NS location that is still being used to location

the target NS)

15 then

UPDATE those target NS location estimates in the moving window according to the new NBS location estimate

here:

NS_curr_est <—-- flflffl/I/Ifl: I‘ll; [061170L[fflfllfflNS_moving_window);

20 upmargfliLa/zemtaQr/Ispb); m'rfi_//J'_esr(NS_curr_est);

}

} I’ end case statement ‘/

25 lower level M55 function Qescrlptions

/’ PROCEDURE: DETERMINE_MBS_LOCATION_ESTIMATE REMARKS:

It is assumed that with increasing continuous dead reckoning without additional NBS location verification, the potential
error in the NBS location increases.

30 It is assumed that each NBS location estimate includes: (a) a most likely area estimate surrounding a central location and (b) a

confidence value of the NBS being in the location estimate.
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The confidence value for eadi HBS location estimate is a measurement of the likelihood of the MB! location estimate

being correct. More precisely, a confidence value for a new HBS location estimate is a measurement that is adjusted according to the

following criteria:

(a) the confidence value increases with the perceived accuracy of the new HBS location estimate (independent of any current

HBS location estimate used by the HHS),

(b) the confidence value decreases as the location discrepancy with the current HBS location increases.

(c) the confidence value for the current HBS location increases when the new location estimate is contained in the current

location estimate,

(d) the confidence value for the current llllS location decrease when the new location estimate is not contained in the current

location estimate, and

Therefore, the confidence value is an M85 location likelihood measurement which takes into

account the history of previous MBS location estimates. .

It is assumed that with each NBS location estimate supplied by the location Center there is a default confidence value

supplied which the HHS may change.

'/

DETERMlNE_MBS_LOCAT|0N_ESTIMATE(M BS_new_est, deadreck_est)

- I‘ Add the pair, “MBS_new_est" and f‘deadreck_est" to the location tracks and determine a

new current MBS location estimate.

Input: MBS_new_est A new MBS baseline location estimate to use in determining the

location of the M35, but not a (deadreclconing) location change

estimate

deadreclc_est The deadreckoning location change estimate paired with

“MBS_new_est”. ’/

ii (MBS_new_est is not NULL) then I’ the “deadreclc_est" is paired with "HBS__new_est" “/

{ .

if (all "BS location tradcs are empty) then

{

insert "MBS_new_est" as the head of the location track of type, “HBS_new_est.type';

insert “MBS_new_est" as the head ol the current track; I’ so now there is a “HBS_curr_est" NBS location

estimate to use '/

HBS_curr_est <--- get__ cwr_ est(l1l38_new_est.llS_ID); /’ from current location track '/
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}

else I' there is at least one non-empty location track in addition to the current location track being non-

WWW

il (HBS_new_est is of type HANUAL_ENTRY) then

{ /' MBS operator entered an M35 location estimate for the M35; so must use

it '/

HBS_turr_est <-- add_location_entry(HBS_new_est. deadredt_est);

}

else /' “MBS_new_est" is not of type MANUAL_ENTRY '/

if (the NBS location track of type, “HBS_new_est.type". is empty) then

{ /‘ someother loation track is non-empty '/

HBS_curr_est <-~- add_location_entry(HBS_new_est deadreck_est);

}

else /' “MBS_new__est.type” location track is non-empty and “MBS_new__est"

is not of type MANUAL_ENTRY '/

{ I‘ In the next statement determine if “MBS_new_est" is of at least

minimal useful quality in comparison to any previous estimates of the

same type; see program def'n below '/

continue_t0Jrocess_new_est <—- FILTER(HBS_new_est);

if (continue_to_process._new_est) then /' “HBS_new_est" is of sufficient quality to

continue processing. '/

HBS_eurr_est < add_location_entry(llBS_new_est. deadreclt_est);

}/‘ end "HBS_new_est" not filtered out '/

else I’ “HllS_new_est" is filtered out; do nothing 'I;

}/' end else “I

}/‘ end else at least one non-empty location track '/

else /' HBS_new_est is NULL; thus only a deadreckoning output is to be added to loation tracks 'I

{

exnapolation_entry < (MIL an_ wrapa/at/bn_ entry_/ram(deadreck_est);

I'n:ert_lh!a_ ere/7_/oca!/b/I_ (Iad(extrapolation_entry); /' including the “current location track" '/

HBS_cun_est <--- get_ wrr_e:i(llBS_new_est.HS_lD); /’ from turrent location track '/
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}

RETURN(HBS_curr_est);

} END /‘ DETERMlNE_MBS_LOCATION_ESTlMATE ‘/

add_|ocation_entry(MBS_new_est, deadreck_est);

/' lhis function adds the baseline entry, “HBS_new_est" and its paired deadrecltoning location change estimate, 'deadreclt_est" to

the location traclts. including‘the “current location track". Note, however. that this function will roll badt and rearrange loation

entries, if necessary. so that the entries are in latest timestamp order.

Returns: l‘lllS_curr_est ‘/

if (there is a time series of one or more dead reckoning extrapolation entries in the loation track of type “llBS_new_est.type"

wherein the extrapolation entries have a “latest timestamp" more recent than the timestamp of I‘l‘lB$_new-_est") then

{ /‘ Note. this condition may occur in a number of ways; e.g., (a) an NBS location estimate received from the Location

Center could be delayed long enough (e.g., l-4 sec) because ol transmission and processing time; (b) the estimation

records output from the HHS baseline location estimators are not guaranteed to be always presented to the location

tracks in the temporal order they are created. ‘/

roll back all (any) entries on all location traclts, including the “current" traclt, in “latest timestamp” descending order,

until a baseline entry. 3, is at the head of a location track wherein B is a most recent entry having a ”latest

timestamp" prior to ”MBS_new_est"; let “stack" be the staclt ol 3 location track entries rolled off the location

tracks. wherein an entry in the staclt is either a baseline location entry and a paired deadrecltoning location change

estimate. or. an unpaired deadretltoning location change estimate associated with a NULL lor the baseline location

entry;

insert “HBS‘new_est* at the head of the location track of type “MBS_new_est.type" as a new baseline entry;

insert the extrapolation entry derived from “deadreclt_est" in each of the other baseline location tracks except

the current track;

/* It is important to note that “deadreclt_est" includes the values for the change in the NBS location substantially for the

time period between the timestamp. l. of "llS_new_est" and the timestamp of the closest deadrecltoning output just

belore T. Further note that if there are any extrapolation entries that were rolled baclt above, then there is'an

extrapolation entry, E. previously in the location tracks and wherein E has an earliest timestamp equal to the latest

timestamp of 8 above. Thus. all the previous extrapolation entries removed can be put bad: if E is modified as follows:

the H85 location change vector of E (denoted herein as E.delta) becomes Edelta - [location change vector of

‘deadreclt_est"]. ‘/

MBS_curr__est < --- U PDATE_CU RR_EST(HBS_new_est, deadreclt_est);

if (the extrapolation entry E exists) then /' Le" “stack" is not empty ‘/
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modify the extrapolation entry E as per the comment above:

/' now fix things up by putting all the rolled off location entries back, including

the “current location track” 'I

do until “stack” is empty

{

staclt_top <--- pap~rrad(stadt);

I' “stack_top" is either a baseline location entry and a paired deadreckoning location change

estimate, or, an unpaired deadrecltoning location change estimate associated with a NULL for the

baseline location entry '/

MBS_nxt_est < -« {er_ base/lire; enrMstathop);

deadreck_est <-—- get_ dearlreriom’nLerrtMstathop);

MBS_curr_est <--- DETERMINE_MB$_leATlQN_ESTIMATE(HBS_nxt_est,

deadreclt_est);

}

}

else /' there is no deadreckoning extrapolation entries in the location track of type "HBS_new_est.type" wherein the

extrapolation entries have a “latest timestamp" more recent than the timestamp of “HBS_new_est". So just insert

“HBS_new__est" and “deadreclt_est'.'/

insert “HBS_new_est" at the head ol the location track of type "HBS_new_est.type" as a new baseline entry:

insert the extrapolation entry derived from “deadreclt_est" in each of the other location tracks except the current track;

HBS_curr_est <--- UPDATE_CURR_EST(HBS_new_est, deadreck_est); /' see prog :1an below '/

}

RETURN(HBS_curr_est);

} /' end add_location_entry '/

FILTER(MBS_new_est)

/' This function determines whether "MBS_new_est" is of sufficient quality to insert into it’s

corresponding MBS location track. It is assumed that the location track of

“MBS_new_est.type” is non-empty.
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Input: MB$_new_est A new MBS location estimate to use in determining the

location of the M35.

Returns: FALSE if “MBS_new_est" was processed here (i.e., filtered out),

TRUE if processing with “MB$_new_est” may be continued . ‘l

{

continue_to_process_new_est <~TRUE;/‘ assume “NBS_new_est' will be good enough to use as an NBS location estimate ‘/

/‘ see if “MBS_new_est" can be filtered out. ‘/

if (the confidence in NBS_new_est < a predetermined function of the confidence(s) of previous NBS location estimates of

type “NBS_new_est.type")

/‘ e.g., the predetermined function here could be any of a number of lunctions that provide a minimum threshold on

what constitutes an acceptable confidence value for continued processing of “NBS_new_est". The following is an

example of one such predetermined function: K‘(confidence of “NBS_new_est.type" location track head) for

some K, 0< K< = LO, wherein Kvaries with a relative frequency of estimates of type

“NBS_new_est.type” not filtered; e.g.., fora given window of previous NBS location estimates of this type. K:

(number of NBS location estimates of “HBS_new_esLtype' not filtered)/(the total number ol estimates of this

type in the window). llote, such filtering here may be important for known areas where, for example, GPS signals

may be potentially reflected from an object (i.e., multipath), or. the Location Center provides an NBS location

estimate of very low confidence. For simplicity, the embodiment here discards any filtered location estimates

However. in an alternative embodiment, any such disarded location estimates may be stored separately so that,

for example, if no additional better NBS location estimates are received. then the filtered or discarded location

estimates may be reexamined for possible use in providing a better subsequent NBS location estimate.‘/

then continue_to_process_new_est <- fALSE;

else if (an area for “NBS_new_est" > a predetermined function of the corresponding area(s) of entries in the location

track of type “NBS_new_est.type") ~

/' e.g., the predetermined lunction here could be any of a number of functions that provide a maximum threshold

on what constitutes an acceptable area size for continued processing of “NBS_new_est". The following are

examples of such predetermined functions: (a) the identity function on the area ol the head of the location track

of type “NBS_new_est.type"; or. (b) K'(the area of the head ol the location track of type

“NBS_new_est.type"), for some it, K> = LO, wherein for a given window of previous NBS location estimates of

this type, K= (the total number of estimates in the window)/ (number of these location estimates not filtered);

note, each extrapolation entry increases the area of the head; so areas of entries at the head of each location

track type grow in area as extrapolation entries are applied. ‘/

then continue_to_process_new_est <-- fALSE;
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RETURN(continue_toJarocess_new_est)

}

UPDATE_CURR_EST(MBS_new_est, deadreck_est)

S ' /’ This function updates the head of the “current” MBS location track whenever

“MBS_new_est" is perceived as being a more accurate estimate of the location of the

M35.

Input: MBS__new_est A new MBS location estimate to use in determining the location

of the M35

10 deadreck_est The deadreckoning MBS location change estimate paired with

“MBS_new_est".

Returns a potentially updated “MBS_curr_est” '/

ii (HBS_new_est is of type HANUAL_ENTRY) then

15 { /' MBS operator entered an M35 location estimate for the M85: so must use it '/

insen “HBS_new_est" as the head of the “current NBS location track" which is the location track indicating the best

current approximation of the location of the H55;

}

else /“ ”HBS_new_est” is not a manual entry 'I

20 {

l'lBS__curr_est <--- get_ rurr_ en(llBS_new_esLllS_lD);/' get the head of the “current location track" '/

adiusted_curr_est < 3pm; dead/eclan/hL fo(HBS_curr_est, deadredt_est);

J' The above function returns an object of the same type as "HB$_curr_est". but with the most likely HBS

point and area locations adjusted by “deadreclt_est'. Accordingly. this function performs the following

25 , computations:

(a) selects. Am, the HM location area estimate of “HBS_curr_est" (e.g., one of the "most likely”

nested area(s) provided by “HBS_curr_est' in one embodiment of the present invention);

(b) applies the deadreckoning translation corresponding to “deadreclt_est" to A”, to thereby

translate it (and expand it to at least account for deadrecltoning inaccuracies). '/

30 if (reasonabl); clase(MBS_new_est, adjusted_curr_est, MBS_curr_est))

I" In one embodiment, the function “reasonably_close" here determines whether a most likely HBS point

location (i.e.. centroid) of "HBS_new_est" is contained in the MRS estimated area of

“adjusted_curr_est”

l2?
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then

Note that the reasoning for this constraint is that if "llBS__curr_est" maccurate, then any “most

likely NBS point location” of a new HBS baseline estimate that is also accurate ought to be in the H85

estimated area of “adjusted_curr_est".

In a second embodiment, the function "reasonably_close" determines whether the centroid (or most

likely HBS point location) of 'HBS_new__est' is close enough to “HBS_curr_est" so that no MBS

movement constraints are (grossly) violated between the most likely point

locations of “MBS_new_est" and “MBS_curr__est"; i.e., constraints on (de)acceleration,

abruptness of direction change, velocity change, mas velocity for the tenain. Note, such constraints are

discussed in more detail in the section herein describing the “Analytical heasoner". (Accordingly. it is an

aspect of the present invention to provide similar capabilities to that of the Analytical Reasoner as part of the

NBS, and in particular, as the functionality of the “NBS LOCATION CONSTRAINT CHECKER" illustrated in fig.

II. It is assumed hereinafter that the embodiment of the function, “reasonably_close", performed here is a

combination of both the first and second embodiments, wherein the constraints of both the first and second

embodiments must be satisfied for the function to return TRUE '/

if (the confidence in MBS_new_est > = the confidence in MBS_curr_est) then

if (the most likely NBS area of HBS_new_est contains the most likely NBS area of “adjusted_curr_est" as

computed above) then

shrink HBS_new_est uniformly about its centroid (i.e.. “most likely HBS point location") until it is

as small as possible and still contain the NBS estimated area of “adjusted_curr_est".

insert_inta_Iacztion_ trackf‘current", HBS__new_est):

/' The program invoked here inserts a location track entry corresponding to the second parameter into the

location track identified by the first parameter (e.g.. “current'). It is important to note that the second

parameter for this program may be eit/Ierof the following data structures: a “loation track entry", or an

“NBS location estimate” and the appropriate location track entry or entries will be put on the location

.track corresponding to the first parameter. The insertion is performed so that a “latest timestamp" order

is maintained; i.e., i

(a) any extrapolation entries in the loation track, wherein these entries have a more recent

“latest timestamp" than the (“earliest' or only) timestamp (depending on the data

structure) of the second parameter are removed, and
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(b) conceptually at least, the location change estimates output from the deadreckoning NBS

location estimator that correspond with the removed extrapolation entries are then

reapplied in timestamp order to the head of the target loation tack. ’/

}

else I' the centroid of "NBS_new_est". is contained in an area of “NBS_curr_est". but the confidence in

“MBS_new_est" < confidence in “MBS_curr_esc" ‘/

most_likely_est < - determine a “most likely NBS location estimate" using the set S = {the NBS

location estimate centroid(s) of any NBS location track heads contained in the NBS

estimated area of “adjusted._curr_est". plus, the centroid of 'NBS_new_est'};

/’ Note. in the above statement, the “most likely NBS location estimate" may be determined

using a number of different techniques depending on what function(s) is used to embody the

meaning of “most likely". In one embodiment, such a “most likely' function is a function of

the confidence values of a predetermined population of measurements (e.g.. the selected

location track heads in this case) from which a “most likely" measurement is determined (e.g.

computed or selected). For example. in one embodiment. a “most likely” function may include

selecting a measurement having the maximum confidence value from among the population of

measurements. In a second embodiment, a “most likely” function may include a weighting of

measurements (e.g.. location track heads) according to corresponding confidence values of-the

measurements. For example, in the present amtext (of NBS location track heads) the

following steps provide an embodiment of a "most likely” function:

(a) determine a centroid of area [or each of the selected track heads Ge. the location

track heads having a point location estimate contained in the NBS estimated area of

“adjusted_curr_est");

(b) determine the "most likely location NBS position" P as a weighted centroid of the

centroids from step (a), wherein the weighting of each of the centroids from (a) is

provided by their corresponding confidence values;

(c) output an area, A,, as the “most likely NBS location ared‘, wherein the centroid of

A, is P and A, is the largest area within the NBS estimated area of

“adjusted_curr_est" satisfying this condition; and

(d) set a confidence value for A. as the avenge confidence value of “NBS_new_est".

“NBS_cun_est' and the selected location trad: head used. '/

insert_inta_locatian_ tracfl‘kurrent'. most_likely_est);
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elsel' “MBS_nevv_est" is not reasonably close to “adjusted_curr_est” (i.e.',

“MBS_curr_est” with "deadreclt_est" applied to it). so a conflict exists here; e.g.,

(i) “NBS_new_est" is not a manual entry. and (ii) “NBS_new_est" does not have its centroid contained in the

NBS estimated area of l‘adjusted_curr_est", or. there has been a movement constraint violation. Note that it is

not advisable to just replace I‘NBS_cun_est" with “new_est_head" because:

(a) “NBS_new_est' may be the NBS location estimate that is least accurate, while the previous entries

of the current location track have been accurate;

(b) the "NBS_curr_est" may be based on a recent NBS operator manual entry which should not be
overridden. ’/

NBS_curr_est < -~- resolve_conflicts(NBS_new_est, adjusted_cun_est, NBS_curr_est);

} _

}I’ end else “NBS_new_est" not a manual entry ‘/

il (NBS is a vehicle) and (not oil road) then

/’ it is assumed that a vehicular NBS is on-road unless explicitly indicated otherwise by NBS operator. '/

NBS_curr_est <~- map_!a_best_fiLsInedNBLcurLest);/' snap to beststreet location according to location

estimate. velocity. and/or direction of travel. Note, this is a translation of “NBS_curr_est". ‘/

RETURN(MBS_curr_est)

} /' END UPDATE(MBS_CURR_EST) '/

resolve_conflicts(MBS_new_est, adjusted_curr_est, MBS_curr_est)

/' There is a basic conflict here,

(i) "MBS_new_est” is not a manual entry, and

(ii) one of the following is true: “MBS_new_est” does not have its centroid contained

in the area “adjusted_curr_est", or, using "MBS_nevv_est” implies an M35
movement constraint violation.

Input: MBS_nevv_est The newest NBS location estimate record.

adjusted_curr_est The version of "NBS_curr_est" adjusted by the deadreckoning

location change estimate paired with “NBS_new_est".

MBS_curr__est The location tradc entry that is the head of the “current” location tradL Note

that"NBS_new_est.confidence" > “NBS_curr_est.cofidence".

Output: An updated “MBS_curr_est”. '/
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marlt that a conflict has arisen between “HBS_curr_est' and “HBS_new_est';

if (the HHS operator desires notification of H85 location estimate conflicts) then

A notin the NBS operator of an NBS location estimate conflict:

if (the HHS operator has configured the H35 location system to ignore new estimates that are not “reasonably

close" to adjusted_curr_est) or

(MBS_curr_est is based on a manual MBS operator location estimate. and the NBS has moved less

than a predetermined distance (wheel turns) from where the manual estimate was provided) then

RETURN(adjusted_curr_est); .

else I‘ not required to ignore “MBS_new_est”, and there has been no recent manual

estimate input’l

{ /' try to use “MBS_new_est” '/

if ((MBS_new_est.confidence - adiusted_curr_est.confidence) > a large predetermined

threshold) then

/" Note, the confidence discrepancy is great enough so that “llBS_new_est" should be the most recent baseline

estimate on current HBS location track. Note that the threshold here may be approximately 03, wherein

confidences are in the range [0. l].’/

insert_inta_lacatian_ traclc(“current", HBS_new_est);

/' insert "llBS_new_est" into “current" location track (as a baseline entry) in “latest timestamp" order;

i.ew remove any extrapolation entries with a more recent “latest timestamp" in this track, and reapply,

in timestamp order. the location change estimates output from the deadrecltoning HBS location

estimator that correspond with the removed extrapolation entries removed; '/

else /’ “MBS_new_est.confidence" is not substantially bigger than

"adjusted_curr_est.confidence": so check to see if there are potentially MBS

location system instabilities '/

{ /' check for instabilities '/

il [ (there has been more than a determined fraction of conflicts between the "HBS_curr_est' and “HBS_new_est"

within a predetermined number of most recent 'MBS_new_est" instantiations) or

(the path corresponding to the entries of the “current location track" of the H85 has recently violated HBS

movement constraints more than a predetermined fraction of the number ol times there has been new ‘

instantiation of “llBS_curr_est", wherein such movement constraints may be (de)acceleration constraints,

abrupt change in direction constraints, constraints relating to too high a velocity for a terrain) or

(there has been an HBS operator indication of lack of confidence in the remntly displayed HBS location

estimates)]
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then /' the M85 location system is likely unstable and/or inaccurate; check to see if

this condition has been addressed in the recent past. ‘/

{ I‘ fix instability ‘/

if (fu_instability_counterequal to 0) then/‘ no instabilities have been addressed here

within the recent past; i.e., "fix_instability_counter" has the followingsemantics: if it is 0.

then-no instabilities have been addressed here within the recent past; else if not 0. then a recent

instability has been attempted to be fixed here. Note, “fix_instability_counter" is decremented. if

not zero. each time a new baseline location entry is inserted into its corresponding baseline

location track. Thus. this counter provides a “wait and see' strategy to determine if a previous

performance of the statements below mitigated the (any) NBS location system instability. '/

{

most_|ikely_est <-- determine a new “most likely NBS location estimate”; [30.l]

/‘ Note, a number of NBS location estimates may be generated and compared here for

determining the “most_liltely_est". for example, various weighted centroid NBS location

estimates may be determined by a clustering of location track head entries in various ways

In a first embodiment for determining a value (object) for “most_lilsely_est", a "most

likely” function may be performed, wherein a weighting of location trads heads according to

their corresponding confidence values is performed. for example. the following steps provide an

embodiment of a "most likely” function:

(a) obtain a set S having: (i) a centroid of area for each of the track heads having a

corresponding area contained in a determined area surrounding the point

location of “adjusted_curr_est” (e.g, the NBS estimated area of

"adjusted_curr_est"), plus (ii) the centroid of “NBS_new_est";

(b) determine the “most likely location NBS position" P as a weighted centroid of

the centroids of the set S from step (3). wherein the weighting of each of the

centroids from (a) is provided by their corresponding confidence values;

(c) output an area. A. as the "most likely NBS location are! wherein A has P as a

centroid and A is a “small” area (e.g., a convex hull) containing the

corresponding the centroids of the set S; and

(d) set a confidence value for A as the average confidence value of the

centroids of the set S.

In a second embodiment, “most_|ikely_est" may be determined by expanding (e.g..

substantially uniformly in all directions) the NBS location estimate area of "NBS_new_est"
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until the resulting expanded area contains at least the most likely point location of

“adjusted_curr_est' as its most likely HBS location area ’/

insert_ inta_lacatian_ tracK"current". most_likely_est);

fix_instability_counter <-~ a predetermined number, C. corresponding to a number ol baseline

entries to be put on the baseline location tracks until HBS location system instabilities are to be

addressed again here; I’ when this counter goes to zero and the NBS location system is unstable.

then the above statements above will be performed again. Note, this counter must be reset to C (or

higher) if a manual HBS estimate is entered. '/

}

} /‘ fut instability ’/

elsel’ The MBS location system has been reasonably stable, and

“MBS_curr_est.coniidence" is not substantially bigger than

“adjusted_new_est.confidence” . '/

most_|iltely_est < -- determine a most likely HBS location estimate;

/" The determination in the statement above may be similar or substantially the same as the computation

discussed in relation to statement [30.l] above. However, since there is both more stability in this case than

in [NJ] and less confidence in “HBS_new_est", certain NBS movement constraints may be more

applicable here than in [30.l].

Accordingly, note that in any embodiment for determining “most_liltely_est' here. reasonable

. movement constraints may also'be used such as: (a) unless indicated otherwise, an HBS vehicle will be

assumed to be on a road, (b) a new NBS loation estimate should not imply that the H35 had to travel

faster than. for example, |20 mph or change direction too abruptly or change velocity too abruptly or

traverse a roadless region (e.g.. corn field or river) at an inappropriate rate of speed.

Thus, once a tentative HBS location estimate (e.g., such as in the steps of the first embodiment of

[30.l]) for “most_liltely_est" has been determined, such constraints may be applied to the tentative

estimate for determining whether it should be pulled badt toward the centroid ol the “HBS_airr_est” in

order to satisfy the movement constraints’l ‘

insert_inta_lacatian_ tn:k(“wrrent', most_|iltely_est);/‘ note. the second parameter for this .

function may be either ol the following data structures: a “location track entry”. or a “NBS location

estimate" and the appropriate location track entry or entries will be put on the location tradt corresponding

to the first parameter. '/

BS
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} /‘ check for instabilities ‘/

HBS_turr_est <—- get_a”; t:(MBS_new_esLHS_l D); /' [ram current loatian trad: ‘/

} I' try to use “MBS_new_est" ‘/

RETURN(MBS_curr_est)

.} /' END resolve_conflicts '/
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APPENDIX B: Pseudo code for a genetic algorithm

Pseudo code for a genetic algorithm

5 Genetic_Algorid1m ('decode. ’fitness_function, panns)

f' This program implements a genetic algorithm for detennining effident

values of parameters for a seard'r problem. The current best values ol the parameters are received by the genetic algorithm in a data

stnrcture suds as an array. If no sud) infonnation is available, then the genetic algorithm receives random guesses of the parameter values

This program also receives as input a pointer to a decade function that pmvides the genetic algorithm with infomtation about how the

10 parameters are represented by bit strings (see genetic algorithm relerentes). The program also receives a pointer to a fitness function,

'fitness_iunt1ions", that provides the genetic algorithm with information about how the quality of potential solutions should be detennined.

The program computes new, improved values of parameters and replaces the old values in the array I'parms"

'/

// assume that eadi particular application will have a specific fitness function and decoding

15 /l sdreme: otherwise, the proadure is the same every time

//generaae the iniaalpapulau’an

// generate a random population of binary strings containing popsize strings

for i = l to popsize

for} = | to string_length

20 string(i,D = random(0,l)

end loop onj

end loop on i

//keepgenerating newpapulaa'an: untilfinished

do until finished '

25 fori = ltopapsize

[bans-[om tire binalystring: into parameters/mm the problem at hand; requirespmblem

[specific firncfian

decode (string(i))

//evaluate each :17ng

30 evaluate (string(i))

end loop on i

//pelfomr reproduction

reproduce (population_of_strings)
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//pelfonn 02:me

crossover (population_of_stringx)

//perf0nn mutation

mum: (population_of_m'ings)

5 // evaluate the newpapu/afian

fori = I In popsile

//tzzn.d'ann tile binarystring: intopammeters

//from the pmblem at harm;- require: problem

[specific fi/ncfian

lo decode (suingfin

//evaluate the fibres: clear/I string '

evaluate (stringfifi)

and loop on i

ii finished then report new results to the calling routine

15 else go bad( to tip of do-until loop

”8
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APPENDIX C: Location Database Maintenance Programs

DATA BASE PROGRAMS FOR MAINTAINING THE LOCATION SIGNATURE DATA BASE

In the algorithm below. external parameter values needed are underlined. Note that in one embodiment of the present

invention, such parameters may be adaptively tuned using, for example, a genetic algorithm

EXTERNALLY INVOCABLE PROGRAMS:

Update_Loc_Sig_DB(new_loc_obj. selection_criteria, loc_sig_pop)

/" This program updates loc sigs in the Location Signature data base. That is, this program updates. for example, at least

the location information Ior verified random loc sigs residing in this data base. Note that the steps herein are also

provided in flowchart form in fig. |7a through PIG. IIL

Introductory Information Related to the Function, “Update_Loc_Sig_DB"

The general strategy here is to use information (i.e., “new_loc_obj”) received from a newly verified location

(that may not yet be entered into the Location Signature data base) to assist in determining if the previously stored I
random verified loc sigs are still reasonably valid to use for.

(DJ) estimating a location [or a given collection (i.e., ‘bag") of wireless (e.gw (DI‘IA) location related signal

characteristics received from an MS,

(291) training (for example) adaptive location estimators (and location hypothesizing models), and

(293) comparing with wireless signal characteristics used in generating an MS location hypothesis by one of the HS

location hypothesizing models (denoted first Order Models. or, FOHs).

More precisely. since it is assumed that it is more likely that the newest location inlonnation obtained is more indicative of

the wireless ((DHA) signal characteristics within some area surrounding a newly verified location than the verified loc sigs

(location signatures) previously entered into the Location Signature DB, such verified loc sigs are compared for signal

characteristic consistency with the newly verified location information (object) input here Ior determining whether some of

these “older" data base verified Ioc sigs still appropriately characterize their associated location.

In particular. comparisons are iteratively made here between each (target) loc sig “near" “new_|oc_obj" and a

population of lot sigs in the location signature data base (such population typically including the loc sig for

“new_loc_obj) for.

I39
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(29.4) adjusting a confidence factor of the target loc sig. Note that each such confidence factor is in the range [0. I]

with 0 being the lowest and I being the highesL further note that a confidence factor here can be raised as

well as lowered depending on how well the target loc sig matches or is consistent with the population of loc

sigs to which it is compared. Thus. the confidence in any particular verified loc sig. LS. can fluctuate with

S successive invocations of this program if the input to the successive invocations are with location information

geographically “near" LS.

(29.5) remove older verified loc sigs from use whose confidence value is below a predetermined threshold. Note, it is

intended that sud: predetermined thresholds be substantially automatically adjustable by periodically testing

various confidence factor thresholds in a specified geographic area to determine how well the eligible data

10 base loc sigs (for different thresholds) perform in agreeing with a number of verified loc sigs in a "loc sig

test-bed”. wherein the test bed may be composed of, for example. repeatable loc sigs and recent random

verified loc sigs.

Note that this program may be invoked with a (verified/known) random and/or repeatable loc sig as input.

Furthermore. the target loc sigs to be updated may be selected from a panicular group of loc sigs such as the random lot

15 sigs or the repeatable loc sigs, such selection being determined according to the input parameter, “selection_criteria"

while the comparison population may be designated with the input parameter, “loc_sig_pop". for example. to update

confidence factors of certain random loc sigs near “new__loc_obj", “selection_criteria" may be given a value indicating,

“USE_RANDOH_LOC_SIGS”, and “loc__sig_pop" may be given a value indicating, ‘USE_llEl’EATAB E_LOC_SIGS”.

Thus, if in a given geographic area. the repeatable loc sigs (from. e.g.. stationary transceivers) in the area have recently

20 been updated, then by successively providing ”new__loc_obj" with a loc sig for each of these repeatable loc sigs. the

stored random loc sigs can have their confidences adjusted.

Alternatively, in one embodiment of the present invention, the present function may be used for determining

when it is desirable to update repeatable loc sigs in a particular area (instead of automatically and periodically updating

such repeatable loc sigs). For example. by adjusting the confidence factors on repeatable loc sigs here provides a method

25 for determining when repeatable loc sigs for a given area should be updated. That is. for example. when the area's average

confidence factor for the repeatable loc sigs drops below a given (potentially high) threshold, then the l‘lSs that provide the

repeatable loc sigs can be requested to respond with new [at sigs for updating the DB. Note, however, that the approach

presented in this function assumes that the repeatable location information in the DB is maintained with high confidence

by. for example; frequent Dli updating. Thus, the random verified DB location information may be effectively compared

30 against the repeatable loc sigs in an area '
INPUT:

new_loc_obj: a data representation at least including a lot sig for an associated location about which Location

Signature loc sigs are to have their confidences updated.
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selection_criterix a data representation designating the loc sigs to be selected to have their mnfidences

updated (may be defaulted). The following groups of loc sigs may be selected: “USE_RANDOH_LO(_SIGS" (this

is the default). USE_REPEATABLE_LOC_SIGS', 'USE_ALL_L0(_SIGS". Note that eadr of these selections has

values for the following values associated with it (although the values may be defaulted):

- (a) a confidence seduction factor for reducing loc sig confidences.

(b) a big error threshold fordetermining the errors above which are considered too big to ignore,

(c) aconfidence increase factor for increasing Ioc sig confidences.

(d) a small error threshold for determining the errors below whidt are considered too small (I.e., good) to

ignore.

(e) a recent time for specifying a time period for indicating the loc sigs here considered to be “recent”.

loc_sig_pop: a data representation of the type of lot sig population to which the loc sigs to be updated are

compared. The following values may be provided:

(2) “USE ALL LOC SIGS IN DB".

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LOC SIGS" (this is the default),

(c) “USE ONLY LDC SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME Of DAY”

However, environmental characteristics such as: weather, traffic. season are also contemplated. '/

/' Make sure “new_loc_obj” is in location DB. '/

if (NOT new_|oc_obj.in_DB ) then I‘ this location object is not in the Location Signature DB; note this can be determined by

comparing the location and times/datestamp with DB entries .‘l

05; insert_new_ /ot_.r/fg_ enrn'e1(new_loc_obj); // stores locsigs in Location Signature DB

/'Determine a geographicalarea surrounding the location associated with

“new_loc_ obj” for adjusting the confidence factors oflot sigs having associated

locations in this area. '/

DB_seardI_areaI <-—- get_tan/I'deflt?_ad[lllf_Hart/LMLlbLflfl;undo/7L/0(_J/21(new_lot_obj.location);

/'get the loc sigs to have their confidence factors adjusted '/

‘ DB_Ioc__sigs <--- ger_a//_DB_/oc_.t/gs_lar(DB_search_areal_selection_criteria);

V nearby_|oc_sig_bag <-- get Ioc sigs from “DB_loc_sigs" wherein for each Ioc sig the distance between the location assoa'ated '

with “new_loc__obj.location" and the verified location for the loc sig is closer than. for example. some

standard deviation (such as the second standard deviation) of these distances for all loc sigs in

“DB_loc_sigs":

/‘ For each ”lot sig"having its confidence factor adjusted do '/

for eadr loc_sig[fl in nearby_loc_sig_bag do ”determine a confidence for these random loc sigs

l4|
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/’ Determine a search area surrounding the location associated with ”/oc

sly" ’/

loc <-« ger_ veniiei/aarianflogsigfij);

/" Determine the error corresponding to how well "lot sig’” fits with the

portion ofthe inputted type oflot sigpopulation that is also in the search

area. ’/

BS <-— ger_£.l(loc_sig[i]):

mar!_a.r_ um:anab/e(loc_sig[r]); /' mark “loc_sigM" in the Location Signature DB so that it isn't retrieved. '/

. DB_seardr_area2 <-— ger_ confide/741 artyi/ereaIt/LareL Ibr_ Db: loc_ :Moclocation);

/' Get search area about “rand_|oc". Typically, the "new_|oc_obj" would be in this search area ‘/

loc_sig_bag <-- mart/ocjgbafilogsigm); /' create a locsig bag having a single lot sig. “loc_sig[i]"‘/

output_criteria <-- get criteria to input to ”Determine_Location_Signature_fit_Errors" indicating that the lunction

should generate error records in the returned “error_rec_bag" only for the single Ioc sig in

‘loc_sig_hag". That is, the output criteria is: “OUTPUT ERROILRECS FOR INPUT LDC SIGS

ONLY".

error__rec_bag[fl <-— Determine_Location_Signature_Fit_Errors(loc.|ocation, loc_siLbag.

DB_search_areal. loc_sig_pop, output_criteria);

unmarLmak1hg_armr:ab/e(loc_sig[i]); /‘ unmark “loc_sigm" in the Location Signature DB so that it can now be

retrieved. ‘/

}

/' li‘educe confidence factors ofloc sigs: (a) that are nearby to the location

associated with "new_loc_ obj’fi (b) that have big errors, and (c) that have not

been recently updated/acquired. ’/

error_rec_set <-- mahe_.t?i_ lilllblL m(error_rec_bag[i] lor all i);

I“ Now modify confidence: of lot sigs in DB and delete loc sigs with very low confidences '/

reduce_bad_DB_loc_sigs(neaday_loc_sig_bag, error_rec_s'et, se|ection_criteria.big_error_threshold,

selection_criteria.confidence_reduction_factor. selection_criteria.recent_tiine);

/’ Increase confidence factors ofloc sigs: (a) that are nearby to the location

associated with "new_loc_ obj’; (b) that have small errors, and (c) that ha ve not

been recently updatedAacquired. ’/
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increase_confidence_of_good_DB_loc_sigs(nearby_loc_sig_bag,error_rec_set,

selection_criteria.small_error_threshold,

selection_criteria.asnfidence_inaease_lactor,

selection_criteria.recent_time);

END OF Update_Loc_Sig_DB

DB_Loc_Sig_Error_Fit(MS_loc_est, DB_search_area. measured_loc_sig_bag, search_criteria)

/' This function determines how well the collection of Ioc sigs in ”measured_loc_sig_bag" fit with the loc sigs in the

location signature data base wherein the data base Ioc sigs must satisfy the criteria of the input parameter “seardt_criteria'

and are relatively close to the HS location estimate of the location hypothesis, “hypothesis". Thus. in one embodiment of the

present invention. the present function may be invoked by, for example, the confidence adjuster module to adjust the

confidence of a location hypothesis

Input: hypothesis: HS location hypothesis;

measured_loc_sig_bag: A collection of measured location signatures (“loc sigs” for short) obtained from

the MS (the data structure here is an aggregation such as an array or list). Note. it is assumed that there is at

most one loc sig here per Base Station in this collection. Additionally, note that the input data structure here

may be a location signature cluster such as the "Ioc_sig_cluster" field of a location hypothesis (cf.- fig. 9).

Note that variations in input data structures may be accepted here by utilization of flag or tag bits as one

skilled in the art will appreciate;

search-criteria: The criteria for searching the verified location signature data base for various categories of

loc sigs. The only limitation on the types of categories that may be provided here is that. to be useful, each

category should have meaningful number of Ice sigs in the location signature data base. The following

categories included here are illustrative, but others are contemplated:

(a) I‘USE ALL LOL SIGS lll DB" (the default),

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LDC SIGS".

(c) “USE ONLY LOL SIGS WITH SIHILAIITIME 0F DAY".

further categories of loc sigs close to the HS estimate of“hypothesis" contemplated are: all loc sigs for the

same season and same time of day, all loc sigs during a specific weather condition (e.g, snowing) and atthe

same time of day, as well as other limitations for other environmental conditions sudt as traffic patterns.

Note, if this parameter is IIIL then (a) is assumed.

Returns: An error object (data type: “error_obiect”) having: (a) an “error" field with a measurement of the error in the fit

of the location signatures from the MS with verified location signatures in the Location Signature data base; and
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(b) a "confidence" field with a value indicating the perceived confidence that is to be given to the “error” value. 'I

if (“seardt_criteria" is Nll) then

search_criteria < —- “USE ALL lOC SIGS IN DB”;

/' determine a collection oferror records wherein there is an error recordfor

each 85 that is associated with a loc sig in "measure_Ioc__sig_bag” and for each 85

associated with a loc sig in a geographicalarea surrounding the hypothesis’s

location. '/

output_criteria < “OUTPUT ALL POSSIBLE EllllOll_llECS";

/‘ The program invoked in the following statement is described in the location signature data base section. ’/

error_rec_bag <-- Determine_Location_$ignature_Fit_Errors(l1$_loc_est,measured_loc_sig_bag,

DB_search_area. search_criteria, output_criteria);

/’ Note, "error_rec_bag" has “error_rec's" for eadt BS having a locsig in “DB_search_area" as well as each BS having

a loc sig in "measured_loc_sig_bag". ’l

/' determine which error records to ignore '/

BS_errors__to_ignore_bag < --- get3Lerror_/ea_ ro__ Ignaz/1(1) B_search_area. error_rec_bag,);

/' Our general strategy is that with enough BSs having: (a) loc sigs with the target HS. and (b) also having verified

locations within an area about the MS location “MS_loc_est”, some relatively large errors can be tolerated or ignored. for

example, if the NS location estimate, “HS_loc_est", here is indeed an accurate estimate of the ”5’s location and if an

area surrounding “HS_|oc_est" has relatively homogeneous environmental dlaracteristiu and the area has an adequate

number of verified location signature clusters in the location signature data base, then there will be presumably enough

comparisons between.the measured HS loc sigs of “measured_loc_sig_bag" and the estimated loc sigs, based on verified

l‘lS locations in the DB (as determined in “Detennine_l.ocation_Signature_fit_Errors"), for providing “error_rec_bag"

with enough small errors that these small errors provide adequate evidence for ”MS_Ioc_est" being accurate.

Accordingly, it is believed that, in most implementations ofthe present invention, only a

relatively small number ofloc_sig comparisons need have small errors for there to be

consistency between the loc sigs of “measured_ loc_sig_ bag"and the verified[at sigs in

the location signature data base. That is, a few large errors are assumed, in general to

be less indicative ofthe M5 location hypothesis being incorrect than small errors are

indicative ofaccurate M5 locations. Thus. if there were ten measured and estimated loc sig pairs, each

associated with a different BS. then if four pairs have small errors, then that might be enough to have high confidence in
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the HS location hypothesis. However, note that this determination could depend on the types of base stations; e.g_, if five

full-service base stations had measured and verified [at sigs that match reasonably well but five location BSs in the search

area are not detected by the HS Ge, the measured_loc_sig_bag has no loc sigs forthese location BSs), then the

confidence is lowered by the mismatdtes.

Thus, for example, the largest 166 of the errors in “error_rec_bag" may be ignored. Note, that “it" may be: (a)

a system parameter that is tunable using, for example, a genetic algorithm; and (b) “x" may be tuned separately for eadr
different set of environmental characteristics that appear most imponant to accurately accessing discrepancies or errors

between loc sigs. Thus, for a first set of environmental characteristics corresponding to: rural. flat terrain, summer. B PH

and clear weather, it may be the case that no loc sig errors are ignored. Whereas, for a second set of environmental

characteristics corresponding to: dense urban, hilly, fall, 8 PH, heavy traffic. and snowing, all but the three smallest errors

may be ignored. '/

/" determine (andreturn) error object based on the remaining error records '/

error_obj.measmt < 0; // initialilations

error_obj.confidence < --- 0:

for each error_rec[r] in (error_rec_bag - BS_errors_to_ignore_bag) do

{

error_obi.measmt <--- error_obj.measmt + (error_rec[i].error);

error_obj.confidence <--- error_obj.confidenoe + (error_rec[fl.confidence);

}

error_obi.measmt < error_obj.measmt / SllEDf(enor_rec_bag - BS_errors_to_ignore__bag);

error_obj.confidence <--- error__obj.confidence /SllEOF(error_rec_bag - BS_errors_to_ignore_bag);

RETURN(error__obj);

ENDOF DB_Loc_Sig_Error_Fit

INTERNAL PROGRAMS:

reduce_bad_DB_loc_sigs(loc_,_sig_bag , error_rec_set, big_error_threshold

confidence_reduction_factor. recent_time)

/' This‘program reduces the confidence of verified DB loc sigs that are (seemingly) no longer accurate (i.e.. in agreement with

comparable loc sigs in the DB). If the confidence is reduced low enough, then such loc sigs are removed from the DB. further, if for a

DB verified location entity (referencing a collection of loc sigs for the same location and time), this entity no longer references any

valid loc sigs, then it is also removed from the location signature data base 1320. .Note that the steps herein are also provided in

flowchart form in figs. IBa through l8b. 7

Inputs:
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loc_sig_bag“. The locsigs to be tested for determining il their cunfidences should be lowered and/or these loc sigs
removed.

error__rec_set: The set of “error_recs" providing information as to how much each lot sig in “loc_sig_bag"

disagrees with comparable loc sig! in the DB. That is. their 13 an ”error rec'he/e firr each IMII'g/ll1:

Inc rig hag'.

big_error_threshold: The error threshold above which the errors are considered too big to ignore.

confidence_reduction_factor. The factor by which to reduce the confidence of lot sigs

recent_time: Time period beyond whidt loc sigs are no longer considered recent.

{/"get loc sigs from the location 03 having both big absolute andrelative errors

(in comparison to other 05 nearby loc sigs) '/

relatively_big_errors_bag <—-- get “error_recs" in "error_rec_set" wherein each ‘error_recerror" has a size larger than, for

example. the second standard deviation from the mean (average) of such errors;

big_errors_bag <--- get "error_recs" in "relatively_big_errors_bag" wherein each “error_rec.error" has a value larger than

“big_error_threshold";

DB_loc_sigs_w_big_errors < -- get the lot sigs for “error_recs" in "big_errors_bag" wherein each lot sig gotten here is

identified by “error_rer.loc_sig_id";

/‘get Ioc sigs from the location 08 that have been recently added or updated ‘/

recent_|oc_sigs <-- ger_ INEIIL /ac_.r/;71(loc_sig_bag, recent_time); /’ Note. the function, ”get_recent_loc_sigs' can have

various embodiments, including determining the recent location signatures by comparing their time stamps (or other time

related measurements) with one or more threshold values for classifying location signatures into a “recent" category

returned here and an a category for “old" or updatable location signatures. Note that these categories can be determined

by a (tunable) system time threshold parameter(s) for determining a value for the variable, “recent_time", and/or, by

data driving this tategoriaation by, e.g., classifying the location signatures according to a standard deviation, such as

defining the "recent" category as those location signatures more recent than a second standard deviation of the

timestamps of the location signatures in “loc_sig_bag". ’/ I

/‘ subtract the recent Ioc sigs from the lac sigs with big errors toget the bad ones

'/

bad_DB_loc_sigs <--- (big_error_DB_loc_sigs) - (recent_loc_sigs);

/' lower the confidence of the bad[or sigs ’/

lor eadl |oc_sig[i] in bad_DB_loc_sigs do

|oc_sig[fl.confidence <-- (loc_sig[ij.confidence) ’ (confidence_reduction_factor);
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/’ for each bad lac sig, update it in the DB or remove it from use ifits confidence

is too low '/

/' Now delete any lot sigs from the DB whose confidences have become too low. '/

foreadt loc_sig[i] in bad DB loc sigst

5 if (loc_sig[i].confidence < min lot sig confidence) then

{

fif/IflVL/M/‘LI/flflocjgfin;

/' update composite location objects to reflect a removal ofis referencedlac

sig'l

19 verified_loc_entity < rern'ere__ campas/te_ [oar/21L entity; navrhg(loc_sig[ij);
/' This gets all other 6f any) lot sigs for the composite location object that were verified at the same time as

“loc_sig[i]". Note. these other loc sigs may not need to‘be deleted fie. their signal characteristics may have a

high confidence); however, it must be noted in the DB, that for the DB composite location entity having

"loc_sig[fl", this entity is no longer complete.‘ Thus, this entity may not be useful as, e.g., neural net training
15 data. '/

mark “verified_|oc_entity" as incomplete but keep track that a loc sig did exist for the BS associated with “loc_sigfi]";

if ("verified_loc_entity" now references no loc sigs) then diflfll’flflffl/L l/Iflverified_loc_entity);

}

else Riopdargenrfilogsigfin;l/ with its new confidence

20 } ENDOF reduce_bad_DB_loc_sigs

increase_confidence_of_good_DB_loc_sigs(nearby_loc_sig_bag. error_rec_set,

'small_erro r_threshold, confidence_increase_factor, recemt_time);

/‘ This program increases the confidence of verified DB loc sigs that are (seemingly) of higher accuracy (i.e., in agreement with

25 comparable loc sigs in the DB). Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in figs. 19a through l9b.

Inputs: I

I Ioc_sig__bag: The Inc sigs to be testedfor determining if their confidences should be increased.

error_rec_set The set of 'error_recs' providing information as to how much each lot sig in “loc_sig_bag" i

disagrees with comparable loc sigs in the DB. That is, (here/3 an "error rec'dele fareac/I lacrig/n

30 "lot sig bag'f

small_error_threshold: The error threshold below which the errors are considered too small to ignore.

confidence_increase_facton The factor by which to increase the confidence of lot sigs.

I47
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recent_time: Time period beyond which Ioc sigs are no longer considered recent.

/’get loc sigs from the Location 08 hawing hoth smallabsolute andrelative errors

(in comparison to other DB nearby loc sigs') '/

relatively_small_errors_bag <--- get “error_recs" in "error_rec_set' wherein each “error_rec.error" has a size smaller than, [or

example, the second standard deviation from the mean (avenge) of such errors;

small_errors_bag <-—- get ‘error_recs" in “relatively_sma|l_errors_bag" wherein each “error_rec.error" has a site smaller than

'small__error_threshold"; I
DB_loc_sigs_w_small_erron < -- get the loc sigs Ior “error_recs" in "smal|_errors_bag" wherein each lot sig gotten here is

identified by “error_rec.|oc_sig_id";

/’get loc 51g: from the location 05 that have been recently added or updated '/

recent-_loc_sigs < -- gag/men; /or_s41s(loc_sig_bag, recent_time);

/’ subtract the recent Ioc sigs from the loc sigs with small errors to get the good

ones '/

good DB Inc sigs<---(smal|_error__DB_loc_sigs)- (recent_loc_sigs);

/' for eachgoodIoc 51g, update its confidence '/

Ior each Ioc_sig[i] in good_DlI_Ioc_sigs do

{

|oc_sig[i].conlidence <—- (loc_sig[i].confidence) * (confidence_increase_factor):

if (Ioc_sig[i].confidence > LO) then loc_sig[i] <--- LO;

}

ENDOF increase_good_DB_loc_sigs

‘DATA BASE PROGRAMS FOR DETERMINING THE CONSISTENCY OF LOCATION

HYPOTHESES WITH VERIFIED LOCATION INFORMATION IN THE LOCATION

SIGNATURE DATA BASE I

LOW LEVEL DATA BASE PROGRAMS FOR LOCATION SIGNATURE DATA BASE

/’ The following program compares: (aI) loc sigs that are contained in (or derived from) the loc sigs in “target_loc_sig_bag" with

(bl) Ioc sigs computed from verified loc sigs in the location signature data base. That is. eadt loc sig from (al) is compared with a

corresponding Ioc sig from (bl) to obtain a measurement ol the discrepancy between the two loc sigs. In particular, assuming each ol

the loc sigs for “target_loc_sig_bag" correspond to the same target HS location. wherein this location is “target_loc", this program
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determines how well the loc sigs in 'target_loc_sig_bag" fit with a computed or estimated loc sig lor the location, ‘target_loc"

that is derived lrom the verified loc sigs in the location signature data base. Thus. this program may be used: (al) for determining

how well the loc sigs in the location signature cluster for a target HS ("target_loc_sig_bag') compares with loc sigs derived from

verified location signatures in the location signature data base. and (b2) for determining how consistent a given collection of Ioc sigs

(“target_loc_sig_bag”) lrom the location signature data base is with other loc sigs in the location signature data base. Note that in

(b2) each of the one or more loc sigs in ‘target_loc_sig_bag" have an error computed here that can be used in determining if the

loc sig is becoming inapplicable for predicting target HS locations Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in

Figs. 20a through 20d.'/

Determine_Location_Signature_Fit_Errors(target_loc, target_loc_sig_bag,

search_area, search_criteria, output_criteria)

/' lnput: target_loc: An HS location ora location hypothesis lora particular HS. Note. this can be any of the

following: ’

(a) An M5 location hmthesis, in which case. the loc sigs in ‘target_loc_sig_bag"

are included in a location signature cluster from which this location hypothesis was

derived. Note that if this location is inaccurate, then “target_loc_sig_bag" is unlikely to

be similar to the comparable loc sigs derived from the loc sigs of the location signature

database close “target_loc"; or

(b) A previously verified MI location. in which case, the loc sigs of

“target_loc_sig_bag" are previously verified loc sigs. However, these loc sigs may or

may not be accurate now.

target_loc_sig_bag: Measured location signatures (“loc sigs” lor short) obtained lrom the panicular HS

(the data structure here. bag, is an aggregation such as array or list). The location signatures here may be

verified or unverified. However, it is assumed that there is at least one loc sig in the

bag. Further, it is assumed that there is at most one lot sigper Base

Station. It is also assumed that the presentparameter includes a ”type”

lie/d indicating whether the lac sigs here have been individual/y selected, or,

whether this parameter references an entire (verified) loc sig cluster,- i.e.,

the type fieldmay have a value of? "UNVERIFIED LDC SIG ClUSTER” or

"yea/r150 LOC516 ccusre ",- ‘

search_area: The representation ol the geographic area surrounding “target_loc". This parameter is used

for searching the Location Signature data base for verified loc sigs that correspond geographically to the

location of an MS in "search_area";
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search_criteria: The criteria used in searching the location signature data base. The criteria may include

the following:

(a) “USEALl l0C SIGS Ill DB".

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE [Of SIGS".

5 (c) “USE ONLY LOC SIGS WITII SIMILAR Tll‘lE Of DAY".

However, environmental characteristics such as: weather, traffic, season are also contemplated.

output__criteria: The criteria used in determining the error records to output in “error_rec". The criteria

here may include one of:

(a) “OUTPUT All POSSIBLE ERROR_RECS';

10 (b) “OUTPUT ERROR_IIE(S TOR INPUT LOC SIGS ONLY".

Returns: error_rec A bag of error records or objects providing an indimtion of the similarity between each Ioc sig in

“target_|oc_sig_bag" and an estimated Ioc sig computed for “target_loc" from stored loc sigs in a surrounding

area ol “target_loc”. Thus, each error record/object in I‘error_rec" provides a measurement of how well a loc‘sig

(i.e., wireless signal characteristics) in “target_|oc_sig_bag" (for an associated BS and the HS at “target_loc")

15 i , correlates with an estimated Ioc sig between this BS and HS. Note that the estimated Ioc sigs are determined using

verified location signatures in the Location Signature DB. Note. each error record in "error_rec" includes: (a) a BS

ID indicating the base station to which the error record corresponds; and (b) an error measurement (> =0), and

(c) a confidence value (in [0, |]) indicating the confidence to be placed in the error measurement. Also note that

since “error_rec" is an aggregate data type (which for many aggregate identifiers in this specification are denoted by

20 i the suffix “_bag" on the identifier), it can be any one ol a number data types even though it's members are acessed

hereinbelow using array notation. ’/

/" et 55’: associated with DB Ioc 5i 5 in ’is'earclr area ” tlrat sat/'56' g _

”searc _criteria” '/

DB_loc__sig_bag < -- return; yer/Wei /nr_ rigstsearch_area. seard1_criten'a);

25 // get all verified appropriate location signatures residing in the Loation Signature data base.

// Note. some Ioc sigs may be blodred Irom being retrieved.

DB_BS_bag < «get; BIdDB_Ioc_sig_bag): // get all base stations associated with at least one location

// signature in DB_loc_sig_bag. Note. some of these BSs may be low power "location

// BSs".

30 /’get 35’: associated m’th lac sig: in “target; lac_51:;bag" '/

target_BS_bag < -- ger_ i!s(target_loc_sig_bag): // get all base stations associated with at least one

// location signature in 'target_loc_sig_bag".

/' determine the 35’s for which error records are to be computed ‘/

ISO
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use of “output_criteria" including:

“OUTPUT AU. POSSIBLE ERROLRECS": I‘ In this case, it is desired to determine a collection or error records wherein there is

an error record for each BS that is associated with a locsig in “target_loc_sig_bag" and for each BS associated

with a Inc in the “search_area" satisfying 'search_criteria". '/

5 BS_bag <-- (DB_BS_bag) union (target_BS_bag);

“OUTPUT ERROR_RECS f0ll lNFUI LOC SIGS ONLY":

BS_bag < -- target_BS_bag;

endmsef‘

l0 /’ for each 85 to have an error record computed; make sure there are two loc sigs

to compare: one lot sig derived tram-the "53;hag” lac sig data, and one from

derived from the lac sigs in the location Signature 03, wherein both Ioc sigs are

associated with the location, ‘targegloc”. ’/

[or each BS[i] in "BS_bag" do

I5 { /' determine two (estimated) loc sigs at "target_loc", one derived from ‘target_loc.;sig;bag” (if possible) and one derived}
from Location Signature DB loc sigs (if possible) '/

comparison_loc_sig_bag[fl <--- retn'eve__ ven7ierl_/ac_s@s_fw(BS[i], search_area,search_criteria);

/' get all loc sigs for which BSm is associated and wherein the verified MS location is in

“search_area” (which surrounds the location “target_lo_c") and wherein the Ice

20 sigs satisfy “search_criteria". ‘/

/' now determine if there are enough loc sigs in the “comparison_loc_sig_bag” to make

it worthwhile to try to do a comparison. '/

if ( (SIZEOi(comparison_loc_sig_bag[fl)/(S|ZEOf(search_area))) < min_threshold_ratio(area_type(search_area)) )
then

25 /' it is believed that there is not a dense enough number of verified loc sigs to compute a composite

loc sig associated with a hypothetical HS at “target_|oc". '/

error_rec[i].error <~-- invalid;

else /" there are enough lac sigs in “compafison_loc_ :1};bag" to continue, and in

particular, an estimated loc sig can be derivedfrom the lac sigs in

30 "comparison_loc_sig_hag”; however; first see ifa target loc sig can be

determined; ifso, then make the estimatedIoc Sig (denoted ;

"estimatec/_Ioc_sig[1]’7. '/
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if (SSW is in target_BS_bag) then

I' get a lot sig in “target_BS_bag" for BS[i]; assume at most one loc sig per BS in

‘ “target_loc_sig_bag" ‘/

target_|oc.sig[i] <- geL/oc_rIg(BS[i]. target_lot_sig_bag);

else/f BS[i] is not in “target_BS_bag", accordingly this implies that we are in the

process of attempting to output all possible error records for all BS's: (a)

that have previously been detected in the area ol “search_area” (satisfying “searth_aiteria"), union,

(b) that are associated with a lot sig in "target_loc_sig_bag”. Note, the path here is performed when

the MS at the location for “target_loc' did not detect the BS[i]. but 38m has-previously been detected
in this area. '/

if (target_loc_sig_bag.type = = "UNVERIFIED [OE SIG CLUSTER") then

P can at least determine if the NS for the cluster detected the BS[|]; i.e., whether BSD]

was in the set of BS's detected by the HS even though no lo: sig was obtained for 38m. '/

if (51;MIL deredeKtarget-loc_sig_bag. BS[I]) ) then /‘ detected but no lo: sig ‘/

error_rec[r].error <--- invalid; /' can't determine an error it this is all the information

we have ‘/

else /‘ BS[i] was not detected by the HS at "target_loc.location', so the pilot channel [or BS[I] was

in the noise; make an artificial lot sig at the noise ceiling (alternatively, e.g., a mean noise

value) for the HS location at “target_|oc” '/

target_loc_sig[n < ger_ Ira/h; (8/7th lor_.rlg(target_loc);

else; f‘ do nothing; there are no other types [or “target_loc_sig_bag.type" that are currently used when

outputting all possible error records for BS's '/

il (error_rec[l].error NOT invalid) then

/' we have a "target_loc_sig" for comparing, so get the derived loc sig estimate obtained from the

verified lot sigs in the location signature data base. 'I ,

estimated_loc_sig[r] < -— estimate_loc__sig_irom_DB(target_loclocation,

comparison_loc_sig_bag[i]):

/‘ The above call function provides an estimated loc sig for the location of “target_loc" and 88m

using the verified loc sigs ol 'comparison_loc_sig_bag[i]" ‘/

/’ for each 85 whose error record has not been marked ”invalid”, bot/r

”target; loc_Sig"and "estimated_ Ioc_srfg" are now well-defined; so compute an
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errar recordrelated to the difi'erence between "target; loc_sig”and

“estimated_loc_sig”. '/

for each BSIi] in “BS_bag “ with error_rec[r].error not invalid do l‘ determine the error records for these base stations '/

l.

5 /‘ Note, the “target_loc_sig" here is for an MS at or near the location for the center of area for “target_loc". ‘/

error_rec[i] < —- get_difference_measurement(target_loc_sig[i], estimated_loc_sig[t],

comparison__loc_sig_bag[l], seardt_area. search_criteria);/‘ get a measurement of the difference

between these two loc sigs. ‘/

error_rec.loc_sig_id < -- target_loc_sig[i].id; P this is the loc sig with which this error_rec is associated '/

10 error_rec.comparison_loc_sig_id_bag <—-- comparison_loc_sig_bag[i];

- }

RETURN(error_rec);

ENDOF Determine_Location_Signature__Fit_Errors

15 estimate_loc_sig_from_DB(loc_for!estimation, loc_sig_bag)

/' This function uses the verified loc sigs in “loc_sig_bag" to determine a single estimated (or “typical") loc sig derived from

4 the loc sigs in thebag. Note. it is assumed that all loc sigs in the “loc_sig_bag" are associated with the same BS l22

(denoted the BS associated with the “loc_sig_bag") and that the locations associated with these loc sigs are near

“loc_for_estimation”. further. note that since the lac sigs are verified, the associated base station

20 was the primary base station when the lac :1}; signal measurement; were sampled. Titus. the

measurements are as precise as the infrastructure allows. Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in

fig. 2|.

Input: loc_for_estimation A representation of aservice arealocation.

loc_sig_bag A collection of verified loc sigs, each associated with the same base station and l
25 each associated with a service area location presumably relativer near to the

location represented by "loc_for_estimation". ‘/

est__|oc_sig <--- extrapolatefinterpolate a location signature for the location at “loc_for_estimation" based on Ioc sigs in

I “loc_sig_bag";

/‘ Note. “est_loc_sig" includes a location signature and a confidence measure.

30 The confidence measure (in the range: [0, l]) is based on: (a) the number of verified loc sigs in the search area; (b) how

well they surround the center location ol the new_loc. and (c) the confidence factors of the loc sigs in “loc_sig_bag" (e.g., use '
average confidence value). I 3
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Note. for the extrapolationfinterpolation computation here. there are many such extrapolation/interpolation methods

available as one skilled in the art will appreciate. for example, in one embodiment of an extrapolationfinterpolation method.

the following steps are contemplated:

(3”) Apply any pre-processing constraints that may alter any subsequently computed “est_loc_sig” values derived

below). for example. if the BS associated with “loc_sig_bag" is cunently inactive “location BS" 01.. "active"

meaning the BS is on-line to process location information with an MS. “inactive" meaning the not on-line). then.

regardless of any values that may be determined hereinbelow. a value or flag is set (for the signal topography

characteristic) indicating “no signal” with a confidence value of | is provided. Further, additional pre-

processing may be performed when the BS associated with "loc_sig_bag" is a location BS (lBS) since the

constraint that a pilot channel from such an LBS is likely to be only detectable within a relatively small distance

from the BS (e.g., l000 ft). for example. if the HS location, “loc_lor_estimation". does not intersect the

radius (or area contour) of such a location BS, then, again , a value or flag is set (for the signal topography

characteristics) indicating “outside of LBS area" with a confidence value of l is provided. Alternatively. if (a)

a determined area. A. including the HS location, “loc_lor_estimation" (which may itself be, and likely is. an

area). intersects (b) the signal detectable area about the location BS. then (c) the confidence factor value may

be dependent on the ratio of the area of the intersection to the minimum of the site of the area in which the LBS

is detectable and the site of the area of "loc_for_estimation". as one skilled in the art will appreciate.

further. it is noteworthy that such pre-processing constraints as performed in this step may be

provided by a constraint processing expert system, wherein system parameters used by such an expert system

are tuned using the adaptation engine IBBZ.

(39.2) Assuming a value of “no signal" or “outside of LBS area” was not set above (since otherwise no further steps

are performed here). for each of the coordinates (records). C. of the signal topography characteristics in the loc

sig data structure. generate a smooth surface. S(C). of minimal contour variation for the set of points { (x.y.z)

such that (x.y) is a representation of a service area location . and z is a value of C at the loation (x.y) for some

loc sig in “loc_sig__bag" wherein (x,y) is a point estimate (likely centroid) of the loc sig}. Note that a least

squares technique. a partial least squares tedtnique. or averaging on “nearby" (x.y.z) points may be used with

points from the above set to generate other points on the surface S((). Additionally. note that for at least some

surfaces characteriling signal energy. the generation process for such a surface may use the radio signal

attenuation formulas for urban. suburban, and rural developed by H. Hata in IEEE Trans. VT-l9. pgs. Elf-325.

Aug. l980. “Empirical Formula For Propagation Loss In [and Mobile lladio" (herein incorporated by reference).
For example. Hata's formulas may be used in:

(391.|) Determining ponions of the surfaces S(C) where there is a low density of verified loc sigs in

“loc_sig_bag". In particular. if there is a very low density of verified loc sigs in "loc_sig_bag" for

the service area surrounding the location of “loc_for_estimation", then by determining the area

l54
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type(s) (e.g., transmission area type as described hereinabove, assuming a .correspondence between

the transmission area types and the more coarse grained categorilation of: urban, suburban. and

rural) between this lomtion and the base station associated with “loc_sig_bag", and applying Hata's

corresponding formula(s), a signal value 2 may be estimated according to these type(s) and their

corresponding area extents between the HS and the BS. Note, however. that this option is considered

less optimal to using the verified loc sigs of "loc_sig_bag" for determining the values of a surface

S(C). Accordingly. a lower confidence value may be assigned the resulting composite loc sig (i.e..

“est_loc_sig") determined in this manner; and relatedly,

(39.2.2) Determining a surface coordinate (1.4.4,) of S(C) when there are nearby verified loc sigs in

"loc_sig_bag". For example, by using Hata's formulas, an estimated surface value zi at the location _

(MM) may be derived from estimating a value zi at (x040) by adapting Hata's formula’s to

extra palate/interpolate the value 1, from a nearby location (x,,y,) having a verified loc sig in

“loc_sig_bag". Thus, one or more estimates zi may be obtained used in deriving l, as one skilled in

statistics will appreciate. Note, this technique may be used when there is a moderately low density of

verified loc sigs in “loc_sig_bag" for the service area surrounding the location of

“loc_for_estimation". However, since such techniques may be also considered less than optimal to

using a higher density of verified loc sigs of “loc_sig_bag" for determining the values of a surface S(C)

via a least squares or partial least square technique. a lower confidence value maybe assigned the

resulting composite loc sig (i.e., “est_loc_sig”) determined in this manner.

further, recall that the values, 2, for each loc sig are obtained from a composite of a plurality of signal

measurements with an HS. and, that each value 2 is the most distinct value that stands out above the noise in

measurements for this coordinate, C. So. for example in the (DNA case, for each of the coordinatesC

representing a finger of signal energy from or to some HS at a verified location, it is believed that S(C) will be a

smooth surface without undulations that are not intrinsic to the service area near “loc_for_estimation”.

(393) for each of the coordinates, C, of the signal topography characteristics, extrapolatefinterpolate a C—coordinate

value on S(C) for an estimated point location of "loc_for_estimation".

Further note that to provide more accurate estimates, it is contemplated that Hata's three geographic categories and

corresponding lonnulas may be used in a fully logic framework with adaptive mechanisms such as the adaptation engine l382

(for adaptively determining the fuzzy logic classifiations).

Additionally, it is also within the scope of the present invention to use the techniques of L E. Vogler as presented in "lhe

Attenuation of Electromagnetic Waves by Multiple Knife Edge Diffraction”, US Dept of Commerce, NTlA nos. Bl-86 (herein

incorporated by reference) in the present context for estimating a loc sig between the base station associated with

“loc_sig_bag" and the location of “loc_for_estimation". '/

RETURN(est_Ioc~sig)
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ENDOF estimate_loc_sig_from_DB

get_area_to_search(loc)

/‘ This function determines and returns a representation of a geographic area about a location. "lac". wherein: (a) the geographic

area has associated HS locations for an acceptable number (i.e..gat least a determined minimal number) of verified loc sigs from the

location signature data base. and (b) the geographical area is not too big. However, if there are not enough loc sigs in even a largest

acceptable search area about “lac", then this largest search area is returned. Note that the steps herein are also provided in

flowchart form in Figs. 22a through 22b. ‘/

{

|oc_area_type <-- ger_area_ ry'pdloc); l‘get the area type surrounding "Ioc"; note this may be

a vector of fuzzy values associated with a central location of “loc', or. associated with an area having “lac".

'/

search_area <--- ge1_ deflaII/Larea_abnrlr(loc); /' this is the largest area that will be used '/

saved_seardl_area <--- seardl_area; // may need it alter “search_area" has been changed

search_area_types < -- get__angmedseard1_area);//e.g., urban, rural. suburban, mountain, etc

loop until REIURN performed:

{

min_acceptable_nbr_|oc_sigs <-- 0; // initialization

for each area_type in “search_‘area_types' do

{

area_percent <--- gage/ten; a/_ a/ea_ ot(area_type, search_area);

/' get percentage of area having “area_type" '/

min_acceptable_nbr_loc_sigs <--— min_acceptable_nbr_loc_sigs +

[(get_min_acceptable_veriled_loc_sig_density_for(area_type)) ‘

(SllEOF(search_area) ' areaJHCEHIII l00)];

}

I' Now get all verified loc sigs from the location signature data base whose associated HS location is in

“search__area". '/

total_nbr_loc_sigs <—; geLa/L yer/fleet 01L /oc_ .r/gts(search_area);

il (min_acceptable_nbr_loc~sigs > total_nbr_loc_sigs)

then I' not enough loc sigs in “search_area"; so return “saved_seardl_area" ’/

RETURN(saved_searth_area);

else /" there is at least enough loc sigs, so see if ‘fsearch_area" can be decreased '/

{ saved_search_area <--- search_area;

lSé
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seardi_area <~< dmugsearctJ/eajbawfloc. search_area);

}

ENDOF get_area_to_search

/“ for processing various types of loc sigs, particular signal processing filters maybe required. Accordingly, in one embodiment of

the present invention, a “filter_bag" object class is provided wherein various filters may be methods of this object (in object-oriented

terminology) for transforming loc sig signal data so that it is comparable with other loc sig signal data from. for example, an MS of a i

different classification (e.g., different power classification). It is assumed here that such a "filter_bag" object includes (or I

references) one or more filter objects that correspond to an input filter (from the Signal filtering Subsystem [220) so that, given a

location signature data object as input to the filter_bag object., each such filter object can output loc sig filtered data corresponding

to the filter object's filter. Note, such a filter_bag object may accept raw loc sig data and invoke a'corresponding filter on the data.

Further, a filter_bag object may reference filter objects having a wide range of filtering capabilities for example, adjustments to loc

sig data according to signal strength may be desired for a particular foc sig comparison operator so that the operator can properly

compare HS's of different power classes against one another. Thus. a filter maybe provided that utilizes. for each BS, a

corresponding signal strength change topography map (automatically generated and updated from the verified loc sigs in the

location signature data base I320) yielding signal strength changes detected by the BS for verified HS location’s at various distances

from the BS, in the radio coverage area. Additionally, there may also be filters on raw signal loc sig data such as quality

characteristics so that loc sigs having different signal quality characteristics may be compared. '/

get_difference_measurement(target_loc_sig, estimated_loc_sig,

comparison_loc_sig_bag, search_area, search_criteria) '

/‘ Compare two location signatures between a BS and a particular HS location (either a verified or hypothesized location) for

determining a measure of their difference relative to the variability of the verified location signatures in the

“comparison_loc_sig_bag" from the location signature data base I320. Note, it is assumed that “target/agsig’;

”estimatecL lags/g"and the lac sigs in ”c'ampan'son_loc_ :1}; bag"are all associated with tire

same 35 [22. Moreover. it is assumed that “target_loc_sig"and “estimated_loc_sig" are well-defined non-NIL Ioc sigs, and
additionally, that “comparison_loc_sig_bag" is non-NIL This function returns an error record. "error_rec", having an error or

difference value and a confidence value for the error value. Note, the signal characteristics of “target_loc_sig" and those of

“estimated_loc_sig' are not assumed to be normaliled as described in section (26.l) prior to entering this function so that

variations in signal characteristics resulting from variations in (for example) HS signal processing and generating characteristic of

different types of HS's may be reduced, as described in the discussion of the loc sig data type hereinabove. It is further assumed

l5?
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that typically the input loc sigs satisfy the “search_criteria". Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in figs.

23a through 23c.

target_loc_sig: The lot sig to which the “error__rec" determined here is to be associated. Note that this loc sig is

5 associated with a location denoted hereinbelow as the “particular location".

estimated_loc_sig: The Inc sig to compare with the ”target_loc_sig", this loc sig: (a) being for the same HS location as

"target_loc_sig", and (b) derived from verified loc sigs in the location signature data base whenever

possible. However. note that if this loc sig is not derived from the signal characteristics ol loc sigs in

the location signature data base, then this parameter provides a lac sig that corresponds to a noise

I0 level at the particular HS location.

comparison_loc_sig_bag: The universe of loc sigs to use in determining an error measurement between

“target_loc_sig" and “estimated_loc_sig" . Note. the loc sigs in this aggregation include all

loc sigs for the associated Base Station ID that are in the “search_area" (which surrounds the

particular MS location for “target_loc_sig") and satisly the constraints ol “search_criteria".

l5 It is assumed that there are sufficient loc sigs in this aggregation to perform at least a

minimally elfective variability measurement in the loc sigs here.

search_area: A representation of the geographical area surrounding the particular HS location for all input loc sigs This

input is used for determining extra information about the search area in problematic circumstances.

search_criteria: The criteria used in searching the location signature data base I320. The criteria may include the

20 following: V '
(a) “USE ALI. [DC 5le IN DB".

(b) “USE ONLY REPEATABLE LOT SlGS',

(c) “USE ONLY [OE SIGS WITH SIMILAR TIME OF DAY '

However, environmental characteristics such as: weather, tralfic, season are also contemplated. '/

25

'error < 0; // initialization

/"get identifier: for the filters to be used an the input Ioc sigs '/

filter_bag < get__ Ii/rer_ abjectr_ fiz/_ elm/mgmeasurementttarget_loc_sig. estimated_loc_sig. comparison_loc_sig_hag);

/‘ It is assumed here that each entry in "filte-r_bag" identifies an input filter to be used in the context of determining a I
30 difference measurement between loc sigs. Note. if all loc sigs to be used here are of the same type. then it may be that there is no

need for filtering here. Accordingly. “filter__bag" can be empty. Alternatively, there may he one or more filter objects in

“filter_bag".'/

|58
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/’ initiah'zations '/

/' for each filter, determine a difi'erence measurement and confidence '/

for each filter_obj indicated in mugs; do

{

/‘ filter “target; Ioc__ 513'; ”estimated; loc_sig”and lac sigs in “comparison_Ioc_sig_bag’:-

note, each filter;obj can determine when it needs to he applied since each loc sig includes:

(a) a description ofthe type (e.g., make and model) ofthe loc sig‘s associated MS, and (b) a

filter flag(s) indicating filter(s) that have been applied to the loc sign '/

target_loc_sig <--- filter_obj(target_loc_sig); /‘ filter at least the signal topography characteristics '/

estimated_loc_sig <-— filter_obj(estimated_lot_sig); /' filter at least the signal topography characteristics '/

comparison_lot_sig_bag < --- filter_obj(comparison_loc_sig_bag); /' filter loc sigs here too '/

/' determine a difference measurement and confidence for each signal topography

characteristic coordinate '/

for each signal topography characteristic coordinate, C, of the loc sig data type do

{

variability_measmt.val < ger__ mat/711mg“. comparison_loc_sig_bag);

/‘ This function provides a range of the variability of the C-coordinate. In one embodiment this measurement is a

range corresponding to a standard deviation. However. other variability measurement definitions are contemplated

such as second, third or founh standard deviations. '/

/'make sure there are enough variabilitymeasurements to determine the

variability of values for this coordinate, '/

if (SllEOF(comparison_loc_sig_bag) < expat-ML 5); /oc_51;; rhre'sho/(search_area, search_criteria))

then /“ use the data here, but reduce the confidence in the variability measurement. Note that it is expected

that this branch is perlonned only when “oomparison__lot_sig_bag" is minimally big enough to use (since this

is an assumption for performing this function). but not of sufficient size to have lull confidence in the values

obtained. Note, a tunable system parameter may also be incorporated as a coefficient in the computation in the

statement immediately below. In particular, such a tunable system parameter may be based on “seardi_area"

or more particularly, area types intersecting “search_area".'/

{

|S9
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variability_measmt_conl_reduction_factor < --- SIZEOf(comparison_loc_sig_bag)/

meaeaLflJ;/oc_:4?_thm/Iu/a(search_area,search__criteria);

}

else /* There is a sufficient number of loc sigs in “comparimn_loc_sig_bag" so continue '/

{

'variability_measmt_conf__reduction_lactor < |.0; /fi.e.. don't reduce confidence

} ,

/’ Now determine the C-coord difference measurement between the

“target_ /oc_ sig”and the “estimated_loc_ 57g” '/

delta <-—- d!J(target_loc_sig[C] - estimated_loc_sig[C]); // get absolute value ol the d illerence

if (delta > variability_measmt.val) then

{

enos <-- mm + (delta/variability_measmt.val);

}

}/’ end (-coord processing '/

/' construct the error record and return it '/

error_recerror <--- error;

/’ Get an average confidence value for the /oc 513': in "comparison_/oc_sig_bag” Note, we use

this as the confidence ofeach lac sig coordinate below. '/

average_confidence <-- Ayffldfiflloc_sig.confidence for |oc_sig in “comparison_loc_sig_bag");

error_rec.confidence <~- l1|ll(target_loc_sig.confidence, estimated_loc_sig.confidence, (average_confidence '

variability_measmt_conl_reduction_factor)); // piesently not used

RETURN (enor_rec);

ENDOF get_difference_measurement
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APPENDIX D: Context Adjuster Embodiments

A description ofthe high level function: in a first embodiment ofthe Context Adjuster

context_adjuster(loc_hyp_list) . ,, _.

I‘ This function adjusts the location hypotheses on the list. “loc_hyp_list“, so that the confidences of the location hypotheses are

determined more by empirical data than default values from the First Order Models l224. That is, for each input location hypothesis,

its confidence (and an MS location area estimate) may be exclusively determined here if there are enough verified location signatures

available within and/or surrounding the location hypothesis estimate.

fhis function creates a new list of location hypotheses from the input list, “loc_hyp_list", wherein the location hypotheses on

the new list are modified versions of those on the input list. for each location hypothesis on the input list, one or more corresponding

location hypotheses will be on the output list. Such corresponding output location hypotheses will differ from their associated input

location hypothesis by one or more of the following: (a) the “image_area" field (see fig. 9) may be assigned an area indicative of

where the target MS is estimated to be, (b) if “image_area" is assigned. then the “confidence” field will be the confidence that the

target MS is located in the area for “image_area". (c) if there are not sufficient “nearby” verified location signature clusters in the

location signature data base to entirely rely on a computed confidence using such verified location signature clusters. then two

location hypotheses (having reduced confidences) will be returned, one having a reduced computed confidence (for “image__area")

using the verified clusters in the Location Signature DB, and one being substantially the same as the associated input location

hypothesis except that the confidence (for the field ”area_est") is reduced to reflect the confidence in its paired location hypothesis

having a computed confidence for “image_area". Note also. in some cases. the location hypothesesion the input list. may have no

change to its confidence or the area to which the confidence applies. Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in

figs. 25a and 25h.

'/

{

new_loc_hyp_list < -- (Irate; IIPW__ amp/L Iriro;

for each loc_hyp[i] in loc_hyp_list do /‘ Note, “i” is a first Order Model l224 indicator, indicating the model that output

, “hyp_loc[fl' '/

remoye_ from_//Irt(loc_hyp[r]. loc_hyp_list);

if (NOT loc_hyp[fladjust) then /' no adjustments will be made to the “area_est” or the “confidence" fields since the

“adjust” field indicates that there is assurance that these other fields are correct; note that such designations

indicating that no adjustment are presently contemplated are only for the loation hypotheses generated by

the Home Base Station first Order Model, the Location Base Station first Order Model and the Mobil Base

l6l
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Station First Order Model. In particular, location hypotheses from the Home Base Station model will have

confidences of Li) indicating with highest confidence that the target HS is within the area estimate for the

location hypothesis Alternatively, in the Location Base Station model. generated location hypotheses may

have confidence: of (substantially) + |.0 findicating that the target MS is absolutely in the area for

5 “area_est"), or. -l.0 finditating that the target MS is NOT in the area estimate for the generated location

hypothesis).'/

{ loc_hyp[i].image_area <-- NULL; // no adjustment. then no “image_area"

add_to_list(new_loc_hyp_list, loc_hyp[i]); // add “loc_hyp[i]" to the new list

}

10 else /' the location hypothesis can (and will) be modified; in particular, an “image_area" may be assigned. the

“confidence” changed to reflect a confidence in the target HS being in the “image_area". Additionally, in some

cases, more than one location hypothesis may be generated from “loc_hyp[i]". See the comments on FIG. 9 and

the comments for ‘get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for' for a description of the terms here. '/

{

15 temp_list <-- get__adjusted_loc_hyp_list_for(loc_hyp[i]);

new_|oc_hyp_list <—~- ward/hi//3t.s(new_loc_hyp_list, temp_list);

}

RETURN (new_loc_hyp_list);

}EMDOF
20

get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_fa r(loc_hyp)

/' This function returns a list (or more generally. an aggregation object) of one or more location hypotheses related to the input

location hypothesis, "loc_hyp". In particular, the returned location hypotheses on the list are “adjusted" versions of "loc__hyp"' in

that both their target MS I40 location estimates, and confidence placed in such estimates may be adjusted according to archival HS

25 location information in the location signature data base I320. Note that the steps herein are also provided in flowchart form in Figs.

26a through 26c.

RETURNS: loc_hyp_list This is a list of one or more location hypotheses related to the

input “loc_hyp". Each location hypothesis on “loc_hyp_|ist" will typically be

substantially the same as the input "loc__hyp" except that there may now be a new target

30 - HS estimate in the field, “image_area", and/or the confidence value may be changed to

reflect information of verified location signature clusters in the location signature data

base.

Introductory Information Related to the Function. “get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_l’or”

162
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This function and functions called by this function presuppose a lrameworlt or paradigm that requires some discussion as well as the

defining of some terms. Note that some of the terms defined hereinbelow are illustrated in Fig. 24.

Define the term the “the cluster set” to be the set of all MS location point estimates (e.g., the values of the "pt_est" field

of the location hypothesis data type), for the present FOH. suds that these estimates are within a predetermined corresponding area

5 (e.g., “loc_hyp.pt_covering" being this predetermined corresponding area) and these point estimates have verified location

signature clusters in the location signature data base

Note that the predetermined corresponding area above will be denoted as the “cluster set area".

Define the term “image cluster set" (for a given first Order Model identified by “loc_hyp.FOH_lD") to mean the set of

mlocation signature clusters whose HS location point estimates are in "the cluster set". . I

10 Note that an area containing the “image cluster set" will be denoted as the “image cluster set area" or simply the

“image area" in some contexts. further note that the “image cluster set area" will be a "small” area encompassing the “image

cluster set". In one embodiment. the image cluster set area will be the smallest covering of cells from the mesh [or the present FOH

that covers the convex hull of the image cluster set. Note that preferably. each cell of each mesh for each FOH is substantially

contained within a single (transmission) area type.

15 Thus, the present [OH provides the correspondences or mapping between elements of the cluster set and elements of the image

cluster set. ‘/

{

add_to_list(loc_hyp_list. loc_hyp); /’ note the fields of “loc_hyp" may be changed below, but add “loc_hyp” to the list,

“loc_hyp_list here '/

20 mesh < --- ger_cel/_ mes/Lhi_made(loc_hyp.FOH_lD); /' get the mesh of geographic cells for the First Order Model for this

location hypothesis’l

pt_min_area <---ge(_min_a/ea__sl//m1/nd/'ng_pt(loc_hyp, mesh); /’ Get a minimal area about the HS location point,

“pt_est" ol “loc_hyp[i]" indicating a point location of the target HS. Note that either the “pt_est" field must be

valid or the “area_est" field of “loc_hypm" must be valid. If only the latter field is valid. then the centroid of the

25 . “area_est" field is determined and assigned to the “pt_est" field in the function called here. Note that the mesh of

the model may be useful in determining an appropriately sized area. In particular. in one embodiment, if

“loc_hyp.pt_est".is interior to a cell. C, of the mesh, then “pt_min_area" may correspond to C. further note that
in at least one embodiment, “pt_min_area" Ina/be dependent M the area Iypewithin which “loc_hyp.pt_est”

resides, since sparsely populated flat areas may be provided with larger values for this identifier. Further. this _

30 function may provide values according to an algorithm allowing periodic tuning or adjusting ol the values output.

via. e.g., a Monte Carlo simulation (more generally, a statistial simulation), a regression or a Genetic Algorithm.

For the present discussion. assume: (i) a oell mesh per FOH l224; (ii) each cell is contained in substantially a

single (transmission) area type; and (iii) “pt_min_area" represents an area of at least one cell. ’/

area <--- pt_min_area:// initialization

I63
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pt_max_area <—-ger_ma.r_area_mmmo’/hg_pt(loc_hyp. mesh); /‘ Get the maximum area about "pt_est" that is

deemed worthwhile for examining the behavior of the “loc_hyp.i0ll_|D" First Order Model (FOl‘I) about “pt_est".

Note that in at least one embodiment. this value ol this identifier may also be dependent on the area type within

which “loc_hyp.pt_est' resides. Further. this lunction may provide values according to an algorithm allowing

5 periodic tuning or adjusting ol the values output. via. e.g.. a Monte Carlo simulation (more generally, a statistical

simulation or regression) or a Genetic Algorithm In some embodiments of the present invention. the value

determined here may be a relatively large proponion of the entire radio coverage area region. However, the tuning

process may be used to shrink this value for (for example) various area types as location signature clusters for

verified HS location estimates are accumulated in the location signature data base. ‘/ l

10 min_dusters < --- ger_ III/h_/Ibr_ of; c/usre/s(loc_hyp.FOH_lD, area); /‘ For the area. “area". get the minimum number

(“min.clusters") of archived HS estimates. L desired in generating a new target HS location estimate and a related

confidence, wherein this minimum number is likely to provide a high probability that this new target l‘lS location

estimate and a related confidence are meaningful enough to use in subsequent Location Center processing for outputting a

target HS location estimate. More precisely. this minimum number. “min_dusters,” is an estimate old the archived HS

15 location estimates, L required to provide the above mentioned high probability wherein each [satisfies the following

conditions: (a) Us in the area for “area"; (b) [is ardtived in the location signature data base; (c) [has a corresponding

verified location signature cluster in the location signature data base; and (d) [is generated by the FOH identified by

“loc_hyp.F0l‘l_lD"). In one embodiment, “min_dusters” may be a constant; however, in another it may EL

according to area type andlor area size (of “area”), in some it may also vary according to the FOH indicated by

20 “loc_hyp.f0l1_lD". ‘/ ‘

pt_est_bag < ger_pr__ est:_/izr_image_ c/us!er_set(loc_hyp.i0H_lD, loc_hyp.pt__est. area); /' Get the HS location point

estimates for this FOH wherein for each such estimate: (a) it corresponds to a verified location signature cluster

(that may or may not be near its corresponding estimate), and (b) each such MS estimate is in “pt_min_area". 'l

I‘ Now, if necessary, expand an area initially starting with "pt__min_area” until at least

25 “min_clusters" are obtained. or, until the expanded area gets too big. 'I

while ((sileol(pt__est_bag) < min_dusters) and (sizeol(area) < = pt_max_area) do

{ area <-« I'naeasdarea);

min_dusters <--- ger_min_nbr_oidu:rers(loc_hyp.f0ll_lD, area);// update for new “area”

pt_est_bag < ... ge!_,or_err.r_ lira/brags; duster_ se:(loc_hyp.FOM_lD. |oc_hyp.pt_est. area);

30 }

amt/L ro(loc__hyp.pt_covering. area); // Hake “area" the “pt_covering" field i

if (sizeol(pt_est_bag) = = 0) then /' there aren't any other EOH HS estimates having corresponding verified location

signature clusters; so designate “loc_hyp" as part ol the second set as described above and return. ‘/
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loc*hyp.image_area <--- NULL; // no image area for this loc_hyp; this indicates second set

RETURN(Ioc_hyp_list);

}

' ~ .=,/‘ It is now assured that “pt_est_bag" is non-empty and “area" is at least the size of a mesh

cell. ‘/

/‘ Now determine “image_area" field for “loc_hyp" and a corresponding confidence value

using the verified location signature clusters corresponding to the MS point estimates of

“area” (equivalently, in “pt_est_bag"). '/

/' There are various strategies that may be used in determining confidences of the “image_area" of a location hypothesis. ln

particular, for the HS lomtion estimates (generated by the TON of loc_hyp.FOM_lD) having corresponding verified location

signature clusters (that may or may not be in “area"), if the number of such l‘lS location estimates in “area" is deemed

sufficiently high (i.e., > = “min_dusters" for “area"), then a confidence value can be computed for the “image_area" that

is predictive of the target MS being in “image_area". Accordingly. such a new confidence is used to overwrite any previous

confidence value corresponding with the target MS estimate generated by the TOM. Thus. the initial estimate generated by the

FOl‘l is, in a sense, an index or pointer into the archived location data of the location signature data base for obtaining a new

target HS location estimate (i.e., “image_area") based on previous verified HS locations and a new confidence value for this

new estimate.

Alternatively, if the number of archived TOM MS estimates that are in “area," wherein each such HS estimate has a

corresponding verified location signature clusters (in “image_area"), is deemed too small to reliably use for computing a new

confidence value and consequently ignoring the original target MS location estimate and confidence generated by the TOM,

then strategies such as the following may be implemented.

(a) In one embodiment, a determination maybe made as to whether there is an alternative area and corresponding

“imageCarea" that is similar to “area" and its corresponding “image_area” (e.g., in area size and type), wherein a

confidence value for the “image_area" of this alternative area can be reliably computed due to there being a sufficient

number of previous F0l1 l‘lS estimates in the alternative area that have corresponding verified location signature clusters (in

-- the location signature data base). Thus, in this embodiment. the confidence of the alternative “image_area" is assigned as the
confidence for the “image__area" for. of "area".

(b) In another embodiment. the area represented by "pt_max_area" may be made substantially identical with the

HS location service region. So that in many cases. there will be. as “area" increases, eventually be enough HS location

estimates in the cluster set so that at least “min_clusters" will be obtained. Note, a drawback here is that “image_area" may

be in become inordinately large and thus be of little use in determining a meaningful target MS location estimate.
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(c) In another embodiment, denoted herein as the two tierstrategy, both the original l0ll MS location estimate and

confidence as well as the “image_area" HS location estimate and a confidence are used. That is, two location hypotheses are

provided for the target HS location, one having the WM HS location estimate and one having the HS location estimate for

"image_area". However, the confidences of each of these location hypotheses maybe reduced to reflect the resulting

ambiguity of providing two different location hypotheses derived from the same FOH MS estimate. Thus, the computations for

determining the confidence of “image_area maybe performed even though there are less than the minimally required

archived FOl‘l estimates nearby to the original f0ll target HS estimate. In this embodiment, a weighting(s) may be used to

weight the confidence values as, for example, by a function of the size of the “image_duster_set". for example, if an

original confidence value from the FOH was 0.76 and “area" contained only two-thirds of the minimally acceptable number,

"min_dusters", then if the computation for a confidence of the corresponding “image__area" yielded a new confidence of

0.43, then a confidence for the original FOH target HS estimate maybe computed as [0.76 ' (l/3)] whereas a confidence for

the corresponding “image_area" may be computed as [0.43 ' 0/3)]. However, it is within the scope of the present invention

to use other computations for modifying the confidences used here For example, tunable system coefficients may also be

applied to the above computed confidences. Additionally, note that some embodiments may require at least a minimal

number of relevant verified location signature dusters in the location signature data base before a location hypothesis utilizes

the “image_area" as a target HS location estimate.

Although an important aspect of the present invention is that it provides increasingly more accurate l‘lS location

estimates as additional verified location signatures are obtained (i.e., added to the location signature data base), it maybe the

case that for some areas there is substantially no pertinent verified location signature clusters in the location signature data

base (e.g., “image_area" may be'undefined). Accordingly. instead of using the original FOM generated location hypotheses in

the same manner as the location hypotheses having target HS location estimates corresponding to "image_areas” in

subsequent HS location estimation processing, these two types of location hypotheses may be processed separately. Thus, a

strategy is provided, wherein two sets of (one or more) HS location estimates may result:

6) one set having the location hypotheses with meaningful “image_areas" as their target HS location

estimates and

(ii) a second set having the location hypotheses with their confidence values corresponding to the original

f0ll target HS estimates.

Since the first of these sets is considered. in general, more reliable, the second set may used as a “tie breaker" for determining

which of a number of possible HS location estimates determined using the first set to output by the Location Center. Note.

however, if there are no location hypotheses in the first set, then the second set may be used to output a Location Center iarget

MS location estimate. Further note that in determining confidences of this second set, the weighting of confidence values as

described above is contemplated. .

The steps provided hereinafter reflect a “two tier" strategy as discussed in (c) above.

'/
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/* The following factor is analogous to the 2/3's factor discussed in (c) above. ‘/

duster_ratio_factor <-— min{(sileof(pt_est_bag) / min_dusters), LO};

/‘ Now use “area" to obtain a new target MS location estimate and confidence based on

archived verified loc sigs, but first determine whether “area" is too big to ignore the original

target MS location estimate and confidence generated by the FOM . '/

if (siteof(area) > pt_rnax_area) then /" create a loc_hyp that is essentially a duplicate of the originally input "loc_hyp"

except the confidence is lowered by “(L0 - cluster_ratio_factor)”. Note that the original “loc_hyp" will have its

confidence computed below. ‘/ I

{ new_loc_hyp <—-- duplia!e(loc_h¥P); // get acopy of the “loc_hyp"

new_loc_hyp.image_area < --- NULL; // no image area for this new loc_hyp

I" Now modify the confidence of "loc_hyp"; note. in the one embodiment. a system (i.e.. tunable) parameter may also be

used as a coefficient in modifying the confidence here. '/

new_loc_hyp.confidence < --- new_loc_hyp.confidence ' (LO - duster_ratio_factor);

add_to_list(loc_hyp_list, new_loc_hyp);

}

/' Now compute the “image_area" field and a confidence that the target MS is in

“image_area” '/

image_cluster_set <---ger_ yenfietL/oLs/L c/usren_/ol(pt_est_bag); /‘ Note, this statement getsthe verified location

signature clusters for which the target HS point location estimates (for the First Order Model identified by

"loc_hyp.f0H_ID") in "pt_est_bag" are approximations. Note that the set of HS location point estimates

represented in 'pt__est_bag" is defined as a “clusre/sef' hereinabove.‘/

image_area <«- geLa/ea_ mnIa/b/hgfimage_duster_set); /' Note, in obtaining an area here that contains these verified

location signature clusters, various embodiments are contemplated. In a first embodiment, a (minimal) convex hull

containing these clusters maybe provided here. In a second embodiment, a minimal covering of cells from the mesh

for the it)" identified by “loc_hyp.f0l1_lD" maybe used. In a third embodiment. a minimal covering of mesh cells

maybe used to cover the convex hull containing the clusters. It is assumed hereinbelow that the first embodiment is

used. Note, that this area is also denoted the “Maze clusterserarefias is described hereinabove. ’/

arm/L ro(loc_hyp.image__area, image_area); /‘ Make “image_area" the “image_area" field of “loc_hyp". '/

I' In the following step. determine a confidence value lorthe target l‘lS being in the area for ”image_area". '/

confidence <--- confidence_adjuster(loc_hyp.i0if_|D. image__area, image_cluster_set);

/' In the following step, reduce the value of confidence if and only if the number of HS point location estimates in

"pt__est_bag" is smaller than “min_clusters" '/
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loc_hyp.confidence < -— confidence ’ cluster_ratio_lactor:

RETURN (Ioc_hyp_|ist);

)ENDur get_adjusted_loc_hyp_list_l'or

confidence_adjuster(FOM_lD, image_area, image_cluster_set)

/‘ This function returns a confidence value indicative of the target HS I40 being in the area for “image_area". Note that the

steps herein are also provided in flowchart lorm in Figs. 27a and 27b.

RETURNS: A confidence value. This is a value indicative of the target MS being located in the area

represented by “image_area" (when it is assumed that for the related “loc_hyp." the "cluster set area” is the

“loc_hyp.pt__covering" and “loc_hyp.FOH_lD" is “FOH_lD");

Introductory Information Related to the Function, “confidence_adiuster”

This lunction (and functions called by this function) presuppose a lramework or paradigm that requires some discussion as well as

the defining ol terms.

,Define the term “mapped cluster density“ to be the number of the verified location signature clusters in an

“image cluster set" per unit of area in the “image cluster set area".

It is believed that the higher the “mapped duster density", the greater the confidence can be had that a target l‘lS actually

resides in the “image cluster set area" when an estimate for the target HS (by the present TOM) is in the corresponding “the

cluster set".

Thus, the mapped cluster density becomes an imponant lactor in determining a confidence value lor an estimated area of'a

target MS such as, lor example. the area represented by “image_area". However, the mapped cluster density value requires

modification before it can be utilized in the confidence calculation. In particular, confidence values must be in the range [-I, I]

and a mapped cluster density does not have this constraint. Thus, a “relativized mapped cluster density" lor an

estimated HS area is desired, wherein this relativized measurement is in the range [-I, + I]. and in particular, for positive

confidences in the range [0. I]. Accordingly, to alleviate this difficulty, lor the TOM define the term “prediction mapped

cluster density" as a mapped cluster density value. "CD, for the F0” and image cluster set area wherein:

(i) MED is sulficiently high so that it correlates (at least at a predetermined likelihood threshold level) with the actual target

MS location being in the “image cluster set area" when a TON target HS location estimate is in the corresponding “cluster

set area";

That is. for a cluster set area (e.gw “loc_hyp.pt_covering") for the present TOM. if the image cluster set area: has a mapped

cluster density greater than the “prediction mapped duster density", then there is a high likelihood of the target HS being in the

image cluster set area.
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It is believed that the prediction mapped cluster density will typically be dependent on one or more area types. In

particular, it is assumed that for each area type, there is a likely range of prediction mapped cluster density values that is

substantially uniform across the area type. Accordingly, as discussed in detail hereinhelow, to calculate a prediction mapped

cluster density for a panicular area type, an estimate is made of the correlation between the mapped duster densities of image

areas (from cluster set areas) and the likelihood that if a verified HS location: (a) has a corresponding fall HS estimate in the

cluster set, and (b) is also in the panicular area type. then the verified HS location is also in the image area.

Thus, ii an area is within a single area type, then such a “telativized mapped cluster density" measurement for the area

may be obtained by dividing the mapped cluster density by the prediction mapped duster density and taking the smaller of: the

resulting ratio and LO as the value for the telativized mapped duster density. '

In some (perhaps most) cases, however, an area (e.g., an image cluster set area) may have portions in a number of area

types. Accordingly. a “composite prediction mapped cluster density" may be computed. wherein. a weighted

sum is computed ol the prediction mapped cluster densities for the portions of the area that is in each of the area types. That isI

the weighting, for each of the single area type prediction mapped cluster densities. is the fraction of the total area that this area

type is. Thus, a “relativized composite mapped cluster density” for the area here may also be computed by

dividing the mapped duster density by the composite prediction mapped cluster density and taking the smaller of: the resulting

ratio and LO as the value for the telativized composite mapped cluster density.

Accordingly, note that as such a relativized (composite) mapped duster density for an image cluster set area

increases/deceases, it is assumed that the confidence of the target HS being in the image cluster set area should

increase/decrease, respectively. */

prediction_mapped_cluster_density <--

get_composite_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_with_high_certainty

(FOH_ID. image_area);

/’ The function invoked above provides a “composite prediction cluster density" (i.e.. clusters per unit area) that is

used in determining the confidence that the target MS is in “image_area". That is. the composite prediction mapped

cluster density value provided here is: high enough so that for a computed mapped cluster density greater than or equal

to the composite prediction cluster density . and the target HS FOH estimate is in the “cluster set area”. there is a high

expectation that the actual target MS location is in the “image cluster set area” . ’/

max_area <-- get max_area_ for_fi[gfi_ arra1hr)(f0H_lD, image_area); /' Get an area size value wherein it is highly

likely that [or an area of size, “max_area", surrounding “image_area", the actual target HS is located therein. Note,

that one skilled in the art will upon contemplation be able to derive various embodiments of this function, some

embodiments being similar to the steps described for embodying the function,

“get_composite_predic1ion_mapped_duster_density_with_high_certainty" invoked above; i.e., performing a Monte

Carlo simulation. '/
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/" Given the above two values, a gositiveconfidence value for the area, "image_area", can be calculated based on empirical

data.

There are various embodiments that may be used to determine a confidence for the “image_area". In general, suds a

confidence should vary monotonically with (a) and (b) belovr. that is, the confidence should increase (decrease) with:

5 (a) an increase (decrease) in the size of the area. part/211ml)“ the area is deemed close or relevant to the location at

the target HS; and

(b) an increase (decrease) in the size of the image duster set Ge, the number ol verified location signature clusters in

the area that each have a location estimate, from the TOM identified by "FOH_ID", in the “cluster set” i

corresponding to the “image_c|uster_set;" e.g.. the “cluster set" being a “loc_hyp.pt_covering").

10 As one skilled in the art will understand, there are many functions for providing confidences that vary monotonically

with (a) and(b) above. In particular, for the cluster set area being “loc_hyp.pt_covering", one might be inclined to use the

(area) size of the image duster area as the value for (a), and the (cardinality) size ol the image duster set as the value for

(b). Then, the followingtenn might be considered for computing the confidence:

(sizeol(image cluster set area) ‘ (sizeof(image cluster set)) which, in the present context, is equal to

15 (sizeol("image_area") ‘ (sizeof("image_duster_set")).

However, since confidences are intended to be in the range [-l,|], a normalization is also desirable for the values

corresponding to (a) and (b). Accordingly. in one embodiment, instead of using the above values for (a) and (b), ratios are

used. That is, assuming for a “relevant” area, A (e.g.. including an image cluster set area of “loc_hyp.pt_covering") that

there is a very high confidence that the target HS is in A, the lollowing term may be used in place of the term,

20 sizeol(“image_area"), above: _

min-{ [sizeof(“image_area") / sizeoi(A)], I.0 }. [CALI]

Additionally, for the condition (b) above, a similar normalization may be provided. Accordingly, to provide this

normalization, note that the term,

I (sizeoi(image_area) ’ prediction_mapped_duster_density) [CALIJ]

25 is analogous to sizeof(A) in [CALI]. That is, the expression of [CAI.l.l] gives a threshold for the number of verified location

signature clusters that are likely to be needed in order to have a high confidence or liltelihood that the target MS is in the

area represented by “image_area". Thus, the following term may be used for the condition (b):

min ((sizeof(image_ciuster_set)/

[(sizeof(image_area) ‘ prediction_mapped_duster_density], LO}

30 [EALZ]

As an aside, note that

sizeol(image_cluster_set) /[sizeol(image_area) * prediction_mapped_cluster_density]

is equivalent to

[sizeof(image_duster_set) / sizeof(image_area)] I (prediction_mapped_cluster__density)
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and this latter term maybe interpreted as the ratio of: (i) the mapped cluster density for “image_area" to (is) an

approximation of a cluster density providing a high expectation that the target HS is contained in “image_area".

Note that the product of [CALI] and [Gill] provide the above desired characteristics for calculating the confidence.

However. there is no guarantee that the range of resulting values from such products is consistent with the interpretation

5 that has been placed on (positive) confidence values; e.g.. that a confidence ofnear l.0 has a very high likelihood that the

target MS is in the‘corresponding area For example, it can be that this product rarely is greater than 0.8, even in the areas

of highest confidence. Accordingly, a “tuning" function is contemplated which provides an additional factor for adjusting of

the confidence. This factor is, for example. a function of the area types and the size of each area type in "image_area" .

Moreover. such a tuning function maybe dependent on a “tuning coefficient" per area type. Thus, one such tuning function

10 may be:

number of area types

min(s [to ‘ sizeof(area typei in “image_area") / sizeol (“image_area")], LO) 
where tq is a tuning coefficient (determined in background or off-line processing; e.g., by a Genetic Algorithm or Monte Carlo

simulation or regression) for the area type indexed by ”i”. >

Note that it is within the scope of the present invention, that other tuning functions may also be used whose values may

be dependent on, for example, Monte Carlo techniques or Genetic Algorithms.

[5 It is interesting to note that in the product of [CALI] and [Gill]. the “image_area" size cancels out. This appears to

_ conflict with the description above of a desirable confidence calculation. However, the resulting (typical) computed value:

[sizeof(image__cluster_set)]/ [max_area ‘ prediction_mapped_cluster_density] [CAD]

is strongly dependent on "image_area" since “image_duster_set" is derived from “image_area" and

“prediction_mapped_cluster_density" also depends on “image_area". Accordingly, it can be said that the product [CAD]

20 above for the confidence does not depend on “raw" area size, but rather depends on a “relevant" area for locating the target

HS.

An embodiment of the confidence computation follows:

‘/

area_'_ratio < --- min((siteof(image_area) / max_area), LO);

25 duster_density_ratio <---

min(((si1eof(image_duster_set)/ [sizeof(image_area) ‘ (prediction_mapped_duster_density)]). LO );

tunable_constant < «- get_ canfiz/ence_ 11/”th mnsrandimage_area); // as discussed in the comment above

confidence < --- (tunable_constant) ' (area_ratio) ' (duster_density_ratio); //This is in the range [0, I]

KETURN(confidence);

|7|
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} ENDOF confidence_adjuster

get_composite_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_with_high_certainty

5 (FOM_ID, image_area);

P The present lunction determines a composite prediction mapped cluster density by determining a composite prediction

mapped cluster density [or the area represented by “image_area' and lor the first Order Hodel identified by “liOl'l_lD”. The

steps herein are also provided in flowdtart lorm in Fig. 28.

OUTPUT: composite_mapped_density This is a record lor the composite prediction

to mapped duster density. In particular, there are with two fields:

(i) a “value" field giving an approximation to the prediction mapped cluster density lor the first

Order Model having id, rerun; ' '

(ii) a “reliability" field giving an indication as to the reliability of the “value” field. The reliability

field is in the range [0, l] with 0 indicating that the “value" field is worthless and the larger the

_ 15 value the more assurance can be put in “value“ with maximal assurance indicated when “reliability"

is l.'/

/' Determine a fraction of the area ol “image_area" contained in each area type (ii there is only one, e.g., dense urban or

a particular transmission area type as discussed in the detailed desaiption hereinabove, then there would be a fraction

20 having a value of l for thisarea type and a value of zero for all others). */

composite_mapped_density< -- 0; // initialitation .

for each area_type intersecting "image_area" do // “area_type" may be taken from a list of area types.

{ I' determine a weighting for “area_type" as a fraction of its area in "image_area” ’/

intersection <---i/rrerse¢1(image_area. a/ea_/ar(area_type));

25 weighting <«- sizeol(intersection)/ sizeoi(area_image); -

/' Now compute a prediction cluster density that highly correlates with predicting a location of the target MS for this

area type. Then provide this cluster density as a factor ol a weighted sum oi the prediction cluster densities ol eadt

of the area types. wherein the weight for a particular area type's prediction cluster density is the lraction of the total

area of “image_area" that is designated this particular area type. Note that the following lunction call does not

30 utilize inlormation regarding the loation ol “image_area". Accordingly, this function may access a precomputed

table giving predication mapped cluster densities for (FOH_ID, area_type) pairs. However, in alternative

embodiments of the present invention. the prediction mapped cluster densities may be computed specifically for the

area of “image_area" intersect “area_type". ‘/
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prediction_mapped_density <- getJrediction_mapped_cluster_density_for(FOH_|D, area_type);

composite_mapped_density <-- composite_mapped_density +

(weighting ' prediction_mapped_density);

}

RETURN(composite_mapped_density);

} ENDOF get_composite_Jerediction_mapped_cluster_density_with_high_certainty

get_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_for(FOM_lD, area_type)

/' The presentfunction determines an approximation to a prediction mapped cluster density, 0, for
an area type such that if an image cluster set area has a mapped cluster density > = D,

then there is a high expectation that the target MSAI40~is in the image cluster set area. Note

' that there are a_number of embodiments that may be utilized for this function. The steps herein are also provided in flowchart

form in figs 29a through 29h.

OUTPUT: prediction_mapped_cluster_density This is a value giving an approximation to the

prediction mapped cluster density for the First Order Model having identity, “F0 H_lD". and for the area type

represented by “area_type" '/

Introductory Information Related to the Function,

“get_J)redication_mapped_cluster_density_for"

It is important to note that the computation here for the prediction mapped cluster density may be more intense than

some other computations but the clustervdensities computed here need not be performed in real time

target HS location processing. That is. the steps of this function may be performed only periodically (e.g., once a week), for eadt

FOM and each area type thereby precomputing the output for this function. Accordingly, the values obtained here may be'stored in

a table that is accessed during real time target HS location processing. However, forsimplicity, only the periodically performed

steps are presented here. However, onerskilled in the art will understand that with sufficiently fast computational devices, some

related variations of this function may be performed in real-time. In particular, instead of supplying area type as an input to this

function, a particular area, A, may be provided such as the image area for a cluster set area. or, the portion of such an image area in

a particular area type. Accordingly, wherever “area_type" is used in a statement of the embodiment of this function below, a

comparable statement with “A" can be provided.

{

mesh <—-- geLmesfi_/a/(f0H_ID); /' get the mesh for this First Order Model; preferably each cell of “mesh” is substantially

in a single area type. '/
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max_nbr_simulations <--- ger_”ante;QdLIImUbIIhILIIMfOHJD,area_type);/" This function outputs a value of the

maximum number of simulations to perform for estimating the prediction mapped cluster

density. Note that the output here may always be the same value such as l00. ’/

nbr_simulations_performed <--- 0: // initialization

while (nbr_simulations_performed < = max_nbr_simulations) do // determine a value for the “average mapped cluster

density" and a likelihood of this value being predictive of an MS location. */

representative_cell_duster_set <--— fignpnsenatfiice/L dusrem_firl(area_type, mesh); P Note. each activation

of this function should provide a different set of cell clusters from a covering from “mesh" of an (sub)area of

type, “area_type". There should ideally be at least enough substantially different sets of representative cell

clusters so that there is a distinct sets of cell clusters for each simulation number, i. further note that, in one

embodiment, each of the “representative cell cluster sets" (as used here) may include at least a determined

proponion ol the number of cells distributed over the area type. Horeover,_each cell cluster (within a

representative cell cluster set) satisfies the following:

A. The cell cluster is a minimal covering (from “mesh") of a non-empty area, A, of type ”area_type" (“A"

being referred to herein as the associated area for the cell cluster);

8. The cells of the cluster form a connected area; note this is not absolutely necessary; however. it is preferred i

i that the associated area "A” of “area_type” covered by the cell cluster have a “small” boundary with other i

V area types since the “image_areas" computed below will be less likely to include large areas of other area

types than "area_type;"

C. There is at least a predetermined minimal number (> = l) of verified location signature clusters from the

location signature data base whose locations are in the associated area “A”.

D. The cell cluster has no cell in common with any other cell cluster output as an entry in

“representative_cel|_c|uster_set". ’/

if (representative_cell_duster_set is NULL) then /' another representative collection of cell clusters could not be found; so

cease further simulation processing here, calculate return values and return '/

break; // jump out of “simulation loop”

else I’ there is another representative collection of cell clusters to use as a simulation '/

{

for each cell cluster, C, in “representative__cell_clusters' do I“ determine an approximation to the predictiveness of the

mappings between: (a) cluster set areas wherein each cluster set area is an area around a (f0H_ID) TOM

estimate that has its corresponding verified location in "C.” and (b) the corresponding image areas lor

these duster set areas. Note, the location signature data base includes at least one (and preferably more)
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location signature dusters having verified loations in each cell cluster C as per the comment at (C) above

'./

{ random__list < ... madam/L se/ed_ Yfflfie'tflL/OCLIKQ; P select one or more verified HS

locations from C. ’/

mapped_density_sum <--- 0; // initialilation

for eadl verified location. “rand_verif_loc', in "random_|ist” do /' Let X denote the MS I40 estimate by the

present FOH of the verified location signature cluster of "rand_verif_loc”; let CS(X) denote

‘ the duster set obtained from the duster setarea (i.e., pt_area) surrounding X; this loop

determines whether the associated image area for the set (S(X) ~ X.IG.e.. the image area for

CS(X) without “rand_verif_loc") includes I‘rand_verif_.loc"; i.e., try to predict the location

area of "rand_verif_|oc". ’/

{ |oc_est <-— ger_/ac_esI_/w(rand_verif_loc. FOH_ID); /' get the FOM l‘lS location

estimate for an MS actually located at "rand_verif_loc". '/

cluster_set < ger_/ac_ em; summdrhfilogest. mesh); /' expand about "loc_est" until a minimal

number of other location estimates from this FOH are obtained that are different from

“loc_est', or until a maximum area is reached. Note, “cluster_set" could be empty, but

hopefully not. Also note that in one embodiment of the function here, the following functions

maybe invoked: “get_min_area_surrounding," “get_max_area_surrounding" and

"get_min_nbr_of__clusters' (as in “get_adjusted_loc_hyp_|ist_for', the second function

'of Appendix D): 'l ‘
image_set <-- get_ilnage_ 0(cluster_set); /' “image_set" could be empty, but hopefully not '/

image_area < ger__i/nage_area(image_est); /' get convex hull of “image_set". Note, “image_area"

could be an empty area, but hopefully not. ’/

if (rand_verif_|oc is in image_area)

then /‘ this is one indication that the mapped duster density: (siteof[image_set]fimage_area) is

sufficiently high to he predictive '/

predictions <-- predictions + I;

if (image-Jet is not empty) then

{

density < -« sizeof(image_set)/si1eof(image_area); I' Get an approximation to the mapped cluster

density that results from “image_set" and “image_area." Note, that there is no

guarantee that “image_area" is entirely within the area type of ‘area_type." Also

note. it is assumed that as this mapped cluster density increases, it is more liltely that

“rndm_verif_|oc' is in I‘imztge_arezt". '/
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mapped_density_sum <-- mapped_density_sum + density;

}

} /' end loop for predicting location of a random HS verified location in cell cluster C ‘/

total_possible_predictions <--- sileol(nndom_list); // One prediction per element on list.

I' Now get aye/agemapped density for the cell cluster C. '/

avg_mapped_density[C] <-- mapped_density_sum / total_possibleJredictions;

/" Now get the prediction probability lor the cell cluster C. ‘/

prediction_probability[f] <--- predictions / total_possible_predictions;

}/" end loop over cell clusters C in 'representative_cell_dusters" ’/

nbr_simulations_performed < --- nbr_simulations_perfonned + l;

} // end else

/' It would be nice to use the set ol pairs (avg_mapped_density[(], prediction_probabi|ity[C]) for extrapolating a mapped

density value for the area type that gives a very high prediction probability. However. due to the potentially small

number of verified HS locations in many cells (and cell clusters), the prediction probabilities may provide a very small

number of distinct values such as: 0, IR, and l. Thus. by averaging these pairs over the cell clusters of

"representative_cel|_clusters", the coarseness of the prediction probabilities may be accounted lor. '/

avg_mapped_cluster_density[nbr_simulations_perfonned] <-—-

”La); cell_map,hed_ densi?lb.s(an_mapped__density);

avg_prediction_probability[nbr_simulations_performed] <--

‘ avg: a/_ a/merflcr/bnjmdab/fitiedpredictioanrobability);

} /' end simulation loop ’I

I' Now determine a measure as to how reliable the simulation was. Note that “reliability" computed in the next statement is in

therange [0, l]. '/

reliability <-~- nbr_simulations_perlorrned / max__nbr_simulations;

il (reliability < system_defined_epsilon) then /' simulation too unreliable; so use a default high value for

“prediction_mapped_cluster_'density" '/

prediction_mapped_cluster_density <--- get_delault_high_density_value_for(area_type);

else /' simulation appears to be sufficiently reliable to use the entries ol “avg_mapped_duster_density" and
“avg_predictioo_probability" '/

/' A more easily discernible pattern between mapped cluster density and prediction probability may be provided by the set

of pairs:

S = {(avg_mapped_cluster_density[fl, avg_prediction_probability[j])}. so thata mapped cluster density value

having a high prediction probability (e.g., 0.95) may be extrapolated in the next statement. However. if it is
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determined (in the function) that the set S does not extrapolate well (due to for example all ordered pairs of 5 being

clustered in a relatively small region). then a “NULL" value is returned. ‘/

prediction_mapped_cluster_density <-— mapperLc/r/stecdemilLex!mpo/alr'arr(avg_mapped_cluster_density.

avg_prediction_probability. 0.95);

il ( (prediction_mapped_duster_density = = NULL) then

/‘ set this value to a default l‘high" value for the present area type'l

prediction_mapped_duster_density < --- get_default_high_density_va|ue_lor(area_type);

else // So both “prediction__mapped_cluster_density" and it's reliability are minimally 0K.

/" Now take the “reliability” ol the "prediction_mapped_cluster_density" into account.‘ Accordingly, as the

reliability decreamthen the prediction mapped duster density should be increased However. there is a system

defined upper limit on the value to which the prediction mapped cluster density may be increased. The next

statement is one embodiment that takes all this into account. Of course other embodiments are also possible.

‘/

prediction_mapped_cluster_density<---

min {(prediction_mapped_duster_density / reliability).

get_default_high_density_va|ue_for(area_type)};

} // end else for simulation appearing reliable

RETUllN(prediction_mapped_cluster_density);

)ENDOF get_prediction_mapped_cluster_density_for
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A Secand Embadiment of the Cantext Adjuster.

Note that in this second embodiment of the Context Adjuster, it uses various heuristic to intremenr/deaement the confidence

value of the location hypotheses touting from the first Order Models. These heuristics are implemented using fuzzy mathematic, wherein

linguistic. fuzzy "if-then" mles embody the heuristics That is, each luzzy rule indudes terms in both the "if; and the "then" portions thatare

substantially described using natural language — like terms to denote various parameter value dassifitations related to, but not equivalent to.

probability density functions. further note that the Context Adjuster and/or the FOH's may be calibrated using the location information

from lBSs (i.e., fixed location BS transceivers), via the location Base Station Model since such LBS’s have well known and accurate

predetermined |orations_

Regarding the heuristics of the present embodiment of the context adjuster. the following is an example of a fuzzy rule that might

appear in this embodiment of the Context Adjuster:

If <the season is fall> then <the confidence level of Distance Hodel is increased by 5%>.

In the above sample rule. "Distance Model“ denotes a-Frrst Order Model utilized by the present invention. To apply this sample rule.

the fuzzy system needs a mom definition of the term "fall" In traditional expert systems. the term fall would be desarbed by a particular

set of months, for example. Septemberthrough November, in whidt traditional set theory is applied In traditional set theory. an entity. in this

case a date. is either in a set or it is not in a set. eg. its degree of membership in a set is either 0. indicating that the entity is not in a particular

set, or I. indicating that the entity is in the set. However. the traditional set theory employed in expert systems does not lend itself well to

entities that fall on set boundaries. for example. a narfitional expert system could take dramatically different actions for a date of August 3|

than it could for a date of September I because August 3| might belong to the set "Summef' while the date September I might belong to the set

"Fall." This is not a desirable behavior since it is extremely difficult ifnot impossible to determine suds fines of demarration so accurately.

However. fuzzy mathernatin allows for the possibility of an entity belonging to multiple sets with varying degrees of confidence ranging from a

minimum value of0 (indicating that the confidence the entity belongs to the particular set is minimum) to l finditating that the confidence the

entity belongs to the particular set is maximum). The “fuzzy boundaries" between the various sets are described by fuzzy membership

functions which provide a membership function value for eadr value on the entire range of a variable. As a consequence of allowing entities to

belong to multiple sets simultaneously, the fuzzy rule base might have ntore than one rule that is applicable for any situation Thus. the actions

prescribed by the individual rules are averaged via aweighting scheme where each rule is implemented in proportion to its minimum

confidence For further infomration regarding suds fuzzy heuristics. the following references are incorporated herein by reference: (McNeil and

freflrerger. I993; (ox. I994; Klir and Folger. I999; Zimmemtan. I99l).

Thus. the rules defined in the fuzzy rule base in conjunction with the membership functions allow the heuristics for adjusting

confidence values to be represented in a linguistic form more readily understood by humans than many other heuristic representations and

thereby making it easier to maintain and modify the rules. The fuzzy rule base with its membership functions can be thought of as an extension
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to a tratfitional expert system Thu; since traditional expert systems are subsets of fuzzy systems, an alternative to a fuzzy rule base is a

traditional expert system, and it is impfidt that anywhere in the desoiption of the current invention that a fuzzy rule base can be replaced vrith

an expert system

Also. these heuristic: may evolve over time by employing adaptive medianisms induding, but not limited to, genetic algorithms to

adjust or tune various system values in acwrdance with past experiences and past performance of the Context Adjuster for increasing the

acurracy of the adjusttnents made to location hypothesis confidence values. for example, in the sample rule presented above:

If < the season is fall) then <the confidence level of Distance Model is increased by 5%>

an adaptive mechanism or optimization routine can be used to adjust the percent increase in the confidence level of the Distana Model For

example, by accessing the MS Status Repository. a genetic algorithm is capable of adjusting the fuzzy rules and membership functions sudt that

the location hypotheses are consistent with a majority of the verified HS locations In this way, the Context Adjuster is able to employ a genetic

algorithm to improve its performance over time. for further information regarding sudr adaptive medlanisms. the following references are

incorporated herein by reference: (Goldberg. I989; Holland, I975). forfurther information regarding the tuning of fuzzy systems using sudt

adaptive medianisms. the following references are incorporated herein by reference: (Karr, I99Ia. |99lb).

In one embodiment, the Context Adjuster alters the confidence values of lotation hypotheses according to one or more of the following

environmental factors: (I) the type of region (e.g‘ dense urban, urban, rural, etc), (2) the month of the year, (3) the time of day, and (4) the

operational status of base stations (eg, on-line or off-line), as well as other envimnmental factors that may substantially impact the

confidence placed in a location hypothesis Note that in this embodiment. eadt environmental factor has an associated set of linguistic

heuristic and assodated membership functions that presatbe changes to be made to the confidence values of the input location hypotheses.

The context adjuster begins by receiving location hypotheses and associated confidence levels from the first Order Models. The Context

Adjuster takes this information and improves and refines it based on environmental information using the modules desa'ibed below.

B.l coo Calculation Module

As mentioned above eadt location hypothesis provides an appmximation to the MS position in the forrn of a geometric shape and an

associated confidence value. a. The (DA calculation module determines a center of area (COA) for eadt of the geometric shapes, if sudt a (DA is

not already provided in a location hypothesis The (DA Calmlation Module receives the following information fmm eadt first Order Model: (I)

a geometrical shape and (2) an associated confidence value, a. The COA calctrlation is made using traditional geometric computations

(numerical algorithm are readily available). Thus, following this step, eadt location hypothesis includes a (GA as a single point that is

assumed to represent the most likely approximation of the location of the MS. The (DA Calculation Module passes the following information to

the fuzzifitation module: (I) a geometrital shape associated with eadt first order model l224. (1) an assodated confidence value. and (3) an

assodated COA '

3.2 Fuzzification Module
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A luzzifitation module receives the following infomtation from the (Oh Calculation Module' (l) a geometrical shape associated with each

first Order ModeL (2) an associated confident: value. and (3) an assodated [0A. The fuzzification Module uses this information to compute a

membership function value (u) for eadt of the M location hypotheses received from the (0A calculation module (where the individual models

are identified with an i index) for eadt of the N environmental factors Gdentilied with aj index). In addition to the infomsation received from

the (0A Calculation Module, the Fuzzilication Module receives information from the Location Center Supervisor. The fuzzification module uses

current environmental information suds as the current time of day, month of year, and infomlation about the base stations on—fine for

communicating with the MS assodated with a location hypothesis urrrently being processed (this information may include. but is not limited to,

the number of base stations of a given type. eg, loation base stations, and regular base stations, that have a previous history of being detected

in an area about the (0A for a lotation hypothesis). The base station coverage information is used to compute a percentage of base stations

reporting for eadl location hypothesis

The fuzzification is adtieved in the traditional fashion using fuzzy membership functions for eadt environmental factor as. for example. is

described in the following references incorporated herein by reference: (Mclletl and Freiberger, I993; (ox, I994; lflir and folger, I999;

Emmennan. l99l).

Using the geographical area types for illustration purposes here, the following procedure might be used in the Fuzzilimtion Module. Each

value of (0A fora location hypothesis is used to compute membership function values 01) for eadt of five types olareas: (l) dense urban

(1.1”). (2) urban Lu"), (3) suburban 01;), (4) rural plain 01”), and (5) rural mountains (llud- These membership function values provide

the medianism for representing degrees of membership in the area types, these area types being determined from an area map that has been

sectioned off. In accordance with fuzzy theory, there may be geographical locations that include, for example, both dense urban and urban

areas; dense urban and rural plane areas; dense urban. urban, and rural plane areas, etr. Thus for a particular MS location area estimate

(described by a (DA). it may be both dense urban and urban at the same time. The resolution of any apparent conflict in applitable rules is

later resolved in the Defuzzification Module using the fuzzy membership function values (u) computed in the Fuzzification Module

Any partiarlarvalue of a [0A can land in more than one area type for example, the (0A maybe in both dense urban and urban. Further, in

some cases a location hypothesis for a particular first Order Model i may have membership functionspw‘, pu‘, gal/Jul. and tr”: wherein they

all potentially have non-zero values. Additionally, eadt geographical area is contoured. Note that the membership function contours allow for

one distinct value of membership function to be determined for eadt [0A location (Le, there will be distinct values ofpw‘, pulpfyvl, and

pull for any single COA value assodated with a particular model 0. for example, the (DA would have a dense urban membership function

valuepwl. equal to 0.5. Similar contours would be used to compute values of1.1;. 1.1:, [1,]. and pull.

Thus. for eadt (0A. there now exists an anay or series of membership function values; there are If membership function values (K = number

of desa'iptive terms for the spedlied envimnmental factor) for eadt of M First Order Models. Ead't [0A alculation has assodated with it a

definitive value for final, ”mfg; and uni. Taken collectively, the M location hypotheses with membership function values for the ll.

descriptive terms for the particular environmental factor resqu in a membership function value matrix. Additionally, similar membership

function values are computed for each of the N environmental factors. thereby resulting in a corresponding membership function value matrix

for eadl of the N environmental fauors.
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The fuzzification Module passes the M membership function value rmtricrs described above to the Rule Base Module along with all of the

infomration it originally received from the (0A (alculation Module.

3.3 Rule Base Module

The Rule Base Module receives fmm the humiliation Module the following infomtation: (I) a geometrical shape associated with ead'r first

Order Model, (2) an assodated confidence value, (3) an assoa'ated [0A, and (4) ll membership function value matrices The Rule Base Module

uses this information in a rrranner consistent with typical fuzzy rule bases to determine a set of active or applicable rules. Sample rules were

provided in the general discussion of the Context Adjuster. Adtfitionally. references have been supplied that describe the necessary

computations Suffice it to say that the Rule Base Modules employ the information provided by the Fuzzifitation Module to compute confidence

value adjustments for each of the to location hypotheses Associated with each confidence value adjustment is a minimum membership

function value contained in the membership function matrices computed in the fuzzification Module.

for each location hypothesis, a simple inference engine driving the rule base queries the perfomtance database to determine how well the

loation hypotheses for the first Order Model providing the arrrent location hypothesis has performed in the past (for a geographic area

surrounding the MS location estimate of the current loation hypothesis) under the present environmental auditions for example, the

perfomrance database is consulted to determine how well this particular first Order Model has performed in the past in locating an MS for the

given time of day. month of year, and areatype. Note that the performance value is a value between 0 and I wherein a value of!) indiates

that the model is a poor performer. while a value of l indicates that the model is always (or substantially always) accurate in determining an

MS location under the conditions (and in the area) being considered. These perfomtance values are used to compute values that are attached to

the current confidence of the current location hypothesis; Le, these perfomrance values serve as the “then" sides of the fuzzy rules; the first

Order Models that have been effective in the past have their confidence levels inaenrented by large amounts while first Order Models that have

been ineffective in the past have their confidence levels incremented by small amounts. This infomtation is received from the Performance I
Database in the forrn of an environmental factor. a first Order Model number. and a performance value. Accordingly. an intermediate value for

the adjustment of the confidence value for the current location hypothesis is computed for eadr environmental condition (used by Context

Adjuster) based on the performance value retrieved fmm the Perfomrance Database. [ads of these intermediate adjustment values are

mmputed according to the following equation which is applicable to area information:

adjustrnentii = Daii = perfonrrance_value ‘ Damn.Ml

where a is the confidence value of a particular location hypothesis. perfonnance_value is the value obtained from the Performance Database,

Damn”I is a system parameter that accounts for how important the information is being considered by the context adjuster. Furthermore,

this parameter is initially provided by an operator in, for example, a system start-up configuration and a reasonable value for this parameter is

believed to be in the range 0.05 to 0.l, the subscriptj represents a particular environmental factor. and the supersa'ipt i represents a particular

first Order Model. However, it is an important aspect of the present invention that this value can be repeatedly altered by an adaptive

medranism such as a genetic algorithm for improving the MS location accuracy of the present invention. In this way. and because the rules are
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“written“ using current perlomsance infomiation as stored in the l’erlonnance Database. the Rule Module is dynamic and becomes more

acuirate with time.

The Rule Base Module passes the matrix of adjustments to the Defulzification Module along with the membership funnion value matrices

received from the Fuzzifitation Module.

3.6 Defuzzilication Module

The Defuzzification Module receives the matrix ol adjustments and the membership function value matrices from the Rule Base Module. The

final adjustment to the first Order Model confidence values as computed by the Context Adjuster is computed according to:

zmMAm

Aaérk) = ——""N _
XML-(k)i"

sudt as. but not limited to, time of day, month of year, and base station coverage, there are a number ol system start-up configuration

parameters that can be adjusted in attempts to improve system perfomtance. These adjustments are. in effect, adjustments computed

depending on the previous perlomtanoe values of eadi model under similar conditions as being currently considered These adjustments are

summed and forwarded to the bladthoard. Thus, the Context Adjuster passes the following information to the blackboard: adjustments in

confidence values for eadt of the first Order Models based on environmental factors and COA values assodated with eadi location hypothesis

Summary V
The Context Adjuster uses environmental factor information and past perionnance information lor ads of i first Order Models to compute

adjustments to the current confidence values. It retrieves inlonnation from the first Order Models, interacts with the Supervisoer the

Performance Database, and computes adjustments to the confidence values. further, the Context Adjuster employs a genetic algorithm to

improve the accuracy of its calculations. The algorithm for the Context Adjuster is included in algorithm BEB below:

Algorithm BEE: Pseudocode lor the Context Adjuster.

Context_Adjuster (geometries, alpha)

I’ This program implements the Context Adjuster. lt receives lmm the first Order Models geometric areas contained in a data structure called

geometries. and assodated confidence values contained in an array called alpha. The program used environmental information to compute

improved numerital values of the confidence values It places the improved values in the array called alpha. destroying the previous values in

the process.

'/

// pseudo code lor the Context Adjuster

// assume input from each of i models includes a

I // geographical area described bya number of points

IBZ
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[land a confident: value alpha(i). alpha is such

// that if it is 0.0 then the model is absolutely

// sure that the MS is not in the presa'ibed area;

// if it is ID then the model is absolutely

5 // sure that the HS is in the presmbed area.

//alculate the centerafar-ea tbr each ofMe imodelareas

fori = | to number_of_models

calculate center of area // termed mam from here on out

//extract information from the ”outside wade!"or die environment

10 find time_ol_day i

find month_of_year

lind number_of_BS_available

lind number_of_BS_reporting

//a/cu/atepercent;caverage ofbase stations

15 percent_coverage = |00.0 ‘ (number_ol_B$_reporting / number_ol_BS_available)

//use thesei = 4 environmental factors to compute aci/bstments to the iconfidence values

//assaa2ated with the imade/s - alphafl)

lori = | to number_of_models // loop on the number of models

forj = | to number_env_lactors // loop on the number of environmental factors

26 - fork = l to number_of_fu71y_dasses // loop on the number of dasses
// used for eadt of the environmental

// factors

//calculate mu values basedon membership hlnctian definitions

alculate mufiJJt) values .

25 //ga to theperfbnnance database andextract can-en!performance infamaation lbr each ofthe i

//madels, in the Ir {my classes, for Me]envimnmenml[actors

letdt perlonnance(i,j,lr)

//a/culate the actual values for the fight handsides ofthe filzzyrules
30

delta_alpha(i,j,lt) = periormance(i.i,lt) ‘ delta_alpha_maxfi)

// delta_alpha_max(j) is a maximum amount eadt environmental

// factor tan alter the confidence value; it is eventually

IBJ
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// determined by a genetic algorithm

[compute a weightedaverage; #113 is traditional fizzymathematics

5 delta_alphafi,j,k) = sum[mufi,j,k) ‘ delta_alphafi,i,k) / sum[mu(r.j,k)]

end loop on k // number of hazy dimes

//campute final deltas/ply: value:

10 delta_alpha(i) = sum[delta_alpha(l,])]

end loop on] // number ol environmental factor;

alpha@ + = delta_alpha(r)

end loop on i // number of models

[5 //sendalpha value: to blackboard

send delta_a|pha(0 to blackbon

//:ee [fit is time to interact with a genetic algorithm

if finngren)

20 then continue to almlate alpha adjustments

else

(all the genetic algorithm to adjust alpha_max parameters and mu functions
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APPENDIX E: Historical Data Confidence Adjuster Program

Historical_data_confidence_adjuster(loc_hyp)

/' This function adjusts the confidence ol location hypothesis, “loc_hyp", according to how well its location signature duster fits With verified

{

location signature dusters in the location signature data base '/

mesh < -—- gee; met/L Moc_hyp.l0ll_lD); // each FOH has a mesh ol the [oration Center service area

covering < —~ ge!_ mes/L:0me a/_/'Lf_mm; lolfloc_hyp); /' get the cells ol “mesh” that minimally cover the most

pertinent target MS estimate in “loc_hyp". '/

total_per_unit_error < — 0;// initialization

lor each cell, C. ol “covering"doP determine an error measurement between the loation signature cluster of "loc_hyp" and

the verified loation signature clusters in the cell '/

tentroid <—- ge!_ ant/1714C);

error_obj <-- DB_Loc_$ig_Error_Fit(centroid, C. loc_hyp.loc_sig_cluster. “USE ALL LDC SlGS IN

DB”);

/' The above lunction call computes an error object, "error_obj", providing a

measure of how similar the location signature cluster for “Ioc__hyp" is with the verified

loation signature clusters in the location signature data base, wherein the verified

loution signature clusters are in the area represented by the cell, L See APPENDIX C

for details of this function. ’/

total_per_unit_error <--- total_per_unit_error + [error_obj.error ' enor_obj.confidente/ sizeof(()];

/' The above statement computes an “error per unit of cell area" term as:

[error_obj.error ' error_obj.confidence / sizeol(()], wherein the error is the term:

error_obj.error ' error_obj.confidence. Subsequently, this error per unit ol cell

area term accumulated in “total_relative_error" '/

}

avg_per_unit_error < -- total_per_unit_error/ nbr_cells_in(mesh);

/" Now get a tunable constant, “tunable_constant", that has been determined by the Adaptation Engine Dbl

(shovm in figs 5. 6 and 3). wherein “tunable_mnstant' may have been adapted to environmental characteristics ‘/

tunable_constant < ger_ (meat/e; tantra/ILlarf‘Historical_Location_lleasoner". loc_hyp);

/' Now decrement the confidence value of "loc_hyp" by an error amount that is scaled by “tunable_constant"

‘/
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loc_hyp.r.onfidence < ... loc_hyp.confidence - [avg_per_unit_emr ' sizeof(:overing) ' tunable_constant];

RETURH(loc_hyp);

}ENDOF Historical_data_confidence_adjuster
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What is claimed is:

I. A method for locating a wireless mobile station using wireless signal measurements obtained from transmissions

between said mobile station and a plurality of base stations capable of wirelessly detecting said mobile station. comprising.

providing first and second mobile station location estimators, wherein said location estimators provide location estimates

of said mobile station when said location estimators receive wireless signal measurements obtained from transmissions between said

mobile station and the base stations, wherein:

(A) said first location estimator is capable of performing one or more of the techniques: ‘

(a) a triangulation technique to determine, for each ol three or more of the base stations, a distance

between the mobile station and the base station using the wireless signal measurements;

(b) a learning technique, wherein said learning technique determines an association for associating: the

wireless signal measurements. and data indicative ol a location for the mobile station. wherein said association

is determined by a training process using a plurality of data pairs. each said pair including: first inlonnation

indicative of a location of some mobile station. and second information from wireless signal measurements

between said some mobile station and one or more of the base stations when said some mobile station is at the

location;

(c) a stochastic technique, wherein each said stochastic technique uses a statistical correlation for

correlating: the wireless signal measurements, and data indicative of a loation for the mobile station, wherein

said correlation is used for determining a probability that the mobile station is within an area, and

(B) for at least a particular one of said techniques performed by said first loation estimator, said second location

estimatordoes not perform said particular technique; V

first supplying said first loation estimator with first data from the wireless signal measurements;

first generating, by said first location estimator, first location related inlorrnation having at least a first estimate of the

mobile station's location; i '

second supplying said second location estimator with second data from the wireless signal measurements;

second generating, by said second location estimator. second location related information having at least a second estimate

ol the mobile station's location;

determining a resulting location estimate of the mobile station using: (a) a first value obtained from said first location

related information. and (b) a second value obtained from said second location related information.

2. A method as claimed in Claim I, further including a step of receiving said measurements during a wireless

communication between said mobile station and said plurality of base stations for contacting an emergency response center.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 2, further including a step of transmitting said resulting location estimate to the

emergency response center during said wireless communication.
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4. A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein said step of providing includes:

transmitting through a telecommunications network, said first location estimator from a source site to a site having said

second location estimator,

operably integrating said first location estimator with said second location estimator for performing at least said step of

determining.

5. A method as claimed in Claim 8. wherein said step of transmitting includes sending an encoding of said first

location estimator using the lntemet.

6. A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein said step of determining includes retrieving historical location data

related to said first initial location estimate and said second initial location estimate, wherein said historical location data includes:

(al) location estimates by said first location estimator for some of said mobile stations at a first plurality of locations, and

data identifying said locations of said first plurality of locations;

(bl) location estimates by said second location estimator for some of said mobile stations at a second plurality of locations.

and data identifying said loations of said second plurality of locations;

wherein said first successive location estimate is determined using said historical location data of (al), and said successive estimate is

determined using said historical location data of (bl).

7. A method as claimed in Claim I, further including, for at least one location estimate of said first and second

estimates. a step of obtaining one of a likelihood value and a probability that a location ol said mobile station is in said one location

estimate, wherein said likelihood value is obtained using historical loation estimates generated by the location estimator that

generated said one location estimate when the location estimator is supplied with wireless signal measurements obtained from

transmissions between one or more mobile stations and said plurality of base stations at a plurality of locations.

8. A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein said step of providing includes providing some one mobile station

location estimator, wherein said one mobile station location estimator generates an estimate of where said mobile station is unlikely

to be located.

9. A method as claimed in Claim I. wherein said wireless signal measurements are obtained from transmissions

between said mobile station and said plurality of base stations, wherein said transmissions occur within an interval of time wherein

one of: said mobile station is expected to be in substantially a same location. and said interval is less than a predetermined duration.

l0. _ A method as claimed in Claim l, wheiein one of: said first data includes said second estimate. and said second

data includes said first estimate.

II. A method as claimed in Claim I, further induding:

performing a first simulation for predicting a likelihood of said mobile station being at said first estimate, wherein said

simulation uses pairs of loation representations, a first member of each pair including a location estimate obtained from said first
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location estimator and a second member of the pair including a representation of an independently determined location of a mobile

station used for obtaining wireless signal measurements that are obtained from transmissions with said plurality of base stations.

ll.

of the following:

(a)

(b)

(d)

l3.

(3)

(b)

(C)

l4.

A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein at least one of said first and second location estimators each utilize one

a pattern recognition location technique for estimating a location of said mobile station by recognizing a

pattern of characteristics of said data obtained from wireless signal measurements;

a mobile base station estimator for estimating a location ol said mobile station from location inionnation

received from a mobile base station detecting wireless transmissions of said mobile station;

a coverage area location technique for estimating a location ol said mobile station by intersecting wireless

coverage areas for different sets of one or more ol said base stations:

a negative logic location for estimating where said mobile station is unlikely to be located.

A method as claimed in Claim l, wherein at least one of the following holds:

said learning technique is capable of providing an artificial neural network for generating a mobile station

location estimate by training said artificial neural network to recognize a pattern of characteristics of location

information obtained lrom said wireless signal measurements;

said triangulation technique is capable of providing the distances between the mobile station and said three or

more of the base stations using one or more of: a wireless signal time of arrival, a wireless signal time difference

of arrival, a wireless signal strength indication;

said stochastic technique is capable of providing said statistical correlation using one of: principle

decomposition. least squares, partial least squares, and Bollenger llands.

A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein said first location estimator includes an artificial neural network,

wherein said artificial neural network is one of: a multilayer perceptron. an adaptive resonance theory model, and radial basis

. function network;

IS. A method as claimed in Claim I, wherein said step of determining includes deriving a likelihood measurement

that said mobile station is in said resulting location estimate, wherein said likelihood measurement is dependent upon a first

likelihood measurement that said mobile station is in said first estimate, and a second likelihood measurement that said mobile

station is in said second estimate. .

l6. A method as claimed in Claim l. further induding a step of deriving one of said first estimate. said second

estimate, and said resulting location estimate using one of:

(a)

(b)

(<)

an expected maximum velocity of said mobile station;

an expected maximum acceleration of said mobile station;

an expected route of said mobile station.
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I7. A location system for locating a mobile station. wherein said mobile station is one of a plurality of mobile

stations, and wireless signal measurements are capable of being obtained from wireless transmissions between the plurality of mobile

stations and a plurality of base stations, the improvement characterized by:

one or more loation estimators, each said location estimator for estimating a location for each of one or more individual

mobile stations of the plurality of mobile stations, when said location estimator is supplied with data from a set oi said wireless signal

measurements obtained from wireless transmissions between the individual mobile station and said plurality of base stations;

an archive for storing a plurality of data item collections, wherein for each geographiul location of a plurality

geographical locations. there is one of said data item collections having (al) and (a2):

(al) a representation of the geographical location, and

(a2) a set of said] wireless signal measurements corresponding to one of the plurality of mobile stations

transmitting from approximately the geographical location of (al);

a performance estimator for determining, for each one of said location estimators, corresponding one or more performance

measurements indicative of a previous performance of said one location estimator in locating one or more of the plurality of mobile

stations, wherein said corresponding performance measurements are determined using loution estimates generated by said one

location estimator when said set of (a2), lorsome of said data item collections, is supplied to said one location estimator,

a contmlier lor activating a group of at least one of said location estimators for generating corresponding location

estimates of said mobile station when a first said set of wireless signal measurements is obtained from wireless transmissions between

said mobile station and said plurality of base stations, wherein one or more location hypotheses are generated, each said location

hypothesis having:

(bl) an hypothesized location estimate of said mobile station obtained using the corresponding location

estimate generated by a location estimator of said group,

(b2) a likelihood value indicating a likelihood of said mobile station being at a location represented by said

hypothesized location estimate of (bl), wherein said corresponding performance measurements for said location estimator

providing the location estimate of (bl) are used in determining said likelihood value;

a location estimator [or determining a resulting location estimate of said mobile station, said resulting location estimate

being derived using said hypothesized location estimates and said likelihood values from said one or more location hypotheses.

I8. A method as claimed in (laim 55, further including a step of transmitting said resulting location estimate to an
emergency response center during a wireless communication wherein said first set of wireless signal measurements is obtained. "

l9. A location system as claimed in Claim 55, further including an hypothesis estimate generator for generating one
of said hypothesized location estimates using a time series of location estimates for said mobile station output by said one or more
location estimators

20. A method for locating a mobile station. wherein said mobile station is one of a plurality of mobile stations, and

wireless signal measurements are capable of being obtained from wireless transmissions between the plurality mobile stations and a
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network of base stations, wherein said base stations in the network are cooperatively linked for providing wireless communication

with each of the mobile stations, the improvement characterized by.

providing a mobile station location estimator lor estimating locations of one or more individual mobile stations ol said

plurality of mobile stations when said location estimator is supplied with said wireless signal measurements obtained from wireless

transmissions between the individual mobile station and said network ol base stations;

storing a plurality ol data item collections. wherein lor each of a plurality ol geographical locations. there is one of said

data item collections having:

(al) a representation ol the geographical location. and

(a2) a representation ol said wireless signal measurements between one of the mobile stations and the

base stations when said one mobile station is approximately at the geographical location of (al);

generating, from said wireless signal measurements between said mobile and said base stations, an initial location estimate

of said mobile;

obtaining a first set oi one or more additional location estimates generated by said location estimator, wherein each said

additional location estimate is generated from said representations of wireless signal measurements ol (al) for one of said data item

collections, and wherein at least a majority of said additional location estimates are within a predetermined distance of said initial

location estimate;

deriving an adjusted location estimate lrom said initial location estimate using a second set of said geographical location

representations of (al) for said data item collections whose representations of wireless signal measurements of (a1) were used to

generate one of said additional location estimates of said set.

N. A method as claimed in Claim 20. wherein said step of deriving includes determining an area boundary of said

adjusted location estimate as a function of said geographical locations in said second set.

22. A location system lor locating'mobile stations from received wireless signal measurements obtained from

transmissions between said mobile stations and a network of base stations. wherein said base stations in the network are

cooperatively linked for providing wireless communication, the improvement characterized by:

one or more location estimators for estimating locations of said mobile stations, such that for each of said mobile stations,

when said location estimators are supplied with measurements of wireless signals obtained from transmissions between:

the mobile station, at a corresponding geographical location from which the mobile station is transmitting. and said

network oi base stations, at least one location estimate is generated;

a location estimate adjuster lor' deriving a first adjusted location estimate from a first location estimate generated by a

first of said location estimators supplied with said wireless signal measurements obtained from transmissions between: (i) a

particular one ol said mobile stations. at a particular location. and (ii) said base stations, wherein:

(al) said first adjusted location estimate has a corresponding confidence value indicative of a likelihood of the

particular geographical location being a location represented by the first adjusted location estimate,
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(a2) said first adjusted location estimate is determined using additional location estimates generated: G)

previously to the generation of said first initial location estimate. and (ii) by said first location estimator;

a most likely estimator for determining a most likely location estimate of the particular geographical location of the

particular mobile station, said most likely location estimate being derived using said first adjusted location estimate and its

corresponding confidence value.

2}. A location system, as claimed in Claim 22, wherein. said location estimate adjuster includes a statistical

simulation module for deriving a one or more likelihood values indicative of said first location estimator generating mobile station

location estimates that include their corresponding geographical locations.

24. A location system, as claimed in Claim 22, wherein, said location estimate adjuster includes a statistical

simulation module for deriving a one or more likelihood values indicative of said first loation estimator generating mobile station

location estimates that include their corresponding geographical locations.

25. A location system for locating mobile stations lrom received wireless signal measurements obtained from

transmissions between said mobile stations and a network of fixed location transceivers, wherein said transceivers in the network are

cooperatively linked for providing wireless communication with said mobile stations, the improvement characterized by".

an archive [or storing a plurality of data item collections, wherein for each location of a plurality geographical locations,

there is one of said data item collections having (al) and (a2):

(al) a representation ol the geographical location,

(a2) a set of said wireless signal measurements obtained from transmissions between one of said mobile stations

and said fixed location transceivers, wherein the one mobile station transmits from approximately the geographical

location; ,

a plurality of trainable location estimators, each said trainable location estimator for generating a geographical location

estimates lor said mobile stations, wherein for each said trainable location estimator:

I (bl) there is a corresponding grbup of wireless signal measurement parameters, wherein for said trainable

location estimator to generate a location estimate of an individual one ol said mobile stations, at least some of said

parameters must be instantiated with values obtained from transmissions between said individual mobile station and said

_ fixed location transceivers.

(b2) there is a different corresponding group ol wireless signal measurement parameters for another of said

trainable location estimators, and

(bi) said trainable location estimator learns by associating, for each of at least some of said data item

collections, said geographical location representation (al) of the data item collection with said set ol said wireless signal

measurements (a2) of the data item collection;

a location estimator selector lor selecting one or more of said plurality of trainable location estimators for generating

mobile station location estimates, wherein when each of said selected location estimators has its corresponding group of wireless
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signal measurement parameters instantiated with values obtained from transmissions between one of said mobile stations and said

fixed location transceivers, said selected location estimator generates a location estimate of the one mobile station;

wherein for locating a panicular one of said mobile stations, said location estimator selector selects a particular set ofsaid

trainable location estimators whose corresponding group of wireless signal measurement parameters can have at least some said

parameters instantiated using wireless signal measurements obtained from transmissions between said particular mobile station and

said fixed location transceivers;

a location estimator for determining a resulting location estimate of said particular mobile station, said location estimator

receiving location estimates from trainable location estimators of said particular set.

26. A location system. as claimed in Claim 92, wherein at least one of said trainable location estimators includes an
artificial neural network.

27. A method as claimed in Claim 94, further including a different trainable location estimator utilizing a different

artificial neural network for generating a different geographical location estimate of said one mobile station.

‘ 28. A method as claimed in Claim 94, wherein said artificial neural network is one of: a multilayer perceptron, an

adaptive resonance theory model, and radial basis function network.

29. A method as claimed in Claim 92, wherein said trainable location estimator utilizes an artificial neural network

with an input neuron for receiving a value related to wireless transmissions between said particular mobile station and a particular

one of said fixed location transceivers, wherein said value is indicative of at least one of the following conditions:

(a) said panicular transceiver is active for wireless communication with said particular mobile station and a pilot signal by
said particular transceiver is detected by said particular mobile station:

(b) said particular transceiver is active for wireless communication with said particular mobile station and said particular

transceiver detects wireless transmissions by said panicular mobile station;

(c) said particular transceiver is active for wireless communication with said particular mobile station and said particular

transceiver does not detect wireless transmissions by said panicular mobile station;

(d) said particular transceiveris active for wireless communication with said panicular mobile station and said particular

mobile station does not detect wireless transmissions by said panicular transceiver;

(e) said particulartransceiver is not active for wireless communication with said particular mobile station.

30. A location system for receiving wireless signal measurements of wireless signals transmitted between a plurality mobile

stations and a network of base stations, wherein said base stations in the network are cooperatively linked for providing wireless

communication. the improvement characterized by:

a plurality of mobile station location estimators for estimating locations of said mobile stations, such that when said location

estimators are supplied with said measurements of wireless signals transmitted between one of the mobile stations and said network

of base stations, said location estimators output corresponding initial location estimates of a geographical location of said one mobile

station, wherein at least two of said mobile station location estimators of said plurality of mobile station location estimators include a

different one of the following (a) through (i):
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(a) a pattern recognition component for estimating a location of said one mobile station from a pattern in the wireless

signal measurements of transmissions between the network and said one mobile station;

(b) a trainable mobile station location estimating component for estimating a location of said one mobile station,

wherein said trainable mobile station location estimating component is capable of being trained to associate: (i)

each location of a plurality of geographical locations with (ii) corresponding measurements of wireless signals

transmitted between a specified one of said mobile stations and the network wherein said specified mobile station is

approximately at the location;

(c) a triangulation component for estimating a location of said one mobile station, wherein said triangulation component

utilizes said measurements of wireless signals between said one mobile station and three of the base stations lor

triangulating a location estimate of said one mobile station;

(d) a statistical component utilizing a statistital regression technique for estimating a location of said one mobile station;

(e) a mobile base station component for estimating a location of said one mobile station, wherein said mobile base

station component utilizes location information received from a mobile base station that detects said one mobile

station; ‘

(l) a negative logic component for estimating an area of where said one mobile station is unlikely to be located; and

a most likely estimator for determining a most likely location estimate of said one mobile station, said most likely location

estimate being a function of said plurality of location estimates.

3|. A location system. as claimed in Claim llll, wherein one or more of said mobile station location estimators are

capable of being at least one of: added, replaced and deleted by Internet transmissions between said location system and a site

remote from said location system.

32. A location system for receiving wireless signal measurements of wireless signals transmitted between a plurality mobile

stations and a network ol base stations. wherein said base stations in the network are cooperatively linked for providing wireless

communication, the improvement characterized by:

a mobile station location providing means for estimating locations of said mobile stations, such that when said providing

means is supplied with said measurements of wireless signals transmitted between a particular one of the mobile stations and said

network of base stations. said providing means determines a first collection of one or more location estimates for said particular

mobile station;

an expert system for activating expert system 'rules for one ol: (a) modifying one of said location estimates of said first

collection, and (b) obtaining additional location estimates of the particular location;

a most likely estimator for determining a most likely location estimate of the particular location. said most likely location

estimate being a function of one or more location estimates provided by said expert system.

33. A location system for locating wireless mobile stations that communicate with a plurality of networked base

stations, comprising:
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a wireless transceiver means: (a) for at least detecting a direction oi wireless signals transmitted irom a wireless mobile

station, and (b) for communicating with said networked base stations inionnation related to a location oi said wireless mobile

station;

a means for detecting whether a detected wireless signal from said mobile station has been one oi: reflected and deflected;

a means for estimating a location of said mobile station by using wireless signals transmitted from said mobile station that

are not detected by said means ior detecting as one oi: reflected and deflected.

34. A location system as claimed in Claim loo, wherein said means for detecting includes a means ior comparing:

(a) a distance of said mobile station irom said mobile location system using a signal strength of said wireless signals from said mobile

station. and (b) a distance oi said mobile station irom said location system using a signal time delay measurement of wireless signal
from said mobile station.

35. A location system as claimed in Claim l06,iut1her including

one or more location estimators for estimating a location oi said location system, wherein said at least one of said location

estimators uses wireless signals transmitted from one of: said networked base stations and a global positioning system.

36. A location system as claimed in Claim l08. further including

a deadrecltoning means for estimating a change in a location oi said location system. wherein said deadreckoning means

provides incremental updates to said one or more location estimates of said mobile location system output by said at least one

location estimator.

37. A method for locating a particular wireless mobile station using measurements oi particular wireless signals,

wherein at least one oi: said measurements and said particular wireless signals are transmitted between said wireless mobile station

and at least one oi a plurality oi transceivers, wherein said transceivers are capable oi at least wireless detection oi a plurality oi

wireless transmitting mobile stations induding said‘particular mobile station. comprising:

providing a first and second mobile station location estimators, wherein each of said location estimators is capable of

providing a location estimate for each mobile station of at least some oi said mobile stations when said location estimator is supplied

with corresponding data obtained from received wireless signal measurements communicated between the mobile station and one or

more oi said plurality of transceivers, wherein:

said first location estimator performs one or more triangulation techniques, wherein each said triangulation technique determines ior

eadl oi one or more oi said mobile stations. and for each transceiver of a set oi three or more oi said transceivers, a distance between

the mobile station. and said transceiver, each said distance determined from data resulting irom received measurements oi wireless

signals communicated between the mobile station and said transceiver, and said second location estimator does not perionn any said

triangulation technique;

first supplying said first location estimator with first corresponding data obtained irom received wireless signal

measurements communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality of transceivers;

second supplying said second location estimator with second corresponding data obtained irom received wireless signal

measurements communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality oi transceivers;
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first generating. by said first location estimator, first location related information having at least a first estimate for the

mobile station's location;

second generating. by said second location estimator, second location related infortnation having at least a second estimate

for the mobile station's location;

determining a resulting location estimate of the mobile station using: (a) a first value obtained from said first location

related information, and (b) a second value obtained from said second location related information.

38. A method for fouling a particular wireless mobile station using measurements of particular wireless signals,

wherein at least one of: said measurements and said particular wireless signals are transmitted between said wireless mobile station

and at least one of a plurality of transceivers. wherein said transceivers are capable of at least wireless detection of a plurality of

wireless transmitting mobile stations including said particular mobile station. comprising:

providing a first and second mobile station location estimators. wherein each of said location estimators is capable of

providing a location estimate for each mobile station of at least some of said mobile stations when said location estimator'is supplied

with corresponding data obtained from received wireless signal measurements communicated between the mobile station and one or

more of said plurality of transceivers, wherein:

said first location estimator performs one or more global positioning techniques, wherein each said global positioning

technique determines for each of one or more of said mobile stations, corresponding data resulting from received measurements of

wireless signals from one or more global positioning satellites, said corresponding data for determining a location of the mobile

station, and said second location estimator does not perform any said global positioning tedtnique;

first supplying said first location estimator with first corresponding data obtained from wireless signal measurements

communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality of transceivers;

second supplying said second location estimator with second corresponding data obtained from wireless signal

measurements communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality of transceivers;

first generating. by said first location estimator, first location related information having at least a first estimate for said

particular mobile station's location;

second generating, by said second location estimator, second location related information having at least a second estimate

for said particular mobile station's location;

determining a resulting location estimate of said particular mobile station using: ’(a) a first value obtained from said first

location related information, and (b) a second value obtained from said second location related information. i

39. A method for locating a particular wireless mobfle station using measurements of particular wireless signals,

wherein at least one of: said measurements and said particular wireless signals are transmitted between said wireless mobile station

and at least one of a plurality of transceivers, wherein said transoeivers are capable of at least wireless detection of a plurality of

wireless transmitting mobile stations including said particular mobile station, comprising:

providing a first and second mobile station location estimators, wherein each of said location estimators is capable of

providing a location estimate for each mobile station of at least some of said mobile stations when said location estimator is supplied
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with corresponding data obtained lrom received wireless signal measurements communicated between the mobile station and one or

more ol said plurality ol transceivers. wherein:

said first location estimator performs one or more coverage area analysis techniques. wherein each said coverage area

analysis technique determines for each of one or more of said mobile stations, an area: (i) included in a corresponding coverage area

for each of one or more of said transceivers that detect the mobile station. and (ii) excluded from a corresponding coverage area for

each of one or more of said transceivers that can not detect the mobile station. and said second locationie'stimator does not perform

any said coverage area analysis technique;

first supplying said first location estimator with first corresponding data obtained from wireless signal measurements

communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality of transceivers; '

second supplying said second location estimator with second corresponding data obtained from wireless signal

measurements communicated between said particular mobile station and one or more of said plurality of transceivers;

generating. by said first and a second of said location estimators, respectively. first and second different initial location

estimates of said panicular mobile station;

determining a location estimate of said particular mobile station as a function of at least one of: (a) said first and second

initial location estimates, and (b) a rating of said first and second initial location estimates.

40. A method for locating a wireless mobile station capable of wireless communication with a plurality of base

stations, comprising:

providing a plurality of mobile station location estimators. wherein said location estimators provide different location

' estimates of said mobile station when said location estimators are supplied with location information derived lrom signal

measurements'that are transmitted between said mobile station and said plurality of base stations;

receiving measurements of wireless signals transmitted: (a) from one or more global positioning satellites. and (b) between

said wireless mobile station and said plurality of base stations;

first generating. by a first ol said location estimators, a first time series of one or more [action estimates of said mobile

station when at least a portion of said measurements are obtained for global positioning satellite signals;

second generating, by a second of said location estimators. a second time series of one or more location estimates of said

mobile station when at least a portion ol said measurements provide measurements of wireless signals transmitted between said

mobile station and at least one of base stations of said plurality of base stations;

determining a resulting time series of one or more resulting location estimates of said mobile station, wherein for each time

of said resulting time series when one of said resulting location estimates is derived. said derivation uses at least one location

estimate: (a) that is most recently generated by said first location estimator. and (b) that is most recently generated by said second
location estimator.

4|. A method as claimed in Claim 40. wherein said step of determining includes:

establishing a priority between said first initial location estimate and said second initial location estimate.
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42. A method as claimed in Claim 4|, wherein said step of establishing includes obtaining a mnfidence value

corresponding to at least one of said first initial location estimate and said second initial location estimate, wherein each said

confidence value is indicative of a likelihood of said mobile station being its said corresponding initial location estimate.

43. A method as claimed in Claim 4|, wherein said step of establishing includes using a first time value associated

with said first initial location estimate, and a second time value associated with said second initial location estimate.

44. A method as claimed in Claim 40. wherein-said step ol determining includes preferring said first initial location

estimate over said second initial location estimate when both are available for substantially a same location of said mobile station.

45. A method as claimed in Claim 40. wherein said step of receiving includes receiving a first portion of said

measurements in a first time period and a second portion of said measurements in a second time period different from said first time

period. wherein said first portion is obtained from a global positioning satellite, and said second portion is derived from wireless

signals transmitted between said mobile station and at least one of base station of said first plurality of base stations.

46. A method as claimed in Claim 40, wherein said mobile station is in a vehicle and said step of determining uses

deadreckoning estimates of changes in the location of the vehicle.

47. A method as claimed in Claim 40, wherein said step of determining includes evaluating one or more constraints

related to one or more of: a velocity of said mobile station, an acceleration of said mobile station. an estimated location at said

mobile station in relation of a terrain of said estimated location.
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ABSTRACT

A location system is disclosed for commercial wireless telecommunication inlrastructures The system is an end-to-end solution

having one or more location centers for outputting requested locations of commercially available handsets or mobile stations (MS)

based on, e.g., EDNA. AMPS, "AMPS or TDHA communication standards, for processing both local HS location requests and more

global MS location requests via, e.g., lntemet communication between a distributed network of location centers. The system uses a

plurality ol HS locating technologies including those based on: (I) two-way TOA and TDDA; (2) pattern recognition ; (3) distributed

antenna provisioning; and (4) supplemental inlormation lrom various types of very low cost non-infrastructure base stations for

communicating via a typical commercial wireless base station infrastructure or a public telephone switching network Accordingly,

the traditional HS location difficulties. such as multipath. poor location accuracy and poor coverage are alleviated via such ‘

technologies in combination with strategies for: (a) automatically adapting and calibrating system performance according to

environmental and geographical changes; (b) automatically capturing location signal data for continual enhancement of a self-

maintaining historical data base retaining predictive location signal data; (c) evaluating MS locations according to both heuristics

and constraints related to. e.g.. terrain. MS velocity and HS path extrapolation from tracking and (d) adjusting likely HS locations

adaptively and statistically so that the system becomes progressively more comprehensive and accurate. Further. the system an be

modularly configured for use in location signaling environments ranging from urban, dense urban, suburban, rural, mountain to low

tralfic or isolated roadways. Accordingly, the system is useful for 9” emergency calls, tracking, routing, people and animal location

including applications for confinement to and exclusion from certain areas.

I99
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December 12, 2005.
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Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO—1449 are being called to the attention of the
Examiner.

E Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

D Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

'2 Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with the waiver dated July 11, 2003, whereby patent applications filed afler June 30,

2003 and international applications that have entered the national stage under 35 U.S.C. § 371 after

June 30, 2003 need not submit copies of U.S. patents and U.S. patent application publications.

U Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 CPR. l.98(d),

because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in prior

application Serial No. filed , which is relied upon for an earlier

filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

D To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign-language references are

believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although applicants

do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.
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[X] Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following co-pending applications, and for at

least such applications to which the present application does not claim priority, copies have been or

are being submitted:

Serial No.09/ 194,367 filed Nov. 24, 1998 (docket no. 1003-PUS)

Serial No.10/262,4l3 filed Sept. 30, 2002 (docket no. 1003-2)

Serial No. 10/262,338 filed Sept. 30, 2002 (docket no. 1003-3)

Serial No. 11/069,441 filed March 1, 2005 (docket no. 1004-1-1)

Serial No.09/176,587 filed Oct. 21, 1998 (docket no. 1005-DJD)

Serial No. 10/297,449 filed Dec. 5, 2002 (docket no. 1010-PUS)

Serial No. 10/337,807 filed Jan. 6, 2003 (docket no. 1011)

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item is citable

under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed represents analogous art, or

that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the pertinence of any reference without the

benefit ofhindsight, nor should an inference be drawn as to the pertinence of the references based on

the order in which they are presented. Submission of this statement should not be taken as an

indication that a search has been conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR l.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission. because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfies one of the following conditions (“X" indicates satisfaction):

Within three months of the filing date-of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR l.53(d), or

Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage ofan international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.491 or

Before the mailing date ofa first Office Action on the merits, or

Before the mailing ofa first Office action after the filing ofa request for continued examination under
37 CFR l.l I4.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account l9-l970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b)), but before the mailing date ofone ofthe following conditions:

(I) a final action under 37 CFR. H 13 or
(2) a notice ofallowance under 37 C.F.R. Li“ I, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

D A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. |.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is
deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

[3 A check in the amount “$180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p) for submission ofan
information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-
|970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applicant(s) cannot execute a cenifrcation.
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Position enhanced communication system

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

Wireless communications are rapidly augmenting conventional

telephone communications. In conventional telephone

communications, emergency 911 service has been in existence for a

number of years and has evolved and been upgraded over time.

Currently, from most wired telephone systems, an "Enhanced 911"

service is available. In Enhanced 911 service, the emergency

center receiving the call automatically learns the phone number,

location and identity of the calling party. Such information is

necessary for rapidly dispatching the required help to the

correct location, and for call-back to the party that reported

the emergency, if required. Indeed, Enhanced 911 is so common,

that there is an expectation and assumption by the public, that

such service is available in the wireless world. However, at the

current time, Enhanced 911 service does not exist for cellular

telephony which is the most mature wireless communication system

in the United States. At the current time, an emergency center

that receives a call dialed from a cellular telephone, has no

idea where the party is calling from and does not know the phone

number or identity of the phone subscriber. Furthermore, there

exists no infrastructure or standard for providing Enhanced 911

service in cellular and other wireless communications systems.

Determining the position of the calling terminal making a
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wireless call is a key requirement for providing Enhanced 911. A

number of alternatives for determining position of a caller are

based upon the calling terminal estimating its position with the

support of auxiliary equipment and/or the use of broadcast RF

beacons. Available options for position location at the calling

terminal are as follows:

1. Broadcast Navigation RF Beacons: GPS and Loran are two

examples.

2. Commercial Broadcasts as Navigation Beacon Surrogates:

such as using the broadcasts of AM, PM or TV for determining

position. (See, for example, U.S. Serial No. 08/203,257, and PCT

Application No. PCT/USSB/12179, incorporated herein by reference)

3. Base Station to Mobile/Portable Terminal Broadcasts as

Navigation Beacon Surrogates: such as using the broadcasts from

multiple cellular base stations.

4. Dead Reckoning and other forms of Inertial Navigation:

such as using the speedometer output of a vehicle in combination

with a gyroscope to detect turns.

Because of the variety of wireless environments and services,

none of these options provides a universal solution for

determining position of the calling terminal. For example, in

the cellular world, there are two distinctly different

environments for mobiles and portables. Mobile terminals are

defined as those that are installed in and operate from

vehicles. Thus the locations for the mobile environment are

restricted to places that a vehicle may go. Portable terminals
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are defined as hand-held devices and so portables will be used

anywhere that a person may go with or without a vehicle. Thus

mobiles and portables are different insofar as the places that

they are required to operate in. Mobiles must work primarily on

streets and highways where there is often a clear view of the GPS

constellation; and when there is not, such as in the "urban

canyon," GPS position fixing is still possible, albeit on an

interrupted basis. Portables however, will be used inside

buildings, shopping malls, and parking garages where cellular

communications signals penetrate, but GPS signals do not.

Furthermore, mobiles (unlike portables) are not particularly

constrained with respect to size and power; thus, the vehicle

that hosts the mobile can support the power required for

continuous position fixing; they can support the equipment needed

for dead reckoning; and finally, they provide a platform on which

to attach antennas (i.e., GPS) that must be mounted in a fixed

orientation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:

The object of this invention is to provide a system with

world-wide capability for position determination via broadcast of

RF navigation signals.

The overall system comprises the following three elements: 1)

the GPS system, 2) GPS—like signals broadcast at an alternative

frequency, and 3) GPS-like RF signposts.
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The first element of the system, GPS, provides world-wide

positioning as long as the view to the GPS constellation is not

obstructed. With GPS, a receiver determines its position by

measuring the pseudorange of spread spectrum signals broadcast by
the GPS satellites at 1575.42 MHz.

The second element is the novel concept embedding GPS—like
signals within the communications bandwidth of a wireless

communications systems. This is similar to the concept of GPS

pseudolites that have been proposed for aviation navigation, but

the navigation signals proposed here are not at GPS frequencies.

Rather they are at and share the same bandwidth with

communications frequencies. The concept is flexible so that a

variety of existing communications systems can have embedded

navigation signals. Because of its widespread implementation,

the US cellular telephone system is a particularly attractive

environment for embedding navigation signals. However, the

concept of embedded navigation signals applies to digital TDMA

and CDMA cellular, GSM, and emerging systems in the PCS bands as

well as those that operate in the ISM bands. The position

determination supported by this second element serves as a

supplement or replacement of the GPS system in any region or

environment that is covered by that wireless communication

system. This includes the urban canyon, but also indoor

environments such as shopping malls and buildings which are

serviceable by cellular telephone and other wireless

communications systems. In this second element, a GPS-like
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receiver in the mobile/portable communications transceiver makes

pseudorange measurements on the broadcast sources and calculates

the position of the receiver from these measurements. The

operation of this system is described below.

The third element is another novel concept that involves the

use of GPS-like RF broadcasts that mark the location of the

broadcast. The range of this broadcast is designed to be short

(- 100 feet) so that the mere reception of this broadcast and

reading the data location marker in the signal determines the

position of the receiver to within 100 ft. These broadcast

signals are referred to as RF Signposts. RF Signposts can be

used indoors and can successfully convey address and floor of a

building or locations in a shopping mall, etc., while ranging

systems that are inherently corrupted by severe multipath in the

indoor environment cannot.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

The above and other objects, advantages, and features of the

invention will become more apparent when considered with the

following specification and accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a cellular base station having

incorporated therein a navigation signal generator,

FIG. 2 is a diagram depicting the overall system for seamless

and comprehensive position locations,

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a mobile terminal taking

pseudorange measurements to three cellular telephone base
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stations,

FIG. 4a is a diagrammatic analysis of the impact of a spread

spectrum navigation signal on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

a conventional communications signal,

FIG. 4b is a diagrammatic analysis of the impact of a set of

communication signals on the SNR of a navigation signal,

FIG. 5 is an illustration of a mobile terminal in a 7-cell

cluster of a cellular communication system,

FIG. 6a is an analysis of the impact of navigation signals on

the SNR of a communications signal with the mobile unit being

located at Point E in Fig. 5,

FIG. 6b is an analysis of the impact of the communication

signals on the SNR of a navigation signal when the mobile unit is

located at Point E in fig. 5,

FIG. 6c is an analysis of the impact of a navigation signal

from a far base station with the mobile unit at Point F in Fig.
5.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one configuration of a navigation

signal generator embedded in a-cellular base station,

FIG. 8a is a block diagram of a low power RF position

signpost,

FIG. 8b is a diagrammatic layout of a large building in which

the position signposts are distributed,

FIG. 8c is a diagrammatic layout of a large shopping mall or

center where the RF position signposts are distributed at fixed

locations,
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FIG. 9 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a communication

terminal with universal position determination capability.

WW

GPS—like Signals Embedded Within Wireless Communications Systems

Application Serial No. 08/203,257 discloses the use of

commercial radio and TV broadcast signals to supplement or even

replace GPS positioning in environments where the GPS signals are

frequently blocked, or do not penetrate at all. The present

invention incorporates another alternative for supplementing or

replacing GPS that involves adding a GPS-like navigation signal

to the communications broadcasts from cellular and other wireless

base station transmitters. As will be shown below, the

navigation signal may simultaneously reside in the same frequency

band that is used to carry the communications channels. As will

be described herein, it is possible to set the navigation

(location or position) signal low enough to have no interference

impact on the communications, while at the same time, be high

enough to be detected, tracked, and support a data rate of 50

bps. Like GPS, the proposed navigation signal is a direct

sequence spread spectrum waveform with a chipping rate of 1.023

Mcps and thus occupies a bandwidth (null to null) of about 2 MHz.

The chipping phase would be synchronized to a uniform time base

and, preferably, is slaved to the GPS system (see fig. 7). The

information payload of 50 bps would include such data as the

position of the broadcast tower, time markers, and ancillary data
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to correct phase and frequency offsets of the signal.

The system concept is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows a

mobile user MU enclosed or bounded within 3 base stations 10-1,

10-2, 10-3 of a cellular communications system. At any point in

time, the mobile unit MU tracks the navigation signals from at

least 3 base stations and measures the pseudorange to each of

them. Measurements from three base stations are required for a

2D solution and if a 3D solution is desired, then measurements

from 4 base stations are required. For the 2D case this may be
understood as follows:

- 3 Measurements result in three equations that embody the range

from the mobile to the base station; these three equations

PR, = "(XI —,\')2 +(_yl —y)' +cA

l’kl = "(x7 —x)2 +(y1 —y)2 +cA

PRJ = "(g —x)2 +(y, —y)2 +cA

. The PR1 are the values of the 3 pseudorange measurements, the

are:

ny1 are the 2D coordinates of the 3 base stations, and c is

the speed of light.

- Each equation shares 3 common unknowns: the x,y coordinates of

the mobile, and the uncertainty in the time of measurement
(A)-

Thus the 3 equations are sufficient to solve the 3 unknowns

that determine the position and time offset of the mobile. The

algorithm for a 3D solution is a simple generalization of the 2D
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algorithm.

GPS—Like RP Signposts

Like GPS, the RF Signpost navigation signal of this invention

is a direct sequence spread spectrum waveform with a chipping

rate of 1.023 Mcps and thus occupies a bandwidth (null to null)

of about 2 MHz. The chipping phase would not have to be

synchronized with any time base so that the cost of an RF

Signpost would be very low. As shown in Fig. 8a, the data source

8—1 supplied with position or location information (floor, shops,

wing. etc. of a building, or walkway, shops, etc. and direction

in a shopping mall) is stored in an EPROM 8-2 or other data

storage device encoded 8—3 with a PM code 8-4 and phase modulator

8—5 on a carrier 8—6, and broadcast at very low power by antenna

8-7. The information payload of 50 bps would include, at a

minimum, data that conveys the position of the signpost. The

position data would include a signpost ID which would map to an

address based position (e.g., 100 Simeon Way, 10th floor, suite

#1024) and possibly also to a 3D coordinate position. The RF

Signposts are of sufficiently low power so that they have a very

limited range. The transmission of a Signpost ID would convey

the fact that the mobile/portable terminal is within some 100

feet or so of the signpost. The frequency of the RF Signpost

broadcast is flexible. In the indoors, the Signposts could

actually be at the GPS frequency w/o causing interference to the

signals broadcast by the GPS constellation. Signposts can also

broadcast at the communications frequencies (of cellular and PCS

systems) as well as at ISM frequencies. In addition, Signposts

9
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may also be broadcast in signal structures that are different

from that of GPS.

Interference Analysis of Embedded Navigation Signals

This section illustrates how navigation signals may be

embedded under the communications signals of a communications

system without causing any significant mutual interference

between the two signals. In Fig. 4, the analysis is shown for

broadcasts from a single source. In Fig. 6, the interference

analysis is expanded to include broadcasts from multiple base

stations within a cellular system. In this discussion, the AMPS

cellular telephone communications system is assumed, but the

methodology and results are applicable to any similar

communications system, both analog and digital. In fact, the

invention will work whenever the following constraint can be

obeyed:

Spreading Gain > SNRc . SNR“

Where the spreading gain applies to the embedded SS navigation

signal (=43 dB=100 Mops/50 bps) and SNRc and SNRN are the desired

signal to noise ratios for the communications and navigation

signals, respectively.

Navigation and Communications Broadcasts from a Single Common

Base Station

In order to support the required pseudorange measurements, the

navigation signals must be broadcast at a level such that the

10
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signal to noise ratios (SNR) of the communications channels are

not affected, but the SNR of the navigation signal is sufficient

to support 50 bps. In this discussion, the noise term in the SNR

is assumed to include interference terms as well as contribution

from thermal noise. Below, an interference analysis between

communications and navigation signals in a cellular

communications system is described.

Consider a wireless cellular communications base station that

broadcasts a number of communications channels that are separated

by frequency. The communications broadcasts from this system are

as follows:

- B: = the bandwidth of the communications channels

- EC = signal strength of a single communications with bandwidth

Bc

. Ic = Interference to Ec from other communications channels of

the system; this includes:

-adjacent channel interference from signals broadcast by the cell

site base stations and from signals broadcast by other cell site

base stations.

-co—channel interference from signals broadcast by other cell

site base stations.

For a system in which the receiver noise density is given by

No, the signal to noise for the communications signal is given

by:

11
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In typical cellular environments, the communications signal to

noise is typically 18 dB or greater in order to support good

voice quality. This is illustrated in the signal level diagram

in Figure 4a. Now imagine an additional navigation signal with

an energy EN that is spread across M communications channels. In

such a case the signal to noise ratio of the communications

signals are degraded slightly as follows:

 

(—5] - ‘”
N ,.__ E,/ll-I+l,.+N,Bc

However, as indicated in Figure 4a, it is proposed that the

level of Bfl/M be set 10 dB below the level of Ic (or 28 dB below

Be) so that the impact of a navigation signal on the

communications signal to noise ratio is negligible.

While, the impact of the navigation signal is negligible, the

set magnitude of EN is sufficiently high so that the signal to

(a:+ Ic) divided by the communications bandwidth (BC) acts as an

additional term to the noise spectral density. Thus the signal

to noise density of the navigation signal to noise ratio is as
follows:

[i] ‘ E"
~ [(cc+:c)/u..+~u]u,

where BN is the noise bandwidth associated with the 50 bps data

12
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rate of the navigation signal. As seen in Figure 4a, Ec

dominates In so that the navigation SNR is very nearly

approximated as follows:

(i) — E~N ”a. [EC/B,.+N,,]BN

As illustrated, in Figure 4b, for the set of assumed

parameters, this signal to noise ratio is 15dB and thus is easily

able to support reliable data transfer. In addition, it is

significant to note that the navigation signal is 15dB higher

than the communications signals are above their respective

thermal noise floors. Thus the navigation signals should have

the same or better margin for building penetration as the

communications signals.

Interference Among Broadcasts within a Cellular System

In Figure 5, the geometry and interference scenarios among

broadcasts from a cluster of 7 adjacent base stations 5-1, 5—2,

5-3, 5—4, 5-5, 5-6, and 5—7 are illustrated. It is assumed that

each base station uses roughly 1/7 of the allocated spectrum and

that the channels used by each base station are distributed

throughout the spectrum. This assumption is roughly consistent

with channel assignment in the current AMPS cellular telephone

system. Thus within the 2 MHz of the navigation signal, each

base station transmits communications signals on 1/7 of the

spectrum. The interference analysis is considered at two

positions: E and F. The analysis at point B is a worst case for

13
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the interference impact of the navigation signals on the

communications signals and it determines the relative level that

the navigation signals must be set at. The analysis at point P

is a worst case for the interference impact of the communications

signals have on the navigation signal.

At point B which is midway between 3 base stations, there are

3 navigation signals of equal strength converging there. If we

assume that all navigation signals share the same frequency, then
these 3 signals interfere with a communications channel within

the 2 MHz band. In this environment, the SNR of a communications
signal is as follows:

 

[3) -
N c_., JEN/M+IL.+N_,UC

If the strength of the navigation signals are set (as

indicated by "set level" in Fig. 7) so that the combined

interference from the 3 signals is 28dB below the energy in a

communications channel, the navigation signals will not have any

significant degrading impact on the communications. This is

illustrated in Figure 6a.

In Figure 6b, the interference analysis at point B of the

communications signals on the navigation signals is illustrated.

In this case, we assume that the three surrounding base stations

have communications channels that occupy 3/7 of the 2 MHz band.

Thus the navigation SNR is as approximately expressed as follows:

(i) -r—‘~—N ,.,,_, " SEC/7BC+N.]B,
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Then since, 3B" is set 28dB below Be, it follows that E,I is

29dB below (3/7)M Be. With a spreading gain of 43dB, it follows

that the SNR of the navigation signal is 14dB since the

contributions to interference from other terms are negligible.

At point B, all the signals are equidistant from the base

stations, so that there is no range loss differential to

consider. However, when the mobile is at point P it is very

close to base station #1 and the range loss differential between

the signals broadcast by #1 vs the 6 adjacent base stations can

be quite large. In this case, the energy of the communications

signals broadcast from base station #1 are far stronger than the

interfering navigation signals so that there is no significant

interference impact of the navigation signals on the

communications signals. Figure 6c shows the results of the

interference analysis of the communications signals on the

navigation signals when the mobile is at point P. In particular,

this shows the analysis for receiving a navigation signal that is

transmitted by one of the adjacent base stations that is

relatively far away and therefore suffers a range loss. In this

simplified analysis, the range loss differential is accounted for

by adding a gain coefficient G on all the signals broadcast by

base station #1. There are 3 sources of potentially significant

interference to consider for a navigation signal broadcast by an

adjacent base station:

1. The communications signals from the 6 adjacent base

stations.

2. The communications signals from base station #1.

15
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3. The navigation signal from base station #1.

The SNR of the navigation signal considering these

interference sources are as follows:

S EN

(37),.“ = “Mic/7 +05: + GE,/M)/Uc + N, In,

With respect to the first source, the adjacent stations are

assumed to occupy 6/7 of the 2 MHz navigation signal bandwidth.

Figure 6c indicates that the SNR between this and navigation

signal and this source is 12.5dB.

With respect to the second interference source, it is seen

that the SNR is about 20.5 dB-10 logG. This term is clearly

problematic since it says that whenever G is as large as 10, the

SNR is less than 10 dB and we cannot operate reliably. In

typical cellular systems, the differential range losses are much

larger than 10. This would mean that whenever the mobile was

close to a base station, the navigation signals of the adjacent

stations would be jammed and only the local navigation signal
could be received. This interference situation can be -

significantly ameliorated if the local navigation signal

broadcasts the channel numbers of the occupied communications

frequencies. Then, the mobile receiver for the navigation

signals could notch out the occupied frequencies, thereby greatly

reducing the interference. The penalty for this action is a

signal loss of 1/7 or about 0.7 dB. With such a loss, the 12.5

dB SNR with respect to the first interference source would be

reduced to just below 12 dB.

16
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With respect to the third interference source (not shown in

Figure 6c), it noted that the navigation signal from base station

#1 is 10 logG above a navigation signal from an adjacent base

station. Considering the 43 dB spreading gain, the SNR of a weak

navigation signal with respect to interference from a strong

navigation signal is 43 dB-lOlogG. This leads to a good SNR even

with G as large as 1000. This is a significant amount of

differential gain variation which means that pseudorange

measurements can be made to multiple base stations over most of

the cellular area. The coverage can be further improved by

addressing the problem of rear broadcasts interfering with a

broadcast from a far base station. This can be accomplished in

two ways: 1) multiple frequencies (3 at a minimum) can be for

navigation signals and allocated so that no neighboring base

stations broadcast at the same frequency, 2) navigation signals

can be pulsed in coordination with adjacent base stations so that

adjacent base stations do not broadcast simultaneously (e.g., in

3 second cycles in which 3 adjacent stations take turns with

broadcasting of 1 second duration.

Referring now to Fig. 7, the base station includes a source 7-

10 of conventional base station communication transmit signals

which are supplied via summer 7-11 to conventional base station

transmitter 7-12 and broadcast on base station antenna 7—13 in

the usual manner for any given cellular telephone system. The

present invention embeds the CDMA navigation beacon discussed

above under the communication signals at the base station. In

this embodiment, a GPS antenna 7-15 supplies GPS signals to the

conventional GPS RF front end 7—16 and conventional pseudorange

17
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computations in 7-17 and time/frequency determinations 7-18

provided to microcontroller 7—20, which has a non-volatile RAM.

Data for that base station (such as station identity, location,

etc. corresponding in general to data transmitted from a GPS

satellite) from microcontroLler 7-20 are overlaid or spread with

the PN code 7-12 (whose phase is controlled by a signal based on

the pseudorange measurements). The spread signal is modulated in

modulator 7—22 (which incorporates a frequency synthesizer which

receives a control signal from time frequency circuit 7—18 of the

GPS portion of the circuit so that the accurate GPS clock is used

as a common time base for all of the base stations- According to

the invention, the strength of the navigation signal is set so

that the combined interference from a predetermined number N of

navigation signals at any point is at least a predetermined level

below the energy in the communication channel. In the embodiment

illustrated in Fig. 7, the level is set by control amplifier 7-

23. The controlled signal level of the navigation (location or

position) signal is summed in summer 7-11 with the conventional

base station communication signals and then processed and

broadcast in the usual manner.

Description of System Operation

With the 3 system elements described above, a mobile or

portable communications terminal will be able to determine its

position at any location and in virtually any environment.

Figure 9 illustrates the logical block diagram of the most

general terminal that would be used for position determination.

The diplexer 9-21, amplifier 9-245, 9-24R, modulator 9-25,

18
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demodulator 9-26 are conventional. Note that there are three

potential RF paths into the terminal. Path A (from coupler 9-10,

amplifier 9-11, and filter and downconverter 9-12) intercepts

navigation signals that are embedded within the communication

frequencies and pseudorange measurements made in 9-13 from which

a position calculation 9514 is made and provided to

microcontroller 9-15, and utilization device 9—16, which may be a

display (LCD or printed) a recorder, or a speaker. Path 8

includes GPS RF front end 9-17 which intercepts the navigation

signals from the GPS satellites with an antenna and low-noise

pre—amplifiux in the RF front end. Path B could also receive

transmissions of the RF Signposts as well, if on that frequency .

Finally, path C uses an RF path at an alternative frequency

(e.g., 900 MHz ISM) to receive, either GPS-like signals or other

Signpost signals at that frequency. Note that all three paths,

A, B, and C have separate front ends, but share the middle and.

end stages of the GPS receiver that:

1) acquires and tracks the signals, thereby making the

pseudorange measurements, and

2) demodulates and intErprets the received data, and

calculates the terminal position.

In regions where there are no RF navigation signals other than

GPS, the terminal will determine its position via the GPS

constellation. The GPS receiver has an interface with

communications terminal so that position can be sent via a

control channel or assigned channel of the communication system.

19
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When the terminal is in a region where the communications

system provides embedded navigation signals, the terminal

receives these signals via the same antenna 9—20 and diplexer 9-

21 as for communication signals. Some of the received signal

power split off by coupler 9—10 at the receiver front end for the

processing of the navigation signals. After filtering and

downconversion 9-12 to a common IF, the received signal is routed

to the Pseudorange Measurement stage 9-13 of the GPS receiver.

Typically, the strongest signal will be acquired and demodulated

first. Sometimes, as discussed above, when a mobile/portable is

near the base station, the communications broadcast will jam the

navigation signals from more distant base stations. However, the

navigation signal from the same base station will always be

strong enough to be demodulated. This signal will have data that

identifies the occupied communication channels of the nearby base

station. With this information, the receiver will implement a

notch filter within the 2 MHz band of the navigation signal that

will effectively eliminate the interference of the strong

communications signals. -In this manner, the receiver will be

capable of simultaneously measuring the pseudorange to multiple

stations, even when the receiver may be quite near a base
station.

Finally, when the portable phone passes by or is near an RF

Signpost, the signal will be received and demodulated along path

C. Sometimes, the position may be also determined from multiple

RF signals. For example, at an indoor location with a region

served by a cellular communications system with navigation

signals, the receiver will typically determine a position via
20
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pseudorange measurements. However, if the building contains RF

Signposts, the receiver will also have a position of the last

Signpost seen. This is advantageous for two reasons:

1) Multipath in the indoor environment will typically

prevent position sufficiently accurate to determine the

floor level.

2) Even if altitude was determined with sufficient accuracy,

there may not be a database that maps the

altitude/lat/lon coordinates into the floor level of a

building address.

As described above, the Signpost data will contain an ID and

other information that will map to a building address, floor

number, or even suite.

As a prelude to establishing a communication connection, the

communications terminal in Figure 9 will make a positioning

measurement as described. As part of the communications setup,

the terminal will convey the position to the communications

system (e.g., using the control/set-up channel in amps). Thus

the communications system can route the call based on knowledge

of position, and may also provide that position to the call

destination. Once the call is connected, the communications

terminal can also send the position to the call destination.

With such position capabilities, the requirement of Enhanced 911

to know the position of a calling terminal is satisfied. These

capabilities can also support the services of roadside assistance

and fleet management via other special dialing codes. Finally,

if positional information is embedded in all calls, this

capability can also deter theft, fraud and abuse of wireless

21
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communications services.

The Invention Features the Following

1) The use of direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) waveform

in a cellular coverage arrangement to provide terrestrial

navigation to augment or replace GPS navigation.

2) The use of RF broadcasts (RF Signposts) that convey the

location to a receiver using GPS-like or other digital RF

waveform.

3) The reuse of communications frequencies of a cellular

communications system to broadcast navigation beacons from the

cell site base stations.

4) The level—setting technique for embedding the 0555

navigation beacon within the same band that is occupied by the

communications frequencies so that the mutual interference

between the communications signal and the navigation beacons are

negligible.

5) The use of frequency notching within the navigation

receiver to eliminate the interference caused by any narrow band

communications broadcasts of the cellular communication system.

6) The use of navigation beacons at multiple frequencies to

avoid near-far interference in a cellular array of navigation

beacon. A 3 frequency system would be comprised of a center

frequency and a frequency on either side offset by about 1 MHz

(2.9. in the first null).

7) The use of time pulsing to avoid the near—far interference

problem in an array of navigation beacons so that adjacent

navigation beacons do not broadcast simultaneously, but

22
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coordinated in a time—division multiplexed scheme.

8) The integrated system composed of GPS, navigation beacon

broadcasts in a cellular coverage, and RF Signpost broadcasts,

that provide seamless positioning worldwide in outdoor and indoor

environments.

It will be appreciated that the CDMA navigation or position

information embedded in the communication signals of the wireless

communications system can be used separately without any GPS

channels and without the RF signpost feature.

While the invention and preferred embodiments have been shown

and described, it will be appreciated that various other

embodiments, modifications and adaptations of the invention will

be readily apparent to those skilled in the art.

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
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CLAIMS

1. In a cellular telephone system having three or more cell

sites with each cell site having a source of cellular

communication signals and an RF transmitter and antenna for

broadcasting said cellular communication signals, the improvement
comprising:

means for embedding a direct sequence spread spectrum waveform

carrying navigation signals in said cellular communication

signals, including means for controlling the signal strength of

cellular communication signals.

2. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 1 wherein

the following constraint is applied:

Spreading Gain > SNRc . SNRN ‘
where the spreading gain applies to the embedded SS navigation

signal (=43 dB-lOO Mops/50 bps) and SNRc and SNRN are the desired

signal to noise ratios for the communications and navigation
signals, respectively.

3. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 1 wherein

said system is an AMPS cellular telephone communications system
and said predetermined energy level is 28db.
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4. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 1 or claim

2 or claim 3 wherein each said cell site includes timing means

and means for timing the operation of said means for embedding,

GPS receiver means for receiving and detecting GPS satellite

signals, and means to derive control signals from said GPS

satellite signals and controlling said timing means by said

control signals.

5. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 1 including

mobile cellular transceiver means having transmit channel and

receive channel for voice and data communications, means coupled

to said receive channel for extracting said embedded navigation

signals and means to process the extracted navigation signals to

determine the position of said mobile cellular transceiver means.

6. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 5 including

a GPS receiver for producing GPS position information and a

utilization device connected to selectively receive the position

information from said extracted navigation signals and said GPS

position information.

7. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 6 including

a plurality of low power RF broadcast means, one each at a

plurality of scattered geographic locations, each low powered RF

broadcast means broadcasting a digital RF waveform of the format

of said GPS satellite signal and means to modulate said digital

RF waveform mith location information identifying said geographic

locations, respectively.
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8. The cellular telephone system defined in claim 7 including

further receiver means for receiving said digital RF waveform and

deriving therefrom the geographic location information carried

thereby.

9. An RF signpost system comprising a plurality of low

powered RF broadcast stations, one each at a plurality of

scattered geographic locations, each low powered RF broadcast

station broadcasting a direct sequence spread spectrum digital RF

waveform or other RF modulation format and means to modulate said

digital RF waveform with location information identifying said

geographic locations, respectively.

10. In a cellular array of navigation signal beacons, the

method of avoiding near-far interference problems, comprising,

pulsing the navigation signals from adjacent navigation signal

beacons so that adjacent navigation beacons do not broadcast

navigation signals simultaneously and coordinating the broadcasts

of the navigation signal beacons in a time-division multiplexed
manner .

11. In a cellular array of navigation signal beacons, the

method of avoiding near—far interference, comprising, using

multiple frequencies and time-division multiplexing and

coordinating the use of said multiple frequencies and said time

division multiplexing to assure avoidance of said near-far

interference.
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The present invention relates to a method
and system for mobile location estimation in which
range measurements between the mobile station
and a base station are discriminated as being ei-
ther from a base station which is line of sight
with the mobile station or a base station that is
non—line of sight with the mobile station (22).
Non-line of sight error present in range measure-
ments from base stations that are non—line of sight
with the mobile station is canceled (24). A recon-
structed line of sight range measurement is estab-
lished from the correction of the non—line of sight
error. The reconstructed line of sight range mea-
surements can be used with range measurements
of base stations determined to be line of sight for
accurately locating the mobile station (26). 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MOBILE LOCATION ESTIMATION

This application claims the benefit of US. Provisional Application No. 60/027,453

entitled Non-Line Of Sight Problem in Mobile Location Estimation filed by Applicants on

September 27, I996 hereby incorporated by reference into this application.

Background of the Invention

l. Field ofthe Invention:

The present invention relates to a method and system for mobile station location

estimation in which base stations that are in line of sight of the mobile station and base stations

that are not in the line of sight of the base station can be determined. Errors in base station

signals generated from determined non-line of sight base stations are reduced for providing

improved mobile station location estimation.

2. Description of the Related Art

Mobile location estimation determines a geographical estimate of the location of a

mobile station. Mobile location estimation is useful in management of fleets of mobile

stations, location dependent information services, location dependent billing services and

Emergency 9]] location of a mobile station. Enhanced 911 is designed to automatically

forward the number of a caller to a public safety answering point (PSAP). In implementing

enhanced 91] in a wireless network, wireless service providers provide two dimensional

location of the vehicle to the public safety answering point (PSAP). The Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) has regulated by the year 200) that wireless service
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providers have the capability of locating callers in two dimensions within 125 meters 67% of

the time.

One conventional method for locating a mobile station in two dimensions would use

the measurement of the line of sight distance between the mobile station and at least three base

stations. US. Patent No. 5,365,516 describes a method for detem'tining the location of a

transponder unit in which a radio signal is sent by the mobile station. The arrival time of the

radio signal is measured at each of three base stations. Each distance measurement between

the mobile station and one of the base stations can be used to generate a circle which is

centered at the measuring base station. The circle has a radius which is equal to the distance

between the mobile station and the base station. Accordingly, three circles are generated, one

for each of the base stations. In the absence of any measurement error of the distance between

the base stations and the mobile station, the intersection of the three circles unambiguously

determines the location of the mobile station. This method has the drawback that the distance

measurements can be corrupted by noise resulting in errors in determining the location of the

mobile station.

A conventional solution for providing more accurate position estimates is to reduce the

error due to noise with a least squares analysis. Accordingly, the least squares analysis

provides a more accurate position estimate. This solution has the limitation of not accounting

for the possibility of a lack of a direct path between the base station and the mobile station.

For example, in an urban environment, a building or buildings may be in the path between the

mobile station and the base station. A propagating signal between the mobile station and the

base station can be reflected and defracted by the object in the path of the mobile station to the

base station resulting in the signal traveling excess path lengths. The excess path lengths can

be on the order of a hundred meters.
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The lack of direct path between the mobile station and the base station can be defined

as a non-line of sight (NLOS) The importance of detecting and reducing the NLOS

measurements between a mobile station and a base station is recognized in M1. Silventoinen,

et al, “Mobile Station Locating in GSM", IEEE Wireless Communicatign System Symposium,

Long Island NY, November 1995 and IL. Caffrey et al., “Radio Location in Urban CDMA

Microcells", Proceedings of the Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Environment, I995.

US. Patent No. 5,365,516 (‘516 patent) describes an embodiment of a transreceiver

locating system operating in an environment susceptible to multipath interference. The system

includes a transponder which is operable within a prescribed coverage area to transmit a burst

of data symbols in a coded carrier pulse Each base station includes a receiver for detecting

and responding to the data symbol at a given time, interrupting the data symbol and rejecting

echoes resulting from multipath interference. A comparison circuit responds to the receiver

for comparing respectively identified given times and decorrelating the time difference to

improve data quality. Although the ‘516 patent addresses multipath interference, it does not

attempt to detect base stations for reducing multipath NLOS with mobile stations.

It is desirable to provide a method and system for providing improved mobile location

estimation which is robust to NLOS error.

Wm

Briefly described, the present invention relates to a method and a system for mobile

location estimation in which base stations are identified to be either line of sight (LOS) or non-

line of sight (NLOS) with a mobile station. A range measurement is determined as the distance

between the base station and the mobile station. NLOS ranging error is corrected for base

stations identified to be NLOS with the mobile station by reconstructing the LOS
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measurement. From the range measurements of base stations identified as LOS and the

reconstructed 1.05 range measurements the location of the mobile station is estimated.

The base station can be identified as being NLOS by comparing the standard deviation

of standard measurement noise from the environment to the standard deviation of a smoothed

range measurement obtained from the range measurements between the base station and

.mobile station. The smoothed range measurement can be obtained using an N'“ order

polynomial fit. It has been found that when the standard deviation of the smoothed range

measurement is on the order of the standard deviation of the standard measurement noise, the

base station corresponds to an 1.08 environment and when the standard deviation of the

smoothed range measurement is greater than the standard deviation due to standard

measurement noise, the base station corresponds to an NLOS environment, Alternatively, the

residuals from a least squares analysis can be used to determine the presence of NLOS range
measurements.

NLOS error can be corrected when the standard measurement noise dominates the

NLOS error and there is predetermined identification of the approximate support of the

standard measurement noise over the real axis. A reconstructed LOS range measurement can

be determined by graphing a curve of the smoothed range measurements. The point of

maximum deviation of the smoothed range measurement below the curve is determined. The

curve is displaced downwards to pass through the point of maximum deviation. Thereafter.

the curve is displaced upwards by the value of the maximum standard measurement noise

deviation from an LOS measurement with negligible noise, thereby providing a reconstructed

range measurement.

The mobile location estimation can be determined using at least three range

measurements between LOS base stations and the mobile station or reconstructed 1.08 range
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5 measurements in a multilateration analysis. In this analysis, a circle is generated fi'om each

range measurement. The circle is centered at the base station and the range measurement is

the radius of the circle. The estimated intersection of the three circles determines the location

of the mobile station. Alternatively, two range measurements and information directed to the

position angle of the mobile station can be used for estimating the location of the mobile

to station.

The present invention has the advantages of accurately determining the location of a

mobile station by reducing NLOS error. In addition, the present invention can provide

confidence in an LOS environment that all base stations are LOS with the mobile station.

Results indicate that position range bias due to NLOS error can be reduced several orders of

15 magnitude with the method of the present invention.

The present invention will be more fully described by reference to the following

drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

20 Fig. 1A is a schematic diagram of an environment in which there is an unobstructed

line of sight radio signal path between a mobile station and a base station.

Fig. IB is a schematic diagram of an environment in which there is a non-line sight

radio signal path between a mobile station and a base station.

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of the system and method for mobile location estimation in

25 accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of distance measurements of a reconstructed line of sight

base station and determined line of sight base stations.
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Fig. 4 is a flow diagram of a method for identifying non-line of sight base stations of

the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a flow diagram of an alternate method for identifying non~line of sight base
stations.

Fig. 6 is a flow diagram ofa method for reconstructing a line of sight base station for

10 non-line of sight measurements.

Fig. 7 is a graph of a compan'son of NLOS measurements and reconstructed L032
measurements.

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of a system for implementing the method of the present
invention.

15 Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of positioning of base stations used in examples of

performance of the method of the present invention.

Fig. 10A is a graph of two dimensional tracking without non line of sight error
detection and correction.

Fig. 103 is a graph of two dimensional tracking with non line of sight error detection

20 and correction.

Fig. 11A is a graph of two dimensional tracking without non line of sight error

detection and correction.

Fig. 113 is a graph of two dimensional tracking with non line of sight error detection
and correction.

Fig. l2 is a graph ofthe fraction of time a base station was declared NLOS using the

residual rank analysis method.
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Detailed Degriptign of the Present Invention

During the course of this description like numbers will be used to identify like elements

according to the difi'erent figures which illustrate the invention.

Fig. 1A illustrates a schematic diagram of a line of sight (LOS) path 10 between a base

station 12 and mobile station 14. Signal 13 can be transmitted from base station 12 to mobile

station 14 and returned from mobile station 14 to base station 12. Fig. 18 illustrates a

schematic non-line of sight (NLOS) path 11 between base station 12 and mobile station 14.

Building 15 is positioned between base station 12 and mobile station 14 resulting in reflection

of signal 16. For example, signal 13 and signal 16 can be a radio signal.

A range measurement for measuring the distance between base station 12 and mobile

station 14 can be measured as the time it takes a signal sent between base station 12 and

mobile station 14:

r = CT (I)

in which the mobile station to base station range measurement is represented by r, c represents

the speed of light which is the same speed as the propagation of radio waves and T represents

the one-way travel time of the signal. A range measurement of the distance between mobile

station 14 and base station 12 in Fig. 1A and 113 can be determined using equation (1) based

on travel time of signal 13 and signal 16, respectively, between base station 12 and mobile

station 14. The value of r generated from signal 16 is greater than the value of r generated for

signal 13.

Fig, 2 is a flow diagram of the system and method of the present invention for mobile

location estimation 20. In block 21, a range measurement is obtained between mobile station

14 and base station 12 using equation (1). In block 22, base station 12 is identified as being in

line of sight (LOS) or non-line of sight (NLOS) with mobile station 14. Block 22 is repeated
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for a plurality of base stations 12 positioned at different locations from mobile station 14. If

base station 12 is identified to be LOS in block 22, the range measurement obtained from

block 21 is forwarded to block 26. 1f base station 12 is identified to be NLOS in block 22,

block 24 is implemented for reducing the error of the range measurement between base station

12 and mobile station 14, thereby rendering the range measurement between base station 12

and mobile station 14 as a reconstructed LOS base station 13, as shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, base station 12 labeled 851 has a range measurement labeled LOS RANGE

1 determined to be LOS. Base station 12 labeled B82 has a range measurement labeled LOS

RANGE 2 determined to be LOS. Base station 13 labeled BS3 has a range measurement

labeled NLOS RANGE 3 determined to be NLOS. A range measurement for the

reconstructed LOS base station labeled RECONSTRUCTED RANGE 3 is forwarded to block

26. Range measurements from determined LOS base stations from block 22 labeled LOS

RANGE 1, and 1.08 RANGE 2 are also forwarded to block 26. From the range

measurements of the reconstmcted LOS base stations or the determined LOS base stations, or

a combination of range measurements of the reconstructed [.08 the mobile location estimation

can be identified using a conventional multilateration technique,‘ such as described in US.

Patent No. 5,365,516, hereby incorporated by reference into this application. Alternatively,

the mobile location estimation can be determined from time difference of arrival time

measurements as the difference of propagation delays between the mobile station 14 and pairs

ofbase stations 12. In this case, the position estimate is at the intersection of hyperbolas. The

number of base stations can be reduced below three if there is also angle of arrival information.

These methods are described in T.S. Rappapon et a1., “ Position Location Using Wireless

Communication 0n Highways Of the Future", IEEE Communications Magazine, October

1996.
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One method for identifying if a base station is LOS or NLOS in block 22 is illustrated

in Fig. 4. In this method, the time history of range measurements between base station l2 and

mobile station I4 is combined with predetermined standard deviation from conventional

measurement noise in a radio signal environment.

The arrival time of signals sent from base station 12 to a mobile station 14 and

transponded back to the base station l2 can be converted to a range measurement, in block

30. The range measurement at the m"‘ base station at time t. can be represented as:

rm(t.-) =Lm(r.-) + n... (r.)+NLOS... (1.) (2)

form =1,....M i= 0, K-l, wherein

L... (t. ) is the LOS distance between a mobile station and the mu" base station in two

dimensions which is given by:

L..(r.)= |x(t.-)+j *yU.) -x.. -j syml; (3)

x(!,- ), y(r. ) and (x... , y...) are respectively the coordinates of the mobile station at time, t. , and

those of the m". base station; n... (t.- ) represents conventional measurement noise such as

additive white Gaussian measurement noise and NLOS... (!.) represents NLOS measurement

error at time t..; and M is the total number of base stations; and K is the total number of time

samples.

In block 30, an LOS range measurement with negligible noise is obtained for base

station 12 in LOS with mobile station 14. The LOS range measurement can be obtained by

physically measuring a range between base station 12 and mobile station 14 or can be obtained

as a range measurement determined by equation (I) in a negligible noise environment. In

block 31, a noisy range measurement is determined as a range measurement which is LOS

with a base station taken in a noisy environment. In block 32, the standard deviation of the

noisy range measurement from the LOS measurement without noise is determined. Blocks 30,
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31 and 32 can be predetermined before identifying base station 12 as either LOS or NLOS in

block 22. The standard deviation due to noise n.,(r) can be represented by 0,...

In block 32, the range measurement obtained from block 2] is smoothed by modeling

r". (n) = 2a,, 01):," (4)n=0

and solving for the unknown coefficients, {0... (n))‘v_" with a least squares techni ue. Theu-O q

smoothed range measurement can be represented as:
N-l

3,, (1,)= Z a," (n):,'. (5)null

ln block 34, the standard deviation of the smoothed range measurement from a noisy

range measurement (i.e., the residual) is determined. The standard deviation of the residual

from block 34 can be represented as 6,, since a: = 50:: (1)}. The smoothed range

measurements along with the noisy range measurement can be used to determine standard

deviation 6’," with the formulation of:

 fits. (1..)—r_(r.- n” (6) 

From the value ofthe standard deviation, 6,, and the standard deviation 0,. , the range

measurement can be determined as either the result of base station 12 being 1.08 or NLOS, in

block 36. When the range measurement has NLOS error, the value of the standard deviation
A

a," is significantly larger than the value of the standard deviation om. Accordingly, range

measurement for base station l2 that is NLOS with mobile station 14 is determined when the
s.

a" is greater than the standard deviation a". A range measurement of base station l2 that is

1.05 with mobile station 14 is determined when the standard deviation &_ is on the order of

the standard deviation 0... .

10
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5 Alternatively, a residual analysis ranking method can be used to identify a range

measurement as being from a base station 13 NLOS with mobile station 14. Range

measurements between mobile station 12 and base station 14 which have been obtained in

block 21 are inputted to block 41. At each instance of time 1., estimated coordinates

ii“. (1‘))?” (ti)of mobile station 14 are determined as least squares estimates in block 41.

10 The estimated coordinates

i” (I, )5)” (ti )) are selected to minimize the formulation:

M A

E = 2(rm(’i)— Lm('i ))2 (7)m=l

where in“): I i(!l)-xm +j*j}(!,.)—j'ym I

In block 41, a calculated range measurement is determined from the estimated

15 coordinates. In block 42, a residual difference of the range measurement between mobile

station 12 and base station 14 with the calculated range measurement is determined. The

residual difference can be represented as:

e (a )=rm (1,)- 11m (n) (8)

[n block 44, the number of times the residual difference of a range measurement to a

20 base station 12 has the largest value in comparison to the residual difference determined for

range measurements at other base stations is counted for each time instant I,. It has been

found that base stations having a range measurement between a base station NLOS with a

mobile station have a significantly larger number of greatest absolute residual differences than

the number of greatest absolute residual differences fi'om other base stations. From the value

25 of the counted number of residual differences, base station 14 can be defined as a base station

12 that is a LOS or a base station 12 that is NLOS with mobile station 14.

ll
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Fig. 6 illustrates a method for correction of range measurements between a base

station 12 that has been determined NLOS with mobile station 14 to reconstruct a 1.08 range

measurement. Data related to the range measurements from block 21 are smoothed using an

N“ order polynomial fit described in block 32. The smooth range measurements are inputted

to block 52. The maximum deviation below the smoothed curve due to NLOS error in

determined in block 56. It has been found that NLOS error is a non-negative random variable

which can be approximately represented in a real axis as follows:

0 g NLOSm (l, ) 5 [3m

in which [3m is the maximum value of NLOS error. The standard measurement noise, n...(t;)

can be represented as a zero-mean random variable which can be approximately represented in

a real axis as follows: - a...sn...(ti) s (1..., so that in a range measurement in which there is also

an NLOS error, the total noise component can be approximated represented over the real axis

as follows:

—or... s n...(l) + NLOS... (I) s [3... 'am

It has been found that the point of maximum deviation of the measured range below

the smoothed curve is about or... below the LOS function represented as L...(ti). [n block 58,

the smoothed curve is displaced mathematically downward to the point of maximum deviation.

The smoothed curve is displaced mathematically upward by a value of the noise deviation or...

in block 60 to provide a reconstructed curve representing a reconstnicted LOS base station.

Fig. 7 represents a graph of a comparison of simulated range measurements. Curve 90

represents the true time range measurement between a base station 12 which is LOS with a

mobile station 14. Curve 9] represents determined range measurements having NLOS error.

Curve 92 represents a smoothed range measurement of block station 12 and mobile station 14

12
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determined from block 30 of Fig. 4. Curve 93 represents base station 12 which is

reconstructed LOS with the mobile station 14 from block 60 of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram ofa system 80 for implementing the method for mobile

location estimation. System 80 includes base station server 81. Base station server 81 can be a

computer located at base station 12 or networked thereto. Base station server 81

communicates with base station 12 for requesting and receiving data related to range

measurements of mobile station 14 and base station 12. Base station server 81 also collects

information on range measurements between mobile station 14 and each of base stations 81 A-

81N. The information is reported to base station server 81 either by mobile station 14 or base

station servers 81A—8IN. The functions of modules shown in Figs. 4-6 which are coded with a

standard programming language, such as C" programming language. The coded modules can

be executed by base station server 81.

Results for examples of mobile location estimates with system 80 are shown in Tables 1

- IV and Fig. 9 through Fig. 12. In all of the examples, the vehicle’s position in the x-y plane

at any is given by:

x(t) xv + v;

W) = yo + ‘51

3(1) represents the x - coordinate in x - y plane at time instant, t,

y(!) represents the y - coordinate in x - y plane at time instant, t,

x. represents the initial x - coordinate,

yo represents the initial y - coordinate,

v,I represents the speed in x - direction,

v, represents the speed in y - direction.

13
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5 The sampling period was chosen to be 0.55 and 200 samples were taken. The velocity

remained constant at v. = 9.7 m/s and v, = 16.8 m/s. Base stations 12 were assigned to have

NLOS or LOS range measurements. Standard deviation of the standard measurement noise

was represented as a c... was 150m and B... was chosen as 1300m. In each example three base

stations 101, 102, 103 were used uniformly spaced around a circle of 5 kilometers and a fourth

10 base station 104 was located at the center of the circle, as shown in Fig. 9.

In a first example, base station 101 and base station 102 provide NLOS range

measurements and base stations 103 and base station 104 provide LOS range measurements.

The standard deviation 6," (m) of the smoothed curve determined in Fig. 4 is shown in Table
1 .

15 TABLE 1

STANDARD DEVIATION OF MEASUREMENTS FROM SMOOTHED
CURVE FOR 2 NLOS MEASUREMENTS

 
20

The results indicate base stations 101 and 102 have NLOS range measurements with a

significantly larger standard deviation than base station 103 and base station 104 having a 1.05
range measurement.

Fig. 10A shows two-dimensional tracking error without NLOS identification and

25 correction Fig. 108 shows two dimensional tracking error afier the method of mobile location

14
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5 estimation of the present invention is performed. The results indicate improvement of

estimated vehicle trajectory afier NLOS identification and correction.

In a second example, base stations 101, 102, 103 and 104 have NLOS range

measurements. The standard deviation 6”, (m) of the smoothed curve detemtined in Fig. 4 is

shown in Table 2,

10

TABLE 2

STANDARD DEVIATION 0F MEASUREMENTS FROM SMOOTHED
CURVE FOR FOUR NLOS MEASUREMENTS15

 
The results indicate a similar standard deviation &(m) for all four base stations 101,

102, 103 and 104 having NLOS.

In a third example, three results were determined using x. = -1 18.3m y. = -3.7m with

20 the residual analysis tracking method shown in Fig. 5. In test 1, base station 104 was NLOS.

In test 2, base station 103 and base station 104 are NLOS. In test 3, base station 102, base

station 103 and base station 104 were non—line of sight. The number of times each base

station had the largest absolute residual difference is shown in Table 3.

15
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The results indicate NLOS base stations having larger percentages of residual

differences.

In a fourth example. results of the method for location estimation at the present

invention were compared with a conventional least square analysis. a least square analysis with

all range measurements are line of sight and a conventional Cramer Rao Lower Bound

analysis. The Cramer Rao Lower Bound represents a lower bound on the rms error of any

unbiased estimator. Table 4 represents the present method shown in column 2, the

conventional least squares analysis shown in column 1, a least square analysis with all

measurements 1.08 in column 3 and the conventional Cramer Rao Lower Bound analysis

shown in column 4. The location and speed errors in each coordinates were measured in

meters and meters/second reSpectively.

l6
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u." = mean error in estimating x0 0., = standard deviation of £0

Hy. = mean error in estimating y. 0,. = standard deviation of ya

u“ = mean error in estimating v, a“, = standard deviation of G:

Hwy = mean error in estimating vy (1.,y = standard deviation of fly

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE

 
The results indicate that the mobile location estimation method of the present invention

significantly reduced the estimation bias as compared to results without NLOS error

correction.

Fig. 12 is a comparison of the probability of detecting an NLOS range measurement.

The sampling period was 0.5 seconds. The number of samples varied between 5 and [50. X,

was 200m and y. was 100m. Base station 101 and base station 104 were LOS. Base station

l02 and base station 103 were NLOS. The results indicate NLOS can be detected with high

probability for a small number of samples.
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It is to be understood that the above-described embodiments are illustrative of only a

few of the many possible specific embodiments which can represent applications of the

principles of the invention, Numerous and varied other arrangements can be readily devised in

accordance with these principles by those skilled in the an without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention.

l8
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We claim:

I. A method for mobile station location estimation comprising the steps of:

a. obtaining range measurements between said mobile station and a base station;

b. identifying whether said base station is line of sight with said mobile station or

non-line of sight with said mobile station at the time at which a mobile location estimate is made;

c. correcting non-line of sight range measurements for a base station identified as

non-line of sight with said mobile station in step b to determine reconstructed line of sight range

measurements;

d. repeating steps a through c for a predetermined number of said base stations;

and

e. determining said mobile station location estimation from said reconstructed line

of sight range measurements determined in step c or said range measurements determined in step

a for an identified line of sight base station in step b, or the combination of said reconstructed line

of sight range measurements determined in step c, and said range measurements detemtined in

step a for an identified line of sight base station in step b.

2‘ The method of claim I wherein step b comprises the steps of:

obtaining line of sight range measurements between said mobile station and a base

station without noise;

obtaining noisy line of sight range measurements between said mobile station and

said base station;

l9
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predetennining a first standard deviation of the difference of said line of sight

range measurements with said noisy line of sight range measurements,

smoothing said range measurements determined in step a;

determining a second standard deviation of the dilference between said smoothed

range measurements and said noisy line at sight range measurements; and

discriminating between said base station being line of sight or said base station

being non-line of sight from said first standard deviation and said second standard deviation,

wherein said base station is determined tr be non-line of sight when said second standard

deviation is greater than said first standard deviation and line of sight when said second standard

deviation is on the order of said first stardard deviation

3. The method of claim : wherein the range measurement obtained in step a is

represented by:

r,.I (1.) = L .. (1,) + n... (r,- ) + NLOS"I (I, )

form = l, ...,M i=0, K-l, wherein

L... (I, ) is the LOS distance between a mobile station and the rn'h base station in two dimensions

which is given by:

Lu: (ti): I-‘«'(1.)+j '0’“) _ “rm "f ’ym i;

j = J: , I I is absolute value,

x(t, ), y(l.- ) and (xm , y,,.) are respectivel ; the coordinates of the mobile station at time, I, , and

those of the m" base station; n... (t;) represents conventional measurement noise such as additive

white Gaussian measurement noise an: NLOS,.I (n) represents NLOS measurement error at time

r,.; and M is the total number ofbase stations; and K is the total number of time samples.

20
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4. The method of claim 3 where the range measurement is smoothed by modeling:
N-l

r... (L) = 2a,, (n) Ii"11:0

and solving for the unknown coefficients, {a,,. (n) 2:; with a least squares technique.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the second standard deviation is represented by

6.. = %:‘;I(sm(ri)_rn(tl»z
wherein

5,. (r,- ) = E 6,..(11)r,".n-O

6. The method of claim 1 wherein step b comprises the steps of:

estimating coordinates of said mobile station from said range measurement

obtained in step a over time;

calculating a range measurement from said estimated coordinates;

determining a residual from the difference of said range measurement obtained in

step a and said calculated range measurement;

counting the number of times the residual is the greatest at each base station for

each time instant; and

21
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defining said base station as non-line of sight from the base station which has the

greatest value of the number of times the greatest residual was counted.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein said estimated coordinates are represented by

in. (13,)?” (ri)at each instance of time t,- , said estimated coordinates are detemtined as least

M

squares estimates to F, = 20...“) — Ln“; D2m-I

where L”,(r..)= lion—x. +j-fitr,)-jtyn I.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein step c comprises the steps of:

determining a value of maximum noise deviation and standard deviation from said

range measurements obtained in step a and a predetermined line of sight range measurement with

negligible noise;

smoothing said range measurements obtained from step a;

graphing a curve of said smoothed range measurements;

determining a point of maximum deviation of said range measurement below said

curve;

displacing said curve downwards to pass through said point ofmaximum

deviation; and

displacing said curve upwards by said value of said maximum noise deviation,

thereby providing said reconstructed range measurement

22
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9. The method of claim 1 wherein said steps a through c are repeated for at least

two base stations and further comprising the step of determining angle an'ival infomtation,

wherein said mobile station location is estimated from range measurements or

reconstructed line of sight range measurements of said two base stations and said angle arrival

information.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein steps a through c are repeated for three base

stations.

1 l. A system for mobile station location estimation comprising:

means for obtaining range measurements between said mobile station and a

plurality of base stations;

identifying means for identifying whether each of said base stations is line of sight

with said mobile station as a line of sight base station or non-line of sight with said mobile station

as a non-line of sight base station;

correcting means for correcting said range measurement for each of said non-line

of sight base stations to determine a reconstructed line of sight range measurement;_ and

estimating means for determining said mobile station location estimation from said

reconstructed line of sight range measurements or said range measurements for said line of sight

base station, or the combination of said reconstnicted line of sight range measurements, and said

range measurements for said line of sight base stations,

2]
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12. The system of claim 11 wherein said identifying means comprises:

means for obtaining a line of sight range measurement without noise between said

mobile station and each of said base station;

means for obtaining a noisy line of sight range measurement between said mobile

station and each of said base station;

means for predetennining a first standard deviation of the difference of said line of

sight range measurement with said noisy line of sight range measurements,

means for smoothing said range measurements;

means for determining a second standard deviation of the difference between said

smoothed range measurements and said noisy line of sight range measurement; and

means for discriminating each of said base stations as being line of sight or being

non-line of sight fi'om said first standard deviation and said second standard deviation, wherein

said base station is determined to be non-line of sight when said second standard deviation is

significantly greater than said first standard deviation and line of sight when said second standard

deviation is on the order of said first standard deviation.

13. The system of claim 12 wherein the range measurement is represented by:

r... (1.) =L,..(1.) + n... (1.)+NL0S,.. (1,)

form= 1,...M i= 0, K-l, wherein

L... (I. ) is the LOS distance between a mobile station and the in”I base station in two dimensions

which is given by:

L...(z.)= lr(fi)+j *y(fv) -x.., 'j 'yml;

24
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J- : J27 , | | is absolute value,

x(ti), y(I, ) and (x,,. , y”) are respectively the coordinates of the mobile station at time, I, , and

those of the m” base station; n... (t;) represents conventional measurement noise such as additive

white Gaussian measurement noise and NLOS,.I (1.) represents NLQS measurement error at time

t,-.; and M is the total number ofbase stations; and K is the total number of time samples.

14. The system of claim 13 where the range measurement is smoothed by

modeling:

N—l

rm (ti) = 20," (’I)Illn=0

and solving for the unknown coefficients, {0... (n)} N" with a least squares technique.
II=0

15. The system of claim 14 wherein the second standard deviation is represented

by

a? 3/32“}; (r-)—r (z-»’
”I K '=0 ”l I I I

wherein

N-I

s,,.(r,-)= 6,001:a

16. The system of claim 12 wherein said identifying means comprises:

25
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means for estimating coordinates of said mobile station from said range

measurements from a plurality of base stations received over time;

means for calculating a calculated range measurement from said estimated

coordinates;

means for detennining a residual from the difi‘erence of said range measurements

and said calculated range measurement;

means for counting :he number of times the residual is the greatest at each base

station for each time instant; and

means for defining :-.aid base station as non-line of sight fi'om the base station

which has the greatest value of the number of times the greatest residual was counted.

17. The system of claim 14 wherein said estimated coordinates are represented by

f” (13,)?” (ri)at each instance :.if time t, , said eStimated coordinates are determined as least

M

squares estimates to F = Z(’m(t.-)~ Lm(!.))’m-I

where 1:_(I,.) = If(r,.)—x_ +j- jag—jg!" I.

18. The system of claim l2 wherein said estimating means comprises:

means for determining a value of maximum noise deviation and standard deviation

for each of said range measurements and a predetermined line of sight range measurement with

negligible noise;

means for smoothing said range measurements;

26
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means for graphing a curve of said smoothed range measurements;

means for determining a point ofmaximum deviation of said range measurements

below said curve;

means for displacing said curve downwards to pass through said point of

maximum deviation; and

means for displacing said curve upwards by said value of said maximum noise

deviation, thereby providing said reconstructed range measurement.

19. The system of claim 12 further comprises means for obtaining angle arrival

information wherein said mobile station location is estimated from range measurements or

reconstructed line of sight range measurement of said base stations and said angle arrival

information.

27
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\ Obtain LOS range measurement between base
station and mobile station

Obtain noisy LOS range measurement
between base station and mobile station

Predetermine standard deviation and

maximum deviation of LOS range

measurement with noisy 1.05 rangemeasurement

Smooth range measurement obtained fi'om
block 2]

Determine standard deviation of the difference

between smoothed range measurement and noisy
range measurement (i. e., standard deviation of
residual)

 

  

 
  

From value of standard deviation from block 32
and standard deviation from block 34

discriminate between LOS or NLOS rangemeasurements 
FIG. 4
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Obtain range measurements between mobile
and base station

30

  

Determine residual as difference between

measured range and calculated range using
estimated coordinates

Count the number of times the residual is the
greatest at each base station for each time

instant, ti

From value of residual differences detemtine

which base station has a significantly larger
number ofgreatest absolute residual differences

’ than the number of greatest absolute residual
difi'erences from other base stations and declare
it NLOS
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noisy range measurement containing the
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58\ Displace smoothed curve downwards to the
point of maximum deviation so that the
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maximum deviation
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Application No. Applicant(s)

09/770,838 DUPRAY ET AL. 

Office Action Summary Examiner

030 L. Phan

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

HE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 12 December 2005.

2a)E] This action is FINAL. 2b). This action is non-final. ,

3):] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11, 453 0.6. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4):] Claim(s)_ islare pending in the application.

43) Of the above claim(s)_ islare withdrawn from consideration.

5):] Claim(s)_ islare allowed.

6”] Claim(s)_ islare rejected.

7):] Claim(s) __ islare objected to.

8):] Claim(s)_are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9):] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10):] The drawing(s) filed on_ islare: a)l:| accepted or ME] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11):] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12):] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:| All b)EI Some * c)E] None of:

1:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

" See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
 

Attachment(s)

1) E] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) E] Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/Ma" Date. _.
3) [1 information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/oa) 5) CI Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)/Mai| Date . 6) El Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 013106
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Application/Control Number: 09/770,838 Page 2

Art Unit: 3662

1. Most sets of claims and specification of the instant application have been lost.

So the last currently amended claims of the instant application are requested for

examination.

2. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Dao L. Phan whose telephone number is (571)272-

6976. The examiner can normally be reached on M—F 9:00-5:30.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Tarcza can be reached on (571)272-6979. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

3. Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http:llpair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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&

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Gr” 1*
ADE“ In Re the Application of: ) Group Art Unit: 3662

)

Dupray et a1. ) Examiner: Dao L. Phan

Serial No.2 09/770,838 ) RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION DATED

) FEBRUARY8 2006
 

Filed: January 26, 2001 )

) EXPRESS MAIL MAILING LABEL NUMBER: EV737751758US

Atty. File No.: 1003-1 ) DATE OF DEPOSIT: March 22,2006

) I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS CORRESPONDENCE IS
For: A GATEWAY AND HYBRID ) BEING DEPOSITED WITH THE UNITED STATES POSTAL_ SERVICE "EXPRESS MAIL POST OFFICE TO ADDRESSEE"

SOLUTIONS FOR WIRELESS ) SERVICE UNDER 37 CFR 1.10 ON THE DATE INDICATED

LOCATION ) ABOVE AND Is ADDRESSED TO THE COMMISSIONER FORPATENTS, PO. BOX 1450. ALEXANDRIA. VA 22313-1450

TYPE OR PRINTED NAME: Almee M. Tiuerk :
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action having a mailing date ofFebruary 8, 2006, the applicant

hereby submits a copy of the Preliminary Amendment dated February 20, 2002, which contains the
claims to be examined.

Respectfully submitted,

 
Golden, Colorado 80401

(303) 863-9700

Date:m
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a . '. _ V ' PATENT APPLICATION 
In Re the Application of:

‘ q 2 Prior Group Art Unit: 3662
DUPRAY em. I ' ’

y ._ . ' Prior Examiner: Dao Phan

Serial No.: 09/770,838 ' . PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Filed: January 26, 2001 , CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Atty. File No.: 1003-1 ‘ I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIs CORRESPONDENCE IS BEING
' ~ DEPOSITED wrrH THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE As

- FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO THE

F0“ “WIRELESS LOCATION USING ‘ . - ' ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS. WASHINGTON, DC

SIGNAL FlNGERPRINTING” ‘ 20231 ON February 20, 2002.

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

Chasity C. Rossum

 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. ' 20231

Dear Sir:

‘ Applicants herewith submitan additional voluntary preliminary amendment. Accompanying this

amendment is an additional Information Disclosure Statement. Also accompanying this amendment is a

transmittal requesting changes to the drawings. The requested changes to the drawings are consistent

with the changes to the specification requested herein. Accordingly, Applicants request the Examiner to
reconsider the present application in view of the requested amendments and the additional Information

Disclosure Statement. 1.

If there are any questions regarding the present amendment, the request for changes to the

‘ drawings, or the newly filed Information Disclosure Statement, it is requested that the named Applicant

hereinbelow (Dennis Dupray) be contacted at 303-863-2975.

'1 of 133
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IN THE SPECIFICATION:

Applicants have provided herein a replacement set of amendments to the specification. The

amendments to the specification herein are to replace all previous specification amendments with the

exception of the change in the-claim for priority filed which were provided in a transmittal to the

USPTO filed 'on Januag 26, 2001. Accordingly, it is requested that all previous amendments to the

 

specification, except for the change in the claim for priority, be replaced with the specification

amendments provided herein following.

Please replace the tifle of application with the following new title: _

~ “A GATEWAY AND HYBRID SOLUTIONS FOR WIRELESS LOCATION”

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 8, line 3 with the following paragraph:

Loss due to slow fading includes shadowing due to clutter blockage (sometimes includedIn Lp).

' Fast fading'1s composed of multipath reflections which cause: I) delay spread; 2) random phase shifi or

Rayleigh fading; and 3) random frequency modulation due to different Doppler shifis on difierent paths.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 10, line 3 through page 10, line 20 with the
following paragraphs:

It is an objective of the presentinvention to provide a system and method for to wireless

telecommunication systems for accurately locating people and/or objectsin a cost effective manner.
Additionally, it is an objective of the present invention to provide such location capabilities using the
measurements fiom wireless signals communicated between mobile stations and a network of base
stations, wherein the same communication standard or protocol15 utilized for location as is used by the

network of base stations for providing wireless communications with mobile stations for other purposes

such-as voice communication and/or i/isual communication (such as text paging, graphical or video

' communications). Related objectives for various embodiments ofithe present invention include providing

a system and method that:

(1.1). can be readily incorporated into existing commercial wireless telephony systems with few, if any,
modifications of a typical telephony wireless infrastructure;

20f133
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(1.2) can use the native electronics of typical commercially available, or likely to be available,

telephony wireless mobile stations (e.g., handsets) as location devices;

(1.3) ' can be used for effectively locating peOple and/or objects wherein there are few (if any) line—of-

. sight wireless receivers for receiving location signals from a mobile station (herein also denoted MS);

(1.4) can be used not only for decreasing location determining difficulties due to multipath phenomena

but in fact uses such multipath for providing more accurate location estimates; 1
(1.5) can be used for integrating a wide variety of location techniques in a straight-forward manner;
(1.6) I can substantially automatically adapt and/or (re)train and/or (re)calibrate itself according to

changes in the environment and/or terrain of a geographical area where the present invention is utilized;
(1.7) can utilize a plurality ofwireless location estimators based on different wireless location

technologies (e.g., GPS location techniques, terresn'ial base station signal timing techniques for

triangulation and/or trilateration, wireless signal angle of arrival location techniques, techniques for

determining a wireless location within a building, techniques for determining a mobile station location

using wireless location data collected from the wireless coverage area for, e.g., location techniques using

base station signal coverage areas, signal pattern matching location techniques and/or stochastic
techniques), wherein each such estimator may be activated independently of one another, whenever

7 suitable data is provided thereto and/or certain conditions, e.g., specific to the estimator are met;

(1.8) ' can provide a common interface module from which a plurality ofthe location estimators can be

activated and/or provided with input; _

(1.9) provides resulting mobile station location estimates to location requesting applications (e.g., for
.91 1 emergency, the fire or police departments, taxi services, vehicle location, etc.) via an output gateway,

wherein this gateway:

(a) routes the mobile station location estimates to the appropriate location application(s) via

a communications network such as a wireless network, a public switched telephone

network, a short messaging service (SMS), and the Internet, A

(b) determines the location granularity and representation desired by each location application

requesting a location ofa mobile station, and/or

(c) enhances the received location estimates by, e.g., performing additional processing

such as “snap to street” functions for mobile stations known to reside in a vehicle.

’ Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 11, line 15 with the following paragraph:

(3.3) The term, “infrastructure", denotes the network of telephony communication services, and more

particularly, that portion of such a network that receives and processes wireless communications with

3 of133
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wireless mobile stations. In particular, this infrastructure includes telephony wireless base stations (BS)

such as those for radio mobile communication systems based on CDMA, AMPS, NAMPS, TDMA, and

GSM wherein the base stations provide a network of cooperative communication channels with an air

interface with the MS, and a conventional telecommunications interface with a Mobile Switch Center

(MSC). Thus, an MS user within an area serviced by the base stations may be provided with wireless

communication throughout the area by user transparent communication transfers (i.e., “handoffs”)

between the user’s MS and these base stations in order to maintain effective telephony service. The

mobile switch center_(MSC) provides communications and control connectivity among base stations and

the public telephone network 124.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 12, line 6 with the following paragraphs:

The present invention relates to a wireless mobile station location system, and in particular,

various subsystems related thereto such as a wireless location gateway, and the combining or hybriding of

a plurality of wireless location techniques.

Regarding a wireless location gateway, this term refers to a communications netw0rk node

whereat a plurality of location requests are received for locating various mobile stations from various

sources (e.g., for E911 requests, for stolen vehicle location, for tracking of vehicles traveling cross
country, etc.), and for each such request and the corresponding mobile station to be located, this node: (a)

activates one or more wireless location estimators for locating the mobile station, (b) receives one or more
location estimates ofthe mobile station from the location estimators, and (c) transmits a resulting location

estimate(s) to, e.g., an application which made the request. Moreover, such a gateway typically will likely

activate location estimators according to the particulars of each individual wireless location request, e.g.,

the availability of input data needed by particular location estimators. Additionally, such a gateway will

typically have sufficiently well defined uniform interfaces so that such location estimators 'can be added

and/or deleted to, e.g., provide different location estimators for performing wireless location different
coverage areas. '

The present invention encompasses such wireless location gateways. Thus, for locating an

identified mobile station, the location gateway embodiments of the present invention may activate one or

more of a plurality of location estimators depending on, e.g., (a) the availability ofparticular types of

wireless location data for locating the mobile station, and (b) the location estimators accessable by the

location gateway. Moreover, a plurality of location estimators may be activated for locating the mobile

station in a single location, or different ones of such location estimators may be activated to locate the

mobile station at different locations. Moreover, the location gateway of the present invention may have

4 of133
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incorporated therein one or more of the location estimators, and/or may access geographically distributed
location estimators via requests through a communications network such as the Internet. ’

In particular, the location gateway of the present invention may access, in various instances of

locating mobile stations, various location estimators that utilize one or more ofthe following wireless

location techniques: i i
I (a) A GPS location technique such as, e.g., one ofthe GPS location techniques as ‘

described in the Background section hereinabove;

(b) A technique for computing a mobile station location that is dependent upon

geographical ofi'sets ofthe mobile station from one or more terrestrial

transceivers (e.g., base stations ofa commercial radio service provider). Such

offsets may be determined from signal time delays between such transceivers and

the mobile station, such as by time of arrival (TOA) and/or time difference of I

arrival (TDOA) techniques as is discussed fimher hereinbelow. Moreover, such

offsets may be determined using both the forward and reverse wireless signal

timing measurements oftransmissions between the mobile station and such

V terrestrial transceivers. Additionally, such offsets may be directional offsets,
wherein a direction is determined from such a transceiver to the mobile station; ‘ ,

(c) Various wireless signal pattern matching, associative, and/or stochastic

techniques for performing comparisons and/or using a learned association
between:

(i) characteristics ofwireless signals communicated between a mobile

station to be located and a network ofwireless transceivers'(e.g., base

stations), and I I V

(ii) previously obtained sets of characteristics ofwireless signals (from each

of a plurality of locations), wherein each set was communicated, e.g.,
between a network oftransceivers (e.g., the fixed location base stations

of a commercial radio service provider), and, some one of the mobile

‘ stations available for communicating with the network;

' (d) Indoor location techniques using a distributed antenna system;

(e) Techniques for locating a mobile station, wherein, cg, wireless coverage areas
of individual fixed location transc‘eivers'(e.g., fixed location base stations) are

utilized for determining the mobile station’s location (e.g., intersecting such ‘

coverage areas for determining a location);
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(f) Location techniques that use communications from low power, low functionality

base stations (denoted “location base stations”); and t

(g) Any other location techniques that may be deemed worthwhile to incorporate into

an embodiment of the present invention. i

Accordingly, some embodiments of the present invention may be viewedas platforms for

integrating wireless location techniques in that wireless location computational models (denoted “first
order models" or “FOMs” hereinbelow) may be added and/or deleted fi'om such embodiments ofthe

invention without changing the interface to fiirther downstream processes. That is, one aspect of the

invention is the specification of a common data interface between such computational models and

subsequent location processing such as processes for combining of location estimates, tracking mobile

stations, and/or outputting location estimates to location requesting applications.

Moreover, it should be noted that the present invention also encompasses various hybrid I

approaches to wireless location, wherein various combinations of two or more of the location techniques

(a) through (g) immediately above may be used in locating a mobile station at substantially a single I
location. Thus, location information may be obtained fiom a plurality of the above location techniques

for locating a mobile station, and the output from such techniques can be synergistically used for deriving '

therefi'om an enhanced location estimate of the mobile station.

It is a further aspect of the present invention that it may be used to wirelessly locate a mobile _

station: (a) from which a 911 emergency call is performed, (b) for tracking a mobile station (e.g., a truck

traveling across country), (c) for routing a mobile station, and (d) locating people and/or animals, -

including applications for confinement to (and/or exclusion from) certain areas. >

It'15 a further aspect of the present invention that it may be decomposed into: (i) a first low level
wireless signal processing subsystem for receiving, organizing and conditioning low level wireless signal

measurements from a netWork of base stations cooperatively linked for providing wireless -
communications with mobile stations (M83); and (ii) a second high level signal processing subsystem for

performing high level data processing for providing most likelihood location estimates for mobile
stations.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 12, line 11 with the following paragraph:

Thus, the present invention may be considered as a novel' signal processor that includes at least

the fimctionality for the high signal processing subsystem mentioned hereinabove. ~Accordingly, '

assuming an appropriate ensemble ofwireless signal measurements characterizing the wireless signal

communications between a particular MS and a networked wireless base station infrastructure have been
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received and appropriately filtered of noise and transitory values (such as by an embodiment of the low

level signal processing subsystem disclosed in a copending PCT patent application PCT/US97/15933 ,

titled, “Wireless Location Using A Plurality ofCommercial Network Infrastructures,” by F. W. LeBlanc et
al., filed September 8, 1997 from which US. Patent 6,236,365, filed July 8, 1999 is the US. national

counterpart; these two references being herein fully incorporated by reference), the present invention uses

the output from such a low level signal processing system for determining a most likely location estimate
of an MS.

Please. replace the paragraph beginning on page 12, line 19 (and ending on this same line 19) with
thefollowing paragraph: I

That is, once the following steps are appropriater performed (e.g., by the LeBlanc US. Patent _ '

6,236,365): '

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 12, line 28 has been replaced withrthe following

paragraph:

(4.3) providing the composite signal characteristic values to one or more MS location hypothesizing
computational models (also denoted herein as “first order models” and also “location estimating

models”), wherein each such model subsequently determines one or more initial estimates of the location

of the target MS based on, for example, the signal processing techniques 2.] through 2.3 above.
Moreover, each of the modelsoutput MS locationestimates having substantially identical data-shuctures
(each'such data structure. denoted a “location hypothesis”). Additionally, each location hypothesis may '
also include a confidence value indicating the likelihood'or probability that the target MS whose location

is desired resides in a corresponding location estimatefor the target MS;

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 13, line 14 with the following paragraph:

- Referring now to (4.3) above, the filtered and aggregated wireless signal characteristic values are

provided to a number of location hypothesizing models (denoted First Order Models, or FOMs), each of

which yields a location estimate or location hypothesis related to_the location of the target MS. ln ’

particular, there are location hypotheses for both providing estimates ofwhere the target MS is likely to

be and where the target MS is not likely to be. Moreover, it is an aspect of the present invention that

confidence values ofthe location hypotheses are provided as a continuous range of real numbers from, '

e.g., -1 to 1, wherein the most unlikely areas for locating the target MS are given a confidence value of -1,
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and the most likely areas for locating the target MS are given a confidence value of 1. That is, confidence

V values that are larger indicate a higher likelihood that the target MS15 in the corresponding MS estimated
area, wherein -1 indicates that the target MS15 absolutely NOT1n the estimated area, 0 indicates a '
substantially neutral or unknown likelihood of the target MS being1n the corresponding estimated area,

. and 1 indicates that the target MS is absolutely within the corresponding estimated area.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 15, line 22 withthe following paragraph:-

It is a further aspect of the present invention that the personal communication system (PCS)

infrastructures currently being developed by telecommunication providers offer an appropriate localized

infrastructure base upon which to build various personal location systems (PLS) employing the present ,

invention and/or utilizing the techniques disclosed herein. In particular, the present invention is

especially suitable for the location of people and/or objects using code division multiple access (CDMA)
wireless infrastructures, although other wireless infrastructures, such as, time division multiple access

(TDMA) infi'astructures and GSM are also contemplated. Note that CDMA personal communications

systems are described in the Telephone Industries Association standard 18-95, for frequencies below 1

GHz, and in the Wideband Spread- Spectrum Digital Cellular System Dual-Mode Mobile Station-Base _

Station Compatibility Standard, for frequencies in the 1.8-1.9 GHz frequency bands, both ofwhich are u
incorporated herein by reference. Fmthermore, CDMA general principles have also been described, for
example, in U. S. Patent 5,109,390, to Gilhausen, et al, filed November 7, 1989, and CDMA Network I

Engineering Handbook by Qualcomm, Inc., each of which is also incorporated herein by reference.

The paragraph beginning on page 16, line 6 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

As mentioned in the discussion of classification FOMs above, the present invention can

substantially automatically retrain and/or recalibrate itself to compensate for variations in Wireless signal
characteristics (e.g., multipath) due to environmental and/or topographic changes to a geographic area
serviced by the present invention. For example, in one embodiment, the present invention optionally
includes low cost, low power base stations, denoted location base stations (LBS) above, providing, for

example, CDMA pilot channels to a very limited area about each such LBS. The location base stations '

may provide limited voice traffic capabilities, but each isrcapable of gathering sufficient wireless signal

characteristics from an MS within the location base station’s range to facilitate locating the MS. Thus, by

positioning the location base stations at known locations in a geographic region such as, for instance, on

street lamp poles and road signs, additional MS location accuracy can be obtained. That is, due to the low
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power signal output by such location base stations, for there to be signaling control communication (e.g.,
pilot signaling and other control signals) between a location base station and a target MS, the MS must be

relatively near the location base station. Additionally, for each location base station not in

communication with the target MS, it is likely that the MS15 not near to this location base station. Thus,

by utilizing information received from both location base stations in communication with the target MS
and those that are not in communication with the target MS, the present invention can substantially

narrow the possible geographic areas within which the target MS-is likely to be. Further, by providing

each location base station (LBS) with a co-located stationary wireless transceiver (denoted a built-in MS
above) having similar functionality to an MS, the following advantages are provided:

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 17, line 12 with the following paragraph:

It is also an aspect of the present invention to automatically (re)calibrate as in (6.3) above with

signal characteristics from other known or verified locations. In one embodiment of the present invention,

portable location ven'fying electronics are provided so that when such electronics are sufficiently near 3

located target MS, the electronics: (i)detect the proximity of the target MS; (ii) determine a highly
reliable measurement ofthe location of the target MS, (iii) provide this measurement to other location

determining components ofthe present invention so that the location measurement can be associated and
archived with related signal characteristic data received from the target MS at the location where the

location measurement is performed. Thus, the use of such portable location verifying electronics allows
the present invention to capture and utilize signal characteristic data from verified, substantially random

locations for location system calibration as in (6.3) above. Moreover, it is important to note that such

location verifying electronics can verify locations automatically wherein it is unnecessary for manual

activation of a location verifying process.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 18, line 6 with the following paragraph:

Furthermore, a mobile location base station includes modules for integratingor reconciling
distinct mobile location base station location estimates that, for example, can be obtained using the

. components and devices of (7.1) through (7.4) above. That15, location estimates for the mobile location

base station may be obtained from: GPS satellite data, mobile location base station data provided by the

location processing center, deadreckoning data obtained from the mobile location base station vehicle

deadreckoning devices, and location data manually input by an operator of the mobile location base
station.
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- Please replace the paragraphbeginning on page 18, line 11 with the following paragraph:

The location estimating system of the present invention offers many advantages over existing
location systems. The system of the present invention, for example,is readily adaptable to existing» 4
wireless communication systems and can accurately locate people and/or objects in a cost effective

manner. In particular, the present invention requires few, if any, modifications to commercial wireless

communication systems for implementation. Thus, existing personal communication system

infrastructure base stations and other components of, for example, commercial CDMA infrastructures are

readily adapted to the present invention. The present invention can be used to locate people and/or

objects that are not in the line-of-sight of a wireless receiver or transmitter, can reduce the detrimental

effects of multipath on the accuracy of the location estimate, can potentially locate people and/or objects

located indoors as well as outdoors, and uses a number of wireless stationary transceivers for location.

The present invention employs a number of distinctly different location computational models for

location rwhich provides a greater degree of accuracy, robustness and versatility than is possible with

existing systems. For instance, the location models provided include not only the radius-radius/I'OA and

TDOA techniques but also adaptive artificial neural net techniques. Further, the present invention is able
. to adapt to the topography of an area in which location service is desired. The present invention is also I

able to adapt to environmental changes substantially as frequently as desired. Thus, the present invention

' is able to take into account changes in the location topogaphy over time Without extensive manual data

manipulation. Moreover, the present invention can be utilized with varying amounts of signal
measurement inputs. Thus, if a location estimate is desired in a very short time interval (e.g., 'less than

approximately one to two seconds), then the present location estimating system can be used with only as
much signal measurement data as is possible to acquire during an initial portion of this time interval.

Subsequently, after a greater amount of signal measurement data has been acquired, additional more

accurate location estimates may be obtained. Note that this capability can be useful in the context of 911

emergency response in that a first quick coarse wireless mobile station location estimate can be used to
route a 911 call from the mobile station to a 911 emergency response center that has responsibility for the

area containing the mobile station and the 911 caller. Subsequently, once the 911 call has been routed

according to this first quick location estimate, by continuing to receive additional wireless signal
measurements, more reliable and accurate location estimates of the mobile station Can be obtained.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 19, line 5 through page 19, line 19 with the

following paragraph:
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At a more general level, it is an aspect of the present invention to demonstrate the utilimtion of

various novel computational paradigms such as.

(8.1) providing a multiple hypothesis computational architecture (as illustrated best1n Figs. 8) wherein

the hypotheses are: '

(8.1.1) _ generated by modular independent hypothesizing computational models;
(8.1.2) the models are embedded in the computational architecture in a manner wherein the ..

architecture allows for substantial amounts ofapplication specific processing common or generic to a

plurality of the models to be straightforwardly incorporated into the computational architecture;
(8.1.3) the computational architecture enhances the hypotheses generated by the models both

according to past performance of the models'aud according to application specific constraints and

heuristics without requiring feedback loops for adjusting the models;

(8.1.4) the models are relatively easily integrated into, modified and extracted from the

computational architecture; ' '

(8.2) providing a computational paradigm for‘ enhancing an initial estimated solution to a problem by

using this initial estimated solution as, effectively, a query or index into an historical data base of.

previous solution estimates and corresponding actual solutions for deriving an enhanced solution estimate
based on past performance of the medule that generated the initial estimated solution.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 20, line 19 with the following paragraph:

In other embodiments of the present invention, a fast, albeit less accmate location estimate may
be initially performed for very time critical location applications where approximate location information

may be required. For example, less than 1 second response for a mobile station location embodiment of

the present invention may be desired for_911 emergency response location requests. Subsequently, once a

relatively coarse location estimate has been provided, a more accurate most likely location estimate can

be perfonned by repeating the location estimation processing a second time with, eg. additional with
measurements ofwireless signals transmitted between a mobile station to belocated and a network of

base stations with which the mobile station is communicating, thus providing a second, more accurate
location estimate of the mobile station.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 21, line 1 with the following paragraph:
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Note that in some embodiments of the present invention, since there is a lack of sequencing
between the FOMs and subsequent processmg of location hypotheses, the F_OMs can be incorporated into

an expert system, if desired. For example, each FOM may be activated from an antecedent of an expert

system rule. Thus, the antecedent for such a rule can evaluate to TRUE if the FOM outputs a location

hypothesis, and the consequent portion of such a rule may put the output location hypothesis on a list of

location hypotheses occurring in a particular time window for subsequent processing by the location
center. Alternatively, activation of the FOMs may bem the consequents of such expert system rules.

Thatis, the antecedentof such an expert system rule may determine 1f the conditions are appropriate for

. invoking the FOM_(s) in the rule's consequent.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 21, line 8 with thefollowing two paragraphs. Note

'that the only difference here is the commencement of a new paragraph at —Further features and .

advantages—.

Ofcourse, other software- architectures may also to used in implementing the processing of the

location center without departing from scope ofthe present invention. In particular, object-oriented
architectures are also within the scope of the present invention. For example, the FOMs may be object

I methods on an MS location estimator object, wherein the estimator object receives substantially all target

MS location signal data output by the signal filtering subsystem. Alternatively, software bus architectures
are contemplated by the present invention, as one skilled in the art will understand, wherein the software

architecture may be modular and. facilitate parallel processing.

Further features and advantages of the present invention are provided by the figures and detailed

description accompanying this invention summary.

Please replace theparagraph beginning on page 22, line 5 with the following paragraph:

Fig. 3 provides a typical example Iof how the statistical power budget is calculated in design of a

Commercial Mobile Radio Service Provider (CMRS) network. -

Please replace the paragraph Beginning on page 22, line 14 with the following paragraph:

Figs. 9And 9B is a high level data structure diagram describing the fields of a location hypothesis

~ I object generated by the first order models 1224 of the location center.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 23, line 16 with the following paragraph:
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Figs. 23A through 23C present a high level flowchart of the steps performed by function,

“GET_DIPFERENCE_MEASUREMENT,” for updating location signatures in the location signature data
base 1320; note, this flowchart corresponds to the description of this function in APPENDIX C.’

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 28, line 9 with the following paragraph:

The MBS 148 acts as a low cost, partially-functional, moving base station, and is, intone

embodiment, situated in a vehicle where an operator may engage in MS 140 searching and tracking
activities. In providing these activities using CDMA, the MBS 148 provides a forward link pilot channel
for a target MS 140, and subsequently receives unique BS pilot strength measurements from the MS 140. V

I The MBS 148 also includes a mobile station for data communication with the LC 142, via a BS 122. In

particular, such data communication includes telemetering the geographic position ofthe MBS 148 as
well as various RF measurements related to signals received from the target MS 140. In some

embodiments, the MBS 148 may also utilize multiple-beam fixed antenna array elements and/or a

moveable narrow beam antenna, such as a microwave dish 182. The antennas for such embodiments may
have a known orientation in order to further deduce a radio location of the target MS 140 with respect to

.Ian estimated current location ofthe MBS 148. As will be described1n more detail herein below,- the MBS

' 148 may further contain a global positioning system (GPS), distance sensors, deadreckoning electronics,
as well as an on-board computing system and display devices for locating both the MBS 148 1tselfas well

as tracking and locating the target MS 140. The computing and display provides a means for '
communicating the position of the target MS 140 on a map display to an operator of the MBS 148.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 29, line 15 with the following m paragraphs.

_ Note that the only difference here is the commencement of a new paragraph at -Thus, LBSs 152—.

It should be noted that an LBS 152 will normally deny hand-off requests, since typically the LBS

does not require the added complexity ofhandling voice or traffic bearer channels, although economics

and peak traffic load conditions would dictate preference here. GPS timing information, needed by any
CDMA base station, is either achieved via a the inclusion of a local GPS receiver or via a telemetry

, process from a neighboring conventional BS 122, which contains a GPS receiver and timing information.
,Since energy requirements are minimalin such an LBS 152 (rechargeable) batteries or solar cells may be
used to power the LBS No expensive terrestrial transport link15 typically required since two-way

I communication is provided by the included MS 140 (or an electronic variation thereof).
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Thus, LB_Ss 152 may be placed in numerous locations, such as:

(a) in dense urban canyon areas (e.g., where signal reception may be poor and/or very noisy);

, (b) in remote areas (e.g., hiking, camping and-skiing areas); I
- (c) along highways (e.g., for emergency as well as monitoring traffic flow), and their rest stations;

or .

(d) in general, wherever more location precision is required than is obtainable using other
wireless infrastructure network components.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 29, line 29 with the following paragraph:

A location application programming interface or L-API 14 (see Fig. 30, and including L-API-

Loc_APP 13S, L-API-MSC 136, and L—API-SCP 137 shown in Fig. 4), is required between the location
center 142 (LC) and the mobile switch center (MSC) network element type, in order to send and receive
various control,signals and data messages. The L—API 14 should be implemented using a preferably high-

capacity physical layer communications interface, such as IEEE standard 802.3 (10 baseT Ethernet),

although other physical layer interfaces could be used, such as fiber optic ATM, frame relay, etc. Two

forms of API implementation are possible. In the first case the signals control and data messages are

realized using the MSC 112 vendor’s native operations messages inherentin the product offering, without
any special modifications. In the second case the L-API includes a full suite of commands and messaging
content specifically optimized for wireless location purposes, which may require some, although minor

development on the part of the MSC vendor.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 30, line 6 with the following paragraph:

Referring to Fig. 30, the signal processing subsystem 1220 receives control messages and signal

measurements andtransmits appropriate control messages to the wireless network via the location

I applications programming interface referenced earlier, for wireless location purposes. The signal
processing subsystem additionally provides various signal identification, conditioning and pre-processing
functions, including buffering, signal type classification, signal filtering, message control and routing

functions to the location estimate modules.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 30, line 11 with the following paragraph:

‘ There can be several combinations ofDelay Spread/Signal Strength sets of measurements made
available to the signal processing subsystem 1220. In some cases the mobile station 140 (Fig. 4) may be
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able to detect up to three or four Pilot Channels representing three to four Base Stations, or as few as one

Pilot Channel, depending upon the environment. Similarly, possibly more than one BS 122 can detect a

mobile station 140 transmitter signal, as evidenced by the provision of cell diversity or soft hand—off in

the CDMA standards, and the fact that multiple CMRS’ base station equipment commonly will overlap

coverage areas. For each mobile station 140 or BS 122 transmitted signal detected by a receiver group at a .
station, multiple delayed signals, or “fingers” may be detected and tracked resulting from multipath radio

, propagation conditions, from a given transmitter.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 30, line 23 with the following paragraph: ‘

From the mobile receiver’s perspective, a number of combinations of measurements could be
made available to the Location Center. Due to the disperse and near-random nature of CDMA radio

signals and propagation characteristics, traditional TOA/IDOA location methods have failediin the past,
because the number of signals received in different locations are different. In a particularly small urban

area, of say less than 500 square feet, the number of RF signals and their multipath components may vary

by over 100 percent.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 31, line 19 With the following paragraph:

Although Rayleigh fading appears as a generally random noise generator, essentially destroying
the correlation value of either RRSSBS or SRSSMS measurements with distance individually, several

mathematical operations or signal processing functions can be performed on' each measurement to derive

a more robust relative signal strength value, overcoming the adverse Rayleigh fading effects. Examples

include averaging, taking the strongest value and weighting the strongest value with a greater coefficient
than the weaker value, then averaging the results. This signal processing technique takes advantage of the
fact that althougi a Rayleigh fade may ofien exist in either the forward or reverse path, it ismuch less

probable that a Rayleigh fade also exists in the reverse or forward path, respectively. A shadow fade
however, similarly affects the signal strength in both paths. 1

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 31, line 26 with the following paragraph:

At this point a CDMA' radio signal direction independent of “net relative signal strength -

measurement” can be derived which can be used to establish a correlation with either distance or shadow

fading, or both. Although the ambiguity of either shadow fading or distance cannot be determined, other

means can be used in conjunction, such as the fingers of the CDMA delay spread measurement, and any
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other TOA/l‘DOA calculations from other geographical points. In the case of a mobile station with a

certain amount of shadow fading between its BS 122 (Fig. 2), the first finger of a CDMA delay spread

signal is most likely to be a relatively shorter duration than the case where the mobile 'station 140 and BS

122 are separated by a greater distance, since shadow fading does not materially affect the am'val time -

.delay of the radio signal.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 31, line 33 with the following paragraph:

By performing a small modification in the control electronics of the CDMA base station and

:mobile station receiver circuitry, it is possible to provide the signal processingsubsystem 1220‘(reference

Fig. 30) within the location center 142 (Fig. 1) with data that exceed the one-to-one CDMA delay-spread

fingers to data receiver correspondence. Such additional information, in the form of additional CDMA

fingers (additional multipath) and all associated detectable pilot channels, provides new information
which is used to enhance the accuracy of the location center’s location estimators.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 32, line 4 with the' following paragraph:

This enhanced capability isprovided via a control message, sent from the location center 142 to'
the mobile switch center 12, and then to the base station(s) in communication with, or in close proximity

' with, mobile stations 140 to belocated. Two types of location measurement request control messages are

needed: one to instruct a target mobile station 140 (i.e., the mobile station to be located) to telemeter its

BS pilot channel measurements back to the primary BS 122 and from there to the mobile switch center ,

1 12' and then to the location system _42. The second control message is sent fi‘om the location system 42 to
the mobile switch center 1 12, then to first the primary BS, instructing the primary BS’ searcher receiver

to output (i.e., return to the initiating request message source) the detected target mobile station 140

transmitter CDMA pilot channel offset signal and their corresponding delay Spread finger (peak) values

and related relative signal strengths. -

Please replace the paragraph‘beginning on page 32, line 24 with the following paragraph:_

Fig. 30 illustrates the components of the Signal Processing Subsystem 1220 (also shown in Figs.
5, 6 and 8). The main components consist of the input queue(s) 7, signal classifier/filter 9, digital

signaling processor 17, imaging filters 19, output queue(s) 21, router/distributor 23, (also denoted as the

. ~“Data Capture And Gateway" in Fig. 8(2)), a signal processor database 26 and a signal processing
. controller 15.
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Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 33, line 3 with the following paragraph:

The signal processing subsystem 1220 supports a variety of wireless network signaling

measurement capabilities by detecting the capabilities of the mobileand base station through messaging

structures provided by the location application programming interface (L~API 14, Fig. 30). Detection1s
aceomplished1n the signal classifier 9 (Fig. 30) by referencing a mobile station database table within the
signal processor database 26, which provides, given a mobile station identification number, mobile station

revision code, other mobile station characteristics. Similarly, a mobile switch center table 31 provides

MSC characteristics and identifications to the signal classifier/filter 9. The signal classifier/filter adds

additional message header information that further classifies the measurement data which allows the

digital signal processor and image filter components to select the proper internal processing

‘ subcomponents to perform operations on the signal measurement data, for use by the location estimate
modules.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 33, line 11 and ending at page 33, line 18 with the

‘ following paragraph.

Regarding service control point messages (ofIi-‘API-SCP interface 137, Fig. 4) autonomously-

' received from the input queue 7 (Figs. 30 and 31), the signal classifier/filter 9 detennines via a signal

processing database 26 query whether such a message is to be associated with a home base station
module. Thus appropriate header information15 added to the message, thus enabling the message to pass

through the digital signal processor 17 unaffected to the output queue 21, and then to the router/distributor
23. The router/distributor 23 then routes the message to the I-IBS first order model. Those skilled in the art

will understand that associating location requests from Home Base Station configirations require
substantially less data: the mobile identification number and the associated wireline telephone number
transmission from the home location register are on the order of less than 32 bytes. Consequentially the

' home base station message type could be routed without any digital signal processing. _ _

The paragraph beginning on page 33. line 19 has been replaced with-the following paragraph:

Output queue(s) 21 (Fig. 30) are required for similar reasons as input queues 7: relatively large

amounts of data must be held in a specific format for further location processing by the location estimate .

‘ modules 1224.
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Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 33, line 21 through page 33. line 23 with the

following paragraph. '

The router and distributor component 23 (Fig. 30) is responsible for directing specific signal

measurement data types and structures to their appropriate modules. For example, the HBS FOM has no

use for digital filtering structures, whereas the TDOA module would not be able to process an I-IBS '

_ ' response message.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 33, line 27 with the following paragraph:

In addition the controller 15 receivesautonomous messages from the MSC, via the location

applications programming interface or L-API 14 (Fig 30) and the input queue 7, whenever a 9-1-1

wireless callIS originated. The mobile switch center provides this-autonomous notification to the location
system as follows: by specifying the appropriate mobile switch center operations and maintenance

commands to surveil calls based on certain digits dialed such as 9-1-1, the location applications

programming interface 14, in communications with the MSCs, receives an autonomous notification-
' whenever a mobile station user dials 9-1— 1. Specifically, a bi-directional authorized communications port

is configured, usually at the operations and maintenance subsystem of the MSCs, or with their associated
network element'manager system(s), with a data circuit, such as a DS-l, with the location applications

programming interface 14. Next, the “call trace” capability of the mobile switch center is activated for
the respective communications port. The exact implementation of the vendor-specific man-machine or

'Open Systems Interface (081) command(s) and their associated data structures generally vary among -
MSC vendors. However, the trace function is generally available in various forms, and is required in

order to comply with Federal Bureau of Investigation authorities for wire tap purposes. After the

appropriate surveillance commands are established on the MSC, such 9-1-1 call notifications messages

containing the mobile station identification number (MN) and, in U.S. FCC phase 1 E9-1- l
implementations, a pseudo-automatic number identification (a.k.a. pANI) which provides an association
with the primary base station inwh1ch the 9-1-1 callerIS in communication. In cases where the pANIis

known from the onset, the signal processing subsystem 1220 avoids querying the MSC in question to
determine the primary base station identification associated with the 9-1-1 mobile station caller.

The paragraph beginning on page 33, line 34 has been replaced with the following paragraph:
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The controller 15 (Fig. 30) is responsible for staging the movement of data among the signal processmg

subsystem 1220 components input queue 7, digital signal processor 17, router/distributor 23 and the

output queue 21, and to initiate signal measurements within the wireless network, in response from an
intemet 468 location request message in Fig. 5, via the location application programming interface.

The paragraph beginning on page 34, line 10 has been replaced with the following paragraph:

After the signal processing controller 15 receives the first message type, the autonomous

notification message from the mobile switch center 1 12 to the location system 142, containing the mobile
identification number and optionally the primary base station identification, the controller 15 queries the
base station table 13 (Fig. 30) in the signal processor database 26 to determine the status and availability

of any neighboring basestations, including those base stations of other CMRS in the area. The definition
of neighboring base stations include not only those within a provisionable “hop” based on the cell design
reuse factor, but also includes, in the case of CDMA, results from remaining set information V

autonomously queried to mobile stations, with results storedin the base station table. Remaining set
information indicates that mobile stations can detect other base station (sector) pilot channels which may

exceed the “hop” distance, yet are nevertheless candidate base stations (or sectors) for wireless location

purposes. Although cellular and digital cell design may vary, “hop” distance is usually one or two cell I
coverage areas away from the primary base station’s cell coverage area.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 34, line 20 with the following paragraph:

Having determined a likely set of base stations‘which may both detect the mobile station’s
transmitter signal, as well as to determine the set of likely pilot channels (i.e., base stations and their

associated physical antenna sectors) detectable by the mobile station in the area surrounding the primary

base station (sector), the controller 15 initiates messages to both the mobile station and appropriate base

stations (sectors) to perform signal measurements and to return the results of such measurements to the

signal processing system regarding the mobile station to be located. This step may be accomplished via
several interface means In a first case the controller 15 utilizes, for a given MSC, predetermined storage

information in the MSC table 31 to determine which type of commands, such as man-machine or OS]

commands are needed to request such signal measurements for a. given MSC. The controller generates the

mobile and base station signal measurement commands appropriate for the MSC and passes the

. commands via the input queue 7 and the locations application programming interface 14 in Fig. 30, to the

appropriate MSC, using the authorized communications port mentioned earlier. In a second case, the
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controller 15 communicates directly with base stations within having to interface directly with the MSC

for signal measurement extraction.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 34, line 31 with the following paragraph:

Upon receipt of the signal measurements, the signal classifier 9 in Fig. 30 examines location
’ application programming interface-provided message header information from the source of the location. -

measurement (for example, from a fixed BS 122, a mobile. station 140, a distributed antenna system 168

. in Fig. 4 or message location data related to a home base station), provided by the location applications
programming interface (L-API 14) via the input queue 7 in Fig. 30 and determines whether or not device

filters 17 or image filters 19 are needed, and assesses a relative priority in processing, such as an
emergency versus a background location task, in terms-of grouping like data associated with a given

location request. In the case where multiple signal measurement requests are outstanding for various base
stations, some ofwhich may be associated with a different CMRS network, and additional signal
classifier function includes sorting and associating the appropriate incoming signal measurements.

together such that the digital signal processor 17 processes related measurements in order to build
ensemble data sets. Such ensembles allow for avariety of functions such as averaging, outlier removal

over a time_period, and related filtering functions, and finther prevent association errors from occurring in

location estimate processing.

_ Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 35, line 10 with the following paragraph:

Another function of the signal classifier/low pass filter component 9 is to filter information that is

not useable, or information that could introduce noise or the effect of noise in the location estimate

modules. Consequently low paSs matching filters are used to match the in-common signal processing

components to the characteristics of the incoming signals. Low pass filters match: Mobile Station, base

station, CMRS and MSC characteristics, as well as to classify Home Base Station messages.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 35, line 14 with the following paragraph:_‘ .

The signal processing subsystem 1220 contains a base stationdatabase table 13 (Fig. 30) which
captures the maximum number of CDMA delay spread fm‘gers for a given base station.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 35, line 21 with the following paragraph:
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Just as an upgraded base Station may detect additional CDMA delay spread signals, newer or

modified mobile stations may detect additional pilot channels or CDMA delay spread fingers.

Additionally different makes and models of mobile stations may acquire improved receiver sensitivities,

suggesting a greater coverage capability. A table may establish the relationships among various mobile

station equipment suppliers and certain technical data relevant to this location invention.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 35, line 25 with the following paragraph:

Although not strictly necessary, the MIN can be populatedin this table from the PCS Service
Provider’s Customer Care system during subscriber activation and fulfillment, and could be changed at

deactivation, or anytime the end-user changes mobile stations. Alternatively, since the MIN,

manufacturer, model number, and software revision level information is available during a telephone call,
this information could extracted during the call, and the remaining fields populated dynamically, based on

manufacturer’s specifications information previously stored in the signal processing subsystem 1220.

A Default values are used in cases where the MN is not found, or where certain information must be

estimated.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 35, line 31 with the following paragraph:

A low pass mobile station filter, contained within the signal classifier/low pass filter 9 of the

signal processing subsystem 1220, uses the above table data to perform the following functions: 1) act as

a low pass filter to adjust the nominal assumptions related to the maximum number ofCDMA fingers,

‘ pilots detectable; and 2) to determine the transmitpower class and the receiver thermal noise floor. Given
the detected reverse path signal strength, the required value of SRSSMS, a corrected indication of the

effective path loss in the reverse direction (mobile station to BS), can be calculated based on data A
contained within the mobile station table 11, stored in the signal processing database 26. -

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 36, line 3 with the following paragraph:

The effects ofthe maximum number of CDMA fingers allowed and the maximum number of
, pilot channels allowed essentially form a low pass filter effect, wherein the least common denominator of

characteristics are used to filter thechming RF signal measurements such that a one for one matching

occurs. The effect of the transmit power class and receiver thermal noise floor values is to normalize the

characteristics ofthe incoming RF signals with respect to those RF signals used.
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Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 36, line 7 with the following paragraph:

The signal classifier/filter 9 (Fig. 30) is in communication with both the input queue 7 and the

signal processing database 26. In the early stage of a location request the signal processing subsystem

1220 shown in, e.g., Figs. 5, 30 and 31, will receive the initiating location request from either an V

autonomous 9-1-1 notification message from a given MSC, or from a location application; for which

mobile station characteristics about the target mobile station 140 (Fig. 4) is required. Referring to Fig. 30,
a query is made from the signal processing controller 15 to the signal processing database 26, specifically

the mobile station table 11, to determine if the mobile station characteristics associated with the MIN to.

be located is available in table 11. If the data exists then there is no need for the controller 15 to query the

wireless network in order to determine the mobile station characteristics, thus avoiding additional real-

time processing which would otherwise be required across the air interface, in order to determine the

mobile station MIN characteristics. The resulting mobile station information my be provided either via

the signal processing database 26 or alternatively a query may be performed directly from the signal

processing subsystem 1220 to the MSC in order to determine the mobile station characteristics.

Please replacethe paragraph beginning on page 36, line 18 with the following paragraph. Note that

a new Fig. 31 is provided with the label “139” changed to —239—. This is being done since the label

“139” is already being used to denote the “location engine.”

Refen'ing now to Fig. 31, another location application programming interface, L-API-CCS 239 to

the appropriate CMRS customer care system provides the mechanism to populate and update the mobile

station table 11 within the database 26. The L-API-CCS 239 contains its own set of separate input and

output queues or similar implementations and security controls to ensure that provisioning data is not sent

to the incorrect CMRS, and that a given CMRS cannot access any other CMRS’ data. The interface 11553

to the customer care system for pCMRS-A 11503 provides an autonomous or periodic notification and

response application layer protocol type, consisting ofadd, delete, change and verify message functions in

order to update the mobile station table I 1 within the signal processing database 26, via the controller .15.

A similar interface 155b is used to enable provisioning updates to be received from CMRS-B customer

care system 1 150b.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 36, line 26 with the following paragraph:
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Although the L-API-CCSVapplication message set may be any protocol type which supports the
autonomous notification message with- positive acknowledgment type, the TlM1.5 group within the

American National Standards Institute has defined a good starting point in which the L-API-CCS 239

could be implemented, using-the robust OSI TMN X-interface at the service management layer. The

object model defined in Standards proposal number T1M1.5/96-22R9, Operations Administration, .
Maintenance, and Provisioning (OAM&P) - Model for Interface Across Jurisdictional Boundaries to

Support Electronic Access Service Ordering: Inquiry Function, can-be extended to support the L-API-
CCS information elements as required and further discussed below. Other choices in which the L-API-

CCS application message set may be implemented include ASCII, binary, or any encrypted message set
encoding using, the Internet protocols, such as TCP/IP, simple network management protocol, http, https,

and email protocols.

I Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 37, line 12 with the following paragraph:

In the general case where a mobile station is located in an environment with varied clutter

patterns, such as terrain undulations, unique man--made structure geometries (thus creating varied
‘ multipath signal behaviors), such as a city or suburb, although the first CDMA delay spread finger may be

I - the same value for a fixed distance between the mobile station and BS antennas, as the mobile station

moves across such an area, different finger-data are measured. In the right image for the defined BS

antenna sector, location classes, or squares numbered one through seven, are shown across a particular

range of line ofposition (LOP). .

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 37, line 17 with the following paragraph:

. A traditional TOA/TDOA ranging method between a given BS and mobile station only provides a

range along an arc, thus introducing ambiguity error. However a unique three dimensional1mage can be

' used1n this method to specifically identify, with recurring probability, a particular unique location class

along the same Line OfPosition, as long as the multipath is unique by position but generally repeatable,

thus establishing a method of not only ranging, but also ofcomplete latitude, longitude location
- estimation in a Cartesian space. In other words, the unique shape of the‘‘mountain image” enables a

correspondence to a given unique location class along a line ofposition, thereby eliminating traditional
' . ambiguity error.

. Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 38, line 17 with the following paragraph:
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The DSP 17 may provide data ensemble results, such as extracting the shortest time delay with a

detectable relative signal strength, to the router/distributor 23, or alternatively results may be processed

via one or more image filters 19, with subsequent transmission to the router/distributor 23. The
router/distributor 23 examines the processed message data from the DSP 17 and stores routing and

distribution information in the message header. The router/distributor 23 then forwards the data messages

to the output queue 21, for subsequent queuing then transmission to the appropriate location estimator

. FOMs.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 38, line 24 and ending at page 39, line 14 with the

‘ folloWing paragraph:

At a very high level the location center 142 computes location estimates for a wireless Mobile

Station 140 (denoted the “target MS” or “MS”) by performing the following steps:

(23.1) receiving signal transmission characteristics of communications communicated between the

target MS 140 and one or more wireless infrastructure base stations 122;

(23.2) filtering the received signal transmission characteristics (by a signal processing subsystem 120

illustrated in Fig. 5) as needed so that target MS location data can be generated that is uniform and

consistent with location data generated from other target M85 140. In partiCular, such uniformity and
consistency is both in terms of data structures and interpretation of signal characteristic values provided
by, the MS location data; '

(23.3) inputting the generated target MS location data to one or more MS location estimating models

(denoted First order models or FOMS, and labeled collectively as 1224 in Fig. '5), so that each such model i
may use the input target MS location. data for generating a “location hypothesis” providing an estimate of
the location of the target MS 140; I . i

(23.4) providing the generated location hypotheses to an hypothesis evaluation module (denoted the

hypothesis evaluator 1228. in Fig. 5): ' _ A

(a) I for adjusting at least one of the target MS location estimates of the generated location
hypotheses and related confidence values indicating the confidence given to each location estimate,
wherein such adjusting uses archivalinforrnation related to the accuracy of previously generated location

hypotheses,

(b) for evaluating the location hypotheses according to various heuristics related to, for

example, the radio coverage area 120 terrain, the laws of physics, characteristics of likely movement of

the target MS 140; and
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(c) for determining a most likely location area for the target MS 140, wherein the ,
measurement of confidence associated with each input MS location area estimate is used for determining

a "most likely location area''; and .

(23.5) outputting a most likely target MS location estimate to one or more applications 146 (Fig. 5)

requesting an estimate of the location of the target MS 140.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 42, line 1 with the following paragraph:

Additionally, in utilizing location hypotheses in, for example, the location evaluator 1228 as in

(23 .4) above, it is important to keep1n mind that each location hypothesis confidence value18 a relative
measurement. That15, for confidences, cf] and cfz, 1f cf] <= cfz, then for a location hypotheses H1 and H2

having of; and cfz, respectively, the target MS 140 is expected to more likely residem a target MS
estimate of H2 than a target MS estimate of H1. Moreover, if an area, A, is such that it is included in a

plurality of location hypothesis target MS estimates, then a confidence score, CSA, can be assigned to A,
wherein the confidence score for such an area is a function ofthe confidences (both positive and negative)-
for all the location hypotheses whose (most pertinent) target MS location estimates contain A. That is, in

order to determine a most likely target MS location area estimate for outputting from the location center

142, a confidence score is determined for areas within the location center service area. More particularly,
if a function, “f",15 a function of the confidence(s) of location hypotheses, and f15 a monotonic function

in its parameters and f(cf1, cfz, cf3, .. ,ch)—= CSA for confidences cf of location hypotheses Hi,

i=12..,,N with C8,, contained1n the area estimate for H., then “f” is denoted a confidence score function
Accordingly, there are many embodiments for a confidence score function fthat may be utilized1n

computing confidence scores with the present invention; e.g., '
(a) f(cf1, cfz, , of") = 2 of; = CSA;

(b) f(cf1, cfz, , cf") = 2 cf,“ = CSA, 11 = 1, 3, 5, ...;

i (c) f(cf1, cfz,... , ch) = E (K; ‘ cfi) = CSA , wherein Ki, i = l, 2, are positive system (tunable)
~ constants (possibly dependent on environmental characteristics such as topography, time, date, traffic,

weather, and/or the type ofbase station(s) 122 from which location signatures with the target MS 140 are
being generated, etc.).

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 43,li1ie 27 and ending on page 44, line 23 with the
following paragraph.
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In one embodiment of a method and system for determining such (transmission) area type

approximations, a partition (denoted hereinafter as P0) is imposed upon the radio coverage area 120 for
partitioning for radio coverage area into subareas, wherein each subarea is an estimate of an area having
included MS 140 locations that are likely to have is at least a minimal amount of similarity in their .

wireless signaling characteristics. To obtain the partition P0 of the radio coverage area 120, the following

steps are performed: _

(23.8.4.1) Partition the radio coverage area 120 into subareas, wherein in each subarea is: (a)
connected, (b) variations in the lengths of chords sectioning the subarea through the

centroid of the subarea are below. a predetermined threshold, (c) the subarea hasan area

below a predetermined value, and (d) for most locations (e.g., within a first or second
standard deviation) within the subarea whose wireless signaling characteristics have been

verified, it is likely (e.g., within a first or second standard deviation )that an MS 140 at one
of these locations will detect (forward transmission path) and/or will be detected (reverse

transmission path) by a same collection ofbase stations 122. For example, in a CDMA

context, a first such collection may be (for the forward transmission path) the active set of

base stations 122, or, the union of the active and candidate sets, or, the union of the active,

candidate and/or remaining sets ofbase stations 122 detected by “most” M35 140 in’ the .

subarea. Additionally (or alternatively), a second such collection may be the base stations

122 that are expected to detect M85 140 at locations within the subarea. Of course, the

union or intersection of the first andsecond collections is also within the scope of the

present invention for partitioning the radio coverage area 120 according to (d) above. It is-
worth noting that it is believed that base station 122 power levels will be substantially
constant. However, even if this is not the case, one or more collections for (d) above may

be determined empirically and/or by computationally simulating the power output ofeach

. base station 122 at a predetermined level. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning thatthis

step is relatively straightforward to implement using the data stored in the location ‘
signature data base 1320 (i.e., the verified location signature clusters discussed in detail
hereinbelow). Denote the resulting partition here as P].

(23.8.4.2) Partition the radio coverage area 120 into subareas, wherein each subarea appears to

have substantially homogeneous terrain characteristics. Note, this may be performed

periodically substantially automatically by scanning radio coverage area images obtained

from aerial or satellite imaging. For example, EarthWatch Inc. of Longmont, CO can

provide geographic with 3 meter resolution from satellite imaging data. Denote the

resulting partition here 'as P2.
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(23.8.4.3) Overlay both of the above partitions of the radio coverage area 120 to obtain new
subareas that are intersections of the subareas from each of the above partitions. This new

partition is Po (i.e., P0 = P. intersect P2), and the subareas of it are denoted as “Po subareas”.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 47, line 4 and ending at page 47, line 22 with the
following paragraph: I

There are four fundamental entity types (or object classes in an object oriented programming

paradigm) utilized in the location signature data base 1320. Briefly, these data entities are described in the

items (241)through (24.4) that follow 2 ‘I
(24.1) (verified) location signatures: Each such (verified) location signature describes the wireless signal
characteristic measurements between a given base station (e.g., BS 122 or LBS 152) and an MS 140 at a

(verified or known) location associated with the (verified),location signature. That is, a verified location .
signature corresponds to a location whose coordinates such as latitude-longitude coordinates are known,
while simply a location signature may have a known or unknown location corresponding with it. Note that

the term (verified) location signature is also denoted by the abbreviation, “(verified) loc sig” hereinbelow;
(24.2) (verified) location signature clusters: Each such (verified) location signature cluster includes a

collection of (verified) location signatures corresponding to all the location signatures between a target MS

140 at a (possibly verified) presumed substantially stationary location and each BS (e.g., 122 or 152) from.
which the target MS 140 can detect the BS’s pilot channel regardless ofthe classification ofthe BS in the

(target MS (i.e., for CDMA, regardless ofwhether a BSrs in the MS’s active, candidate or remaining base

station sets, as one skilled1n the art will understand). Note that for simplicity here, it is presumed that each
location signature cluster has a single fixed primary base station to which the target MS 140 synchronizes or

obtains its timing; I

(24.3) “composite location objects (or entities)”: Each such entity is a more general entity than the verified

location signature cluster. An object of this type is a collection of (verified) location signatures that are

associated with the same MS 140 at substantially the same location at the same time and each such loc sig is

associated with a different base station. However, there is no requirement that a loc sig from each BS 122 for

which the MS 140 can detect the BS’s pilot channel is included in the “composite location object (or entity)”;
and

(24.4) MS location estimation data that includes MS location estimates output by one or more MS location

estimating first order models 1224, such MS location estimate data is described in detail hereinbelow.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 47, line 30 with the following paragraphi
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In particular, for each (verified) loc sig includes the following: .

, (25.1) MS_:_type the make and model of the target MS 140 associated with a location signature .
instantiation; note that the type of MS 140 can also be derived from this entry; e.g., whether MS 140

is a handset MS, car-set MS, or an MS for location only Note as an aside, for at least CDMA, the . _

type ofMS 140 provides information as to the number of fingers that may be measured by the MS, as

one skilled in the will appreciate.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 48, line 24 with the following paragraph:

(25.7) signal topography characteristics: In one embodiment, the signal topography characteristics retained

can be represented as characteristics ofat least a two-dimensional generated surface. That is, such a

surface is generated by the signal processing subsystem 1220 from signal characteristics accumulated

over (a relatively short) time interval. For example, in the two-dimensional surface case, the

dimensions for the generated surface may be, for example, signal strength and time delay. That is,

. the accumulations over a brief time interval of signal characteristic measurements between the BS

122 and the MS 140 (associated with the loc sig) may be classified according to the two signal
characteristic dimensions (e.g., signal strength andcorresponding time delay). That is, by‘sampling‘
the signal characteristics and classifying the samples according to a mesh ofdiscrete cells or bins,

{I wherein each cell corresponds to a different range of signal strengths and time delays a tally of the
. number of samples falling in the range of each cell can be maintained. Accordingly, for each cell, its

corresponding tally may be interpreted as height of the cell, so that when the heights ofall cells are

' considered, an undulating or mountainous surface is provided. In particular, for a cell mesh of

appropriate fineness, the “mountainous surface”, is believed to, under most circumstances, provide a
contour that is substantially unique to the location of the target MS 140. Note that in one ‘

embodiment, the signal samples are typically obtained throughout a predetermined signal sampling -
time interval of 2-5 seconds as is discussed elsewhere in this specification. In particular, the signal

topography characteristics retained for a loc sig include certain topographical characteristics of such

a generated mountainous surface. For example, each loc sig may include: for each local maximum

(ofthe loc sig surface) above a predetermined noise ceiling threshold, the (signal strength, time

delay) coordinates of the cell of the local maximum and the corresponding height of the local

maximum. Additionally, certain gradients may also be included for characterizing the “steepness" of

the surface mountains. Moreover, note that in some embodiments, a frequency may also be '
associated with each local maximum. Thus, the data retained for each selected local maximum can
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include a quadruple of signal strength, time delay, height and frequency. Further note that the data
types here may vary. However, for simplicity, in parts of the description of Ice sig processing related

to the signal characteristics here, it is assumed that the signal characteristic topography data structure

here is a vector;

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 49, line 19 with the following paragraph:

(25.13) repeatable: TRUE iff the loc sig is “repeatable” (as described heréinafier), FALSE otherwise. Note
' that each verified 10c sig is designated as either “repeatable” or “random”. A loc sig is repeatable if

the (verified/known) location associated with the loc sig is such that signal characteristic
measurements between the associated BS 12-2 and this MS can be either replaced at periodic time

intervals, or updated substantially on demand by most recent signal characteristic measurements

betweenthe associated base station and the associated MS 140 (or a comparable MS) at the
verified/known location. Reputable 10c sigs may be, for example, provided by stationary or fixed

location M83 140 (e.g., fixed location transceivers) distributed within certain areas ofa geographical

region serviced by the location center 142 for providing MS location estimates. .That is, it is an aspect

ofthe present invention that each such stationary MS 140 can be contacted by the location center 142
(via the base stations Iof the wireless infiastructure) at substantially any time for providing a new I
collection (i.e., cluster) ofwireless signal characteristics to be associated with the verified location for
the transceiver. Alternatively, repeatable loc sigs may be obtained by, for example, obtaining location

signal measurements manually fiom workers who regularly traverse a predetermined route through
some portion ofthe radio coverage area; i.e., postal workers.

Please replace the paragraph beginning on page 50, line 17 with the following paragraph:

(26.1) A “normalimtion” method for normalizing 10¢ 51g data according to the associated MS 140 and/or BS
122 signal processing and generating characteristics. That15, the signal processing subsystem 1220,
one embodiment being described inthe PCT patent application PCT/US97/ 15933, titled, “Wireless

Location Using A Plurality ofCommercial Network Infrastructures,” by F. W. LeBlanc and the 7

4 present inventors, filed September 8, 1997 (which has a U.S. national filing that is now U.S. Patent
No. 6,236,365, filed July 8, 1999, note, both PCTIUS97/15933 and U.S. Patent No. 6,236,365 are

incorporated fully by reference herein) provides (methods for loc sig objects) for‘‘nor-rnalizing” each

loc sig so that variations in signal characteristics resulting from variations in (for example) MS signal

processing and generating characteristics of different types of MS’s may be reduced. In particular,
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